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NORDA Mission

The mission of the Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity
is to carry out a broadly based RDT&E program in ocean science and
technology, with emphasis on understanding ocean processes through
measurement and analysis, and the effects of the ocean environment
on Navy systems and operations.
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PrPface

Preface

Rear Admiral J. B. Mooney, Jr., USN
Chief of Naval Research

Oceanography has played a major role in the U.S. Navy since the
time of Matthew Fontaine Maury. The importance of this knowledge
in the deployment of our armed forces and the use of our weapon systems
is more critical today than ever before.

As a former Oceanographer of the Navy, I was responsible for furnish-
ing oceanographic products to our operational forces, and I needed support
from strong oceanographic research and development programs. Now,
as Chief of Naval Research (CNR), I am responsible for developing the
oceanographic technical base necessary to satisfy these requirements.

With this unique privilege-working with NORDA as both CNR and
Oceanographer of the Navy-I can personally attest to the dedication
and capabilities of NORDA's people. Many of NORDA's accom-
plishments in ocean and acoustic modeling, instrumentation, and measure-
ment techniques have been transitioned to the Fleet. I applaud this success
and look forward to an exciting future, as we work together to implement
oceanographic knowledge and multiply the capabilities of our operational
forces.

J. B. Mooney, Jr., Rear Admiral, USN

Chief of Naval Research
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Introduction

Introduction

Captain Roger P. Onorati, USN, Commanding Officer
Dr. James E. Andrews, Technical Director

This publication reviews the growth of NORDA
and presents a cross section of NORDA's products
as a multidisciplinary, full-spectrum, ocean science
and engineering facility. NORDA's research pro-
gram has been designed as a broad, balanced blend
of basic and exploratory ocean research, model
development and applications, systems concepts and
designs, and advanced engineering developments. %..
NORDA's corporate goals are to advance our ..
knowledge of the marine environment, to apply and "

- exploit this knowledge in support of Navy weapon
systems development, and to resolve Fleet problems
impacted by the ocean environment.

The underlying theme of this document is that of progress throughout 4.
NORDA's relativelh short history; progress displayed by the continu-
ing growth of the high-quality scientific research staff and by the state-
of-the-art facilities that support that staff. It is also apparent in the high
quality of the administrative and technical support staff. The product
of our research staff is exemplified in the content of the papers in the
Review. The product of the other is reflected in the quality and polish
of the physical aspects of this publication.

These pages reveal that NORDA has developed strong programs in
oceanography; ocean remote sensing; ocean modeling; ocean acoustics;
mapping, charting and geodesy; and geosciences. Innovative measure-
ment systems, many of which are unique in the marine community,
have been developed by NORDA scientists and engineers to support .
these programs. These programs and capabilities are the result of a series
of well-planned investmcnt initiatives and of the support provided by
the Chief of Naval Research through the Office of Naval Research to
implement these plans. Most importantly, the products of NORDA
research presented here reflect the cumulative efforts and dedication
of all the individuals who have been part of NORDA's first ten years,
and set a standard to be maintained and advanced in future years. .!
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History

The Origin of NORDA

The early 1960s constituted a brief period of prosperi- chosen as the site of the incipient Maury Center and,
ty for both oceanography and Department of Defense within weeks, NAVOCEANO began relocating some of
Research and Development. During these few years, the its research and development people to this site.
Vietnam War had not yet taken over either the Defense But now in the mid-19 s, the mood of the nation was
budget or the focus of national attention. President Ken- beginning to change with its deepening involvement in
nedy had committed the nation to winning a race with Vietnam. The war's drain on the DoD budget and, later.
Russia in space, and the mood of the Congress fostered negative public reaction to our national involvement in
a growing respect and support for scientific efforts. The the war, began to impact drastically on the Navy ocean
ocean was beginning to be recognized as the final fron- science budget and personnel ceilings. The available R&D
tier for exploration on earth. funding began to diminish: at-sea ship time was cut back

During those few years, Congress authorized the and several of the new AGS and AGOR ships were either
building of the first Navy-owned and operated ships mothballed for long periods or were disposed of. Navy
specifically designed for oceanographic work, the Navy's influence in the overall national ocean science program
ocean science budget more than doubled, and the size of thus diminished. -F
the Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) grew However, the rapid growth of NAVOCEANO was now
bv more than 50%. forcing it to occupy office and laboratory space in parts

At this time the Navy also began an effort to improve of some 10 different buildings at four different locations
coordination of its ocean science programs, both inter- (Suitland, NRL, the Washington Navy Yard, and the NRL
nally and with those managed by other agencies. This ef- facility at Chesapeake Beach, Maryland). NRL, itself ex-
fort included the establishment of the Oceanographer of periencing renewed growth as a result of direct support
the Navy (OCEANAV) as a separate command in 1966 of the war effort in some of its programs, forced NAVO-
to serve as the Navy's "czar" of oceanography, and to CEANO to move many of its Maury Center people out
direct and manage the resources of the Naval of their spaces.
Oceanographic Program. At the same time, the Naval This need for space, together with the fact that the Navy
Research Laboratory (NRL) and its higher headquarters, was the largest federal employer in the D. C. area (with
the Office of Naval Research (ONR), were reorganizing over 40,(XX) civilian employees) and was under pressure
a number of their programs. These two organizations and from Congress to decentralize and relocate its personnel
NAVOCEANO were the only major Navy elements with to other parts of the country, pointed toward relocation
significant ongoing research efforts in basic ocean science, of NAVOCEANO away from Washington.
programs not directly related to supporting fleet systems NASA's National Space Technology Laboratories,
development, located in southwestern Mississippi, near Bay St. Louis.

fhe Assistant Secretary for the Navy for R&D, ONR. was just one of the sites OCEANAV considered. The
and NRL initiated plans to establish on one campus an others included Newport, Rhode Island: the Philadelphia
ocean science center that would serve to improve coor- Navy Yard: Hyattsville, Maryland: and NASA's Michoud
dination among the various Navy programs. The plan site near New Orleans. But because of the cutback in the -

grew. eventually involving OCEANAV and NAVO- space program, the Mississippi facility had approximately
CEANO. and began to take shape in the mid-1960s as .15.0(X) square feet of modern (mid-1960s) office and
the Matthew F. Maury Center for Ocean Science. laboratory space and about l(R).(M) square feet of

NAVOCEANO's growth during the preceding few warehouse space and other facilities that were either va-
years was beginning to cause severe space shortages at cant or could be made available on short notice.
both its Suitland. Maryland, and Washington (D.C.) Navy Because of the high cost, relocating just NAVOCEANO
Yard locations. Conversely, the completion of several new did not appear acceptable. So, in February of 1975,
buildings at NRL had made several older buildings there OCEANAV proposed to the Assistant Secretarv of the
surplus and subject to demolition. These buildings were Navy (R&)) a plan for consolidation of the Naval
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History

Oceanographic Program at NSTL, with a number of ex- CEANO would continue to report to OCEANAV.
isting components in addition to NAVOCEANO. These NAVOCEANO's R&I) components and the other ONR
components were ONR Code 480. the Long Range and SysCom elements involved would form the new R&)
Acoustic Propagation Project (LRAPP), the ONR Acoustic organization and would report to the Chief of Naval
Environmental Support Detachment (AESD). ONR Code Research. This new organization would, however. be co-
102-OS, and six unspecified ocean science program located with NAVOCEANO at NSTL: together. they
managers from the Navy Systems Commands and the would form the basis of a new Naval Oceanographic Center
Chief of Naval Material. of Excellence.

For the most part, these (together with the R&) com- The Chief of Naval Research appointed l)r. Roy Gaul.
ponents of NAVOCEANO) were the same elements ear- the manager of the Long Range Propagation Project. to

marked to compose the Maury, Center back in the head the planning group to form the new organization.
mid-19(0s. But the Maurv Center, although it had its own "ntiall. Dr. Gaul informally named the new activity the
letterhead stationery and a sign on its main building, never No
did achieve official status as a command or even a compo- Naval Ocean Research Laboratory (NORI): hiw W-I

.During its entire existence (19 - changed within a month to the Naval Ocean Science Ac

n1976). it remained a loose confederation of co-located tivity (NOSA). Finally, on June 10. 1975. l)r. Gaul andhis assistants agreed that the Naval Ocean Research and
elements that had similar interests. but entirely different

c cDevelopment Activity (NORI)A) should be the name ochains of command.

By relocating these elements along with the the rest the new R&D organization.

of the NAVOCEANO organization. it was felt that the On July 25. 1975. the l)eputy Secretar of l)elense an

goals of the Maury Center could still be pursued and would nounced that certain elements ot the Na\' *

stand a better chance of being achieved. Oceanographic Program would bx con olidated at NASA s

The preliminary plan was approved by the Assistant NSTL base in Mississippi. Five days later, an OPNAV-

Secretary of the Navy (R&I)). and the following month NOTICE 515() was issued, establishing NORI)A in a"

(March 1975) the Chief of Naval Research announced that development status, effective August 3. 1975. And. on

a new R&) organization would be formed as a result of March 31, 1970. NORI)A became tully operational as

moving these elements to Mississippi. Although NAVO- a field activity tinder the Chiet of Naval Research.
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fHistory V.

Significant Dates in the History of NORDA

The essential history of NORDA is contained in the documents of its research,
development, and engineering activities. However, in the chronology of NORDA
as an organization, a number of specific dates and milestones are worth noting
in these pages.

February 1975-Commander B. Matthews is assigned to July-Commander Kenneth G. Hinman relieves Captain
serve as Executive Officer of the organization-in-formation Hague as NORDA Executive Officer.
that will become NORDA.

June 15, 1980-Dr. Louis P. Solomon reports aboard as
December-Captain Charles G. Darrell is assigned as Com- Head of NORDA's Ocean Programs Management Of-
manding Officer of the new organization. fice (Code 500).

March 31, 1976-NORDA is officially established at December 8-Captain G. Thomas Phelps assumes com-
NSTL as a field activity of the Chief of Naval Research. mand of NORDA.
Dr. Ralph Goodman, Associate Director of Research for
Oceanology at the Naval Research Laboratory. is named March 1, 1981-Dr. James E. Andrews assumes Direc-
NORDA's first Technical Director. Commander George torship of NORDA's Ocean Science and Technology
E. Lawniczak is assigned as first Director of the Navy Laboratory (Code 300).
Oceanographic Laboratory (NOL) at NORDA.

April 3-Navy Secretary John Lehman and U.S. Senator
September-Commander R. J. Mace relieves Commander John Stennis are briefed on NORDA during a tour of
Matthews as Executive Officer. NSTL.

April 25. 1977-NORDA's first ADP facility, featuring May 11 -Ground is broken for a second wing to Building
a CDC-1700 computer, is dedicated. 1105, dedicated to NORDA's Physical Oceanography

Branch.
June-NORDA's first two reports are published: The
Geological Environment West of St. Croix, by T. August-Dr. Goodman accepts reassignment to head the
Holcomb. A. Einwich, F. Bowles, and J. Egloff, all of Code SACLANT ASW Research Centre at La Spezia, Italy.
360, and The Oceanographic/Meteorological Environ-
ment West of St. Croix by D. Burns of Code 330. November-Dr. Andrews is named NORDA Technical

Director.
July 1-Captain Glenn D. Hamilton assumes directorship
of NOL. June 1. 1982-Dr. Herbert Eppert is named Director of

NORDA's Ocean Science and Technology Laboratory. Ilk
September-Commander John D. Hague relieves Com-
mander Mace as NORDA Executive Officer. July-Captain Hinman is reassigned to Naval

Oceanography Command Center -Guam- Commander R.
January 3. 1979-Dr. David Mann, Assistant Secretary J. Coleman takes over as NORDA Executive Officer.
of the Navy for Research, Engineering and Systems, breaks
ground for NORDA Remote Sensing Laboratory addition August 20-Ground is broken for the NORDA Ocean
to Building 1105. (First dedicated NORDA construction Science Center, the first new building dedicated exclusively
project.) to NORDA's use.

5



History

August 1983-NORDA's remote sensing capabilities are September 25-Captain Roger P. Onorati relieves Cap-
enhanced; one 10-m and two 5-m dish antennas are tain Phelps as NORDA Commanding Officer.
installed.

November-Seven members of the Naval Research Ad-
January 1984-NORDA reorganizes: Ocean Acoustics visory Committee (NRAC) pay first visit to NORDA.
and Technology Directorate is established, and is headed
by Dr. William Moseley. July 1985--The Secretary of the Navy announces that

March-Ocean Programs Management Office is an Institute for Naval Oceanography will be established
disestablished. at NSTL: Captain Onorati will be the first

Officer-in-Charge.

July 20-NORDA's Magnetic Observatory opens., J NgAugust--Commander Roland Garcia relieves Commander

September 7-NORDA's Ocean Science Center (Building Coleman as Chief Staff Officer (former Executive Officer
I(X)5) opens. position).
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Accomplishments

NORDA Major Scientific and Technical
Accomplishments (1976-1986)

Since 1976, NORDA's efforts in ocean research and engineering, either directly
or through programs it has sponsored, have resulted in specific and general ac-
complishments that increased our understanding of the ocean environment or
had a beneficial impact on state-of-the-art systems, techniques, and equipment
design, or on the Fleet, itself. This listing summarizes some of NORDA's more
significant accomplishments.

* A technique to extract ocean bottom impulse response Numerical Oceanography Center, Monterey, California.
from reflectivity data was established. The Thermodynamical Ocean Prediction System (TOPS)

0 An improved model of resonant scattering from an provides real-time, large-scale forecasts of the ther-
individual swimbladder fish was developed. modynamical structure of the upper mixed layer of the 4

0 An acoustic model to estimate the distribution of fish ocean.
school target strength for any schooling species was * An electromechanical cable was developed for diverse
developed and refined. sea applications. The cable allows for complete torque

* An advanced towable, high-frequency acoustic balance and provides a wide choice of strength for a given
backscatter measurement system was completed and field core size.
tested to measure volume reverberation and to enable study • A unique ocean measurement system that can mea-
of internal wave interaction and mixing processes and how sure and analyze the highly saline brine pumped from salt
they affect acoustic transmission. domes was developed and installed at the Bryan Mound
• A new active sonar forecasting system, SHARPS III salt dome near Freeport, Texas.

(Ship, Helicopter Acoustic Range Prediction System), was • A portable 33-GHz microwave radiometer and source
developed by NORDA. has been developed and is now "Arctic-ready."

* The Versatile Experimental Kevlar Array Program 0 The preliminary concept, design, and testing phases
(VEKA) produced a family of instrumented arrays for for a new deep ocean measurement technology-the Deep
various environmental acoustic experiments required by Towed Array Geophysical System (DTAGS)-has been
the Navy for a wide variety of underwater acoustic completed.
experiments. * Development and field testing of a buried mine

* A series of detailed geological/geophysical maps that minehunting system has begun.
describe the sea floor in the eastern Caribbean and the * Three large, uncharted seamounts were detected nea-
northeast Pacific were produced. Wake Island, linear, seafloor-spreading type anomalies were

0 Geoacoustic models were derived for seven Northeast identified in the magnetic "quiet zone"; and new regional
Atlantic sites. anomaly patterns and their boundaries were mapped.

* An electronic filter (EEF) was developed for use with 0 Numerical experiments on the Gulf of Mexico circula- *

the ASQ-81 MAD system for reducing geological noise tions verified theoretical predictions about the Loop Cur-
during ASW operations. rent and its eddy shedding, including eddy diameter, pene-

* A cooperative NORDA/Canadian Defence Ministry tration into the Gulf and the latitude of westward bending.
experiment was conducted off the coast of Newfoundland. * Conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) processing
Results of the experiment indicated the possibility that software developed by the Naval Oceanographic Office
radar beamed from a satellite can be used to locate ocean has been streamlined and extensively documented.
surface currents and eddies. * A major field experiment, Donde Va?, involved scien-

* The world's first ocean forecast model designed for tists from Spain, France, Germany, and the United States.
operational use was developed and delivered to the Fleet The experiment was conducted near the Strait of Gibraltar.

.R
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Accomplishments

Analysis of results revealed previously unknown features from a global weather prediction model.

of the regional circulation, which have significant tactical * In a cooperative effort with the Naval Underwater
implications about temporal and spatial environmental Systems Center. a wide-angle parabolic equation model
variability, was developed to predict acoustic propagation in range-

* A group of experiments was performed to study the dependent ocean environments.
evolution of steep, initially two-dimensional water waves. * NORDA participated in a U.S. Navy Black Sea opera-
Experiments in a large towing tank and an outdoor basin tion to determine how the Acoustic Performance Predic-
revealed rapid, intense, nonlinear transitions leading to tion (APP) system is used in the field and to provide
three-dimensional wave breakdown. NORDA with experience in its operational uses and

* Models have been developed to improve the basic problems.
understanding of the interaction of acoustic energy with The AUTO OCEAN data base was updated in the
the ocean boundaries. Southern Hemisphere, and the Retrievable Sound Velocity

* Vertical line array (VLA) performance measurements Provile (RSVP) data base was updated.
were conducted to support an experiment in a bottom- * A continuing project. Basic Acoustic Model Users
limited region of the Northeast Pacific. Data from these Support-BAMUS, provides support to the ASW com-
measurements served as a testbed for a maximum entropy munity by making acoustic modeling services available.
beamformer, which provides beamwidths one-seventh as SHARPS IIl updates were completed, and the upgrade
wide as those provided conventionally, for the Fast Asymptotic Coherent Transmission (FACT)

* A new analytical approach based on pyrolysis-mass 9H model. FACT 10A, was evaluated and will replace
spectrometry has been developed. The instrument analyzes the older version.
the organics in water, sediments, and particles, and on * A data system to provide altimeter-based products
surfaces in under 15 minutes. to the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center and research

* An Expendable Probes Data Acquisition System to refine and improve the algorithms to derive oceano-
(EPDAS) has been developed and tested. The system can graphic parameters from GEOSAT data is continuing.
collect data from a variety of expendable sensors. * A towed underwater pumping system (TUPS) was

* The Air(Sea Interaction Measurement System was successfully developed to make simultaneous chemical.
developed to provide a significant capability for precisely biological, and light measurements in the oceans.
measuring ocean surface waves and their interactions with * Analysis of clay minerals from Quaternary sediments
surface winds and subsurface currents. of the eastern Caribbean has led to positive identification

0 A marine geotechnical laboratory was established to of the Orinoco River as a source area and development
improve understanding of the relationships among sedi- of sediment transport models explaining the spatial/tem-
ment geotechnical properties, seabed acoustic properties, poral distribution of Quaternary terrigenous sediments in
and seafloor environmental processes. the eastern Caribbean.

* Two deep-ocean piezometer probes have been devel- * A continuing objective is to improve hydrographic
oped and tested, survey operations by collecting bathymetric data more ac-

* The Oceanographic Instrumentation Systems Project curately and efficiently. An in-depth analysis was performed
sponsored the development, evaluation, and implementa- for survey operations and the need for a centralized Fault
tion of new measurement systems: the expendable shear Location System (FLS) was identified. The FLS will pro-
probe, the expendable dissipation probe: and air-expendable vide sound boat operators with immediate, continuous
sound velocity probe: deep. accurate airborne expendable monitoring of the quality and operational availability of
bathythermographs: digital data collection systems for use all data collection. navigation. recording. power, and
on surface and air platforms: microstructure profilers: and environmental equipment in use.
bathyphotometers. * NORDA has conducted research and development

* A shipboard oceanographic profiling system. including to support amphibious preassault planning. A technique
sensors and winch, was developed and used extensively has been developed for using wave-refraction analysis to
to measure finescale ocean variability, determine nearshore bathvmetry in an amphibious objec

* For the first time, a global distribution of oceanic tive area.
shear was obtained over the Northern Hemisphere in the 0 A large-scale. complex. user-friendly interactive data
upper layers of the ocean using the TOPS model developed processing system has been designed for use in hydro-
by NORDA and surface momentum/heat fluxes derived graphic information handling. The software has already

I,
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Accomplishments

proved useful in processing survey data onboard NAVO- 0 Fleet Interaction: NORI)A has been intensely in-
CEANO's hydrographic ships. volved in providing direct technical environmental sup-

* A Remote Work Processing Facility was designed and port to Fleet operational commands.
established at NORDA for automatic feature extraction 0 A vertical line array DIFAR acoustic prediction model
research. NORDA has been formally recognized as the was installed in the computer at Fleet Numerical
Navy's Remote Work Processing Facility for the Defense Oceanography Center for daily use in Fleet broadcasts to
Mapping Agency's tri-service capability, predict the performance of the Fleet operational system.

* An automated system for extracting bathymetry from * NORDA carried out data collection, analysis, and
remotely sensed data was needed. NORI)A tested and modeling as the lead U.S. participant in a two-part NATO
evaluated various image enhancement/digital filtering algo Military Oceanography operation in a closed basin.
rithms for use in improving stereocompilation ot 0 A seasonal Secchi depth atlas documenting water clari-
bathymetric images. ty has been developed for the world's coastlines.

* The Navy needed a cavitation source to advance its NORDA has constructed a remotely located
understanding of ocean parameter influences on the genera- Magnetic Observatory to conduct measurements of the
tion of cavitation by propellers and moving hulls. The ambient magnetic field in a magnetically quiet environ-
Cavitating Ocean Profiling System was developed and has ment, as well as other such magnetic phenomena as telluric
been successfully demonstrated at sea. potentials and low-frequency seismic vibrations in support

* The South Atlantic Geocorridor project has obtained of Navy mapping, charting, and geodesy requirements.
geomagnetic profiles that extend from the eastern coast 0 An upgraded Thematic Mapper Scanner is being
of South America to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. developed for use in the Airborne Bathymetric Survey

* A Versatile Experimental Data Acquisition Buoy (ABS) System. This multispectral scanner splits the blue
System (VEDABS) was developed to provide critical and green bands to provide more accurate bathymetric
acoustic measurements. information in the penetrating bands.

* Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) beamforming, i Monte Carlo models have been developed to enable

a high-resolution spatial processing technique, has been dire Crlo odels ve b ankeoateable

developed to provide increased resolution and decreased direct simulation of the laser volume backscatter radiance

beamwidth without increasing the array aperture. A study was conducted to determine map and chart
•Airborne Electromagnetic (AEM) bathymetry tech-

* Aibore Eectomanetc (AM) athmety tch- symbolization improvements that could be made available
nology from geological prospecting applications is being ymoliz tion method A 1: availabex-
applied to charting the depth of shallow coastal waters, by computerized production methods. A 1:1 ,0()(XX) ex-,
Initial field testing shows good agreement with ground perimental map featuring illuminated contours and other

truth data, but further improvements in model inputs and special symbolizations was designed. Proof copies are be-

equipment calibration techniques are required for improved ing produced for evaluation.
resolution. * An opportunity to conduct two SWATHMAP

* An Airborne Bathymetric Survey (ABS) System is surveys in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden aboard the USS

being developed for use in a Navy P-3 aircraft. This system JOHN HANCOCK was exploited. The data acquired on
will address the significant backlog of needed surveys in these cruises demonstrate the validity of regional

coastal areas, while performing those surveys more quickly, geoacoustic (backscatter) mapping using SQS or similar
with higher coverage, and at less expense than conventional sonar systems.
techniques. The ABS System will combine an active scan- * The WESTPAC Jurassic "Quiet Zone" study has
ning laser sounder, a nine-channel passive multispectral been completed. Low-altitude aeromagnetic survey data
scanner, and an active electromagnetic profiler. were used to map sequences of linear magnetic anomalies

* During a four-year period. NORDA led or par- in a region of subdued magnetic morphology east of the
ticipated in eight shallow-water, high-freqiency, acoustic Mariana-lzu trench system. The anomalies are interpreted
bottom scattering experiments, to be of the seafloor spreading variety and have been used

* An operational Arctic Sea Ice Forecast Model was to derive a new geomagnetic reversal time scale for the
developed and delivered to the Fleet Numerical Oceanog- Jurassic.
raphy Center. The model forecasts ice velocity, thickness. 0 The Marine Seismic System (MSS) project successfully
and compactness, as well as areas of convergence and completed a SW Pacific operational deployment in a water
divergence. depth of 18.0(X) ft.
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NORDA Facilities

Facilities

NORDA is located on the grounds of NASA's National Space Technology Laboratories. which is situated about
25 miles from the Mississippi Gulf Coast and 45 miles from New Orleans, Louisiana. Our facilities consist of administrative
and support offices, laboratories, specialized work areas, and storage facilities. Selected articles on several of our facilities
and systems are included here.

'

NORDA's first dedicated building, the Ocean Science Center, was officially open for business 17 August 198.1. The iCommand's senior management staff and the Ocean Acouistics, Ocean Technology. and Seaffixor G;eosciences D~ivisions J.,Nare located here. 
v
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NORDA Facilities I

NORDA's data collection platforms rarge from a fleet of dedicated Navy ships and aircraft to a variety of satellites.
Occasionally, reseoi.h vessels belonging to contractors or cooperating academic institutions are used.

The equipment available "o NORDA researchers is either developed for a particular purpose or is drawn from the
most current technology. Examples of state-of-the-art equipment include a scanning electron microscope, an X-ray dif-
fractometer, several computer facilities, an updated Interactive Digital Satellite Processing System. a Satellite Data Receiving
and Processing System, a GEOSAT Oceanographic Applications Program facility, and a wave-making facility. Some
of the equipment that has been developed by NORDA scientists and technicians includes a Deep Towed Array Geophysical
System and a variety of other fabricated underwater sensors and acoustic arrays, ocean-going towers, various types
of software, a portable field microwave radiometer and source (passive radiometer or active radar) for ground use, an
Arctic survival kit to protect two people for approximately one week, and a navigation and communications package
for use on floating sea-ice camps.

The printed circuit board prototyping facility consists of printed circuit artwork layout, photographic, and etchant
equipment for the design and manufacture of single- or double-sided copper foil printed circuit boards. This facility
provides NORI)A with an in-house capability for rapid implementation and testing of electronic circuits used in specialized
research instrumentation systems. In addition, this facility can be used to color-etch aluminum front panels for elec-
tronic equipment. This color etching capability permits color coding of operator control panels for clearer understand-
ing of functional meaning.

The secondary standards control room provides a highly controlled temperature and humidity environment for the

stabilization of secondary standards for calibration checking of general purpose electronic test equipment. Temperature
of the room is maintained within one degree Celsius and five percent relative humidity. The secondary standards within
this facility are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.

The acoustic tower test bed facib;tv consists of two 35-foot tall towers attached to catamaran hulls so that each tower
can be towed to an offshore test site and sunk to the sea floor. These towers provide submerged mounting platforms
for a wide variety of acoustic projector and receiving arrays. The pointing direction of mounted devices can be in-
dependently controlled in roll, pitch, and azimuth so that direct path or indirect path propagation can be investigated.
On-board electronic systems provide for control and acquisition of data. The towers can be individually positioned and
subsequently controlled by a single surface ship. which makes using the testbed facility more cost attractive.

-N N .
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Remote Work Processing Facility

R. Kent Clark
Mapping, Charting. and Geodesy Division

Introduction IP85(X) image processing system handles the image display
Extracting cartographic and feature information from and manipulation chores, and the Grinnell display system

a variety of source imagery is a continuing requirement is provided to ensure compatibility with the Defense Ad-
for the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) and the military vanced Research Projects Agency's image-understanding
services. An active area of research is the development testbed. An upgrade of the IP8500, additional disk drives,
of automatic and computer-aided interactive feature ex- and the symbolics processor are being procured.
traction techniques. The Remote Work Processing Facility The VAX 11/780 superminicomputer has become a
(RWPF) is an integrated hardware-software computer standard for scientific computing. Its lower price has made
system that serves as a testbed for research into automatic it available to a wide variety of university, government,
feature extraction. and priNate laboratories throughout the country, and its

The RWPF was originally named the Automatic Feature virtual memory architecture and speed make it a useful
Extraction System. When the system became operational tool for medium- to heavy-duty computing. The NORDA
in 1976, it used the most advanced minicomputers and RWPF VAX has 10 megabytes of physical memory (with
off-the-shelf hardware. including a PDP 11/70 minicom- up to four gigabytes of virtual memory) and a floating

puter and DeAnza IP5500 image processor. Since that point accelerator. A massbus adapter interfaces the high-
time, sensor technology advances dictated a need for large- density tape drive and two unibus adapters connect the
format imagery that far exceeded the memory limitations other peripherals.
of the PDP 11/70. The advent of virtual memory architec- The Floating Point Systems 5205 array processor pro-
tures, along with advances in image processing systems, rides very high speed computations (up to 12 million
has made extremely large images feasible. The RWPF has floating point operations per second) for compute bound
been upgraded to incorporate the latest hardware and to programs. This 38-bit processor interfaces to the VAX
allow the use of many more image types and sources, via the Unibus. It has 256 kilowords of memory available

As part of the upgrading process, DMA has developed for use. Because the large image arrays must undergo
a tri-service capability with an RWPF at each of the three heavy manipulation, these devices have found a wide ac-
service laboratories. NORDA houses the Navy's RWI " ceptance in image processing laboratories.
Each RWPF contains a compatible set of haraware (Down., The Gould DeAnia IP850() is a state-of-the-art, pro-
et al., 1984) and software (PAR Upgrade Team, 1985) grammable, image display system that performs such func-
to make use of common software and communications tions as image data capture. image enhancement, and im-
among researchers much easier, age analysis. The system contains RAM memory to store

images, look-up tables for false Loloring, and specialized
', Discussion hardware processors. Typical applications include medical

imagery, animation software and special effects, and remote
, RWPF Hardware sensing. The IP85(X) is interfaced with the VAX via
The current NORDA configuration of the RWPF (Fig. Unibus and drives an RGB (red-green-blue) color monitor

I) consists of a VAX 11/780. an IP85(X) image processor. for image display. Currently, the NORDA IP85(X) has
an FPS 5205 array processor, and a Grinnell display 10 megabytes of memory for image storage and is capable
system. The VAX 11/785 processor will allow large image of driving a 512 x 512 pixel monitor or 1024 x 1021 pixel
input, tessellation, viewing. roaming. interactive image high-resolution monitor.
processing, and automatic processing. It also handles the A LISP processor is being procured for the NORI)A
software and project maintenance duties. The Gould RWPF. (A Symbolics 3670 has been installed at the )MA

14
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NORDA Facilities P

R\VPF.) This machine has been specifically designed io is locating match point,, in the stcreo pairs. SMASC Uss
efficiently run programs written in the LISP programming probabilistic infcrencing to naith objects r',rescnIlc I snIl
language. It will be interfaced with the VAX via Ethernet. holically from two stereo inames .

O This machine will be used for sVmbolic manipulation and A second major piece ot softvarc is a progran cAlle-d
artificial intelligence image understanding research. This Automatic Svrnbolic Change l)etection iASCI) (Kinn ct P.
processor will be a valuable tool in the NORDA RWPF. al.. 1983). ASCD is a knowledge based system that corn

pares features of interest in a reference data set with those
RWPF software in a mission data set. Output is the identification of the

A large set of integrated software has been developed regions of change. ASCI) first finds all features in the
for the RWPF for feature extraction and general image reference symbolic data file. This information is used to
processing. Many image processing primitives, such as compile a list of features to look for in the mission imaC.

edge detectors, statistical classifiers, filters, and multiband The mission image is segmented and a mission sybolics
processors, are available and can be linked to perform data tilt is formed. Then. for each region in the reference
specific operator-controlled functions. Software is availabl svmbolic dilt file. search areas in the mission imae art
for image restoration and manipulation. symbolic matching scanned and a determination of whether or not signifi

for stereo compilation. symbolic change detection. ant cant change has occurred is made from a rule base. A
stereo cross correlation. An interactive aid tor knowledg, change probbility is assigned to each grid cell of the mis

engineering is available to help construct knowlcd.ge bass sion image.
for expert systems.

The software on the RWPF was designed to support
a multiuser environment and. bCecause the RWPt: was Summary
meant to exist i , a research and development arnna. be The NORI)A RWII. , operating In a research and devel-
easily modified and modular. Also. the software was signd opment n\ ironmecnt, provides a useful facility for research
to be independent of image source so that the R\VPF could in automatic fealture extraction. The system will be able to
exploit the various presem and tftture image support research in various ocean science areas. Further
SiUrCes. more, because NORI)A has scientists with expertise in a

The VAX 11 /78o runs under the '.2 Berkeley Soft wVide rangc of oce(an sciencT fields, development of teature
ware l)istribution of UNIX (UNIX '.2bsd). which i,, \vide extraction and ime,C proc'ssing techniques will be rapid.
I" used by other image-proCessing and iiiago understandingi
laboratories. This is a virtual menior\ opcrathlig s\ sIti Rfe
that offers s,.veral tacilities not available under other L NIX rres .isystems. Barrett. Scttu A.. and Gerald j. Kinn 1 It)8 ,. ti'n~/in/lc

Job control tacilHies let the user run jobs in torcgro und althiiq fr At,,matic .Streo (impilation. PAR

or background and e\en move running! lobs trim ntit(, st lethni1ogv. Corporation. New I lartford. N\\ York.

to tile other. A history mechanism records previouisly CxC Report S ' 2.

outed commands, which the user can easily modit and or I)(\\n,,s. I.. J 11. I luss. F. 1t. Bhl ling . and P. N1.

reexecut' n. I tIt ) f. l lrdu arc .Spc itwcatio ns Documents /-Or tl

Programming languages supported by UNIX i.2bsd i R 'PI 'p.,rjae. PAR Technology Corporation Report.

elude L.ISP. C. FORTRAN 7. Pascal. and APL.. There f New I tartiro. Newo, York.

iS a full screen text editor. vi. as -vell as text formatters. Kinn. (erald J.. Sott \. Barrett. and Frio P. Firman
trolf and nrotf Finally. the relational data base manage ) . At,mat:, ., tr!h,, Cl'ani'r Dectimn A.SCD

ment system. IN(,R:S. is available to the usr ommunity. Final Rt p,-t PAR leCchnologv Corporation. Ne\\ I lart
One major piec(e ot software in the R\ the Svm ford. Ne\, York. Report S; , I i .

Iolio Mitching for Atonatic Stereo Cot ion (SM\SCt P.AR . pradc lcan , 1()8o5 1. SO u drt Spcciti ahon
(Baii cit ild Kinn. 19 ;). Tht major problem in extract RcpIrtt th t RI 'Pf"I 'pma,. PAR Technology Report.
inv t i , ,Lu snil inhormation from stereo imalery Ne\\ I larthord. New York.
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Magnetic Observatory

Kuno Smits and F. Slade Barker
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Division

Conducting magnetic measurements of the ambient timize separating and identifying various source signals.
earth magnetic field with state-of-the-art superconducting The program requires precision base measurements to be V-
quantum interference device (SQUID) gradiometers/ made and compared with various precision remote sta-
magnetometers must be done in a magnetically quiet en- tion measurements, which will consist of both land and
vironment. To provide this ideal environment. NORDA sea measurements. The land remote station measurements
constructed a magnetic observatory at an isolated loca- will include both shore and inland doniains: the sea
tion at NSTL. measurements will include both surtace and in situ"

Both the isolated location of the building and its wooden measurements.
superstructure contribute to the magnetically quiet en- Figure 1 is the operational configuration of the total
vironment necessary to conduct these magnetic measure- instrument suite at the observatory. Each instrument in
ments. Additional phenomena, such as telluric potentials the suite is used to help isolate and classify the sources
and low-frequency seismic vibration measurements, will of geomagnetic and geoelectric variability.
also be investigated at the observatory site. These measure- The heart of the observatory instrument suite is the
ments are conducted to support Navy mapping, charting. Superconducting Quantum Interference [evices (SQUID).
and geodesy requirements, basic research needs, and Fleet It consists of two S.H.E. vectors. SQUID magnetometers. e.
requirements. and a Sperry SQUID Gradiometer/Magnetometer System

This research facility can also support airborne elec- (SGMS). The SQUID vector magnetometer has better vec-
tromagnetic bathymetry measurement research. In addi- tor resolution than the SGMS. but is difficult to set up
tion. specialized environmental data are being developed in a gradiometer configuration with the same resolution
at this facility to support fleet antisubmarine warfare, as the SGMS. All SQUIDs are susceptible to the phase-
magnetic anomaly detection, and related sensor and lock loss in an intense radio-frequency environment or N
weapons systems. during heavy thunderstorms. To counter this loss of

At present, the largest research effort at the observatory baseline reference, each SQUID is coupled with a flux-
is the study of geomagnetic variability and its associated gate instrument. Absolute scalar standards are maintained
induced geoelectrical fields. These activities are the single by cesium and rubidium vapor quantum magnetometers. I%
largest noise source that affects naval extremely low- These two magnetometers are separated by a long baseline:
frequency (ELF) sensor systems and weapons support one end is remote to all local traffic. the other is close
systems, such as the Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD). to the observatory access road. This configuration allows

NORDA is the only Navy laboratory with a dedicated them to act as a long baseline gradiometer for measuring
program at the basic research level addressing ELF local traffic. The inductions loop antennas, which were %
magnetic signals in and through the ocean environment, obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), are as
In FY83. a research program in geoelectric/geomagnetic sensitive as the SQUID magnetometer at frequencies above,-
variability was initiated to address all ELF magnetic signals I Hz. These instruments are used to measure the noise
in and near the ocean environment. The program includes associated with the air conditioner, water pump. and other
theoretical studies and a comprehensive and detailed such equipment. The telluric current systems allow
measurement program. magneto-telluric sounding of the observatory area, which

Various parts of the observed magnetic variation must results in a conductivity profile of the area. Conductivity
be separated and identified to study ELF magnetic and fluctuations are a measure of the influence of ground water
electric signals in and near the ocean environment. A intrusion, which will affect the correlation of the observa-
measurement program has been carefully planned to op- tory measurements with the remote station measurements.
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Satellite Data Receiving and Processing System

B. Edward Arthur, Jr.
Ocean Sensing and Prediction Division

A basic tool required in using satellite data for ocean ,tput from the RF switch are amplified by a wide-band
research is access to near real-time digital satellite data amplifier by approximately 30 dB and applied to the input
and the capability to computer manipulate these data. This of the PSK (Phase Shift Keying) demodulator. The GOES
capability was realized when a Satellite Data Receiving and PSK-encoded signal is then demodulated to produce an
Processing System (SDRPS) was developed and installed. NRZ PCM (Nonreturn to zero, Pulse Code Modulation)
This system, now in routine operation, can provide oceano- stream compatible with the front-end signal processing
graphic research programs with real-time digital satellite electronics subsystem.
imagery in the form listed in Table 1. Ninety-day archival Direct readout TIROS HRPT and Defense Meteoro-
of satellite/oceanographic data is being maintained logical Satellite Program (DMSP) RTD transmissions are

Main data sources are the TIROS/National Oceanic and acquired via a Datron Metrak-8 tracking antenna. The
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) polar-orbiting series antenna was modified with a dual feed to handle both the
of satellites (currently NOAA-6, -8 and -9) and the Defense L- and S-band transmissions. In addition to the tracking
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites (cur- mount, an antenna control unit (ACU) facilitates automatic
rently F-6 and -7). These satellites provide high-resolution tracking of the polar-orbiting spacecraft from their AOS
visible and infrared digital scanner data. Data from the (acquisition of signal) to LOS (loss of signal) points at or
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES- near the horizons. The ACU operates in either an auto-
E [East]) and GOES-W [West]) are also collected. These track mode or a programmed track mode. The latter is
data provide research oceanographers with synoptic views accomplished via an RS-232C link to the computer system
of large Atlantic and Pacific Ocean regions every 30 to enable azimuth and elevation commands to be sent to
minutes with their visible and infrared sensors, the ACU and, hence, control the antenna tracking in the

Four elements comprise the radio-frequency (RF) portion event of a failure of the auto-track mode. A receiver that
of SDRPS. The elements are used to acquire GOES- contains four crystals is used to select one of the four fre-
stretched visible infrared spin scan radiometer (VISSR) quencies broadcast by the two TIROS/ NOAA and two
transmissions, direct readout TIROS high resolution pic- DMSP spacecraft in operation. NRZ PCM signals are then .,
ture transmission (HRPT) real-time data transmissions, applied to the digital signal processing hardware for signal
recorded global TIROS transmissions, and Station WWV conditioning and bit/frame synchronization. Since all
(Colorado) timing information. DMSP RTD transmissions are encrypted, a decryption ,

Two independent GOES antenna systems are used in device is used to decrypt these signals after bit synchroniza-
SDRPS. One is specifically dedicated to receive GOES-E tion and before frame synchronization.
Mode A stretched VISSR transmissions, and the other Global TIROS AVHRR coverage is provided by means
is similarly dedicated for GOES-W Mode A stretched of a receive-only, nonredundant earth station. This earth ,z
VISSR transmissions. At present, only one GOES is opera- station is capable of receiving LAC/GAC/HRPT retrans-
tional and data is received from GOES-W (GOES-6) via missions played back by either the NESDIS Wallops Island,
the GOES-E relay transmission. Each GOES antenna is Virginia, or Gilmore Creek, Alaska, Command and Data
configured with a 5-m reflector, a limited motion azimuth Acquisition Stations. The earth station uses a 10-m reflec-
over elevation mount, prime focus feed (linear dipole and tor with a Cassegrain feed assembly to receive nominal .,'
preamplifier), and downconverter. Since only one GOES- 4-GHz C-band downlink transmissions from RCA's SAT- .'e
stretched VISSR downlink is supported at any one time, COM IIR. Down-conversion to a nominal 52-88 MHz :4r
a load transfer switch is used to select and provide a down- IF is handled by a nonredundant downconverter. The
converted signal from only one of the two antennas. Signals down-converted signals are demodulated and descrambled,
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NORDA Facilities

the convolutional encoding is removed, and a bit- torizing unit contained in the frame synchronizer. Sec-
synchronized TTL level signal is provided to the front-end torizing initialization is under direct software control and
signal processing hardware. Since only one frame syn- specifies the geographic area of interest, data type, and
chronizer exists to handle both the TIROS direct readout resolution to the unit before acquisition begins. During
HRPT and earth station signals, only one of these two the real-time acquisition, the sectorizing unit automatically
inputs should be active at a time. In addition, the two preprocesses the VISSR data. A total of five such sectoriz-
NESDIS CDA's broadcast the recorded TIROS and ing units may be accommodated by the GOES frame
AVHRR data on different IF frequency assignments. Al- synchronizer.
though the wideband modem is capable of demodulating/ Demodulated signals from the TIROS HRPT and the
decoding either of the CDA transmissions, by means of DMSP RTD receiver are sent to a bit synchronizer unique
two oscillator cards, only one card may be used in the to each data stream. Each bit synchronizer operates at
modem at any one time. Hence, in the current system a fixed bit rate: 1.024 Mbps for DMSP RTD and 665.4
configuration. manual switching is required to receive a Kbps for TIROS HRPT. The serial NRZ-L or BiO-L data
particular CDA transmission, and TTL clock signals are then applied to a time frame

The last RF component is the WWV antenna system. synchronizer unique to each satellite. The TIROS frame
It is used to capture WWV timing signals to accurately synchronizer is specifically designed for operation only on
time-stamp DMSP RTD data frames and to provide an the HRPT, LAC, and GAC data. Frame sync correlation
accurate clock for all SDRPS time-critical computer proc- logic searches and locks on to the 00-bit (six 10-bit words) ' ,
essing (e.g., scheduled acquisition setup, antenna track- frame sync pattern and, once lock is achieved, 16-bit
ing). A 26-ft fiberglass whip antenna is used to receive parallel data words are output by the frame synchronizer
the WWV signals. A receiver inputs the selected 5, 10, to the computer interface electronics via DMA transfers.
or 15 MHz WWV signals and provides ticks out at a 1-sec The DMSP frame synchronizer is a generic PCM
rate to a time code generator/translator, where the time decommutator that is set up under software control to ,
is displayed and subsequently provided as input to the front- recognize and decommutate the 150-bit-long frames of
end signal processing hardware and computer interface. RTD data. The serial NRZ-L data and clock signals output

The front-end digital signal processing electronics in by the bit synchronizer are input to the PCM decommu-
SDRSPS are comprised of bit and frame synchronizers tator. A search mode is then entered for pattern correla-
unique to each satellite input stream. Bit synchronizers tion of the 13-bit frame sync code. Once found, the unit
are provided with demodulated NRZ PCM data and out- enters a verify and then lock mode and outputs 16-bit
put serial clock and data signals to the appropriate frame parallel data words to the computer interface via DMA
synchronizer. Satellite frame sync pattern identification transfers. :.%

and serial-to-parallel conversion of the data streams are As noted previously, bit synchronization for the GAC,
performed by the frame synchronizer. The parallel data LAC, and HRPT transmissions received by the 10-m earth
words from each frame are then presented to the SDRPS station is handled by the wide-band modem. Serial clock
computer via EMR 732 interface cards, and data streams output from the modem are input to

The GOES-stretched VISSR stream output by the PSK a second port of the TIROS frame synchronizer (i.e., the
demodulator is presented to two bit synchronizers-one same frame synchronizer is used for HRPT transmissions Vb

for the infrared data rate (524 Kbps) and the other for received via the 2.4-m tracking antenna, as well as
the visible data rate (1.747 Mbps). Since the infrared and GACLAC/HRPT transmissions via the 10-m earth sta-
visible data are interleaved in the stretched VISSR transmis- tion. This configuration puts a constraint on the use of
sion, the two bit synchronizers are never active at the the frame synchronizer to receive and process data from ..

same time. The serial NRZ-L clock and data signals are either the 2.4-m antenna or the 10-m earth station, but
then applied to the GOES frame synchronizer, which in- never both concurrently.
cludes a hardware sectorizing unit. The frame synchronizer The computer system supporting SDRPS is a Gould
first performs a correlation of and subsequently removes SEL 32/27 that has 2 Mbytes of internal memory, two
the pseudo noise (PN) sequence, which precedes the VISSR 675-Mbyte disc drives, a 3(X)-Mbyte disc drive, and a

_ data and then outputs 16-bit parallel words to the com- floating point accelerator. As data reception occurs. it is
puter interface via direct memory access (DMA) transfers. displayed on an 12S image processing system monitor in
Automatic identification and extraction of a subset or real-time, scan line by scan line. Along with the soft copy,

Ssector of the incoming data are performed by a single sec- a Muirhead K5(0 hard copy unit, which is a wet process
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that gives a good photographic copy, generates within 30 minals. Aside from normal image enhancement software,
minutes of the receipt of the data, a paper print that is IDSIPS has additional custom-designed software modules

gridded, gamma-corrected and linearized or earth curvature that have been developed for a variety of oceanographic

corrected. This formatted data set will then replace the applications, some of which are now available to the Naval

original data image and can be used to determine the quail- Eastern Oceanography Command. These software modules

ty of the gridding. were largely supported by ongoing Navy-funded programs

Other SDRPS peripherals include a system console, and include routines to produce geometric registration of

operator terminals, tridensity tape drive, line printer, and satellite data to various map projections, multichannel

a Decwriter terminal, which has a paper printout that is (spectral) sea surface temperatures, atmospheric correc-

used as a status monitor. During unattended SDRPS opera- tion for visible (Coastal Zone Color Scanner-CZCS)
tion, the printout provides a history of events that occurred satellite data, overlays of geographical and bottom

during the course of a night or a weekend. A Hewlett- topography contours, warmest pixel compositing for cloud

Packard 8-pen color plotter globally displays the orbiting removal, and execution of many image enhancement and

satellites' paths. interpretation functions. The latter includes contrast

Examples of SDRPS software are unattended operation, enhancement, noise reduction and image sharpening (i.e.,
edge enhancement), the capability to view consecutive

antenna positioning and control, formatting setup, data observations of the same area in rapid sequence to study
acquisition and extraction, real-time product generation, the evolution of ceanographic features, and many otherd

data management, registration, hard-copy plotter, orbit features.

prediction, calibrations, device control, and archiving. An An additional capability that has proven extremely useful

extensive software array is required to operate a receiv- has been the transmission of computer-processed imagery
ing station of this complexity. to ships at sea. The rapidly changing ocean dynamics of

This capability enables NORDA to obtain world-wide many frontal areas often necessitates daily changes in the
satellite data coverage to support field experiments, Fleet oceanographic sampling strategy designed to survey
exercises, and validation of Navy ocean products (sea ice oceanographic features of interest. The utility of having
maps, sea surface temperature, etc.). This global capabili- satellite imagery available in the field for real-time planning
ty is critical in resolving many of the Nav3 *. operational of oceanographic research readily increases the success and
and environmental problems that occur in a variety of efficiency of an ocean experiment. This was readily appar-
oceanographic conditions. ent during NORDA's Chemical Fronts cruise in the Gulf

The workhorse for this effort is the Interactive Digital Stream region in April 1985. Near-real-time processed
Satellite Image Processing System (IDSIPS). This system, infrared imagery enabled shipboard scientists to select opti-
established in 1978, consists of an HP-3000 minicomputer mum cruise tracks tailored to their needs to cross well-
interfaced with three 12S Model 70 image processing ter- defined ocean fronts.
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Low-Frequency Noise Fields

William M. Carey and Ronald A. Wagstaff
Office of the Technical Director

Abstract
Very-low-frequency (2 to 20 Hz) and low-frequency (20 to 200 Hz) physical

noise models and measurements show long-term, persistent directional
characteristics associated with distant shipping lanes and density patterns. Short-
term averages show a temporally dynamic field composed of resolved distant
shipping and uncorrelated background noise. These results emphasize the im-
portance of the coherent contribution from coastal shipping to the mid-ocean
noise field. Vertical directionality measurements by Anderson et al. (1972) show
a broad, angular distribution of noise intensity near the horizontal at low fre-
quencies and a peaked distribution about the horizontal at high frequencies. This 5
broad, angular distribution near the horizontal is consistent with sound propagating
downslope by means of a bottom reflectivity that favors lower frequencies. The
frequency variation near the horizontal was found to be smooth and indicates
that, in addition to surface ships, environmental noise influences the vertical
directionality.

Introduction high as 12 dB, and were coined the "megaphone effect"
Since the classic paper of Wenz (1962), ambient noise by Smith (1971). Morris (1975) found that the narrow-

has been an extensively studied phenomenon. Morris band pressure levels on a vertical array in the upper part
(1975) emphasized the importance of enhanced signals as of the Pacific sound channel showed a downslope enhance-
ships cross over seamounts or proceed over the continen- ment from the radiated signal of a supertanker to be be-
tal slopes. Wagstaff (1981) showed, by comparing tween 7 and 12 dB from a seamount and 4 and 6 dB from
measurements and calculations, that coastal shipping (ships the continental slope. In the Northwest Atlantic, Laplante
over the continental slope and on the shelf near the slope) (1981) and Koenigs et al. (1981), using charges, demon-
must be considered so that the horizontal directionality strated that seamounts and other topographic features that
is described correctly. He showed that these coastal sources rise into the sound channel significantly affect sofar prop-
would also affect the vertical directionality. This paper agation. The downslope enhancement (DSE) was observed
reinforces these findings with new results from downslope to be most pronounced for near-surface sources (18 m)
transmission loss (TL) and noise directionality experiments, at frequencies between 25 and 100 Hz, ranging up to 20

dB and averaging 7.5 dB. These results agree with obser-

Discussion vations in the northeast Pacific (R. L. Martin, NORDA
personal communication), The results in this article are

Signal sound transmission characteristics comparable and are attributed to the conversion of high-
Officer (1958) showed that downslope propagation angle energy to low-angle energy by twice the slope angle,

resulted from the conversion of high angle rays (with with the added frequency-dependent influence of bottom
respect to the horizontal) to lower angle rays by twice reflectivity.
the slope angle. The effect was observed by Northrop et A downslope to deep ocean sound channel experiment
al. (1908) with peak pressure amplitudes from shallow ex- (with an 18-m. 135-Hz source) was conducted in the
plosions over the continental slope. The estimated Northwest Atlantic Ocean (Carey, 1983). The transmis-
downslope enhancements averaged 6 d13 and ranged as sion path was from the continental slope off the Sable Island
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Bank, through the Gulf Stream, to the edge of the Sargasso were processed with fast Fourier transform (FFT) tech-
Sea. The results agreed with the treatment of downslope niques on standard minicomputers and array processors.
propagation converting high angle energy to low-angle Figure 1 shows results of one such study in a deep basin
energy, coupled with the effect of the frequency-dependent with shipping lanes. The array was towed near one side
bottom loss versus grazing angle. Lindrop (1977) defined of the basin to reduce ambiguity effects. Three coincident
a slope enhancement by the limiting source angle (0o  beam noise surfaces (beam noise intensity (dB) versus time

8)) for deep water and the limiting source angle over (At = 8 sec) and azimuth (A0 - 2.5")) are shown for
the slope (0). The limiting source angle (0) may be deter- center frequencies of 53, 165, and 320 Hz with equivalent
mined by the limiting grazing angle at the bottom and apertures in 0.125-Hz, Hann-shaded frequency bands. Tow-
by Snell's law. For a water depth of 1 km, slope angle ship noise is observed between 0 and 30' while distant
of 6'. grazing angles of 11-200, and source angles of ships are shown (light tracks) superimposed on a lower
15-250, the DSE = 10 log (sin 0/sin 0 o) = 2.7 to 1.8 noise level background (environmental noise, unresolved
dB. which is close to the 4 dB observed. Since the bot- ships, and system noise).
tom loss increases and the limiting grazing angle decreases The beam noise surfaces for 165 and 320 Hz show a
with frequency, DSE would not be expected at frequen- comparable number of ship tracks. However, the 53-Hz
cies greater than 400 Hz. noise surface shows fewer tracks and several with weak

A similar downslope to bottom-limited region experi- intensity levels despite the better transmission loss
ment was performed with a towed source driven at 67 characteristics at this frequency. Beam-to-beam correla-
liz and 173 1iz from the Florida Plain toward the West tion functions indicate that the individual tracks on 165
Florida Escarpment (Carey et al., 1985). The DSE at 67 and 320 Hz are surface ships within the main beam
liz was as high as 6 dB, and most points were between coverage areas rather than from side-lobe response. A
2 and 4 dB. The 173-Hz data showed a peak DSE of 6 strong signal, which appears on the beam main lobe and
dB with a dramatic increase in transmission loss as the also appears on another beam due to the side-lobe resxnse,
source proceeded up the slope.These low-frequency ex- will produce a cross-correlation function with multiple
perimental results show the signal retains a degree of peaks. The correlation functions did not exhibit this
coherence in the downslope propagation. characteristic, which indicates a side-lobe level response

better than - 28 dB. Since the system responses are com-
Beam noise surfaces parable and the transmission loss characteristic shows less

Beam noise measurements were obtained using seismic loss at 53 Hz, then the fewer tracks observed on this beam
streamers with high density digital recorders (HDDR) and noise surface may be due to a characteristic of the surface-

53Hz 165 Hz 320 Hz ,
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ship-radiated noise spectrum. The lower frequency por- N

tion of the spectrum is tonal, whereas the higher frequency
portion of the spectrum is a continuum. Consequently,
we only observe ships that have energy in the narrow PR,0PMS

measurement band. - loBP a, M 6MN MAX

50HI 84 25 -25
E 50,1* 72 16 -10

Ambient noise horizontal directionality \"-,Od8l FOR t5OH

Beam noise measurements were performed in the UNIrS BeU,POaIHI -t-DEG

downslope to deep ocean basin and downslope to bottom- 'K
limited basin experiments. These noise measurements were 4-
used to estimate the noise horizontal directionality with -20dB-4

the iterative technique of Wagstaff (1978).
The estimate of the noise horizontal directionality for

the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 2) shows high levels in the north- Figure 2. Horizontal noise directionality, Gulf of Mexico.

ern quadrant and low levels in the southern half-space.
The differences between high and low levels range from toito 150 off the horizontal). However, measurements of the1()dB at 150 Hz to 25 dB at 50 Hz with pooled standard t h oiotl.Hwvr esrmnso hvertical distribution of noise intensity in the low-frequency
deviations of 1.6 and 2.5 dB, respectively. The reasons band show a broad angular distribution centered about
for the high degree of spatial anisotropy are evident when the horizontal direction. Consequently, the broad distribu-
the acoustic propagation characteristics of the basin sur-
rounding the measurement location and the spectral tion of energy about the horizontal requires a mechanism

distribution of noise sources are considered. as the downslope conversion process. Figure 4 represents
Similar results of ambient noise directionality a remarkable set of data collected by Anderson et al. (1972),

which illustrates these effects. Here the maximummeasurements for the Northwest Atlantic Basin are shown likelihood method (Edelblute et al., 1966) was used to pro-
as Figure 3. The directional effect (minimum to maximum duce the vertical noise level distribution as a function of
level deviation) is shown to be about 15 dB at 50 Hz and vertical angle (900 is the horizontal direction) and frequen-
7.6 dB at 150 Hz. The directional characteristics of the
noise field appear to be similar for the two frequencies. cy. These data were obtained south of Bermuda with a

The measurements took place at a location such that the vertical array of 26 elements spanning a distance of 110
900 to 1800 quadrant was toward the Corner Seamounts m and centered at a depth of 236 m in the deep sound

channel with an axis depth of 1 km. Figure 4 shows thein the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, while the northerly sector en- vertical arrival structure of the noise as a function of fre-com passed the region off N ew foundland. T he high noiseq u n y w t a re o ti n f 1 . H z A t 50 zth n is
directions are from approximately 2700 clockwise to 90 ,  quency with a resolution of 1.4 Hz. At 150 Hz the noise
a sector including the Grand Banks, the Scotian Shelf, and intensity has maxima at 900 ± 9.50 compared to 900 ±

a major trans-Atlantic shipping lane. Thus, the observed 140 if the array center had been located at the sound chan-ae major trnsAtani shimin laned sourse the obsrvderar4ved
noise directionality is attributable to the combined effect nel axis. The Mimi sound source is observed near 400 Hz

of mid-basin shipping in trans-Atlantic lanes, as well as
to ships traversing the continental rise, banks, and shelf.

The directionality plots shown here are consistent with'-
the time-averaged beam response of the bearing time sur-
faces. Hamson and Wagstaff (1983) have shown that these ' A,N - ,

noise horizontal directionality patterns can be calculated, "0- b "' -"'

provided the shipping distribution is known, the transmis- W' . 4
sion loss is calculable, and the ships on the basin margins - ,IS :'. .

are included.

Ambient noise vertical directionality s
Since high-angle energy from deep ocean noise sources 20d8 I e.

is rapidly attenuated due to multiple bottom interactions,
one would expect the energy propagated from these sources Figure 3. Htorizontal noise directionalil, NW Atlantic.
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At frequenci es greater than -1 I i.. the data show alias isotropic depended on the local wind speed. Anderson
Ing (180"4 to 13;0)) and the peaked distributiotn of noise 119-79) reported noise verticail dire. -ionalirv in a region
intensity at 90" ± 9.5" with a noise minima at 90" of oft the Northeast Pacific Ocean over th(' 21~ to l0.1l-iz
- 1f) dB. In comparison. the distribution at 14)4) I11, shows hand. lHe also obsecrved a broad angular dlistribution of
a broad maximum centered on the horizontal. Anderson noisc flear the horizontal. A hori/.ontally stratified, range
1979) simulated the pattern at the higher frequencies. Independent ocean model does nlot predict at broad angular

but was not able to do so at the lower frequencies. IeI distribution of noise inte-nsity about the horiiontal but.
showed that the broad maximum was not due to deticien- rather, a dual peaked nioise intenit\ distribution ±1(0'

cii's in the measurement technique and analysis. These to ± 15") and no noise at the horr/ontal.
characteristics persisted for several days. that is. the vetcl Noise generated from ,urtaec sourcs (annot arrive
dIsrbto of enr was broad at the lower frequencies within the limiting4 angles, brat. kctini, this minimum, whith
and sharply dual peaked at the higher frequencies. in- is referred to as a hori/ontal noise notch 1. Wag"tatt 198 1
dicating that the horli.ontal Component of noise originates showed. by agreement between L,iltia 11,1W iand data, that
at a distance from the receiver. The smooth noise level distant shipping over the o(nnt inal ,hlf, slope. Or a seai
variation bet ween 24) and 150) Ilz is a significant mount contributes t) theC fir, 'ad ecrt mal dlit nibut ion ()
characteristic of the noise'. If thi' horizontal noise is from low-frqti-nex\ noise near ilet ho ri/t ntial D at a ,titained
dlistant %lope'interacteil. ship radiated signatures. wvhy thi' betwi'in Cape Iflatter, and I-lroitida wecre anals itd Ii
smooth variation r the 45 to I(W)li band kx ia'' nd I ia, hok dl))l 1.

These resulIts are i'onSiSent with prcvious and subse ithese, datai Were ft tinrd t is e~ ,I hii,,id \ceit al distribu
quent invest igat ions. F'ox (196Vi1) obtained data from a titin nearu the liori/ont, Ilitir trres-pt n,''ne! n tiAe wlest

i(f-element array niar Bermuda in 'I kni of water. I I(, \crsuis frttlueti. ,inid ar ri~ai mngie pi i ts I ,nitsoth
found that at low sea states, thi' vertical distribtition oft \iniationin i ttlont \milar ii)di tha f dlie Aiidir",m datai
noise intenSI1V was broadly peaked near the horitii ot tr 1kli Ltct that fitese .d"i~ Jt(, ri' ' kt tt~ihrttrs

th(' hand of 2WM to 15(M Itz. At high sea staiti's he obscr~eti I,, inipiorriant a ip, rtiiAt'd ullt ',JX' irA has\ tiX'ti S111)\w1
an isttropii dlist ribut Ion at highe'r freq~uenti' I-, > 21 X II/ tip be prinirils ina In Ohis bind Br to run ciAi ll),S),
lbut a pe(rsiste-nt htriltintal compl-onrit 11/)) I , i to() dfij~ Aliit-il~ Ini ift 1.1r11 it KI"Irll. a reg L!,1 lt

Measurements 1) y Axelrod ctit. 119651 slit wud i ,tri tjg ,arme shippig Hlc ii H I l/. h1 itsiwiJ a IvI~ ii dli
low trequcnc~y hori/,nl cttmponenu and tt1t 1 ,11ii itss, d11,111 \\Igsr"Ift. %k ii t 111 ' ta iiiJiiiii Mi It SIlk i *
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Browning found these results consistent with both sur tions by Wagstaff demonstrate that coastal shipping could
face ship noise and storm noise originating near the basin easily account for this effect.
boundaries coupling to the sound channel. it these results A characteristic of the vertical directionality data was
were solely due to ships interacting with slopes and sea- the smooth variation in frequency from 20 Hz to 200,
mounts, one might expect a reflection of the tonal quail Hzl. Since surface ship spectra are tonal in the low-
tv of the low-frequency ship signature in the measured frequency region, expectations are that a spikey nature
noise spectra when the number of ships are small. Since would be observed, provided the measurement system has
this is not the case, one can draw the inference that another the resolution. Furthermore. measurements obtained in
contribution to the noise field at the horizontal is impor- remote, sparsely shipped areas, although at lower levels.
tant, such as the noise due to wind and surface waves yield similar findings as the vertical directionality from
over continental slopes and seamounts. Furthermore. densely populated basins. Since any sound source such
Burgess and Kewlev (1983) found similar results in as wind driven noise (capillary to capillary wave interac-
Australasian waters. tion. wave turbulence. splashes. impacts and aggregate bub-

ble oscillations) near the surface over the slope, shelf, or
Cseanmounts will introduce sound into the sound channel,

then environmental noise, in addition to shipping. may
This article has presented measurements showing that be required to explain the broad angular and frequency

surface ship noise coupled into the sound channel pro- characteristics.
duces marked effects on the directional noise field at the
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Implementation of Rough Surface Loss in
Sonar Performance Models

Anthony 1. Eller
Office of the Technical Director

Abstract
The past few decades have seen notable advances in the development of wide-

Iv applicable, robust submodels for the mathematically tractable aspects of ocean
acoustic propagation. In contrast, many of the empirically oriented, less trac-
table aspects of propagation have received less than their due attention, and their
inclusion in sonar performance models compromises the accuracy that might
have been achieved by the more advanced propagation algorithms. One leading
problem area that has not been adequately developed, which in some cases is
the weak link in sonar modeling, is the scattering of acoustic energy at the rough
sea surface. This article reviews the prevailing inconsistencies associated with
how surface scattering has been implemented in current sonar performance models.
Some of the measures in progress to achieve consistency within the ocean engineer-
ing community are described.

Introduction in turn lead to correspondingly seerc discrepancies in r.

Sonar performance models are used to relate how system predicted propagation loss. The occurrence of such

performance. as measured by received signal-to-noise ratio, discrepancies is sometimes a more disrupting problem than

is determined jointly by system hardware and processing the actual surface loss. Furthermore. side effects of large

parameters (such as equipment location, size, and integra- modeling discrepancies are that the entire modeling e- i

tion time) and by environmental acoustic parameters (such fort loses credibility and, more importantly, users of model

as propagation loss. noise, and reverberation on a path- predictions are left with unresolved. contradictory

by-path basis). Extensive R&D effort has been devoted to guidance.

constructing propagation loss models, and the past two
decades have seen notable advances in the development Discussion
and implementation of widely applicable, robust models
for the mathematically tractable aspects of acoustic propa- Review of scattering loss inconsistencies

gation. At the same time. however, less tractable, and A review of currently used surface loss models has

usually empirical, aspects of propagation modeling have revealed several inconsistencies.
received little attention. Their inclusion in sonar models. Beckmann.Spizzichino Model-The so called

along with the highly developed aspects of propagation, Beckmann-Spizzichino (B-S) model is a hybrid consisting oif

tends to compromise the overall accuracy of the model 0 an angle independent term based jointly on the Marsh

and introduces substantial uncertainty into the predictions. (1961) and Marsh et al. (1901) theory of surface duct losses

One particular problem area that has not been adequately for the limiting ray and on corresponding surface duct

developed, which in some cases is the weak link in sonar data (Marsh, 1903),
performance modeling, is the scattering of acoustic energy a purely analytic term based on the theory by

at the rough sea surface. Models currently used for stir- Beckmann and Spiizichino (1963).
face reflection loss. as implemented in sonar performance Naming the entire hybrid model "'Beckmann

models, otten give vastly conflicting predictions, which SpiU/.ichino' is considered by many to be a misnomer.
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Two versions of the B-S surface loss model presently exist: the original Eckart result to be extended. The moditied
version I is given in the NUSC Generic Sonar Model Eckart model is given by
(Weinburg, 1981), and version II exists in current ver- surface loss - -20 log fI, (2g) exp(- 2g)] (3)
sions of the NISSM II model. (Current versions of NISSM
11 differ from the original NISSM 11 documentation (Wein- where I, is the zero-order modified Bessel function. The

burg, 1973) in various ways: one difference is surface loss. figures show that these two models differ significantly for

The two versions differ by an algebraic sign and by the large values of roughness g.

presence of a term (sin 0)/0. Reasons for the differences The Schulkin-Marsh model, called AMOS in Weinburg

are not known and could be simply an unedited clerical (1981). is used for example in the LORA performance

error. The two versions also differ in the selection of which model Hoffman (1976). where it is given by

wind speed/wave height relation is built in. The point to 1(I0 log [1 + (h/4 14)] . fh <,4.2691
note, however, is that the effect of the differences is by surface loss =

1.-5 9 Jflh<. _fh >4.26 91. (1)
no means trivial, and their presence indicates the general
confusion and disarray connected with surface loss. wheref is frequency in kilohertz and h is average crest-

Figure I displays predicted surface loss per bounce to-trough wave height in feet. The Schulkin-Marsh model

according to the two B-S model versions. Differences is based on measurements of surface duct propagation loss.
between the predictions are as large as the loss itself. To convert the measured surface-related losses to a measure

of loss per bounce, all losses are assumed to be attributed
* 0 to propagation of the limiting ray, which is used to define

LEGEND IWNDSPEED '10s the skip distance between bounces. Consequently. angle
0" dependence does not exist in this model.
--"The fourth surface loss model used in the comparisons
0. is the B-S model as given in the Generic Sonar Model

-- (Weinberg, 1981).* 
- In Figures 2 -4 the two Eckart results group together.

2 - I as do the Schulkin-Marsh and B-S results, although some
0. differences are indicated.
10 35 100

FREQUENCY IkHz) 20 1 1 I I I I I
GRAZING ANGLE 2

°  
/.

IFqgure 1. Comparison of surace loss predictions by two ver G RAZIN AGE2 0R

sions ofthe BeckmannSpizzichno model agrazing angles ...'-

of 0 andi 20...

Intermodel Comparisons-Comparisons of losses accord- -"MODIFIED ECKART5.' - .' "- ECKART

ing to four different surface loss models show similar incon- ./ L--_S - MA _

sistencies. Figures 2-1 compare predictions of surface 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
loss as a function of significant wave height. grazing angle. 00 25 0 75 00 12 5 ,150 1V H 200

and requ ncy.SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT (FEET)

and frequency. Figure 2. Compariso ns oi surlace loss predictions
The Eckart model (1953) gives surface loss as

SIGNIFICAN7 WAV[E HE G T S FI FREQUENCY 35 kHz

surface loss = 20 log exp(2g) (1) -7-

where :, . " " cON ",
- / - Y OE nr'( [C"'R.' a

g = (27r ta sin 01L)2 .2) ,i- - - £AP
T

fis frequency. c is sound speed. 0 is grazing angle at sur- .

face, and a is rms displacement of surface albut the nean.
This model is based upon the Kirchhoff approximation.
a small surface slope assumption, and a Gaussian distribu ,
tion of surface vertical displacements. The modified Fckart 4:: N AN i 'EE

model represents a mathematical improvement that allows Figure .3 (ompar'sons of surface loss predictions.
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20 research has been conducted in the basic problem of plane

LEGEND wave interaction with a rough surface. It appears that equal
MODIFIED ECKART effort has not yet been devoted to the applied problem

-5 -ECKART ARSCHULKIN-MARSH of implementing scattering theories into full propagation
- and performance models.

10 -003GRAZING ANGLE IO1.0 -
10 SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT sortt rolmrsouaLApproach to problem resolution

Recognizing the seriousness of the inconsistent predic-
5tive models for surface loss, the ASW Environmental

Acoustic Support (AEAS) program in environmental
acoustics at NORDA sponsored the formation of a work-

0.02 0.10 1.0 10 20 ing committee, whose function was to identify and evaluate
FRE0uENcY (kH.) available surface loss models and to select, at least in an

Figure 4. Comparisons of surface loss predictions, interim sense, a standard for use in sonar performance
models. The decision was to be made on the basis of pres-

*Windspeed-waveheight relations-A further contributor ent knowledge, in spite of widespread uncertainties and
to the confusion surrounding surface loss is an inconsistent the temptation to wait until work already in progress was
use of various wave height measures. For example, when completed.
surface loss models are implemented in current sonar per- The committee made the following surface loss
formance models, they sometimes are recast to accept wind recommendations.
speed as the environmental input in place of wave height, * Models that use the AMOS equations for transmis-
and several wind speediwave height relations are available sion loss of the ducted paths should continue to do so.
for this purpose. Two examples are * Models that need a "surface-loss-per-bounce"

H = 2.0 x 10-2 w 2 , (5) algorithm should use the Modified Eckart (M-E) model.
* The value of 11 dB should be established as an upper

attributed to Vine and Volkmann with H in feet and wind limit, even if the M-E algorithm predicts a loss greater
speed w in knots, and the corresponding Pierson- than this amount.
Moskowitz (1964) relation * Wind speed is the preferred input parameter and is

H = 1.86 x 10 - 2 w 2 . (6) to be converted internally within the model to wave height

Here, H designates the significant wave height, which is by using the Pierson-Moskowitz relation.

generally related to average wave height by (Longuet- The working committee also recognized that a serious

. Higgins, 1952; Pierson et al., 1955) deficiency of all of the models is the failure to include
nonspecular reflections as a part of propagation model-

H = 1.60 h (7) ing. Surface loss indicates only the decrease of the specular
and to rms wave displacement by component. The nonspecular portion of the scattered fieldis generally a diffuse, incoherent field that customarily is

H = 4.02 a. (8) neglected through the argument that it decreases with

Some performance models (for example, NISSM II) have distance from the surface more rapidly than the specular
used the Neumann-Pierson relation component.

h = 0.0026 w 2
.
5  9Following release of the committee report (Eller, 1984).

(9) the most serious criticism was connected with surface duct
where h here represents the average wave height, rather losses. Experienced sonar performance analysts felt that
than significant wave height H. the Modified Eckart model underestimated losses at low

In some cases, further inconsistency has resulted in some grazing angles and gave overly optimistic predictions of
cases from an incorrect confusion of average and signifi- surface duct transmission. A benefit of this response is I,
cant wave heights, wherein H and h are interchanged that it has stimulated an intensive reexamination of sur-
without distinguishing between them. face duct losses, primarily by members of the acoustics

Why such extensive inconsistency regarding surface loss community at NORDA and the Naval Underwater

was able to develop and persist is not clear. Extensive Systems Center.
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To assess the consistency of surface duct predictions. B/. surace loss = - 2(0 log (1 - Af3 2 w-1 sin O) (10)

several calculations of propagation loss were made by using
various combinations of propagation and SUrtace loss at small grazing angle t', where A represents a constant.
algorithms. The environment was a surface duct in deep Noteworthy here are the dependences on frequency to
water with a layer depth of 375 ft. a constant gradient the 1/, power and on windspeed to the fourth power. This
of 0.0187 sec- 1 . and a windspeed of 15 knots.

water~~~~~ 
~ re u wit ai ia laye 

dept of3 5esultnt ntg ad e t,Propagation loss was computed by means of
0 the RAYMODE model with the B-S and the M-E MSK surjc loss P) log (I-A f 3,2h15sinO (11)surface loss models,

* the FACT model, also with the B S and M-E surface
loss models; by Marsh et al. (1901). An unresolved aspect is that Equa-

* the multipath expansion model (MPE) with the B-S tions 1(0 and 11 do not agree. These results are compared
surface loss model; in Figure 6, which shows also the Eckart predictions. Equa-

* the AMOS surface duct propagation model with the tions 6. 7 and 8 are used to relate wave height h and

Schulkin-Marsh surface loss, using the AMOS model as rms displacement a to wind speed.

presented in NISSM II (Weinburg, 1973).
Each of these six approaches is one that might be selected

and used by a knowledgeable sonar design engineer.
The spread of results is shown in Figure 5. Results based .

on the M-E surface loss are grouped together and show M : S K0AR

the least loss. The MPE results were run because this .ECKT

model was expected to represent ground truth, including ..
leakage effects. Its predictions lie in the middle. The AMOS
predictions, with other results based on the B-S model, 11,
lie together and show the greatest loss. The AMOS results 2 -

are regarded as nearly equivalent to field data. The com-

parisons support the belief that the M-E surface loss model 0 1 1
underestimates loss at the small grazing angles 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

characteristic of ducted propagation. Failure of the Eckart- GRAZING ANGLE (DEGREE

based approach at small angles is explained by Brekhov- Figure 6. Comparison of surface loss predictions at low graz

skikh and Lysanov (1982), who use the method of small ing angles for a windspeed of 15 knots and a !requencY of

perturbations to derive the Eckart result for large graz- 3500 Hz.
ing angles and the relation

60 , , , Summary

7 - In summary, the points addressed here are that
_severe discrepancies exist among presently used sur-

S80 - ..... ..... . face loss models;
".-...... these discrepancies can lead to equally severe incon-

,. "sistencies in propagation loss predictions, especially for sur-
i O0 - LEGEND -"- face ducts;

FACT, M-E " as an interim measure a modified form of the Eckart110 t- ..R A Y M O D E , M -E / '
Z MPE, B-S model was recommended:

1 -ACos i*- a new look at the theory indicates that the recom-
RAYMODE, B-S mended surface loss model underestimates losses at small

1 ACT, - ._ grazing angles:
0 10 20 30 40 50

RNGE (kyd) the Marsh et al. (1961) model may resolve the small

Figure 5. Comparison ol propagation loss predictions uit1 angle problem, but present inconsistencies with the BL
various surface loss models. theory need to be resolved first.
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Ocean Acoustics and Technology

Ocean Acoustics and Technology Directolate

W. B. Moseley
Director

The Ocean Acoustics and Technology Directorate was established
two years ago to focus a major portion of NORDA's research, develop- S

ment, testing and evaluation resources on improving our understanding
of environmental acoustics, on the formulation and use of computer-
ized acoustic models, and on ocean technology and engineering to im-
prove Navy systems and performance.

The articles presented in this portion of the NORDA Review trace
the development of several major research efforts in these areas. Some
of these efforts have already provided specific benefits to the operational
Fleet and to the general advancement of ocean science. These include
the development of Kevlar technology for acoustic arrays, of an Arctic
acoustic capability, and of a sector scan sonar application for mapping,
charting, and geodesy; the design and development of a Deep-Towed
Array Geophysical System; and the development of coupled mode and
nonlinear acoustic models. In a separate portion of the Review, you will
see a more complete listing of these accomplishments.

Organizationally, our directorate comprises three divisions: Numerical
Modeling, Ocean Acoustics, and Ocean Technology. The research work
of our people is presently concentrated in the areas of Arctic acoustics,
very-low-frequency and high-frequency acoustics, nonlinear acoustic prop-
agation, array technology, acoustic model computer implementation,
mine countermeasures, and several allied efforts.

The emphasis of the directorate in the foreseeable future will be to
develop the environmental acoustic technology and support necessary
to counter the current and future foreign submarine warfare threat, which e
is becoming dramatically more sophisticated and dangerous. This em-
phasis, therefore, will be directed toward environmental acoustics sup-
port to the Navy's weapons acquisition process, weapons systems effec-
tiveness, and both passive and active tactical and surveillance systems.
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Research and Development of Acoustic Models
at NORDA

Stanley A. Chin-Bing, Kenneth E. Gilbert, Richard B. Evans,
Michael F. Werby, and Gerard J. Tango

Numerical Modeling Division

Abstract
NORDA has addressed a variety of underwater acoustic studies of

Navy interest during its 10 years of existence. These studies fall into
three main categories: ocean bottom reflectivity, ocean propagation (both
range independent and range dependent), and free-space scattering. Results
of these investigations provide the foundation for the study of the more
general problem of sound propagation and scattering in an inhomogeneous
ocean waveguide. Some of the major thrusts are propagation over rough
and sloping ocean bottoms, scattering from rough ocean surfaces, dif-
fractive and resonant scattering from high-aspect-ratio targets, and scat-
tering from targets in a shallow-water waveguide. The research in these
areas includes design and support of experiment, as well as fundamen- 5

tal. theoretical studies.

Introduction Mode theory reflection coefficients for the bottom, com-

The primary purpose of NORDA's efforts is to con- parison of mode and ray theory for completely absorbing
duct basic research and exploratory development on under- bottoms and periodically stratified ocean bottoms were
water acoustic models of interest to the Navy. Theoretical some of the early studies performed.
acoustics and modeling support of other researchers within The effect of the lateral wave on bottom-loss measure-

NORDA and of other Navy laboratories is also a major ments was a major study. The Sommerfeld model (isospeed
effort. half-space water column over isospeed half-space bottom)

In the 10 years that NORDA has been in operation, was examined to determine the effects of the lateral wave
studies in ocean bottom reflectivity, ocean propagation on bottom loss measurements. Results of the study showed
(both range independent and range dependent), free-space the following: "

scattering and scattering in a waveguide have been con- * The "measured" reflection coefficient is geometry

ducted. The results of studies performed in each of these dependent. This dependence was found to be true, not
categories has helped to build a strong foundation for the only for the Sommerfeld model, but also for a more com-
present and future research efforts at NORDA. plex model, viz., an isospeed half-space overlying a

geophysical bottom.
D Interference effects occur for incident angles greater

than the critical angle where the lateral wave is present
Ocean bottom reflectivity and a monotone transition to the Rayleigh reflection coef-

For many years underwater acoustic propagation was ficient occurs for incident angles less than the critical angle.
studied only for deep-water scenarios. Recently, many ex- In addition, this interference region (saddle point greater %
periments in shallow-water propagation have taken place. than the critical angle) shows negative bottom loss-
In shallow water propagation, the interaction of sound with another effect due to the experimental geometry and
the sea floor is a very important mechanism. NORDA observed in experiments-which has be'en associated with
scientists have studied acoustic bottom interactions so that bottom-generated caustics. These interference effects are
a better understanding of the physics could be gained, shown in Figure 1, where a comparison is made between
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Figure I. The bottom loss versus the inferred bottom loss, using the seismic technique, for the Sommerfield model.

the Rayleigh reflection coefficient and Curve A, which broadband pulse and seismogram synthesis. This work was
resulted from this study. accomplished through a joint NORDA-SACLANT effort.

, This study identified the origins of the differences In deriving'a correction to the perturbative treatment J,

and resolved the discrepancies between results from of bottom attenuation for shallow-water, low-frequency %
published studies by Stickler and the well-known text by conditions, comparisons have been made between a per-
Brekhovskikh (as shown by Curve B in Fig. 1, which was turbative and a total treatment of bottom attenuation in
obtained from Brekhovskikh and Stickler's works). a normal mode expansion for a representative shallow-

water, low-frequency problem. The exact treatment intro-

duced bottom attenuation through complex sound speeds
Ocean propagation and, thus, complex depth functions, whereas the pertur-

Range independent propagation-The study of range- bative approach used real sound speed to obtain real depth
independent propagation problems is especially valuable functions and then introduced mode attenuation only in
to understanding underwater acoustic propagation. Range- the range function. Transmission loss calculations resulting
independent problems can be solved exactly and thus con- from the two approaches could disagree significantly near
stitute a standard by which range-dependent solutions can the cutoff frequency when only a few modes were pres- "'.

be evaluated when applied to range-independent cases. Nor- ent. When more than a few modes were present, the other
mal mode solutions and the Fast Field Program (FFP) are modes dominated the mode nearest cutoff; although this
two exact solutions that have been utilized quite exten- nearest mode was in error, it did not seriously affect the
sively by NORDA. A fully complex mode program has results. For the cases where the perturbative and exact
been developed and used to study bottom attenuation and solutions differed significantly, the error in the perturbative
target localization. The SAFARI FFP computer algorithm, approach was mostly due to an incorrect normalizing fac-
originally developed at the SACLANT Research Centre tor, with mode attenuation differences accounting for a
(SACLANTCEN) for exact underwater propagation model- much lesser part of the error. A correction term to the
ing of continuous wave signals, has been extended to a mode normalization factor was derived for the case of an
more general applications computer code that now includes isospeed half-space with attenuation. This correction term
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improved the results from the perturbative solution both since the vast majority of propagation problems in under-
in phase and in magnitude. The correction term had the water acoustics is range dependent. NORDA has made
added advantage of being composed of terms easily obtain- major contributions to solutions of range-dependent prop-
able from the perturbative solution. The results were ex- agation problems. The parabolic equation (PE) model pro- %
tendable to any layered bottom with attenuation, which vides a good approximation to the solution of range-
terminated in an isospeed half-space. In Figure 2, line (a) dependent problems. The accuracy of the PE model has
is the exact result, (b) is the perturbative result, and (c) been significantly improved by the addition of wide-angle
is obtained from applying the correction factor to the per- capability. Wide-angle PE has been used in cases where
turbative result. other models could not be used. As a result of the NORDA-

Target depth classification by modal decomposition and sponsored PE workshop, it became clear that a need for
correlation has also been studied. Various methods were a benchmark solution was needed to evaluate range-
used to classify and localize submarine targets using real- dependent solutions in underwater acoustics.
time information from acoustic sensors. A study was made NORDA has responded to the need for a range-
using another technique, which utilized the environment dependent benchmark by developing a fully coupled nor-
and its variability to exclude (theoretically) all possible mal mode model. The coupled mode model contains the
target depths except the correct one. The method involved effects of both forward and backscatter and all the cross
synthesizing the normal modes using the best available coupling between waterborne and bottom-interacting
sound speed profile and geoacoustic model as inputs to modes. The coupled mode model has been used to show
a complex normal mode model. Both single frequency and when the PE approximation is valid and when it fails. The
broadband fields could be modeled. These synthesized coupled mode model has been extended to be useful on
modes were sampled in depth (or range) to form a suite its own. The coupled mode method has been used to study.
of replicas. The synthesized replicas were then correlated scattering due to bottom roughness and the simultaneous
with the modally deconvolved incoming data having the effect of mode coupling and refraction. The latter develop ."

same spatial sampling as the replicas. The ambiguity sur- ment has the capability of accurately modeling realistic
face showed relatively high correlation for replicas having basin-shelf propagation.
the target's true depth. A third new range-dependent model currently under

The SAFARI FFP model mentioned above has been study by NORDA is range-dependent FFP This model.
used to study towed array response to ship noise for ap- like the PE model, is a one-way solution to the wave equa-
proximate inverse modeling and to simulate and perform tion. However, unlike the PE model. FFP is an exact solu-

, geoacoustic pulse studies of very low frequency bottom tion. Thus, the range-dependent FFP model can serve as
interaction. a check on the computationally faster PE model.

Range-dependent propagation-Range-dependent
acoustic propagation problems are generally not amenable Free-space scattering
to exact solutions. However, the importance of obtaining Various numerical techniques and their use in the exten-
very good approximate solutions cannot be understated, sion of T-matrix and null-field approaches to scattering have
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been extensively investigated at NORDA. A number of quite complicated and can itself be composed of other
numerical and theoretical techniques have been developed matrix inversions such as arise from layered objects. We
that extend the range of applicability of these methods have developed improvements in this method appropriate
beyond the conventional approach. for a variety of physical problems, and on their implemen-

Scattering from submerged objects consisting of tation. We have conducted research for scattering from
separable boundaries, such as spheres and infinite cylinders, very elongated submerged objects and resonance scatter-
is amenable to closed-formed solution by normal mode ing from elastic solids and shells. Significant structural
theory. Results from extensive investigations of these ob- improvements have been made, such as the coupled higher-
jects have been extremely fruitful in understanding reson- order method and the unitary method, which lead to more
ance phenomena, background contributions in the absence tractable forms of the transition matrix enabling one to
of resonances, and geometrical effects that give rise to dif- avoid matrix inversions and other numerical problems.
fraction phenomena. However, when one wishes to ex- The final improvement concerns eigenfunction expansions
amine arbitrary shapes, it is necessary to resort either to of surface terms, arising from solution of the interior prob-
approximate theories (valid under limiting assumptions) lem, obtained via a preconditioning technique. This effec-
or numerical methods that adequately treat the problem tively reduces the problem to that of obtaining eigenvalues
in question. It has, in fact, proven very difficult to describe of a Hermitian operator.
scattering from general objects without resorting to This formalism has been developed for scattering from
frequency-limiting approximations. In this research effort targets that are rigid, sound-soft, acoustic, elastic solids.
a numerical procedure was developed-namely, the ex- elastic shells, and elastic layered objects. We present two
tended boundary condition (EBC) method, together with sets of the more interesting results. The first concerns
its applications for treating a variety of problems. The scattering from elongated objects, the second to thin elastic
method was established by Waterman for electromagnetic spheroids.

" scattering in 1965, and was extended to acoustical scat- Figure 3 illustrates scattering from a spheroid with aspect
tering by him in 1969. It is sometimes referred to as the ratio 30 for a KL/2 value of 30. Here K is the incident

" null-field method in electromagnetism, the field equivalent waventimber and L the object length. We show the case
principle, or more generally as the T-matrix method. This of scattering along the axis of symmetry and 30' and 60"
last nomenclature is unfortunate, since any of a variety relative to the axis of symmetry and broadside. Elonga-
of methods can lead to a transition matrix relating the tion effects at 30" and 0) are particularly noticeable where
scattered to the incident field, while the EBC or null-field the reflected wave occurs at the same angle as the nci-n
terminology more properly reflects the fact that one is dent wave relative to the symmetry axis, similar to the
employing a boundary integral technique. plane scattering case. At 01 and 90" the flux is allowed

Some of the salutary features of this approach are that to proceed mainly in the forward direction. with broad-
the method yields unique solutions to the exterior prob- side scattering creating the greatest disturbance.
lem: the transition matrix is independent of the incident Figure 4a shows resonance phenomena from backscat-
field: the method is not frequency-limited, although it is tering from a very thin aluminum spheroid, plotted against
more efficient for intermediate frequencies, the method KIJ2. Scattering here occurs along the axis of symmetry
can work for a large variety of shapes. for a spheroid of aspect ratio 3. Because of the thin nature

To represent the final results in terms of matrices, one the object, its scattering response is like that of a sound-
expands all appropriate physical quantities in terms of par- soft object in the absence of resonance. This response is
tial wave basis states and includes expansions for the inci- verified by subtracting the sound-soft background from
dent and scattered fields and the surface quantities (i.e., the exact elastic calculation, leaving only the resonance
surface displacement. surface tension, etc.). The method response (Fig. Ab). Figure 4c is a plot of relative phase
then utilizes the Huygen-Poincare integral representation for the elastic and sound-soft calculations. Note that the
for both the exterior and interior solutions, leading to the phase is almost zero except at a resonance, where it
required matrix equations. One thus deals with matrix undergoes a rapid phase-change of 180", typical of this
equations, the complexity of which depends on the nature type of resonance.
of the problem. We have shown, however, that in general Another study involving scattering in a free-space en-
a transition matrix T can be obtained relating the inci- vironment is the Arctic high-frequency acoustic ice-keel
dent field A with the scattered field f having the form model study. This model st(hastically describes the three-
T = PQ , where f = TA. The structure of Q can be dimensional backscattered field (by means of target

5%
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Figure 3a. Scattering along axis of symmetry of spheroid. Figure 3b. Scattering at 30 0 relative to the axis of symmetry
of spheroid.
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F~qure 3c. Scattering at 600 relative to the axis of symmetry Figure 3d. Broadside scattering from a spheroid.
of spheroid.

strength) that results from an ice keel. This model was concept is currently under investigation. Expertise gained
improved by including different possible facet rotation in bottom reflectivity, ocean propagation, and free-space
schemes and by incorporating realistic physical represen- scattering is being applied to this problem. Plans are under-
tations of the ice in the model, way for the development of an engineering type model

that will assist in experiment design. This project will be
Scattering in a waveguide followed by an exact calculation of an object in a half-space.

The field due to a constant sound source together with
the inherent noise, can be monitored very precisely for Future directions
certain underwater regions. If an object intrudes within NORDA will continue to contribute to the technical
the region, the field is perturbed, therefore, the intruding base in theoretical acoustics and numerical techniques as
object can be detected and located. This "burglar alarm" applied to modeling underwater sound, to support
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experimental design and interpretation, and to evaluate
new systems concepts. Specific areas of interest are
stochastic modeling, realistic environmental modeling, and
volume acoustic field modeling.

The objective in volume acoustic field modeling is to
analyze and model the three-dimensional acoustic field on
a local to regional basis. In some cases knowledge of per-
tinent parameters will be limited. Knowledge and
understanding of the oceanic processes within the volume
will be used to support parameter selection. It is further
desirable that the model be portable so that it can be used

Figue 4. Frm fncton lot f eastc sperod edon aboard ships. The difficulty of such an endeavor is obvious,
icidence. Frfucinpoofeatcsbrded-n but the benefits are enormous. Such capability would add

incidnce.a new dimension to underwater prediction and surveillance.
Stochastic modeling of the acoustic field and its interac-

tions with boundaries is an area that will be explored. Such
boundaries as the underice interface, the marginal ice
zones, and rough sea surfaces and ocean bottoms cannot
be accurately modeled by deterministic methods.

As acoustic models become more sophisticated and as

computationally faster computers with larger memory
capability become available, real-world scenarios become
feasible. Modeling the interaction of acoustic waves with

0020 highly complex boundaries (including such properties as
shear, porosity, grain size, anisotropy, etc.) are possible.
Three-dimensional models that model whole volumes of

Figure 4b. Resonance reponse of elastic spheroid end-on the world's oceans are needed. Models that include all
incidence, of the acoustically significant physics will be required. In

all of these areas, highly accurate, complete models will
be needed as baselines by which to evaluate the accuracy
of approximate, but more computationally efficient, models
and to undertake detailed sensitivity analyses unavailable o

by other means. NORDA's task will remain the same,

.22 i.e., to research, develop, and assist in the transition of

'-- acoustic models that serve the Navy.

Figure 4c. Relative phase between elastic thin shell and sound-

soft object.
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Recent Advances in Application
of Acoustic Models

Edward A. Estalote, George A. Kerr, and David B. King
Numerical Modeling Division

'V

Abstract
Using acoustic models to simulate the action of the environment on acoustic

propagation has been a major activity of NORDA since its beginning. The basis
of acoustic application modeling is the use and adaptation of models and prin-
ciples produced by the research community to " real-world problems." To carry
out this program, a large collection of acoustic models and environmental data
is required. Over several years the number and quality of the models has in-
creased dramatically. The quality, geographic coverage, and resolution of en-
vironmental data bases have also increased to such an extent that application
modeling can be done for situations and locations that could not have been con-
sidered previously. NORDA has many acoustic models and automated data bases
available for use by the research community.

Introduction NORDA developed the Naval Oceanographic Raw Data
Over the last 10 years the application of acoustic models Analysis and Processing System (NORDAPS). NORDAPS

to ocean problems has increased both in scope and in the helps the oceanographer to select, analyze, and re-form
complexity of the tools available. Since its beginning, data into a format that is the most compatible with the
NORDA has used acoustic models to address single-issue acoustic models.
questions, as well as to perform acoustic model studies The Basic Acoustic Model User Support (BAMUS) Pro-

*of large ocean areas. Due to the variety of problems that gram is used to address short-term or single-issue projects.
have been addressed over the years, NORDA has acquired Through this program, the acoustic models and data bases
an extensive collection of acoustic models and automated reintaNRD aemdevilbeothAS cr-

envionmnta daa baes.Themodls vry romsimle, munity. Requests for specific acoustic predictions are pro-
with limited applicability, to complex. The data bases have vddt aa raiain n hs opne ne
evolved from those with limited applicability to those with contract with the Navy.
extensive geographic coverage.

Some tasks require acoustic model surveys of large ocean Models and data bases
areas; thus numerous model simulations are carried out. NORDA has an extensive number of resident acoustic
This effort requires numerous user inputs and is subject models. An appropriate question at this point would be:
to human errors. To minimize these errors, the NORDA Why does the Navy need an extensive number of acoustic
Acoustic Model Operating System (NAMOS) was models? The answer is that all models use simplifying
established. NAMOS is a menu-driven operating system assumptions and thus are approximations to the real
that enables the user to make many model runs with max- physical ocean environment. It is tip to the user to take
imum flexibility in selecting the environmental data and these assumptions into account and decide which model
the appropriate model. Also, area-wide surveys tend to is most appropriate. Some factors must be considered:
collect a large amount of oceanographic data that is not SCan the environment he approximated as range in-
always in the appropriate form for acoustic simulation dependent. or must the variations be taken into account
studies. To help with analyzing and reformatting data, *What is the frequency of interest?
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" How accurate does the answer have to be? count data bases that are resolved both temporally and
* What form does the answer have to be in: e.g., will spatially, which are instrumental in producing noise predic-

transmission loss be enough or is complex pressure tions. NORL)A presently has four noise models: FANM.
required? CNOISE. DANES. and BEAMPL. '

H Iow much computer resources are you willing to The FANM (Fast Ambient Noise Model) is a noise
spend? model that uses and internally generates range-independent

The acoustic models fall into three separate categories: transmission loss convolved with the noise sources (ships
propagation (transmission) loss models, ambient noise and wind) to produce both vertical and horizontal noise
models, and system performance models. For a full ex- calculations. The model uses user-supplied factors of
planation of the different models, see Estalote (1984) where minimum depth and minimum depth excess to account
a model synopsis and references to primary sources of in- for topographic interference. Essentially the model stops
formation are available, counting noise sources when the desired values are reached.

The CNOISE model has no internal transmission loss
Propagation loss models capability. Provisions are made to use an externally

The propagation loss models can be divided into subsec- generated transmission loss file. The CNOISE model just
tions using the type of physics that is being used as a convolves the noise source (ships onlv) with the user sup-
criterion. Generally the models use either physics based plied data. The model will allow for different transmis-
on ray theory or wave theory. There are also hybrid models sion loss calculation as a function of bearing. CNOISE
that are combinations of both ray and wave theory. Fur- can provide only horizontal noise calculations.
ther separation may also be accomplished by whether or The DANES (Directional Ambient Noise Estimation
not the model will handle an environment that is a func- System) model is a subset of the Automated Signal Ex-
tion of range. Table 1 lists the propagation loss models cess Prediction System. This model calculates horizontal
and how they separate into the different categories, ambient noise using ASTRAL as the transmission loss

model. It also has its own environmental data bases. in
Table 1. Propagation loss models. cluding ship counts.

The BEAMPL model can provide beam noise statistics

Model Range Model Physics for a beam using random ship traffic on user-supplied ship
Dependency* Ray Solution Wave Solution Hybrid tracks.

FACT RI X ,,
RAYMODE RI X System performance models
NLNM RI X Producing performance predictions for systems, bothCOMODE RI X

FFP RI x active and passive, requires calculating not onlh transmiis
CRITICAL PE Rsion loss. but also other such tactors as reverberation ,,r

ANGE PE X noise. The systems also require the usc of ham patterns
PAREO RD X and other system-speciiic information. NORI)A has fiv"

MPP RD x models available for svstern-specific calculation. Note that
GRASS RD X some system specific calculations can and h1c1 been mtAde
MEDUSA RD X hV combining the results ot othcr acoustimh ds'. I',i' h
ASTRAL RD X
ASTRALRI as PE and CNOISE."

*Range dependent (RD) NISSMIl(active s tem) NISS,\II I i N,j I I 'srI I I
Range independent (RI) face Ship Model) has been designatied s the NI IN lll 111

Standard for calculating perh irnnec ot ship sonars It is
Ambient noise models used to predict echo and rcvcrbcrailion 10 cls ,111d Is Lipdilc

Ambient noise. Ib its very nature, is a ditficult process of predicting detection probability hen ens Ir mionitict,l.
to model properly. Several different mechanisms contribute target. and sonar system paran ltcrs ire deliCnIe I.Th(' hki K C'
to the total noise field. For low frequencics ( < 21111 1zi). bottom is modeled as a flat. slctul,lrly relctic I rf
shipping contributes the largest share of the noise. Thus. with the bottorn loss representied is a ritc indct'ildcl
to model the noise properly some accounting of the ships function of grazing an, cle. \'oltic absorptio n mid surtac
by type and location must be done. NORI)A has ship lo sses are also incorpotrtted in the t1l0 ide,. The stiUlid spied
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profile is described by a continuous function, and gradients * TASSRAP: Towed array predictions for short ranges-.
are to the input sound speed at discrete depths. uses FACT for transmission loss and DANES for ambient

SHARPS-Ill (active system)-SHARPS-II (third genera- noise,
tion Ship-Helicopter Acoustic Range Prediction System) 0 EXTENDED TASSRAP: Towed array predictions
is an active system model used for making daily forecasts for long ranges, uses ASTRAL for transmission loss and
of detection ranges for a variety of active and passive DANES for ambient noise.
sonars, including counterdetection. In the prediction of This collection of models can predict horizontal/direc-
active system detection ranges, SHARPS-Ill allows the user tional ambient noise, transmission loss (radials). signal ex-
to specify the prediction mode, e.g., direct path. bottom cess, and probability of detection for both fixed and towed
bounce, or convergence zone. It employs a ray acoustic horizontal arrays.
model that is a modified version of NISSM 11. which
generates the transmission loss. target echo, and reverbera- Special software
tion curves needed for the detection range prediction. NORDA Acoustic Model Operating System (NAMOS)-

Generic sonar model-The Generic sonar model is a The Navy has many different acoustic models that pro-
computer program designed to predict and evaluate the duce acoustic predictions. Bv their nature these models
performance of various sonar systems. It has significant require different inputs, and the inputs are required in
prediction capabilities for both active and passive systems, different formats. Different models are required because
and allows the user to choose from an assortment of models each of the models has its own region of applicability as
to make the necessary calculations. These models include well as its own strengths and weaknesses. A single model
the following: (e.g.. transmission loss) that is applicable for all situations

0 ocean sound speed models and cases does not exist. This state of affairs can lead to
* surface/bottom reflection models a lot of wasted effort due to errors and the cumbersome
* volIme attenuation models reformatting of inputs for different models. For example.
0 reverberation models if one is required to carry out an acoustic survey of an
* beam pattern models ocean area, several different models may be required to

* transmission loss models produce the results required to give the necessary intor-
* passive/active signal excess models mation. The expense in manpower and time can be pro-
• ray tracing hibitive in running the same problem with different models.
It should be noted that this model uses a modular ap- The NAMOS system was designed and developed to

proach in that for each basic function (e.g., surface reflec- minimize the errors and the time required to carry out
tion coefficient) a number of choices are available to the acoustic model runs. NAMOS is a interactive computer
user (e.g., table look-up. AMOS, Marsh-Schulkin-Kneale. system that sets tip a batch runstream to exercise the
Beckmann-Spizzichino). models. The basic design of NAMOS is to solve the sonar
ACTIVE RAYMODE-ACTIVE RAYMODE is used to equation by running the selected models for each element's

predict signal excess for active sonar systems. It uses a equation, e.g., transmission loss, ambient noise. etc. At
modified form of the RAYMODE propagation loss model its present stage of development NAMOS can extract the
(,inits the normal mode portion of the model), together required environmental data from the data bases, and run
with user input sonar parameters, to compute echo level any one of five different transmission lo,. models and one
and reverberation. ambient noise model.

Takint, these into account, together with the noise (self- In addition to NAMOS, EAIDS (Environmental
n ise ,nd ambient noise) and the reverberation recogni- Acoustics Interactive l)isplay System) is under develop
Lion ditterential. the signal excess is calculated as a, func- ment to prIvide graphic display ot both the cnvironmen
ti in t travcl tiro( for each transmit/receive beam pair. tal datta bases and the aioustic models. This interactivc

ASEPS (passive system) ASEPS (Automated Signal Fx- display sVstcm when full\ integrated will allow th cditint!
((55 'Ircdicti ,n S-stem) is a sYsltem of co mputer programs and display iof an , part oh te data bIses prcscntly Isctd
aid skipporting dita bases that pertiirm and display passive by the ,NAMOS miidls, as \eIa t 1hW disilaIy ot thc
* Son ir LkL ilamins. Its tillpotnens arc acoustic imodel oUtpUt. (11wColor Arc M,iapper wvill no"

* I)ANiES: dli SCsed abovC: display i colir rcprcSeti mt ion t shippin ! dcn-it\. depIth
• A.-IRI: ASI'RAI - S\sini tor the IFstination of excess. bathII 'net r. an1d btmn101 clasifo ir an\ art ut tltl-

Radial lrmsnisilm loss: niirthcrn henisphlcrc. IAII)S will Ils0 111o\\ iIat liTc
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interpolation of sound speed profiles along a great circle Environmental data bases
path. Graphic display of acoustic model output is also avail- Acoustic models require environmental inputs to pro-
able in EAIDS. PROFGEN is also resident in EAI[)S. This duce simulations. To obtain the required data on a case-by-
module will permit the merging of bathythermographs case basis is both time consuming and error prone. To min-
to historical deep profiles. imize the problems of obtaining environmental data. NOR-

NORDAPS-NORDAPS (Naval Raw Data Analysis DA has acquired or built several environmental data bases.
Processing System) is an interactive software package that AUTO-OCEAN-AUTO-OCEAN is a low-resolution
processes and displays Field Exercise Data. This environ- gidded, 5" by 5" sound speed and wave height data base
mental data is typically obtained from oceanographic plat- covering the world's oceans from 60S to 6N on a
forms using conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) and/or seasonal basis.
expendable bathythermograph (XBT) sensors. The data is STANDARD OCEAN-This data base is used in con-
initially recorded on analog tape and is then processed by a junction with existing models to provide automated
shore facility, which in turn, produces the digital data tape's retrieval of environmental data along great circle paths
used by NORDAPS. This raw exercise data is read. refor- in the same manner as AUTO-OCEAN. It contains syn-
matted, thinned, filtered, and written to direct-access data thetic data, as opposed to the measured data contained
bases. NORDAPS provides an interactive, menu-driven in AUTO-OCEAN, and has a 12( resolution. In addition
system for analyzing, editing, extracting. plotting, and dis- temperature and salinity profiles can be obtained.
playing this data. The primary functions of NORI)APS RSVP-The RSVP (Representative Sound Velocity Pro-
are to file) data base and software allows users to select represen-

* extend CTDs to the bottom, tative sound speed profiles by region and date. Sound speed
• attach salinity to XBT data, profiles are selected on the basis of closeness to the mean
* perform absolute difference calculations between sound speed profile calculated from all profiles meeting

bathythermographs (BT's) at standard depths, the query requirements.
* calculate sound speed profiles. SYNBAPS-SYNBAPS (Synthetic Bathvmetric Profil-
* group data stations into transects, ing System) is a data base designed to produce rapid genera-
* plot BT temperature profile against all CTD profiles tion of bathymetry along any great circle path. It is a finely

in range, gridded data base with a resolution of 5 minutes (0 P).
* provide interactive editing and displaying of the data, The coverage is essentially worldwide.
* perform retrievals of selected data sets for numerical HITS-December 1983 update of HITS (Historical

model inputs. Temporal Shipping) is a ship-count data base that may
NORDAPS is interfaced to a relational data base system be automatically accessed to provide information to be

(INGRES) that provides ad hoc query capabilities. Inter- used for ambient noise predictions. The resolution of the
faces are provided for updating the RSVP and AUTO- data base is 1V squares by ship type. The area of applicability
OCEAN data bases along with capabilities to interface with of the data base is essentially worldwide.
the NAMOS/EAIDS systems. EAIDS is currently tinder AUTO-SHIPS-AUTO-SHIPS (1984 update) is a ship-
development and will allow the interactive display and ping density data base that can be automatically accessed
modification of environmental parameters. by the ambient noise models. The coverage is essentially

CHORDS The advent of new high-resolution digital worldwide. The ship count for each square (1) is the
recorders has led to the requirement to develop an ac- weighted sum (1 ship type) of the fIlTS data base. Thiy'
curate profile thinning algorithm to retain the acoustical- data base has the following additional environmental
Sl significant profile shape while reducing the number of information.
profile points to a manageable size. C ItORDS (Kerr, 1981), bottom class
a new temperature and sound speed profile thinning * bathvnetrv
algorithm, was developed to meet this requirement. The 0 depth excess
profile is reduced to a series of line segments constructed 0 wind speed
on the basis of the difference between the actual profile
and the existing line segments. The algorithm, already
in use in several weapons systems, scans the entire pro BAMUS program
file in each iteration but rctains previous results to in The Basic Acoustic Model User Support program
crease the algorithm's speed. (BAMUS) is resident at NORI). and is jointly iunded
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on-shore prediction systems. Each arm of the Navy air, that make the application of models to real-world situa-
surface, subsurface, and shore-based facilities had their own tions more credible. Much of the progress can be attributed
prediction system with different environmental data and to increases in computing power that have become
different models, which naturally led to different predic- available. With a look toward the future one can visualize
tions. As a first step toward a goal of consistent results, the ability to do exacting predictions as the environmen-
an environmental data base was created to serve as a master tal data andi the knowledge of the processes increase.
for all environmental data bases to be used in prediction
systems. The premise was that the data base should con-
tain the best environmental data at the highest resolution References
possible. This data base now contains seven parts: Estalote. E. (19810. NORDA Acoustic Models and
Historical Ocean Profiles. Bottom Loss, Ocean Floor Data Bases. Naval Ocean Research and l)evelopment Ac-
Depth, Volume Scattering Strength. Wind Speed, Shipp- tivity. NSTL, Mississippi, Technical Note 293.
ing Noise. and Wind and Residual Noise. After the com- Kerr. G. (1984). CIIORDS: A New Temperature or
pletion of the data base it was realized that there was not Sound Speed Profile Thinning A lgorithm. Naval Ocean
sufficient data of all kinds for all areas. A further analvsis Research and l)evelopment Activity. NST. Mississippi.
of this data base provided a series of maps that defined Technical Note 272.
the areas of data paucity and laid out the survey re- King 1). B., R. Love, R. A. Fisher. J. Allen. P.
quirements (King et al.. 198/1) for each data base i.e., where Moresdorf, T. Davis, E. Hashimoto, M. Bradlev (1984).
and what types of data are required. Data Survey Requirements Bases on the Acoustic Per

formance Prediction (APP) Master Data Base. Naval

Summary Ocean Research and Development Activity, NSTL.
Major strides have been made in acoustic modeling over Mississippi, Technical Note 276.

the last several years. The field has matured from a few McGirr R., D. White, and C. Bartberger (1984).
models with limited application, environmental data bases Technical Evaluation of FACT IOA. Naval Ocean
of low resolution, and limited geographic coverage to a Research and l)evelopment Activity. NSTI., Mississippi,
series of models and automated environmental data bases NORDA Report 70.
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NORDA's High-Frequency, Shallow-Water
Bottom Scattering Program

Steve F. Stanic and Richard H. Love
Ocean Acoustics Division

Deep ocean acoustic characteristics of signals, noise, and tion measurements. Side-scan sonar surveys are used to
reverberation are significantly different from shallow or locate and identify possible experimental areas. Once an

narrow coastal areas. Thus, attempts to extrapolate deep area has been located, high-resolution, close-range, side-
ocean data for use in shallow-water applications have been scan sensor data are used to characterize large-scale features
disappointing. The proximity of the boundaries, the in- and the lateral extent of the experimental site. High-
creased substrate and water column inhomogeneity. and frequency precision bathymetric profiles define the large-
the increased density or influence of noise sources con- scale roughness and slope in the selected area. The small-
tribute to the extreme complexity of the shallow-water scale roughness properties in the experimental area are
acoustic environment. To develop naval systems that can obtained from diver-operated stereo camera equipment.
effectively operate in shallow water, a thorough understand- A detailed analysis of diver-collected sediment cores and
ing of the interaction of environmental and acoustic selected in situ probe measurements provides data on the ,'"
parameters is essential. sediment parameters needed to support the acoustic

Because the sea floor is a major factor in shallow-water measurement and modeling efforts. Conductivity, tem-
environments, NORDA has established a program that perature. depth. and current measurements are used to
focuses on the relationships between seafloor properties continuously monitor water mass properties for acoustic
and acoustic scattering. The program consists of an in- propagation conditions in the water column.
tegrated series of acoustic and environmental Two experiments have been conducted off the Florida
measurements designed to identify and isolate various bot- coast. The first experimental site was a homogeneous area
tom scattering mechanisms, and to resolve their effects characterized by meIium-grained sand that contained lit-
on the acoustic back- and forward-scattered fields. Data tie shell content and minute small-scale surface roughness. %
from these measurements serve as a basis for the ongo- In the second experimental area the small-scale surface
ing development of shallow-water environmental acoustic roughness was only the result of large shell hash. The
models for use in exploratory and advanced development other bottom parameters were similar to those measured
programs. ',

or as at the first experimental site. A third experimental siteNORDA has used the expertise available in the offshore has also been located. In this area the small-scale surface .
oil industry to design and construct two towable, self- -h ss is a eaes m
deploying, acoustic instrumentation support structures to rouhess i a d to sandraves
ensure the success of this program. These towers, designed These experimental results will he used to determine
by Petro Marine in Gretna, Louisiana, are 35 feet long, the predictability of pertinent bottom parameters: the

spatil an temoralvariabilityofteeprmesan20 feet wide, 30 feet high and weigh 17/2 tons each. spatial and temporal of these parameters and
The acoustic transmitting system uses a pair of nonlinear the extent this variability significantly affects acoustic scat-

parametric sources. The low sidelobe capabilities of these tering measurements: the statistics of the acoustic back- I

sources make them ideal for shallow-water boundary scat- and forward-scattered fields as a function of grazing angles
tering measurements. The receiving systems consist of (3-30"). frequency (20-180 kHz). pulse length (200 %,.

two 16-hydrophone, two-dimensional spatial arrays with uLsec- 10 ms), and relevant bottom parameters: the predict-
broadband capabilities to 200 kHz. The attitude of each ability of acoustic bottom scattering given the relevant
array is controlled by a triaxial positioning system. parameters: and modifications that must be made to

The acoustic experiments are supported by a detailed available bottom scattering and geoacoustic models or ncw
series of oceanographic and seafloor geological characteriza- models that need to be developed.

SeIS.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The program results will provide the exploratory and and models cover a broad range of tactical weapons ire-

advanced development programs with high-quality data quencies and are supported by high-quality environmen-

bases and models needed for successful shallow-water tal measurements.
system developments and operations. The acoustic data
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Arctic Environmental Acoustics

Dan J. Ramsdale and Joe W. Posey
Ocean Acoustics Division

Introduction frequency acoustics to support advanced sonar system

Environmental acoustics measurements and models in development. The following sections detail the modeling
the Arctic are driven entirely by the unique nature of and measurements research being pursued in each of these
the ice canopy. The most constant feature about the ice efforts.
is its variability, both spatially and temporally. The nature
and extent of the ice varies seasonally with the changing Discussion
amount of sunlight in the northern latitudes. Even on a
small scale, the thickness of ice on a given floe can range Arctic acoustic models
from a few inches to tens of feet, depending on the age Sound propagation in Arctic waters is governed by the
of the ice. The spatial characteristics of the ice range from same physical laws as underwater sound propagation
the permanent pack ice of the" central ArctiE'to the anywhere in the world's ocean basins. Therefore, special
marginal ice zones where ice and water mix and are driven Arctic models need not be developed for propagation in
by the local wind fields. the water column or for interaction with the sea floor.

One of the challenges facing acousticians at NORDA However, the presence of sea ice is significant only in the
is to sort out those properties of the Arctic environment, polar regions, so Arctic acoustic modeling at NORDA
particularly those of the ice canopy, which are relevant has been concerned with the interaction of water-borne
to acoustic propagation and which serve as acoustic noise sound with sea ice.
sources. These properties will depend on the acoustic fre- The acoustical significance of the water-to-ice transi-
quency or wavelength of interest. In the high-frequency tion region on the bottom of nominally flat sea ice has
regime (5-100 kHz), the scales are small and reflection been studied using a model that allows the elastic proper- 0
with the complex underice surface includes the considera- ties of sea ice to vary in the vertical but not in the horizon-
tion of microroughness, penetration into the ice, and the tal directions. One would expect that the thin transition
conversion of compressional wave energy into shear waves layer, about 6 inches thick, would be important at high
at the ice-water interface. In the sonar frequency range frequencies, and this expectation was confirmed. Surpris-
(50 Hz-5 kHz), the scales of interest are larger, and lower ingly, however, the transition region was found to be im-
attenuation allows propagation to larger ranges. Here im- portant for frequencies as low as I kHz, especially at low
portant environmental factors include the ice thickness, grazing angles. As a result of these findings, an existing
the sonic structure of the ice layer, the large-scale model for acoustic backscatter from ice keels was modified
roughness, and the number and orientation of ice ridges, to include gradual rather than abrupt transitions at the
As in the high-frequency case, the issues of penetration ice block faces, and significant changes in backscatter A

of acoustic energy into the ice layer and conversion at predictions resulted. Also, long-range propagation calcula-
the ice-water boundary are important. tions were made for sound below a flat ice cover, and the "'.

NORDA acousticians are addressing these problems inclusion of the water-to-ice transition was found to greatly
with a balanced approach of measurements guided by the increase the frequency dependence of the predicted
best environmental acoustic models available. These transmission loss. These findings highlight the need for
measurements are designed to expand the data base in better measurements of the acoustic prope:,is of sea ice %
the Arctic and to allow critical testing of the existing at and near the ice-water interface.
acoustic prediction models. Two companion research pro- The ice keel model referred to above represents a keel
grams are being pursued, one in high-frequency acoustics as being composed of many randomly oriented blocks
to support advanced weapons development and one in low- which act as independent scatterers. In addition to the
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inclusions of the transition region discussed above, this 1984. During this second exercise, a multidisciplinary team
model has been upgraded by allowing for arbitrary of NORDA acousticians, oceanographers and engineers
stratification within the blocks and by providing alternate deployed four vertical line arrays of hydrophones shown
block rotation schemes. schematically in Figure 3. Three of the arrays contained

4 hydrophones (a) and one contained 16 (b). The 4element
Arctic acoustic measurements arrays were subsets of the 16-element array so that

Acoustic measurements can be conducted in the Arc- coherence of the acoustic field in the horizontal direction
tic from ice camps, ice breakers, aircraft (using sonobuoys), could be measured. The 16-element array was configured
and submarines. Ice camps and icebreakers severely limit to be a minimal redundancy array so that coherence inl
both the geographic and seasonal range of measurements. the vertical could be measured and beamforming performed
The sunless Arctic winter is too hazardous, and the sum- to examine the characteristics of individual arrival paths.
mer ice conditions are too precarious to support ice camps A basic acoustic experiment conducted by NORDA

and breaker activity. Aircraft afford somewhat better scientists during ICEX 1-85 was to measure the reflec

coverage but must depend on finding polynyas (open water) tion loss versus grazing angle for frequencies ranging from
to launch sonobuoys. The submarine platform provides 460 to 2200 Hz and for grazing angles from 6" to 60.

the best capability for year-round acquisition of acoustic This measurement was done (shown in Fig. 4) by using
data in all locations in the Arctic. a digitally coded source provided by the University of

Conducting scientific measurements from an ice camp Miami. The unique feature of this particular digital code
poses unique logistics problems. In addition to equipment is its capability in the decoding process to isolate individual
for scientific experimentation, all habitability equipment arrival paths for a single hydrophone. Ice cores were taken
and supplies must be taken to the ice camp location. This along the transmission path from source to receiver and
transport is usually done by means of aircraft for small used to provide ground truth measurement of ice thickness.
camps (6-12 people) or by using an icebreaker with as well as the vertical profile of temperature, density, and
helicopter support to deploy larger camps (approximately salinity in the ice core. Even over the short distance of
80 people). Special training is required for all ice camp 1000 yds, the cores revealed a great deal of variability -a

personnel, including firearms training (in the unlikely event (e.g., unfrozen melt ponds were mixed with the ice in some
of a polar bear incident), Arctic survival training, and locations). The acoustic reflectivity results, along with the
emergency medical training, ice cores and measurements of the underice topography.

Over the last two years NORI)A acousticians have par- will provide measured values that are vital to testing under

ticipated in two ice camp expeditions in the Arctic. The ice acoustic propagation models.
first camp was approximately 25 nm northeast of Bar- Additional experiments in the sonar frequency range
row, Alaska. The purpose of this camp was to provide during ICEX 1-85 included propagation loss using both
an engineering testbed for the equipment and techniques narrow- and broad-band sources and broad-band spatial
used in deploying acoustic instrumentation through the coherence. No high-frequency measurements were con-
ice. A four-hydrophone vertical line array was deployed ducted at ICEX 1-85.
and used to make ambient noise measurements and also

to record signals from lightbulb implosions. The very low
ambient noise levels in the Arctic require an extremely Future plans
quiet preamplifier and signal conditioning unit. The faired NORDA will be a major participant in ICEX 1 -8 6
Kevlar hydrophone array cable proved to be very flexi- another large, multilaboratory series of experiments in the
ble, even in extreme cold. When wet cable is removed Arctic conducted during the spring of 1980. NORD)A will
from the water, however, it must be dried in a warm en- conduct experiments in three environmentally acoustic
vironment, otherwise icing would occur and render the distinct locations, shallow ice-covered water, deep ice-

cable quite inflexible and difficult to handle. covered water, and in the marginal ice zone where Re
The second NORDA acoustic ice camp, shown in and water are mixed. The measurements will encompass ,.'

Figures 1 and 2, was part of ICEX 1-85, a multilaboratory both sonar and high-frequency acoustics, along with ice

experiment conducted in the Beaufort Sea during October properties and ocean-bottom sampling.
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Vertical Line Array Configurations

90 mn (295 ft)

SUS Hydrophone-, 4
15 m (49 ft)

80m (262 ft)

±210mrn(689 ft)
112.5 mn (369 ft)j

SUS Hydrophone-
200-lb weight ,-*-Transponder

4-Element array 16-Element array

Figure 3. Schematic of vertical line arrayvs of bydropbones

Single reflections

Sound
Source 6 0

990 4-Phone
vertical array

Freqs. 460 - 2200 Hz (900 ft)
broadband *

Objective Payoff
*Measure single refletio arnvals at grazing angles e improve prediction capabilities through better acoustic
betlween 9* and 600 to determine underice scatter- model inputs of scattering loss
ing loss vs. grazing angle (6)

Figure 4. Reflection loss versus grazing angle for frequencies of 460-2200) Hz.
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The Development of Directional Ambient
Noise Data Bases and Their Application to

U. S. Navy Weapons Systems

Ronald A. Wagstaff0
Ocean Acoustics DivisionI

Abstract
Knowledge of the ocean acoustic environment in which the Navy must operate

is required to predict the performance of a sonar system or to optimize its use.
This knowledge is obtained either through a real-time measurement or from
historical data bases. Because the operational Navy cannot obtain measured data
in real time, historical data bases have become critical. However, the degree
to which data is useful often depends on how well the information it contains
can be understood and utilized.

This paper presents the rationale for the selection of the particular statistic
upon which a data base is built and for the selection of the presentation format.

Some of these formats and statistics have been recently developed by NORDA
researchers to meet the needs of specific data base users. Several examples are
given which illustrate that the particular performance statistic and the presenta-
tion format can greatly increase the potential application of a data base. An ex-
ample is also included to show that the wrong statistic for a given situation can
lead to errors and severely limit the usefulness of the data base.

Introduction port that must be provided by the research and develop-
Detecting, classifying, localizing, and tracking enemy ment (R&D) community. It is no longer sufficient to pro-

*submarines is a critical mission of the U. S. Navy. One vide data bases that simply characterize in general terms '

method by which this mission is accomplished is the use the oceanography, acoustic propagation, and ambient noise.
of antisubmarine warfare (ASW) sonar systems. Present Data bases and analysis products must be provided that
ASW sonar systems are considerably more sophisticated can be used to adequately characterize or correctly predict -

and complex than their predecessors. They have been in- a given sonar system's performance for a particular situa-
telligently designed to exploit the acoustic and ambient tion in a specific acoustic and ambient noise environment.
noise environments to enhance their performance. Fur- This paper presents the rationale for selecting the par-
thermore, the ASW tacticians and sonar operators are ticular statistic upon which a data base is built and for
becoming more knowledgeable of how the environment selecting the presentation format. Some of these formats

*influences the sonar system performance, and more capable and statistics have recently been developed by NORDA
of using this knowledge to improve their ASW researchers to meet the needs of specific data base users.
effectiveness. Several examples are given, which illustrate that the par-

NORDA's primary mission is to provide the en- ticular performance statistic and the presentation format
*vironmental information that permits ASW sonars to be can greatly increase the potential application of a data base.

intelligently designed and effectively utilized. The high An example is also included to show that the wrong
level of sophistication of our present sonar systems and statistic for a given situation can lead to errors and severely
the level of knowledge of the sonar tacticians and operators limit the usefulness of the data base. Discussions of these
place high demands on the environmental acoustic sup- examples are followed by a summary.

S
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Background
Modeling sonar performance has at least one advan- (a) SHIPPING: RELATIVE POSITIONS and COURSES

tage over measuring performance; modeled results are
generally better understood than measured results. This
is because the significant parameters and mechanisms that -
influence the measured results are often not known or 6
are not well understood. In modeling, however, the in- - .z ~ *.

fluence of each parameter and mechanism modeled can
be identified and considered separately to provide a much
clearer picture of what is happening, even though the
model may not be completely representative of the real SIE

situation.
This advantage of modeling over measurement also ap- i.120 nautical miles --

plies to data bases. Hence, some of the discussions
presented herein rely on modeled results rather than ac-
tual measured data. The simulated data were obtained from
modeling the measurement of beam noise by a towed line
array, and the resulting data are completely interchangeable
with beam noise data that might have been measured in %
a similar situation. Furthermore, intermediate products
in the modeling process can be obtained to give a more
complete understanding of the problems involved in select- OIELEVE-L

ing the best statistic and the presentation format for the -

* ~data base. Hence, the generation of simulated beam noise . -~

data will be discussed in this section, while the following - ..

section will discuss the application of these data in creating
* different data bases.

The generation of simulated array beam noise data is Figure 1. Representation of the ambient noise measurement N,

illustrated by Figure 1. The dots and arrows in Figure process including (a) the locations of ships relative to the
la correspond to the positions and the courses of mer- measurement site 5, and (b) the "true noise field"due to
chant ships in a shipping lane. These position data were shipping and wind/sea state noise and measured beam noise
observed by a maritime patrol aircraft at the beginning levels from a small aperture array (dashed curve) and a long
of a 9-hour-long ambient noise measurement exercise. In aperture array (solid curve).
the actual measurement situation, the beam noise data
were measured for 15 minutes each hour of the 9-hour the discussions that follow. Therefore, the comparison of
period by an acoustic towed line array located at site 5. those results will not be discussed herein.
The array heading was changed after each data acquisi- The curves in Figure lb are the modeled results for
tion period to permit the unambiguous horizontal direc- the third dead-reckoned period. These results were ob-
tionality of the noise field to be estimated from the beam tained from, but do not correspond directly to, the ship-
noise data. ping data for the initial time period in Figure Ia. The

The shipping data in Figure la were used to simulate center-most solid curve, which consists of radial lines
the beam noise data that were measured by the towed superimposed on a uniform (circular) background, repre-
array at site 5. The simulation was accomplished by assum- sents the ambient noise field horizontal directionality due
ing a speed for each ship and dead reckoning it to a new to the dead-reckoned shipping distribution (the radial lines)

position. Nine such dead-reckoning periods were used, with and the wind and sea state (the uniform or circular
tesimulated array on the same headings used during background). Each radial line is along the azimuth of a

the actual measurements to permit the modeled results ship and the length of the line is proportional to the noise
to correspond directly with the measured results. The level received at the array from that ship. The plot resolu-
agreement between the measured and simulated results tion of 1P makes some of the noises appear to be broader
was excellent. However, this agreement is not critical for than they are, but this is only an artifact of the plotting
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format. Since all ships are to the north of site 5, there geometry tends to depart from linear, which degrades its
are no radial noise lines in the southern half-space, only signal performance. Furthermore, the handling difficulty

the uniform noise due to wind and sea state. of the array and the cost increase with increasing array

the dashed curves, represent the mean beam noise levels ing beam noise level, signal performance, array length,
that would be measured by two different towed line ar- tow speed, and cost. Thus, an ambient noise data base
rays at site 5 during the same period for which the of beam noise level as a function of array length (or

have finite length, the beam noise has a smeared or broad make the trade-off. It tells the engineer how wide and deep

spatial (angular) response. The towed array to which th, (low in level) the "holes" in the noise are and permits
dashed beam noise curve corresponds is one-third as long him to tailor the beamwidth to achieve the required beam
as the array to which the solid beam noise curve cor- noise levels.
responds. Therefore, the shorter array has three times the An ASW sonar operator, on the other hand, is interested
spatial smearing effects that the longer array has. The in detecting submarines. He requires a data base that can
low beam noise levels are no longer evident in the pat- be used to help him determine the best array heading to

tern corresponding to the shorter array, even though they maximize the chances of detecting a submarine. In this
exist in the pattern corresponding to the longer array. case, the design parameters of the array are already deter-

The line array has an inherent left-right (or front to mined and the historical data base would be used to in-

Angles relative to the axis of the array can be determined, of beam noise as a function of array length required by
but one side of the axis cannot be distinguished from the the engineer would not provide the information needed
other, i.e., clockwise versus counterclockwise. This is evi- by the sonar operator. An entirely different statistic is
dent in the beam response plots in Figure lb. Both beam needed.
response plots are symmetric about the array heading ar- There are many different types of ambient noise data
row (at 1200) even though the major noise components bases and a multitude of different users, which range from
(the radial lines) are all in the northern half-space (i.e., the scientists who study the physical mechanisms of the
most are on the left side of the array, or counterclockwise ambient noise, to the engineers who design and build sonar

*from the array heading arrow). systems, to the operators who use the systems. All have
*The amount of spatial smearing in the beam noise data urgent needs for data bases, but each addresses the sonar

depends on the design parameters of the array and can performance problem from a different perspect"'e and with
vary considerably from one sonar system to another, as a different technical background.
is illustrated in Figure lb. Hence, measured array beam
noise data are unique to the particular sonar system that Discussion and examples

*made the measurement. To extrapolate the data to another Examples will now be given that illustrate attempts to
sonar system having different design parameters or to maximize the usefulness of the data by selecting or devis-
determine characteristics of the ambient noise environ- ing statistics to answer the user's questions, by appropriate-
ment (i.e., the curve consisting of the series of spikes on ly designing the data processing, and by tailoring the
a uniform background in Fig. lb), special processing tech- presentation format to a user's specific requirement. The
niques are required to remove the effects in the beam noise examples will all address questions regarding ambient noise.
that make the data unique to the measurement system. The need, however, is not unique to ambient noise but
The characteristics of a different system can then be im- extends to areas of research that include acoustic propaga-
posed on the result to extrapolate the data to that system. tion, computer modeling, marine geoph sics, signal proc-

An engineer might be required to design an advanced essing, and oceanography.
towed array sonar system to satisfy a new ASW require- The first three examples deal with the beam noise
ment for high-speed operation, fine spatial resolution and measured by a towed line array. The original data consist

low beam noise levels. Increased resolution is achieved of time-averaged beam noise levels at a given frequency

*by increasing the array length, which ini turn decreases for many steering angles that range from forward endfire
the spatial smearing with a corresponding decrease in the to aft endfire. Since the line array has conical beam pat-
beam noise levels (see Fig. lb), a desirable effect. However, terns, the absolute direction from which signal and noise
as the array length and tow speed increase, the array arrive at the array cannot be determined from
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measurements on a single array heading; a left-right am- Lin-a b Ws Ho ta o t y do e,

biguity is inherent in the data as is illustrated in the sym- N

metry of the beam noise curves in Figure lb. This am- 50

biguity must be resolved to determine the best heading i, ILA _
for detection (the operator's question), but it doesn't need i X

to be resolved to determine the beam noise statistics for 0 , .

a longer array (the design engineer's question). A different E
type of processing is required in each of these two cases. o M. 4-

Now consider the requirement for the engineer to design Oo o 8O *.

a high-speed ASW sonar array with fine spatial resolu-
tion and low beam noise levels. Estimates of the mean
beam noise levels for the new array must be obtained.
The measured beam noise data of a much shorter con-
ventional towed array would not have the same mean level -o 0

statistics as data acquired in the same noise field by a longer
array with much narrower beamwidths. This effect is il-
lustrated by the two different plots of mean beam noise ) d)

levels in Figure lb. The statistics for a single dominant S S -'

source would be about the same, but the statistics would
be different when there are many sources or if the am-
bient noise is distributed over azimuth angle as is often
the case. 0 E E

The mean beam noise levels measured by a given towed
line array can be used to estimate the corresponding levels
for another towed line array by the following procedure.
The array response characteristics responsible for the spatial S

*' smoothing inherent in the data are deconvolved from the *)
" data to get an estimate of the noise field without the ISN gai re broadside (dB) vs aray head ng

smoothing effects of the array. The iterative technique for searchst

" by Wagstaff and Berrou (1984) is an effective way to ob- Figure 2. Example ofproducts derived from towed line array

" tain this estimate. In terms of the curves in Figure ib, beam noise data. (a) Azimuthal Anisotropy Cumulative
the procedure is to use one of the beam noise curves to Distribution Function (AA CDF) plot; (b) ambient noise
generate a spiked field similar to the spiked field in Figure horizontal directionality plot; (c-f array beading roses.
lb but without the left-right ambiguities being resolved.
This ambiguous noise field estimate is then used to of how wide (azimuthal width) and how deep (beam noise
generate the other beam noise curve or any other beam level) the "holes" in the noise field are. Since the AACDF
noise curve desired. This sampling process can be done is an ordered collection of cumulative distribution func-
for response patterns corresponding to arrays that range tions, it can represent an unlimited amount of data.
in length from very long (solid curve in Fig. lb) to relative- The ACCDF plot in Figure 2a was generated from the
ly short (dashed curve in Fig. lb). The beamwidths of such simulated beam noise data obtained in the modeling re-
a collection of arrays might run from 0.50 to 100. When ferred to previously. The plot is for site 5 of Figure la
this process is repeated for several data sets and the beam and for a given frequency, but it is not unique to the ar-
noise levels accumulated according to beamwidth and beam ray that made the simulated measurements. In fact, the
noise level, the results can be presented in a format called mean beam noise levels for any other line array (for that
the Azimuthal Anisotropy Cumulative Distribution Func- frequency and location) can be obtained from this plot,
tion (AACDF) plot. Figure 2a presents a typical AACDF provided the beamwidths of the array are within the range
plot. The ordinate is the beamwidth and the abscissa is of the plot, 0.50 to 10° . For example, consider an array
the percent of azimuth angle the beam noise level would that has a beamwidth of 20. Mean beam noise levels less
be less than a given amount. The curves are for equal than about 48 dB will be measured by that array over
beam noise level. Essentially this plot presents the statistics 45% of azimuth space and less than about 54 dB over
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80% of azimuth space. However, the corresponding values or the noise source distribution along that azimuth that
for an array with an 80 beamwidth would be about 56 the noise model does not include or properly model. The
dB and 60 dB respectively. If only a single mean beam deficiency in the model can often be determined and cor-
noise level were desired, 46 dB for the 20 beamwidth ar- rected once the azimuth is known. For example, if a ship-
ray and 52 dB for the 80 beamwidth array could be used ping lane was incorrectly modeled to the south instead
(i.e., the 50 percentile values). However, a distribution of to the north, where it actually was, the modeled and
function is more realistic and more powerful, and the measured omnidirectional ambient noise levels could agree,
AACDF plot contains an azimuthal (spatial) cumulative but the error would be clearly evident by the disagree-
distribution function on each horizontal line (correspond- ment in the measured and modeled noise roses.
ing to a given beamwidth). Hence, by using the AACDF Unlike the engineer who selects the design parameters
plot, the mean beam noise levels for a particular array of the sonar system, the sonar operator can control only
can be easily obtained by the engineer, and it is presented the way the sonar is used to improve his chances for detect-
in terms he understands. ing submarines. One very important parameter in his con-

The mean beam noise data that were used to create trol is the heading of the tow ship (and therefore the
the AACDF can also be used to estimate the mean am- heading of the towed array). Data bases for improved detec-
bient noise level as a function of azimuth provided the tion performance as a function of array heading would
data sets were acquired on at least three (preferably more) be very valuable to such an individual. This need was
different array headings (see Wagstaff, 1978). A polar plot generally ignored until recently, when NORDA research-

* of the unambiguous mean ambient noise level as a func- ers devised a statistic and presentation format to address
tion of azimuth is commonly called a "noise rose." this problem in terms that were meaningful to the sonar
Although a noise rose has been generated from ambiguous operator. Presently, a data base is being generated at
beam noise data acquired by a towed line array, it has NORDA to address this need. A description of the statistic
no ambiguities. Figure 2b presents an example of a noise and data base presentation format is given below.
rose obtained from the .same ambiguous towed line array Neither of the plots in Figure 2a or Figure 2b will easi-
data that were used to produce the AACDF plot in Figure ly permit the sonar operator to determine the best towed
2a. Such a noise rose can be used by an operations research array heading to maximize the chances for detecting a
analyst to estimate the mean beam noise levels for any submarine, although the same measured beam noise data
array, whether the array is linear, circular, planar, or are used to generate the AACDF plot and the noise rose
spherical, provided the beam is along the horizontal and that must be used to determine the best array heading
the noise field is concentrated near the horizontal. The for detection. This is done by determining the signal-to-
latter is generally true at frequencies below about 200 Hz noise ratio (S/N) for all possible array headings and then
where the noise from distant shipping is usually domi- choosing the heading that will maximize the SiN within
nant and arrives at the array at nearly horizontal angles. the operational constraints imposed on the allowable
For example, consider a spherical array with a beam hav- headings. To make the problem tractable, the sector for
ing a 10" beamwidth. Such an array steered to the north- detection is specified in advance. The problem can be
east in the noise field represented by Figure 2b would simplified further by assuming that the signal received by
measure 57 dB (47 + 10 log 100/10). This ignores sidelobe the array is independent of relative bearing (the angle
contributions that could be easily estimated and included, relative to the array axis). In addition, the S/N performance

Since the noise rose provides an estimate of the mean is compared to broadside S/N performance, such that the
ambient noise level as a function of azimuth angle, it is answer is the gain above broadside performance that can

* also useful for checking the accuracy of ambient noise be expected for a given array heading. Furthermore, since
* models. A corresponding plot generated by a noise model the performance is relative to broadside performance and

can be compared with the measured noise rose to deter- is not in absolute values, a single result applies to all towed
mine whether the noise source levels are correct and the line arrays at that location, not just the particular array
noise source spatial distributions (or geographic positions) for which the calculations were performed. The rationale
are adequately modeled. Agreement between the measured behind normalizing to broadside performance is that the
and modeled omnidirectional ambient noise levels can hap- broadside beam is the narrowest of all the beams, and in
pen by coincidence, but this is not true for the shapes a cylindrically isotropic noise field, it would give the best bj

of the noise roses. Disagreement along an azimuth indicates performance. This normally will not be the case, since
that something is in the acoustic propagation environment realistic noise fields are usually quite directional in nature.
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A plot that gives the SIN gain improvement over broad- pected with the broadside beam. Array headings within
side performance can be generated from the noise rose, the 1250 wide sectors centered at 022i and 2120 should
since the array beam noise for any array heading and beam give performance improvemnents of up to 6 dB. On the

*steering angle can be estimated from the noise rose. Beam other hand, array headings outside these two sectors would
noise estimates are obtained by convolving the beam pat- give performance about I dB worse than broadside beam
terns of the array with the noise rose. The mean beam performance. However, when the detection sector (cross-
noise levels of the beams with steering angles within the hatched sector) is to the northwest and northeast (see Figs.
detection sector are averaged, and the resultant is sub- 2c and 2d), none of the headings will give better than
tracted from the average noise level of a broadside beam broadside performance, and the possible degradation is as
in that sector. The result is plotted along the azimuth of much as - 6 dB for some headings. In addition, the
the array heading and represents the S/N gain improve- headings that give the best SIN gain performance are
ment over broadside performance for detecting targets in localized to small sectors, while the headings correspond-
the detection sector for the array heading along that par- ing to S/N gain degradation are spread over broad sec-
ticular azimuth. When this calculation is carried out for tors. This is not the case for the detection sector to the
all possible array headings and is plotted in polar form, southeast (Fig. 20. The azimuth ranges of favorable
array heading plots (such as Figs. 2c-2f0 are obtained. Each headings are about 1000 wide centered around 1750 and
of these plots is for a different detection quadrant. The 355'. The extent to which an unfavorable array heading
specific quadrant for each is denoted by the cross-hatched can degrade the S/N gain improvement in this case is
area. Sectors with other orientations and widths could have limited to about 1.5 dB, several decibels better than the
been chosen: however, these sectors (the four principal two previous cases.
quadrants) are sufficient to illustrate the value of the ar- The three types of plots in Figure 2 illustrate methods
ray heading roses. of processing and formatting array beam noise data to

The array heading roses in Figure 2 correspond to the create data bases for different applications. The AACDF
same noise field as do the AACDF plot and the noise rose plot presents a parameterized beam noise data base for

*in Figures 2a and 2b and were derived from the very same a technically oriented individual. The array heading rose
beam noise data. The points on the curves outside the presents S/N gain improvement as a function of array
large circles of the array heading roses correspond to ar- heading to the sonar tacticians and operators. Finally, the
ray headings for which there is a S/N gain improvement noise rose is useful to the researcher studying the am-
over broadside performance for detection of targets in the bient noise and the noise source distributions. Each of these
detection sector (cross-hatched sector), while the associated three data formats in Figure 2 conveys a different type
value indicates how many decibels of improvement to ex- of information to a different user but all were derived from
pect. The points on the curves inside the large circles cor- a common source-the beam noise data.
respond to array headings for which the SIN gain perform- The need for data bases to support the design and utiliza-
ance is degraded relative to broadside performance, while tion of ASW sonar systems is not limited to measured
the associated value gives the expected degradation in sonar performance data. Data bases are also required to
decibels. The plots aid in selecting the best array headings support modeling sonar system performance in areas and
for detection. The headings in the black areas (azimuths for situations when measured results do not apply. For -

where the curves are outside the large circles) should be example, in a time of war the shipping traffic in an ocean
chosen and the headings in the gray areas (azimuths where basin is likely to be reduced and the traffic patterns altered
the curves are inside the large circles) should be avoided to minimize exposing the ships to hostile submarines. Beam
if possible. noise data previously collected in the basin during

Given array heading plots similar to those in Figure peacetime would not be representative of the wartime situa-
2, it is an easy task for the sonar tactician and sonar tion. Such data, however, if documented with the ap-
operator to select the best array heading to maximize detec- propriate acoustic, oceanographic. and noise source data
tions in a particular sector, within the constraints imposed bases, would be useful in assessing the validity of a model
by their current operations (i.e.. compatible with sea state to extrapolate the sonar performance to the wartime
or transiting requirements). For example, if the array Situation.
heading rose in Figure 2e is considered, the sonar operator Historical shipping is one of the ambient noise source
has a wide latitude in selecting array headings that will data bases often used in the sonar performance extrapola-
provide better detection performance than would be ex- tion process. Several statistics and formats have been used
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to construct shipping data bases, none of which seems to increases, the tracks become longer and the concept of
be ideal. This is probably due to the complex nature of an average position makes less sense. For this reason the _
shipping. shipping density statistic has been adapted by the Navy

The difficulty in devising meaningful shipping data base for use in sonar performance modeling.
statistics and presentation formats is illustrated by the two Shipping density focuses attention on standard
ship position plots in Figures 3a and 3b. These data result geographical areas and provides an average occupation
from two of ten observations of ship positions conducted statistic. Figure 3c illustrates a shipping density plot cor-
on different days in the southern Baltic Sea during responding to the 10 observations of ship positions
February. Comparison of these two plots illustrates the previously mentioned. Two observations from the set of
highly variable nature of the ship's positions in time and 10 are those plotted in Figures 3a and 3b. The standard
in space. Even for a smaller time scale, such as a few hours geographical area in this case is 0.50 latitude by 1.00
difference, the two corresponding ship positions plots would longitude. The number in each standard area corresponds
be significantly different from each other because the ship to the average number of ships observed in that area for
mc,,emc-nt forms tracks, and the positions are simply points the 10 observations. Additional examples of historical ship-
on the tracks corresponding to a particular time. As the ping data bases are given by Ross et al. (1974) and Dyer
time increment over which the shipping is considered (1973).
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The advantages of shipping density are that it provides replace the single shipping density statistic, and the stand-
a statistic that permits a shipping data base to be developed ard geographical area format is retained. An example of
and a format for that statistic to be presented and util- these new historical shipping statistics is given in Figure
ized. Furthermore, it is readily apparent at a glance where 3d for the data set previously discussed. The probability
major shipping activity occurs and some indication of of occupation is above the horizontal line, and the me- '
where there is not, i.e., 10.0 ships within 561N-56.51N dian value is below the line in each standard area. NO
by 160E-17 0E and 0.1 ships within 57 0N-57.5 0N by Now consider the results in Figure 3d, which contains
21'E-220E. A disadvantage of shipping density is that it the probability of occupation statistics and the median
fosters a notion that shipping is a continuum, rather than number of ships given area occupation, and compare them
a distribution of discrete quantities, and this encourages with the shipping density results in Figure 3c. The areas
it to be modeled as a continuum. This spatial smearing that are infrequently populated by ships are obvious from
of the ship's positions to conform to the density continuum the low probabilities of occupation, i.e., less than 0.5, while
is a severe problem that is not fully appreciated by model- this is not necessarily true in the case of shipping density.
ers, or the Navy as a whole, and can be responsible for er- For example, the standard area bounded by 18'- 19'E and
roneous results. For example, the spatial smearing of the 56.0'-56.5' has a density of 1.0, but the probability of
ship's positions has a similar azimuthal smearing affect occupation was only 0.25. Such a low probability suggests
on the beam noise data as the azimuthal smearing caused that the chances are slim that the area would be found
by decreasing the array length, illustrated by the two beam occupied at some random time in the future. As a result,
noise curves in Figure lb. Furthermore, there is no physical this area would probably be considered free of shipping -
significance of a fractional ship (i.e., a component of den- for sonar performance modeling purposes. Based on ship-
sity less than 1), and it is not clear how it would be cor- ping density, however, the modeling would be done with

*rectly modeled. This problem can be illustrated by a simple one ship in the area. The former approach would be more
example in which one ship crossing an ocean basin on representative of what is likely to occur.
a seldom-traveled route is observed on four observation The median number of ships in a standard area will

*days out of ten to be the only ship in each of four stand- always he an integer. This number emphasizes the discrete
ard areas. The corresponding densities for these four areas nature of shipping and encourages modeling individual

*would each be 0. 1 ships/standard area. This situation would ships at discrete locations. This entity is more realistic
be modeled with 0.1 ships in each of the four areas. Not than density data and should give results in better agree-
only does 0. 1 ships not make physical sense, but one-tenth ment with data. However, if density information is ab-%
of the original ship would appear in four different stand- solutely necessary, an approximation can be obtained by
ard areas at the same time, which makes even less sense. multiplying the probability statistic by the median statistic.
Furthermore, one-tenth of the noise from that ship would In the previous example, both the density and the approx-
appear at four different azimuths in the beam noise model- imation to the density (0.25 times 4 ships) gives 1.0. Hence.
ing for sonar performance prediction. the cost due to doubling the data base to provide two

Researchers at NORDA believe that the advantages of statistics instead of one (density) is more than offset by
shipping density can be maintained, while eliminating some the usefulness of the data base. Future NORDA shipping
of the disadvantages by using different statistics, instead data bases will be provided in these new statistics, as well%
of density, that will permit and encourage the shipping as in the density statistic, to permit the user to select the
to be modeled as discrete, whole ships. Such statistics could one that makes the most sense for the particular

*be obtained by processing the original shipping surveillance application.
* data in a slightly different manner. Two statistics could

be calculated to replace the single density statistic. The -

first statistic calculated for each standard area is the prob- Summary
ability of the area being occupied by at least one ship. The task of satisfying the Navy's requirements for data
For example, if ships are observed in a standard area dur- to support sonar design, utilization, and performance
ing eight of ten observations, the corresponding probability prediction is monumental, considering the temporal and
of occupation would be 0.8. The second and accompany- spatial variability of all parameters involved and considering
ing statistic calculated for each standard area is the me- the limited budget and resources with which this must
dian (not average) number of ships observed in the area, be done. Therefore, it is mandatory that the R&D com-
given the area is occupied. These two statistics, then, munity be innovative and clever in processing and

.
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reporting relevant data to maximize its utility to the various understanding the needs of the individual data base user
users. This requirement is facilitated when the researcher and devising statistics and data base formats that facilitate
understands and is motivated by the following, the user understanding and correctly using the data bases,

0 The statistic presently provided in the data base should and NORDA will continue to do so in the future.
be changed if it is not the best one to describe the
characteristic of the data that is the most important to
the user. References

* The data base format should be changed if it is not Ross, D., J. Mahler, and L. Solomon (1974). Navy In-
the best one to facilitate the user's understanding and cor- terim Shipping Distribution Model, Enclosure to Plan-
rect utilization of the data base. ning Systems, Inc., memo of 17 Dec 1974.

* Statistics should be devised and data base formats Dyer, 1. (1973). Statistics of Distant Shipping Noise.
should be chosen to answer particular user's specific Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 53(2),
questions. 564-570.

* Data base formats should be chosen that extend the .
application of the data base to as many different situa- Wagstaf, R. A. (1978). Iterative Technique for Ambient-
tions, systems, and users as possible without being un- noise Horizontal-Directionality Estimation from Towed
necessarily complicated. Line-Array Data. Journal of the Acoustical Society of

The researcher must provide the user with a data base America 63(3), 863-869.

that the user needs and can apply for the data base to Wagstaff, R. A. and J. L. Berrou (1984). A Fast and
be fully utilized. Simple Nonlinear Technique for High-Resolution Beam-

As a primary supplier of environmental/acoustic data forming and Spectral Analysis. Journal of the Acoustical
bases for the Navy, NORDA has taken the lead in Society of America 75(4), 1133-1141.
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Ocean Technology

James H. Elkins
Ocean Technology Division

Ocean technologists at NORDA are performing engi- 0 Development and multiple deployments of the Cavita-
neering research and development based upon a wide spec- tion Ocean Profiling System were completed.
trum of new, emerging, state-of-the-art technologies and * A Vertical Line Array for the follow-on mine pro-
capabilities directed toward the support of existing or pro- gram was tested.
jected Navy operational requirements and in-house projects 0 Two studies were completed (submarine counter-
for solving measurement problems. Some recent successes detectability and magnetic capability and safety study
are listed. resulted in development effort) and several new projects

* The Airborne Data Acquisition and Processing Sys- initiated (Ice Buster, ice thickness measurement, and in-
tem, which has been completed and transitioned to the verted echosounder).
user. Similar systems have been requested from other NORDA's ocean technologists plan to attract more pro-
activities, grams from external sponsors, build credibility in basic

0 The Deep Towed Array Geophysical System was suc- research, and maintain support of the Navy community.
cessfully completed with engineering test at a tow depth Emphasis will be on innovative thinking in the exploratory
of 5100 m. development area and generating new concepts to solve

0 Several deployments of the Versatile Experimental old, current, new, or projected problems in response to
Data Acquisition Buoy system were successful (Fig. 1). Navy operational requirements.

.5%.

. ,4.

**

Figure 1. Versatile Experimental Data Acquisition Buoy system deployment locations (indicated by circles).
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Development of a Deep-Towed Seismic System:
A New Capability for Deep-Ocean

Acoustic Measurements

Martin G. Fagot and Stephen E. Spychalski
Ocean Technology Division

Abstract
The development of a deep-towed seismic profiling system has been completed

after four years of design, fabrication, and testing. This system provides the capabili-
ty to determine the detailed acoustic character of the sea floor and upper 500-1000
m of subbottom structure. The system is designed for tow depths of 6000 m
while operating at an altitude of 100 m above the sea floor. The major com-
ponents of the system include a sound source located in the deep-towed vehicle,
which operates over a frequency range from 260 Hz to 650 Hz at a peak source
level of 201 dB re I micropascal at 1 m; a 24 channel, 1000 m long array attached
as a tail to the deep-towed vehicle; a duplex digital telemetry link to communicate
with the deep-towed system over a coaxial tow cable; a digital data record system;
a real time engineering data display system; a short baseline navigation system;
handling hardware to deploy and retrieve the system; and two instrumentation
vans to support system operations. This paper discusses the unique hardware
developed for the deep-towed seismic system and focuses on the acoustic sub-
systems. Also reviewed is a performance prediction analysis initially performed
to define geoacoustic parameter measurement improvements achievable with a
deep-towed configuration. Field measurement engineering results acquired dur-
ing the system's final performance evaluation are presented. Data was acquired
at tow depths of 4500 m during the September 1984 evaluation.

Introduction able of operating at an altitude of 100-50X) m in ocean
The Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity depths of 6000 m. This configuration is depicted in Figure

(NORDA) carries out broadly based research and develop- 1. A development program entitled "Deep-Towed Array
ment in ocean science and technology to understand the Geophysical System" (DTAGS) was initiated in 1981 to
effects of the ocean environment on Navy systems and provide a hardware suite to meet this high-resolution data
operations. Specifically, one area of responsibility is develop- requirement.
ing definitive models of the ocean floor and subbottom as a System performance prediction studies ,2,32 , 1 showed %
transmission medium that refracts, diffracts and dissipates, substantial improvement in measuring geoacoustic param-
as well as reflects, acoustic energy. These models are used eters with the DTAGS configuration, A comparison be-
to predict, and thus improve, the performance of naval sys- tween the deep-towed configuration and a surface-towed
tems that acoustically interact with the bottom. Critical for configuration for measuring a critical geoacoustic parame-
developing these models is high-resolution data to describe ter. interval velocity, as a function of layer thickness is
the geological, geophysical. and geoacoustical character of given.
the deep-ocean sea floor and upper subbottom structure. The initial hardware development focused on a
These high-resolution data can be obtained using a low- Helmholtz resonator sound source system. This unit was
frequency sound source and multichannel array system cap- successfully tested to a depth of 20(X) m in I)ecember 1981.
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r -- .

Figure 1. Deep-towed system configuration.

Subsequent effort concentrated on developing the uniformly distributed with bounds ±_Tpick where Tpick
multichannel hydrophone array (672 m long) and high is the precision of measuring (picking) reflected energy
data rate telemetry system. These systems were integrated arrival times. Errors in the measured array velocities
with the sound source system and sea tested to a depth VA, VA2 are much more difficult to model. The ap-
of 4500 m during the summer of 1983. The hardware proach was to assume that the fitted T2 (X2) curve never
development concluded with extending the array to a total departs from the true T2 (X 2) by more than that
length of 1000 m, fabricating a digital data record system, associated with the picking error Tpick. Further, it is
and incorporating into the system a short baseline naviga- assumed that the just-mentioned is reliably true over a
tion system. The total hardware suite was tested to a depth horizontal span, X, equal to one-half the physical array
of 4500 m in September 1984. length. The last assumption is equivalent to assuming the

array is one-half its actual length and a moveout curve

Discussion is successfully fitted ( ± Tpick) through returns from every
hydrophone group. Stoffa8 and simulations using realistic

Performance prediction analysis signal-to-noise ratios indicate the one-half array length
The basic objective of the deep-towed system is to pro- assumption to be reasonable for an array with 24 equally

vide measurements for extracting the geoacoustic parame- spaced groups. This error analysis allowed for system
ters of the near subbottom. Such parameters include sound optimization. as well as general system performance
speed as a function of depth and vertical thickness between prediction.
acoustic reflectors. The geoacoustic parameter addressed peito

hereis erme inerva veocit, were nteval eloity This type of error analysis was used in comparinga
here is termed interval velocity, where interval velocity surface-towed system with a deep-towed system. A
is defined as the RMS sound speed in the layer (interval) geoacoustic model, along with a surface versus deep-towed
of interest. For a layer of constant sound speed, the inter- system comparison, is shown in Figure 2. The surface-
val velocity reduces to simply the sound speed in the layer. towed system differs from the deep-towed system both
Analysis by Gibson et al.I and Gholson and Fagot,; more in array length and altitude above the layer of interest.
advanced than that presented here, addresses the problems The increasing error for small Z is due to the water col-
associated with estimating sound speed gradients. umn sound speed dominating the measured array velocity.

Estimating the interval velocity of a layer hxunded above This effect is much worse for the surface-towed system,
and below by acoustic reflectors can be accomplished by since the water column is much thicker.
exercising the Dix 7 equation shown below:

*.V2 - V t2 T V2 Hardware description
A2J. A 1A block diagram of DTAGS hardware configuration

T2 T is given in Figure 3. The sound source transducer and
Errors in measuring normal incidence travel time (TI, power amplifier system. telemetry system, and associated

T 2 ) were modeled as zero mean independent errors electronics are located within a deep-towed vehicle (fish)
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Figure 2. Geoacoustic model and performance comparison between a surface-towed and deep-towed system.

towed at the head of a multichannel array. The deep-towed navigation. A tow cable heave accumulator and an array
system is tethered to the tow ship with a 9150-m long coax- handler winch constitute the system handling hardware.
ial steel tow cable. A duplex telemetry system communi- The operation systems are located in a portable van with a
cates via the tow cable with the deep-towed system. Data maintenance facility and spares storage located in a second

from the fish system is then digitally recorded at the tow van. The component designs of these major subsystems are
ship. Monitoring of system performance is through a real- optimized to meet the basic geophysical data requirement
time display system. The position of the fish relative to the while still maintaining a hardware suite that can be easily
tow ship is provided by a short baseline navigation system. deployed, operated, and maintained. A detailed descrip-
Global position is obtained through satellite and Loran-C tion of the total hardware suite is described by Fagot.9
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SoundSource System-The sound source system hard A (lass S mL hini arnplitier was chosen as the driver
ware consists of a piezoelectric Hlelmholtz resonator tor the I lhiholi/ res,,air transducer due to its small

transducer and a power amplifier. The amplifier was relative si/. oipared ii a linear amplitier. such as a Class
designed and packaged for operation at full depth. The B. lhc (lass S poer amplifier system weighs approx

transducer and power amplifier are mounted together in inatelv 2 2 kg i including pressure vessel) and is housed

the deep-towed vehicle (fish) as shown in Figure I. Also in a 0.6, m diameter spherical pressure vessel. l)ue to the

identified are other major subsystems located on the fish. inefficient , of a dtp water broadband sound source. the

The sound source system is capable of full performance power amplifier is required to deliver 10 kVA of reactive

from near surface to full oc an depth. The system is capable power. Other requirements of the system called for con-

of a nominal peak source level of 201 dB//l APa @ I m. trol of output waveshapxe and frequency. Also due to

This level can be achieved over a frequency range from inaccessibility and remote location of electronics during
260) Hz to 650 Hz. Directivity over this range of frequen- an at-sea operation, reliability of the power amplifier was
cies is omnidirectional. Output pulse length is program ot prime concern. The design. development, and fabrica- *

mable from 5-ms minimum to a maximum of 250 ms in of the power amplifier was performed by NORDA.muaionThe fr em i s m tof a xuml pofe 25ms The power amplifier system located at the tow vehicle
duration. The system is capable of a full power 250-ms consists of a waveform generator, power amplifier modules,
output pulse once every 12 seconds. energy storage bank, and a load matching network. Four

The transducer consists of a Helmholtz cavity and orifice d wan bm,. ° drive waveforms are stored in an erasable, programmable.-'O

driven by five piezoelectric-,sgmented ceramic ring drivers, read only memory (EPROM) that is programmed prior
As built, the transducer is approximately 0.7 m in out- to deployment. Selection of the source drive waveform,
side diameter, is 1.1 m long, and weighs 800 kg. The along with the source firing key signal, is accomplished
design, development, and fabrication of this transducer via the downlink telemetry system. Energy for the
was performed by the Naval Research Laboratory. Under- highpower output pulse is stored in a 0.132 farad capacitor
water Sound Reference Detachment and is described by bank. This bank is trickle charged between pulses at an
Young."1  average rate of 300 watts via the tow cable. The power

Si.

[ECTRONI

'HOUSINGS

Figure 4. Deep-towed veirle (fish) with major subsystems identified.
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amplifier module controls the power drive level and in the preamplifier. The self-noise of each acoustic chan-
waveshape supplied to the Helmholtz resonator transducer. nel is less than 35 dB (//I /tPa/ /Hz) over the operating
Power transfer to the source is optimized through the load frequency band, which is less than deep-ocean Sea State
matching network, which consists of a power factor cor- 0 ambient noise. Each channel preamplifier has a built-in
rection network and an impedance matching transformer. calibration oscillator with a unique frequency that pro- ,
The matching network is housed in a separate pressure vides easy channel identification and an in situ functional
vessel, check of the entire acoustic channel, including the

Array System-The array design selected for the deep- hydrophone group. Gain of the preamplifiers can also be
towed geophysical system is a multichannel hydrophone lowered 20 dB by an external control signal.
array similar to the type used by the marine exploration The array is equipped with a suite of engineering sen-
community. The standard oil-filled design, hose, spacers, sors to measure array tow dynamics, such as array shape,
and oil-immersed electromechanical coupling presently tension, and tow attitude. Each interconnect section con-
used are compatible with high operating pressures. The tains a depth sensor and four heading sensors are spaced
array is 1000 m long and consists of 12 active sections uniformly over the array length. A load cell at the head
that contain a total of 48 hydrophone groups. Only 24 of the array is used to monitor in-line array tension in
groups will be used for a specific configuration to reduce real time.
the telemetry data rate requirement. A 2-m interconnect Ancillary systems-A number of other subsystems are
section is located at the head of each 82-m active section. required to support the deep-towed operations. An over-
Each 82-m active section has an outside diameter of 4.61 view of these subsystems is presented.
cm; the 2-m interconnects are either 7.62 cm or 10.16 Telemetry System. The telemetry system for the deep-
cm, depending on the sensor suite, and a 50-m stretch towed geophysical system provides full duplex communica-
section at the head of the array has a diameter of 6.6 cm. tion between the tow ship and the tow vehicle via a 9150-m
The entire array is designed to have a tensile strength coaxial tow cable. System requirements call for a data
greater than 1200 kg and for a maximum tow speed of transfer rate of 1.5 M bit/sec. The telemetry system is
1.5 m/sec (3 knots). A drogue parachute is attached to capable of handling tow fish power (300 W) down the cable.
the array tail for tow stability. The interconnect sections as well as the 1.5 M bit/sec pulse code modulation (PCM)
contain heading sensors, depth sensors, and hydrophone uplink data and low data rate FSK downlink control signals.
preamplifiers. Each active section contains four hydrophone
groups. Figure 5 shows the array on the handler winch. I"'

The array acoustic design is tailored to the deep-tow
geophysical system operational performance requirements.
Forty-eight hydrophone groups are spaced uniformly along
the array with a 21-m separation between adjacent groups.
Each hydrophone group consists of six elements with a "
total length of less than 60 cm. The individual hydrophones
are a piezoelectric cylinder type that are tolerant to high .
operating pressures. Outputs of the hydrophones are con- 1
nected to the preamplifiers located in the 2-m intercon- "
nect section at the head of the associated active section
via a twisted pair shielded cable. Because of the large
.separation between the hydrophone group and preamplifier
(approximately 74 in for the last group of each active sec- I IF
tion) and the low group capacitance, a balanced input R
charge amplifier is used for the preamplifier to accom- .
modate these conditions. The combined sensitivity of an
acoustic channel (hydrophone group plus preamplifier) is -
a nominal - 150 dB//l V/14Pa with a frequency response
from 150 to 100 Hz. The bandwidth is limited by filters
in the preamplifier and can be opened to a band ranging •.
from 10 to 2(XX) Hz by appropriate component changes Figure 5. Deep-towed array on the array handler winch.
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The acoustic signals from the towed array are digitized recording tow ship located subsystem sensor data: and
by a 12-bit A/D with a 4-bit gain exponent floating point closed circuit television monitoring of the deployment!

amplifier at a 3125-Hz sample rate. The FSK downlink retrieval handling systems.
control system operates at a 10 bit/sec rate. The telemetry Navigation system. The navigation suite consists of two
equipment contained in the tow vehicle includes the PCM subsystems: a short baseline system to position the fish
encoder and FSK decoder electronics. Cable equalization relative to the tow ship and a global system, Satnav and
circuits are located on the tow ship. Loran C, to geographically position the tow ship. The out-

The PCM uplink system provides 30 multiplexed chan- put of both systems is fed to the data record system.
nels for data transmission from the deep-towed vehicle Deep-towed vehicle (fish). The fish is an aluminum
to the tow ship. Twenty-seven of these channels are utilized open-framed structure (Fig. 4). Since the fish drag is small
for transmitting acoustic channel data that has been digit- at low tow speeds (0.5-1.5 knots) in comparison to the
ized by a common floating point amplifier (FPA). The FPA tow cable, an unstreamlined structure is employed. The
low pass filters the data at 800 Hz. The digital outputs fish envelope size is 1.83 mL x 0.86 mW x 1.35 mH.
of the floating point amplifier are time division multiplexed The fish consists of two substructures of approximately
with two 16-bit frame synchronization words and a sub- equal size, with a total weight of 1360 kg in air and 1090
multiplexed engineering sensor channel to form a frame kg in water. One substructure houses the Helmholtz
containing thirty 16-bit words. This data stream is Man- transducer, which is shock-mounted to provide vibration
chester encoded and transmitted to the surface via the isolation. The other substructure houses the sound source
tow cable. power amplifier spherical pressure vessel, two oil-filled junc-

The submultiplexed engineering sensor channel is tion boxes, motion sensors, a current meter, an array ten-
capable of handling 256 sensor channels. Data such as siometer, and an acoustic transponder. Three cylindrical
the array depth sensors, array heading, and other engineer- pressure vessels containing system electronics are located
ing sensors are transmitted via these subchannels. The vertically between the two substructures.
subchannels are also used to transmit subsystem opera- Vehicle heave accumulator system. The ship surge
tional status for real-time monitoring by the system motion effects on the towed system are minimized with
operator. a tow cable tension accumulator system. The unit is

Data Record System. The data record system provides primarily effective when the fish system is near the sea
the capability to record the high data rate and large volume surface. Incorporated into the system is a cable tension-
of data generated by the deep-towed system. The data is monitoring sensor. The lead sheave, separate from the
tape formatted in the Society of Exploration Geophysicist's accumulator system and located at the tow point, is
SEG-D (Demultiplexed 2I/2-byte binary exponent word) instrumented with a cable-out sensor.
as defined by the Society of Exploration Geophysicists.II Array handler winch. The array handler, a large

* The format provides the flexibility through header blocks motorized drum (Fig. 5), is used for deployment and
* to record both the global and short baseline navigation retrieval, as well as storage of the array. The winch is

parameters simultaneously with the geophysical reflection mounted near the fish deployment area to facilitate array
data. Thus, each data tape will contain all the informa- launch and retrieval.
tion required for geophysical processing. Tow cable. The tow cable is a coaxial-type construc-

The ability to play back prerecorded data is also incor- tion with two contrahelically wound layers of galvanized,
porated into the system. The engineering sensor data for high-strength steel wires wrapped around a coaxial cable
the deep-towed system is extracted from the recorded data core. The core has electrical characteristics similar to
tape in a format directly compatible with the engineering RG-8U. The steel wire geometry provides a very low cable
real-time display system. Also, up to 8 channels of acoustic torsional characteristic, which eliminates the need for an
array data can be input directly into the real-time D/A electrical-mechanical swivel within the tow cable system.
converter for display. Portable vans. The flexibility to meet a ship-of-

Real-time display system. The capability to monitor opportunity operation scenario is provided by self-contained
the performance of the deep-towed system is provided by vans. An operations van and maintenance van are part
a real-time display system. This system, located in the of the deep-towed hardware suite. The vans are sized to
operations van, includes monitoring, displaying, and record- allow air shipment if necessary.
ing engineering sensor data from the array and fish located Host ship support. The host ship provides the deel-
sensors; displaying acoustic array data; monitoring and sea winch, cable traction unit, and the tow point stern
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"A" or "U" frame. This set of hardware is generally The seismic data acquired during this engineering
available for ships engaged in deep-sea geophysical research. evaluation test is being used to complete the geophysical
The deep-sea winch/traction unit must be capable of processing software. A short data section has been proc-
smooth and precise control of tow cable movement. Slow, essed using DISCO, a standard processing package used
creep, cable in/out speeds are required when lifting the principally by the oil exploration community.
fish off or placing the fish on the deck, and then speeds A processed data section using this package is presented
up to 45 m/min are required for deep deployment and in Figure 8. This is a short section from the same loca-
retrieval. The ancillary units are highlighted in Figure 3 tion as the field trace (Fig. 7). An 11-fold CDP stacked
by heavy, broader outlines. The slip ring assembly incor- section was generated. A match filter routine was used
porated into the deep-sea winch for termination of the to collapse the FM slide source signature. No static cor-
coaxial tow cable is a part of the deep-towed system hard- rections were made for this section. Although this proc-
ware suite. The ship must be capable of making 0.5 knots essed section is only preliminary, it does show the potential
(relative the water) on any course in a fully developed Sea of the deep-towed system. In particular, the discontinuity
State 6, with the ship heading within 450 of the course.

330 3 I"1 iME 2 "59 :6 :9
SPEED:1I224. B 0:6" dJD: 12/ .oEngineering field test T RTE : TEN%0IN:245 12

The final engineering evaluation test was performed in
September 1984 while on a transit from Miami, Florida,
to St. George, Bermuda. This test concluded the hard-
ware development with extending the array to a total
length of 1000 m, fabricating the digital record system, - -.............

and incorporating a short baseline navigation system. D 4 05 .9
The sound source system again performed reliably dur-

ing the test. An excess of 20,000 shot-receive sequences
were initiated. The predominant source waveform used
was a 260 Hz to 650 Hz linear FM slide with 10% leading
and trailing amplitude shading on a 125-ms pulse. Some j
data was acquired with a 400 Hz, 5-ms pulse. A 20-second Figure 6, Array shape pictorial generated during field test
pulse repetition rate was typical. by realtime display system.

The array also performed well during the test. The array b i a

shape typically experienced throughout the test is pictured
in Figure 6. The real time display system generates this ,E_
type figure for tow performance monitoring. Depth data is ALI F S DEPTH 44006tyeALTITUDE h.

annotated as D1 through D9 on the figure. Fish depth is 500 m
annotated as DF with the actual depth value given (4343 m
in this case). Also, at the top of the figure are critical tow
parameters. They include, tow speed (1.22 knots): array tilt "- ..

(6°); delta depth between DF and D9 (127 m): depth rate of
dip at D6 was caused by array low fill oil. For the condi- ' ", A

tions typified by Figure 6 the tow noise was a nominal
65 dB (//1 tPa/ Nz) over the operating frequency band.

Figure 7 is an unprocessed reflection field trace for a
single array group offset 297 m from the source. This
type trace is monitored in the field for quality control.
The FM slide source waveform was used for this data sec-
tion. The apparent bottom slope results from a slight 5. 7 km
change in system tow depth during the two and one-half
hours required for the 5.7 km long profile. Static correc- Figure 7. Single channel reflection field trace obtained at a

tions are necessary to correct for this type change. 4400 m sYstem tow depth,
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Figure 8. An I I fold CDP stacked section of deep-tow data acquired at a tow depth of 4200 m. '

of beds at 0.3 seconds would be difficult to detect with 2. Fagot, M. G., Gholson, N. H., Moss, G. J., and
a conventional surface-towed system. Milburn, D. A., 1980, Deep-Towed Geophysical Array

The present effort focuses on optimizing this standard System-Development Program Review, NORDA
processing software for the deep-tow data set. Areas of Technical Note 75, Naval Ocean Research and Develop-
concentration include: static corrections using array depth ment Activity, NSTL, Mississippi.
sensors and moveouts measured for the source to sea- 3. Fagot, M. G., Moss, G. J., Milburn, D. A., and
surface to array reflection path; deconvolution techniques Gholson, N. H., 1981, Deep-Towed Seismic System Design 5--
to optimize source signature collapse; and interval velocity for Operation at Depths up to 6000 Meters, presented
measurement routines for the high-resolution data set. at the Offshore Technology Conference, Paper OTC 4082, .

Houston, Texas.

Summary 4. Gholson, N. H. and Fagot, M. G., 1980, A

A new capability for deep-ocean acoustic measurements Moments Approachfor Analyzing Geophysical Reflec-

is available with the Deep-Towed Array Geophysical tion Data, NORDA Report 30, Naval Ocean Research 4.
System. The unique hardware suite provides the ability and Development Activity, NSTL, Mississippi.. 5. Gholson, N. H. and Fagot, M. G., 1983, A Deep-,,

to extract high-resolution geoacoustic parameters. The Tw Son Sourc and Hydopho1e A Ssem-

deep-towed sound source and array and the ancillary sup- Towed Sound Source and Hydrophone Array System-

port systems have been developed and tested over the past Performance Analysis and Design, in: Handbook of

four years. The final field engineering evaluation test suc- Geophysical Exploration at Sea, Richard A. Geyer. ed..

cessfully operated the total system to a tow depth of 4500 CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida, pp. 267-292.

m. The geophysical data acquired during the test is being 6. Gibson, B., Odegard, M., and Sutton, G., 1979, Non-
used to optimize processing software for the deep-towed linear Least-Squares Inversion of Traveltime Data for a
useltctimiz Linear Velocity Depth Relationship, Geophysics,
application. 44-2:185-194.

7. Dix, C. H., 1955. Seismic Velocities from Surface
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Ocean Sciences Directorate

Herbert C. Eppert, Jr.
Director

NORDA's Ocean Sciences Directorate comprises four divisions: Ocean
Sensing and Prediction; Oceanography; Mapping, Charting and Geodesy.
and Seafloor Geosciences. Our aim is to gain a better understanding
of the ocean, to devise ways of measuring and predicting the state of
the ocean and its boundaries in terms of both time and space, and to
learn more about the effects of the ocean environment on Navy systems,
plans and operations.

In our portion of this NORDA Review, we present more than a score
of technical articles prepared by the researchers in our divisions cover-
ing a variety of disciplines and technologies. These areas range from
remote sensing of the ocean surface, and measurement and prediction
of ocean variability at various temporal and spatial scales, to investiga-
tions of the shape, structure, and evolution of the sea floor. In some
of these studies, we trace the entire history of a program at NORDA:,
in others, we highlight current efforts and provide a glimpse of where
we feel we are heading in the near future.

Among our highest priority programs are the development of
numerical models that assimilate remote sensing and in situ data to pro-
vide forecasts of the ocean. Our goal is to merge these models with
atmospheric and acoustic models to give the Navy a virtually real-time,
total environmental forecast system.

Another major thrust is our nonacoustics program, which is directed
toward defining the natural background conditions in the ocean. This
includes hydrodynamics, chemical, biological and potential fields to sup-
port nonacoustic antisubmarine warfare and submarine vulnerability
programs. Our work in nonacoustics has already resulted in the develop-
ment of state-of-the-art instruments, experimental te-hniques, and predic-
tion models.

In the long term, the efforts of the directorate will continue to focus .

on remote sensing, oceanography, ocean forecasting, acoustic boundary
interaction and nonacoustics. However, increased emphasis will be placed
on mapping, charting and geodesy, the development of a total environ-
mental forecast system, especially on tactical scales, and environmental
support for the Navy's weapons acquisition process.
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Remote Sensing at NORDA
-J

Jeffrey Hawkins
Ocean Sensing and Prediction Division

Abstract
NORDA is actively involved in a variety of basic, exploratory, and advanced

development research aimed at satisfying naval needs by using remotely sensed
data. These tasks are addressed by incorporating appropriate space-borne instru-
ments as required. These efforts are complex and varied. GEOSAT altimeter
sea surface topography data is combined with infrared imagery to locate fronts
and eddies and to study the ocean's energetics. Passive microwave measurements
are applied to map out polar sea ice and to investigate the effects of wind-induced
ambient noise. Field programs test the capabilities of synthetic aperture radars,
passive microwave, and altimetry to define such parameters as sea ice and sur-
face wave fields. Application development for using remotely sensed data aboard
naval vessels and at regional centers for present satellites (GEOSAT and NOAA-9)
and future satellites (NROSS) is actively pursued. Artificial intelligence and ex-
pert systems to upgrade image processing techniques are investigated. Investiga-
tion of the western Mediterranean Sea circulation by means of an international
NORDA-led experiment is ongoing. The rapidly growing field of satellite
oceanography has enabled the Navy to begin incorporating new global synoptic
data sources to address its ever-increasing needs for environmental data.

Introduction navigation or registration of the data. The latter is most

The U.S. Navy has a major interest in the application important, since it allows the data to be coregistered with
of remote sensing data, especially satellite data, to pro- other oceanographic data and to be quantitatively compared
vide accurate synoptic views of oceanic parameters for real- with remotely sensed data from other periods. Combining I
time analyses. There is also a growing naval need to use high-precision geometric coregistration of remote sensing
these data to initialize, force, and verify ocean variabilities data sets with other data bases (i.e., bathymetry, coastline,
expressed in the form of numerical model forecasts. The digitized fields, etc.) can provide maximum understanding
basic, exploratory, and advanced development research on and precision of many oceanographic problems.
the Navy's oceanographic applications of remotely sensed This report focuses on present research within NORDA
environmental data is a vital activity at NORDA. and on some of the future roles that remote sensing has

One of NORDA's major efforts is toward obtaining for Navy oceanographic applications.
quantitative oceanographic parameters (i.e., sea surface
temperature, phytoplankton concentration, sea surface Discussion
topography, sea ice concentration, etc.). Thus, a prime
concern is the refinement of geophysical algorithms to Present research
provide increased absolute accuracy. The goal of these ef- Thermal infrared-Early work centered primarily
forts is to apply the corrected data toward fulfilling Navy around the use of infrared sensors and their capability to

% requirements. detect surface thermal signatures of various ocean features.
To improve our understanding of remotely sensed data A major program focused on using GOES data (8 kin)

and its correlation with other geophysical parameters, we to eliminate the masking effects of clouds. The "warmest
use image enhancement techniques and the accurate pixel" compositing technique was routinely used to save
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the cloud-free or warmest portions of multiple images, so Other features, such as warm filaments and large diurnal
that the composite represented the least cloud-contaminated heating north of Bermuda and the diffuse nature of the
data set. Five months of data have been processed this Gulf Stream near 63°W, are also clearly evident. This infor-
way to qualitatively compare the Gulf of Mexico's circula- mation is important to Navy acoustic propagation predic- 9*,

tion with the numerical model results of Hurlburt and tion and represents a prime NORDA study area.
Thompson (1980) (Hawkins and Thompson, 1982). A higher resolution (1 kin) subsection of Figure 1 has

Present research programs utilize the NOAA thermal been processed with a modified Frei-Chen edge enhance-
infrared sensors (Advanced Very High Resolution ment filter (Fig. 2). Filter weights were chosen so that
Radiometer-AVHRR) because of their high spatial and the intensity at each point was replaced by a 3x3 finite
thermal resolution and multi-infrared channel capability, difference approximation to the original image. A linear
Algorithms have been developed similar to those of Strong contrast enhancement was applied to the image prior to
and McClain (1984), where multiple thermal infrared chan- the filtering. The results provide the impression of relief
nels correct for atmospheric contamination and obtain abso- based upon the sea surface temperature. The relief shown
lute sea surface temperatures with an accuracy of 0.50C is the reverse of that in nature, in that the white (cold
(Holyer et al., 1983). These results have come from core) rings should represent a depression in the ocean sur-
numerous comparisons of satellite data with research ship face and not a rise (courtesy of M. Lybanon, NORDA).
expendable bathythermograph and bucket temperatures, Visible-The applications of visible satellite sensors
while real-time imagery was used to guide the vessel to were directed toward both coastal hydrographic problems
the mesoscale features of interest. Partly as a result of and mesoscale oceanographic variability (Arnone and
these findings, the "weighting" of multichannel sea surface Holyer, 1984; and Arnone and La Violette, 1985). As
temperatures used to produce sea surface temperature a result of the frequent repeat time (3 consecutive days
analyses with ship and bathythermograph reports at the of coverage followed by a 2-day absence), the CZCS im-
Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) has been agery aboard Nimbus-7 is presently being used for studies
increased. NORDA has also developed a two-satellite of dynamic bio-optics and physical oceanography. Subtle
technique that produces very accurate, absolute sea surface changes in ocean color detected by CZCS result from
temperatures by geometric pathlength corrections instead biological and chemical changes within the upper ocean
of the multispectral approach previously outlined (Holyer, surface. Since the ocean color represents about 10% of
1984). the total signal sensed by CZCS, effective methods of

Oceanographic circulation studies have also been con- eliminating the atmospheric contamination are critical.
ducted by rapidly displaying time sequences of NOAA Algorithms are presently being developed and validated
infrared imagery in the Gulf of Mexico, the Grand Banks in which atmospheric correction and quantitative images
(La Violette, 1983), the western Mediterranean Sea, and of the phytoplankton concentration and diffuse attenuation
the Gulf Stream. In these studies, numerous NOAA coefficients of the upper ocean surface are being derived.
satellite images are geographically registered to within 1 The probable causes of the ocean color signals are under
km accuracy and atmospherically corrected to obtain abso- investigation, as is the influence resulting from the
lute sea surface temperatures. Movements of major fronts biochemical optical properties.
and eddies can readily be detected by forming a movie The CZCS data provides temporal and spatial variability
loop of these images. Such studies have provided informa- of the bio-optical properties and updates our understanding
tion on both the temporal and spatial variability needed on how ocean productivity is linked to ocean dynamics.
to correlate with ship hydrographic data and to enhance Our understanding of the upper ocean dynamics is im-
the understanding of the ocean's dynamic circulation. proved by examining the correlation between the ocean

Figure 1 is a false color image of NOAA-7 channel 4 color (CZCS) and the sea surface temperature (AVHRR).
(10.3-11.3 Itm) on 28 April 1983. This striking cloud- Hydrographic applications have been established in
free calibrated image of the Gulf Stream shows the develop- coastal areas by using Landsat multispectral data. Programs
ment of meanders and the presence of cold and warm core have addressed the potential of using remote sensing for
rings. The warm core ring at 67"W is easily noted as being charting water depth and coastal water clarity. The digitiz-
warmer than the older one northeast of Norfolk, Virginia. tion and subsequent overlay of bathymetric charts clearly
This westernmost ring has entrained cooler slope water reveal areas of concern where currents and waves have
during its journey to this position and now has a cool modified the bottom topography to the extent that naviga-
center at the surface with warmer water on the edges. tion hazards might exist.
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*Figure 1. NOAA-7 infrared channel 4 (10.3-11.3 xm) false color-image illust rates mesoscale features of/the Gulf Stream system. j, .

Microwave-In recent years, active microwave instru- Experiment (REX). The combination of the altimeter
ments have taken on a larger role in oceanographic remote (launched 12 March 1985) sea surface topography, air-
sensing. The use of altimeters for deriving sea surface borne expendable bathythermographs, in situ inverted echo
topography, significant wave height (H 1/3). sea ice edge. sounders with bottom pressure gauges, conductivity-
and surface wind speed is now being actively pursued in temperature-depth probes. and coincident high-resolution
NORDA's GEOSAT Oceanographic Applications Pro- infrared data will provide the basis for developing methods
gram and the Northwest Atlantic Regional Energetics to map the quasi-synoptic ocean mesoscale activity.
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* data assimilation methods for ingestion of altimetric suite of frequencies (19, 22, 37 and 85 GHz) optimized
data into regional numerical circulation models, for sea ice and atmospheric water vapor, but lacking sea

A major objective of the associated GOAP to surface temperature measurement capabilities.
demonstrate a real-time capability to process satellite The 12-km resolution sea ice edge and 25-km sea ice
altimetry for use in standard Navy environmental prod- concentration and age data from the SSM/I will be of prime
ucts, such as maps of fronts and eddies, wave models, concern to the Naval Polar Oceanography Command in
marine wind analyses and, eventually, mesoscale resolv- Suitland, Maryland (Eppler, 1983). NORDA is working
ing circulation models and resulting products (Lybanon, with FNOC, the Naval Research Laboratory, and the At-
1984). Oceanography from GEOSAT will be greatly mospheric Environment Service of Canada to ensure that
enhanced if present plans for an extended repeat mission the SSM/I sea ice algorithms are accurately validated
come to fruition after the initial 18-month geodetic study (Eppler and Hawkins, 1985). The SSMl continuing series,
(Mitchell, 1983). Properly spaced colinear tracks would now set for DMSP launch through the early 1990s,
open up many new areas of research and operational guarantees the accessibility of this critical data for Navy
demonstration potential. ga-t

The synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is another active polar operations.

sensor taking on increased importance in NORDA's'
research. The SAR's high resolution, all-weather capability Coordinated studies
for sea ice and ocean surveillance presents substantial poten- The method of solving a specific oceanographic problem

tial for Navy applications (La Violette, 1983). However, that has shown the best return for the effort required is
a major concern is the high signal processing requirements. the combination of several sensors covering different spec-
NORDA plans active participation in ground truth efforts tral bands. Such studies emphasize the cross comparison
for the Shuttle Imaging Radar, SIR-C instrument. This of several remotely sensed data sets with themselves and
effort will serve as a precursor to Navy applications of with in situ data. This cross comparison results in a
a SAR satellite to be launched in the late 1980s or early synergism not possible if the studies were done individually.
1990s. Such studies were carried out in 1982 in the Alboran Sea

The active microwave scatterometer planned for the where satellite visible and infrared data were combined
Navy Remote Ocean Sensing System promises to provide with aircraft remote sensing instruments, onshore special-
global synoptic surface wind stress values that will apply ized radars, ship data, and deep-sea moorings. The results
to a wide range of Navy needs. The successful assimila- from these data sets are currently being analyzed and com-
tion of scatterometer retrievals with conventional data bined with numerical ocean models to solve one oceano-
sources will provide the potential to significantly improve graphic process: the circulation of the Alboran Sea (Donde
wind forcing forecasts required by the Navy's three- Va?, 1984). In this regard, NORDA is working with other
dimensional thermal prognostic models, as well as the spec- U.S. and European institutions.
tral ocean wave, ambient noise, ocean current, and ice A larger program with a similar purpose is an experi-
drift models. The surface wind vector information will A lage por wi th rose Octoberi-

ment planned for October 1985 through October 1986.
also have great potential for providing nowcasts for large Called the Western Mediterranean Circulation Experiment,
swaths of the ocean in and around naval operational areas. th N rn eder cne thelontins

This wealth of data will significantly upgrade carrier flight this NORDA-led effort will combine the continuous

operations, sea state forecasts, and several aspects of anti- monitoring by satellites of the entire Western Mediterra-
submarine warfare, as well as search and rescue. nean with in situ measurements taken by strategically

Research is continuing this year with regard to applica- placed ships and current meter moorings. Aircraft data
tions of passive microwave satellite data. NORDA is in will also be collected to further provide detailed synoptic

the process of preparing the Special Sensor Microwave/ remote sensing data along with those provided by expend-

Imager (SSM/1), scheduled for launch in 1986, for Navy able aircraft instruments. The effort will combine the I

use. Adding this sensor to the DMSP platforms will pro- advantages of the broad, synoptic data sweeps provided

vide global coverage of sea ice conditions, surface wind by satellite (and aircraft) remote sensing instruments with
speed, water vapor, rain rate, and several other parameters. the detailed finescale measurements provided by ships and
This sensor is similar in many respects to the SEASAT moorings. The results of these data sets will be interac-
and Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave tively combined with models to provide an understanding
Radiometer, but differs in that it will retrieve a different of the regions' surface and subsurface circulation.
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Conclusions Eppler, D. T. and J. D. Hawkins (1985). NORDA Par-
During its first 10 years in operation, NORDA's remote ticipation in the SSM/I Sea Ice Validation Experiment.

sensing capabilities and expertise have developed con- Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity, NSTL
siderably, as has satellite oceanography in general. One Mississippi, Technical Report 129, in press.
of the purposes of this article is to familiarize the Hawkins, J. D. and J. D. Thompson (1982). Analysis
oceanographic and remote sensing communities with of the Loop Current in the Gulf of Mexico Using Satellite
NORDA's expanding role in satellite oceanography for IR Imagery. EOS, Transactions of the American
basic and applied ocean research. The newly acquired real- Geophysical Union 63(18), 356.
time Satellite Data Receiving and Processing System Holyer, R. J., J. D. Hawkins and P. E. La Violette
represents an asset that will be used extensively in research (1983). A NOAA-7 Split Window Sea Surface
programs that cover a wide range of current and future Temperature Algorithm Based on Lowtran-5a Simulation

of Atmospheric Radiative Transfer. EOS, Transactions
As noted earlier, a major goal within NORDA has been of the American Geophysical Union 64(18), 232.

to assimilate in situ oceanographic data with processed

satellite environmental data to answer specific Holyer, R. J. (1984). A Two-Satellite Method for

oceanographic questions. This difficult and costly under- Measurement of Sea Surface Temperature. International

taking requires extensive preparation and resources, Journal of Remote Sensing 5(1), 115-131.
especially in Arctic programs. The oceanographic research Hurlburt, H. E. and J. D. Thompson (1980). A

community is urged to take advantage of NORDA's Numerical Study of Loop Current Intrusions and Eddy
remote sensing capabilities through cooperative programs. Shedding. Journal of Physical Oceanography 10,
Questions, comments, and inquiries from researchers con- 1611-1651.
ducting similar or complementary work are welcome. La Violette, P. E. (1983). The Grand Banks Experiment:

,* A Satellite/Aircraft/Ship Experiment to Explore the
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Western Mediterranean Circulation Experiment

Paul E. La Violette
Ocean Sensing and Prediction Division

Abstract
The Western Mediterranean Circulation Experiment is planned for November

1985-September 1986. The preliminary objective of this NORDA-led, interdisci-

plinary, multiplatform experiment is to gather the knowledge and data base for an
area-wide ocean laboratory useful in evaluating satellites in the 1990s. The experi-
ment design will center on determining the circulation of the western Mediterrane-
an Sea on scales ranging from basin-sized to 1 km. The result will be a dynamically
and statistically correct representation of the circulation in terms adequate for

* understanding chemical and biological transport and for climatic studies.

Introduction '- 7 1"!106f.
In the 1990s, satellites will be orbited with suites of -

diverse sensors unparalleled by previous orbited systems. F s A ' -

Practical methodology suggests that for these new sensors L

to be developed to full oceanographic potential, they should GL

be "field-tested" over an ocean area whose physical param-

eters are well known. Such an oceanic laboratory is provid-
ed by the Mediterranean Sea. The compact size of this sea,
its physical properties, and comparative moderate climate, A9

as well as the accessibility and quality of its shore facilities

and research institutions, combine to make it a unique,
ideal area for satellite sensor development.

Although the basic events that determine the Medi- u O AS: Aljiaf Basin GL Gulf of Lions %
terranean Sea's physical characteristics are understood, 0! P: ProvettgaI Basin SGStrat of Gibrolr

LB: Ligurian Basin SS. Strari of Sordiria%
a great deal is unknown. Recent technological advances, AS. Alboron So I Si:Salearic Islands%

the availability of cooperative laboratories, and the coin- TS: Totr .tsni Sa cts-c, .nr$T& Tyrrhenian Soos S : Sardii

cident timing of several complementary oceanic experi- _ I 1 9

ments provide a rare opportunity to overcome these Figure 1. Surface currents during winter (after Ovchinnikov,
knowledge deficits. 1966).

* An international NORDA-led experiment will take place
during November 1985-September 1986. The experiment have been made of small regions in the sea, overall cir-

will take advantage of the coinciding events mentioned to culation studies have been limited by study techniques.

endow the western Mediterranean Sea as an oceanic labora- available technology, and national interests.
tory suitable for fully developing satellites for the future. When the results of these regional studies are coupled

with recent information available from satellite imagery

* Discussion (Fig. 2), the circulation in the upper layer is indicated to
be more complex than the generalized studies show. The

The scientific problem combined data indicate that this circulation is composed

The western Mediterranean Sea circulation is described of a series of interconnected mesoscale patterns or gyres
in simplified patterns (Fig. 1). Although intensive studies modified by bathymetry, seasonal changes, meteorology,

%
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- F'uvre 2. NOA A 0 in/ralred imagqe taken of a portion o/ te w'este'rn Mediterranean Sea on 6 June 1 960.L (Imagec received
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Figure 3. A Nimbus- 7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner image taken November 29 19 79. This visible range image has been at
mosphe rica//v corrected and represe nts the ratio of upuelling radiance at 4 43:550) nanometers. The patterns presented are

*direct/v related to the phvtoplankton concentration and difluse attenuation coefficient. Th'e ellipsoid shaped eddies in the li,'ure
extend approximatelv 12() km of/TVhore (A rnone and La Violette, I 256,.

*measurements to conform or su~ggest modification to salt, nutrients, and pollutants in both the Mediterranean
*models. provides the natural framework for \VMCE. and the North Atlantic (estimates of these fIluxes through

Log~ically included in WMCE arc stuidies of the In- these straits are presently based on a limited numbeI)Lr of
* termediate and Deep Waters. Knowledge of the details short-term measurements and assumptionsh)

01 their formation and subIseqLunt flow paths is critical During WNICE. a continuious set of nmoorInL!s will be
*ti ward uinderstanding~ the circulation ot the sea (equally maintained for one secar in the Strait of G;ibratltar (these
4Important. su(-~h knowvledge can provide an Understanding will be part of an ongoing~ cooperatise experiment theI silar prO((_,ses OcctirrinL in other less accessible areas ONR-sponsored Gibraltar Expermn an1b as1Lhl

it tIL oi rd vcans . shorter period, in the Strait ot Sic i Is. In add it io n to the
Th(. WM( I- approach incldesL" inte-nsts e studies in mooring~s in the strait, several shorter-term mnoorini!S will

* cescral Lrt ial rcini, w wthin the seaI. Th iosmipor- be installed in selected areas durinillthe seasonalite
txitit bes are studIes, il th nflows. and outflows through sive phases of the expecriment11 T he Spi)I intorma1,tion ni

*the b(i ~djr% straits it Gibraltar and Sicily. Knowledge sided by these measuremecnts, wsill hie expamded by\ spatial
ot thesec tli iws is requtiredl tii understand the local dynamics measiuements made from satellies. shp.dirr.At. 11od
ot tliiw near these, straits, and1 the tluixes, of water, heat, drifter btos-s. The anl-e i hees. sdItJu st t" x% ill
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Figure 4. The full resolution of the image in Figure 3. The higher resolution shows details of the high color signatures that

dominate the western periphery of the anticyclonic eddies.

be integrated to derive the spatial and temporal variabili- biological, and chemical data to be collected during a cor-

ty of the western Mediteranean circulation. plete seasonal cycle.

WMCE methodology and operation plan Summary
In essence, the WMCE is an interdisciplinary, multiplat-

It ittform experiment whose preliminary objective is to deter-

methodology is the mainstay of WMCE. Because of this, mine the circulation of the western Mediterranean Sea
the international team of investigators formed to conduct

the on scales ranging from basin-sized to I km. fhe result

the experiment is composed of biological, chemical, model- will be a dynamically and statistically correct representa-

ing, physical and remote-sensing oceanographers, as well tion of the circulation in terms adequate for understand-

as meteorologists, ing chemical and biological transport and for climatic

An operation plan describing the field events proposed studies. Its results will form the basis for future inter-

by the individual investigators is presented in Table 1. disciplinary experiments and provide a solid data base to

The 12-month field experiment will allow physical, evaluate the satellites that will be orbited in the 1990s. ,
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Table 1. WMCE field operation schedule.

October 1985 April 1986

Moorings positioned in Strait of Gibraltar by Experiment team in- Field campaigns scheduled at end of month (see May).
vestigators. POEM investigators commence experiments in eastern %

Mediterranean May 1986-Spring/Summer Campaigns

November 1985 28 April--20 May: U.S. ship and aircraft conduct field studies of the
southern portion WMCE area. NOAA satellite weekly coverage shifts

1-15 November: Italian ship positions moorings in Strait of Sicily; con- to daily coverage. This coverage will stay in daily mode throughout
ducts ocean survey of the Straits of Sicily and Sardinia. Intensive NOAA period 27 April-30 June. Satellite drifters at this time should be well
satellite data collection of Straits area (image received every 6 hours). along Algerian coast. When possible, U.S. ship and aircraft (and French
Begin GEOSAT coverage of WMCE area. Begin sea level and ship-see below) will adjust their cruise tracks to augment the drifter
meteorological data collection of WMCE area. data. Real-time NOAA satellite imagery and drifter buoy data will be

sent to both the U.S. and French ships to aid their operational deci-
1-7 November: Space Shuttle conducts intensive photographic sions in the field.
coverage of southern portion of WMCE area with special emphasis
on coast of Algeria and the Straits of Sicily and Sardinia. U.S. 24 May: Spring/Summer Campaign mid-operation meeting Toulon,
helicopter/aircraft conduct study of same regions. Italian ship con- France.
ducts ocean studies in coordination with airframes and Space Shuttle. 27 May-27 June: French ship will replace U.S. ship in field study

15 November: NOAA satellite data collection shifts to one image per of southern portion WMCE area. Basic operations of both ships will
week. NOAA data collection will continue at this rate through be similar. Real-time data reception of satellite and drifter buoy data
September 1986, except during intensive survey periods. At these will continue Possibility of Spanish ship conducting ocean studies
times collection rate will increase to the rate stated in this schedule. in northwest portion of WMCE area.

December 1985 and January 1986 June 1986-Spring/Summer Campaigns

At this time, no field campaigns are scheduled for this period. 1-27 June: French ship continues field study of southern portion
WMCE area. NOAA satellite coverage continues as described above.

February 1986-Winter Campaigns The eastward movement of the satellite drifters along the Algerian
4 February: Winter Campaigns preoperation meeting (place to be coast will be slow, and the drifters should stay in the operation area
determined), until August/September.

5-27 February: Italian ship and U.S. aircraft conduct winter ocean July 1986
survey of southern portion of WMCE area. Spanish ship conducts
studies in eastern portion of WMCE area. Satellite drifters released At this time, no field campaigns scheduled for this month.
in eastern Alboran sea. British Royal Navy radar at Windmill Hill,
Gibraltar, commences monitoring eastern end of the Strait of Gibraltar August 1986
for 30 days. NOAA satellite data collection shifts to daily coverage 1-15 August: Italian ship conducts ocean survey of Straits of Sicily
of WMCE area for all of February, first half of March. and Sardinia then recovers moorings. Possible Space Shuttle (mis-
27, 28 February: Italian ship and U.S. aircraft conduct ocean survey sion STS 61-K) coverage of entire WMCE area during this or follow-
of Straits of Sardinia and Sicily. Coordinate field studies with NILDEX ing month (tentative plans include the possibility of hand-held spec-
experiment units. trometer, special lens on multiple-band cameras and television cameras

23 February-15 March: NILDEX scatterometer experiment in the Strait included in this mission). If this does occur helicopter/aircraft studies
of Sicily involving DSVLR aircraft and tower. (DSVLR aircraft may also similar to November 1985 will be made.
work with U.S. aircraft and Italian ship in the early February study of
southern portion of WMCE area).

Moorings recovered in Strait of Gibraltar. Satellite coverage of WMCE
area halted. Sea level and meteorological data collection for WMCE

1-15 March: NILDEX experiment continues in Strait of Sicily. area halts. All of the planned WMCE field data collection ceases.
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Ocean Surface Wave Studies at NORDA

Ming Y. Su and Robert E. L. Pickett
Oceanography Division,.

The study of nonlinear dynamics of surface gravity waves again transitioned into three-dimensional wave
waves started at NORDA in 1978. A 52-foot-long groups that are then further subject to the Benjamin-Feir
mechanical wavemaker was constructed at that time in instability.
the outdoor Flood Plain Basin at the National Space In addition, an extensive statistical analysis of ocean
Technology Laboratories (NSTL) site. A 12-foot section storm waves collected in the Gulf of Mexico and the North
of the wavemaker was occasionally installed on an indoor Sea led to the discovery of several new features in the
tow tank at NSTL. characteristics of wave groupings, and in the joint prob- .'

Among the most significant results of this continuing ability density of wave heights and periods. Also, a new
study of the fundamental characteristics of finite amplitude concept of extreme wave groups is under investigation.
waves were that the three-dimensional instabilities have Most recently, an air-sea interaction measurement
a greater growth rate than the essentially two-dimensional system was installed on a portable research tower located
Benjamin-Feir instability for wave steepness. These in- in Lake Pontchartrain, near New Orleans, Louisiana. The
stabilities show a propagation speed that is equal to the data analysis of the first set of measurements of three- -e
phase speed of the unperturbed waves. dimensonal waves is underway.

We also found that the Benjamin-Fier instabilities lead d i w s a
to a frequency downshift from the fundamental frequen Another area of wave study is being conducted to

cy of the wave train, or packet. They also generate stable develop techniques to verify and upgrade the global sur-
two-dimensional envelope solitons. face wave model at the Fleet Numerical Oceanography

A symmetric bifurcation of two-dimensional Stokes Center (FNOC). The approach being taken includes review- -.

waves into a three-dimensional array of crescent-shaped ing all operational wave prediction models to identify can-

wavelets has also been observed. These wavelets show a didates for comparison with the FNOC wave prediction

1800 phase shift between successive rows with slopes model; developing test procedures for running the inter-

greater than 0.25. These waves resemble the three- comparisons; and creating techniques for verifying wave

dimensional breaking waves often observed at sea. For models that may include GEOSAT and instrumented

slopes between 0.16 and 0.18, the two-dimensional Stokes drifters.
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Thermal Analysis and Prediction at NORDA:
An Overview

Paul W. May, Paul J. Martin, Alex C. Warn-Varnas, and John M. Harding
Ocean Sensing and Prediction Division

Abstract
Extensive research into the analysis and prediction of the temperature field

of the upper 500 m of the ocean is being conducted at NORDA. Because the
upper ocean thermal structure is an important element in predicting ocean sound
propagation. This research led to the operational implementation of upper ocean
thermal analysis and prediction systems, designated OTIS and TOPS, respec-
tively. This overview briefly describes the need for an upper ocean analysis and
forecast capability, outlines the physical basis for analyzing and predicting the
upper ocean thermal field, describes some formal aspects of the OTIS and TOPS
software systems, and presents representative results from both.

Introduction sound waves to "see" into the ocean depths. By listening
Numerical ocean modeling covers a broad range of activ- for acoustic energy radiated (passive mode sonar) or

ities of interest to naval operations. In general, its aim reflected (active mode sonar) by a target, Navy ASW
is to quantitatively determine a set of ocean fields in both operators can perform their assigned surveillance, detec-
space and time by solving the governing equations of mo- tion, and localization functions. The operational measure
tion or conservation. Most commonly these fields consist of successfully detecting underwater objects is the so-called
of temperature and the horizontal components of velocity, sonar equation (Urick, 1983), within which dispersion and
but might also include salinity, density, nutrient concen- absorption of acoustic energy are parameterized by the
trations, surface height, sound speed, or any other ocean transmission loss term. Through this term the thermal
properties. structure of the upper ocean directly impacts naval ASW

Analyzing and forecasting the upper ocean temperature operations. Because sound speed is primarily a function
field is of particular interest because of its significance for of temperature and depth, the upper layer temperature
climate, biological resources, and acoustic propagation. The changes are the chief cause of refraction (and, hence, energy
"upper ocean" refers to that part of the ocean from the dispersion) of sound waves generated at or near the surface.
free surface to the depth where atmospheric effects are By knowing the upper ocean temperature structure, Navy
negligible over the course of a year. Typically this region ASW operators gain an advantage in acoustic prediction
generally extends from the ocean/atmosphere interface to modeling.
a depth of about 500 m. Research into atmosphere-ocean Forecasting conditions in the upper ocean is not a sim-
interactions has shown that the heat stored and transported pie task because of the direct forcing by a highly variable
in the surface layers of the ocean is a significant factor atmosphere. The ocean temperature field is also dynamical-
in determining gross climate and seasonal fluctuations over ly connected to other oceanic fields, such as velocity. This
the continents. Commercially important marine organisms variability is customarily described in terms of the length
generally found in the upper few hundred meters of the and time intervals over which significant changes occur, .'.f
ocean are also affected. that is, in frequency-wavenumber space. In such a descrip-

Thermal effects on acoustic propagation interest the tion the thermal variability covers broad ranges in both
Navy, since antisubmarine warfare (ASW) depends on space and time. While it is generally true that long time
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and length scales contain the most energetic motions, it Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) every day. B,
is also true that shorter scales of motion are energetic contrast, almost 5000 surface land observations arc
enough to significantly affect tactical operations. Thus, available every 3 hours for surface meteorological analyses.
the prediction problem is not confined to a certain nar- Planned and operational satellite observational platforms
row set of phenomena but encompasses a wide range of promise to deliver many orders of magnitude more data
physical effects. with visual, infrared, and microwave sensors: unfortunately.

Navy scientists have seriously considered upper ocean this data is mainly surface information, which leaves the
analyses and forecasts over the past two decades (James, bulk of the upper ocean inaccessible to daily or even weekly
1966, and Mooers et al., 1982). While ASW became an analysis.
important concern as long ago as World War I, only recent- In addition to interpolating data to a uniform grid, a
ly has knowledge of the ocean environment advanced useful analysis scheme should have certain other features.
enough to make a real-time analysis and forecast possible It should supply some estimate of the error in the fields
(see Krauss, 1977, for a good overview of this subject). that it produces. By doing so the operator has a measure
This capability stems from both an increased understand- of how much he can trust a particular analysis and an
ing of ocean physics and a substantial observational effort. indication of where additional data should be gathered.
With the advent of large-scale computers and satellite obser- A useful analysis should be capable of detecting erroneous
vation p'.tforms, the moment seems propitious for great data and eliminating it from further consideration. Fur-
advances in this area. thermore, the analysis should be based on some sound

NORDA scientists have approached the upper ocean physical principles. By insisting that this condition is met.
analysis/forecast problem by attacking three different areas: the analysis is constrained to be truly objective and free
thermal analysis, dynamic forecasting, and statistical from arbitrary assumptions. Finally, it should be capable
forecasting. This effort roughly parallels comparable of using observations of different ocean fields from diverse
research into atmospheric predictability, in the following instruments to produce the best possible analysis of the
discussion, which reviews NORDA's progress in the first specified field.
two areas. "analysis" refers to an inferred spatial "snap- Several options for automated analysis techniques have
shot" u. a ocean field as it is at a particular moment, been investigated at NORDA for application to the upper
based on a limited amount of present and past observa- ocean thermal field (May, 1985): polynomial interpolation.
tions. "Dynamic forecast" refers to the prediction of what successive approximation, variational analysis, spectral in-
an ocean field will look like at some time in the future terpolation, and optimal interpolation. Most of these tech-
based on its present state and on some knowledge of the niques have been tested and used for meteorological pur-
operative physical laws. Some combination of these ideas poses. The shortcomings of these schemes vary but can
will likely result in a truly "'optimum" forecast. be separated into a few categories. The primary criticism

of most of the techniques is the arbitrary nature of the
Discussion interpolation criterion. This complaint results in large

numbers of changeable constants or unrealistic interpolated
Thermal analysis fields, which tend to belie the "objective" nature of a

The primary function of an automated thermal analysis good analysis. In addition, error fields are often difficult
scheme is to supply estimates of the temperature field in to define, leaving one uncertain of the validity of a par-
regions where the data are either sparse or nonexistent. ticular analysis. Finally, some schemes show poor
Analyses commonly convert randomly spaced observations :haracteristics when extrapolation (estimation outside of
into estimates on some well-defined, uniform grid. The some data "cloud-) is being performed. Since an
gridded estimates of the fields are typically contoured for oceanographic analysis scheme must often operate with
visual examination, incorporated as initial conditions or sparse quantities of data, this consideration is quite
updates into numerical forecast models, or both. important.

In the past, the primary sources of data for such analyses The analysis technique most suitable for the ocean ther-
were expendable bathythermographs (XBTs). for subsur- mal field is based on optimal estimation theory. This
face temperature profiles, and surface ship observations analysis method, pioneered by Russian meteorologist 1..

for the sea surface temperature field. Presently about 200 S. Gandin. has its mathematical foundation in statistical
XBT reports and about 30(X) ship reports, mostly from work by Gauss and Markov. It has been successfully
the northern hemisphere, are received at the Fleet adapted and used by oceanographers for mapping synoptic
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eddy fields as well as entire ocean basins (Bretherton et <DiD.> =<TT> + <eii>.
al., 1976).

Instead of basing an estimate on physical laws, the op- Other than data, the most essential information need-
timal interpolation technique produces a statistically ed in the optimal interpolation scheme is knowledge of
optimal estimate based on known or inferred statistical the spatial and temporal covariance functions,
characteristics of the field. Optimal estimation theory
assumes that an estimate of some scalar quantity can be R( 7, T,ti,ti) = < T(7,ti) T(j.tj) > = Rij.
expressed as the weighted sum of any number of observed
values of that quantity or of some related quantity. The Simply stated, the covariance function is related to the
best linear estimate of T(7,t) at the point (7o,10) using statistical correlation of the field at point i to the field
N data values at points (7,1,) is at point j; i.e., it is a measure of how relevant observa-

tions of a field at one point are to making an estimate
T(' ,to) = ai D(7,ti) i = .N of the field at another point. Observations that are highly

i correlated with the field at the point where the estimate

where the parameter of interest is T(T,t), the estimate is to be made will produce a good estimate. On the other

" of the parameter is T(T,t), and the datum at point i is hand. observations that are highly correlated with each
D(i,ti). The unknown weighting coefficients, ai , are other are not independent and are considered redundant
chosen to minimize the squared error, defined by when forming the estimate. Calculating these functions

requii large numbers of observations or a good physical
-E( -oto) 2 = </T(-,to) - T(,t1)] 2 > model and is a significant step in creating an optimal in-

terpolation analysis system.
<T, 2 > - 2 a i < ToDi> NORDA has developed an optimal interpolation ther-

i mal analysis system for the Navy's operational upper ocean
S+ , iaanalysis needs (Innis, 1985). This system, the Optimum

+ 'a, <D, > Thermal Interpolation System (OTIS). has been delivered
i jto FNOC and will soon replace the existing operational

where < > represents an ensemble average. Minimiz- thermal analysis software, the Expanded Ocean Thermal

ing the error in the usual way gives a set of linear equa- Structure (EOTS). OTIS will produce upper ocean ther-
tions which can be solved for the unknown weighting coef- mal analyses for the northern hemisphere (with approx-

ficients. That is, imately 320-kn resolution), as well as high-resolution
(20-40 kin) regional analyses for such important areas as

± E2  the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio region. the Mediterranean
Sea, etc. By putting the analysis procedure on a firm ra-
tional base, dramatic improvements in the Navy's ocean

" gives the linear set of equations thermal analysis capabilities are anticipated. Preliminary

.. a<DD Dexamples of open ocean vertical temperature profiles and
ai < DiD. >  = > D T, acontoured northern hemisphere 3(0-m temperature field I

obtained from an OTIS analysis can be seen in Figures
"*. Solving for the unknown coefficients gives 1 and

For tactical applications, where resolution, timeliness,
'r a, < DD i > - <D,T, > . and data communication constraints are more stringent.

-I NORDA is also developing optimal analysis software for
carrier battle groups. Recent advances in microcomputer

Noise or errors in the measurements can be explicitly technology hav( made such ship-board systems feasible.
accounted for by including them in the expression for
observed quantities: Dynamic forecasting

D,= D( ,Iy = 7"(,tl + Dy I)namic forecast models seek to predict the state of
the ocean thermal structure in the future or to modify .

whi. h. when substituted in the bracketed terms above, observed fields to a dynamically consistent state by applying U
gives
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Numerical Modeling
C .@ a boundary condition on the domain of interest-the upper

ocean. Because the upper ocean is forced by the atmos-
phere, which exhibits significant changes over one- or two-

.D day time scales, it is reasonable to expect that the slower
' .....- " ) /motions of the deep ocean can be approximated by a steady- €

state background to the vigorously forced upper ocean

- ,> - ~circulation.
An additional, related simplification is to ignore horizon-

tal pressure gradients in the momentum balance. This ap-
proximation is valid where large spatial scales prevail (in the .

L interior of the ocean, far from lateral boundaries). A special
advantage is that ignoring pressure gradients eliminates the

problems associated with "initialization shock," a phenom-
enon that occurs when a numerical model is initialized with

C; .data that are not balanced with pressure gradient terms.
Geostrophic currents, which are lost in this approximaton,
are generally unimportant in the mixed layer (except in O

/.western boundary currents such as the Gulf Stream or 0
Kuroshio) but can be reinstated as advective forcing if

------ XBTs desired.
CL L Perhaps the most difficult simplification concerns the

0 ____ OTIS
S-a SSTs way the model handles the turbulence effects. The turbu-

o __- - TOPS lent Reynold's stresses, which are expressions for important

, transfers of momentum on length and time scales that are r
7.5 10.0 1-2.5 1.0 17.5 20.0 22.5 2S.0 27.5 too small for the model to resolve, must be accounted for in

Temperat ure ,*C such a way that the relevant physics are preserved without

rendering the equations unsolvable. Mixed-layer models,,
Figure 1. Vertical profiles of temperature at 6.5 *Sand 11O.9E generally fall into one of two categories with regard to how %.

obtained from XBTs, satellite sea-surface temperature (SST), the turbulent energy affects the model. The first type of-%
climatology, TOPS, and OTIS. model, the turbulent closure model, seeks to parameterize

the Reynold 's stress terms as functions of known quantities,
the laws of physics to the ocean. These laws are the well- such as the shear or buoyancy. The second type of model,
known conservation principles that govern momentum, the bulk model, assumes that the mixed layer is homogene-
internal energy, and chemical constituents of sea water. ous and introduces expressions that describe the vertically

Because the physical processes of the ocean cover such integrated properties (often the turbulent kinetic energy) of
a broad range of space and time scales, it is impossible to the mixed layer.
solve the complete set of equations (the Navier-Stokes equa- Since mixing in the upper ocean is not well understood,
tions) for the upper ocean thermal structure. The equations parameterizations proposed by different modelers vary con-
must be simplified before any progress can be made. This siderably. Several mixed-layer-model studies have been car-
simplification is achieved in two different ways: first, by ried out at NORDA to understand the important physical
ignoring terms in the equations that are small compared to processes governing mixing in the upper ocean, to deter-
the terms whose magnitudes are first order, and second, by mine which of the alternate ways of handling the turbulence . .
rewriting large, unmanageable terms in simpler form. With is most suitable for operational modeling, and to develop
these simplifications one hopes to eliminate the terms that mixed-layer models that give consistently good predictions
make the problem hopelessly complex and yet retain the in different regions and conditions. Data used for model test-

physics that produce a particular phenomenon. Even so, ing and evaluation includes specific mixed-laver experiments.
the equations must usually be solved numerically, such as MILE (Warn-Varnas et al., 1981), ocean buoys (Mar-

The most fundamental simplification is to decouple the tin, 1982), and ocean weathership stations (Martin. 1985).
shallow surface layer of the ocean from the deep interior. Figure 3 shows a comparison of several mixed-layer
This involves treating the processes of the deep ocean as models at Weathership Station PAPA in the northeastern
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Pacific. Because changes in the upper ocean are usually TEMPERATURE (C)
caused by the surface momentum, heat, and moisture 8 10 12 14 8 10 12 14
fluxes, all the models show a strong correlation with the 0 -0 y.
observations on diurnal, synoptic, and seasonal timescales-
the major timescales of weather variability. Discrepancies /
are mainly due to biases in determining the model mixed- 50 /
layer depth, errors in calculating the surface forcing (from
the meteorological observations), and advection. Advec-
tive effects are usually less significant in more quiescent 100 I
regions (such as the central ocean gyres) but can be im- %
portant in areas with strong gradients and currents. The /
neglect of advection in the PAPA simulations of Figure = 150 (
3 does not noticeably bias the results until the fall, when iUJ
all the models slightly underpredict the sea surface
temperature. 200 -

The Thermal Ocean Prediction System (TOPS) is the
current operational implementation of an upper ocean
mixed layer model at FNOC. This model, developed at 250
NORDA in the early 198 0s, provides from one- to five-
day forecasts (based on available forcing fields from (a) (b)
atmospheric models) of the upper ocean temperature struc- I
ture for the northern hemisphere and for various other
regional areas. Figure 4. Temperature profiles from climatology (solid line)

Complete details of the model can be found in Clancy and TOPS 24 hour prediction (dashed line)from ocean weather

and Pollack (1983) or in Clancy and Martin (1979). An station LIMA for OOZ 25 July 1984 (a}. Verifying XBT.
example of a prediction from the TOPS model is shown taken at 09Z is shown in (b).
in Figure 4. The equations governing the TOPS model a
express conservation of temperature, salinity, and momen- an comp(UVtsWoi the adent eocty. Tehin-
tum in the upper ocean in the form tal components of the gradient operator terms, defined by

a2 a2,2_= -+ -, and A
-T _ <- w'T> -V.(VT) ax 2  ay2

aI azaF a + + k
T C az ax ay az

are retained to properly account for advective tendencies
S < - w S'> - V(VS) + A712S due to Ekman drift and geostrophic currents.

at - z The turbulence is parameterized in the TOPS model
using the Mellor-Yamada Level-2 (MYL2) turbulent

uu -Dclosure scheme, which expresses the Reynolds flux terms as
tf + 2- < -u, u'> - Du

au az>= -(q m + ) O

- = - f u + 2 < - v > - D i , a t M
at az <vu - > = -(IqQ,, + v)

a:
where T is the temperature. S is the salinity. r= (u, v.u,) T
is the (x,yz)-components of current velocity, c is the <u 7 > = - lQ. + vI

specific heat of seawater, Q is the density of seawater. F
is the solar radiation flux, D is a damping coefficient.f < u S > = -(lqQ + ) s
is the Coriolis parameter. A is the horizontal eddy diffusion, 3
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where q is twice the square root of the turbulent kinetic development and improvement of such operational prod-
energy, I is the turbulent length scale, v is a background ucts as OTIS and TOPS.
diffusion, and Qh and Qm are functions that depend on -

the local current shear and gravitational stability (i.e., the References
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analyzed fields as initial conditions for the forecast model. Forecasting. ASWEPS Manual Series Vol.5 (SP-105). U.S.
This procedure, known as TOPS-EOTS or TEOTS, is com- Naval Oceanographic Office (Washington, D. C.), NSTL,
parable to that used for atmospheric forecast and analysis Mississippi, 217 p.

operations. Krauss, E. (ed.) (1977). Modelling and Prediction of

Verification studies of TOPS predictions (Clancy and the Upper Layers of the Ocean. Pergamon Press, Ox-

Pollack, 1983) show that the TEOTS system does exhibit ford, 325 p.

forecast skill. These studies compared forecast sea-surface Martin, P. J. (1982). Mixed-Layer Simulation of Buoy
Observations Taken During Hurricane Eloise. Journal of

temperature and mixed-layer depth changes to changes Geophysical Research 87, 409-427.
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tions between the forecast and analyzed fields were ob- Martin, P. J. (1985). Simulation of the Mixed Layer
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Numerical Modeling and Assimilation of
Altimeter Data in the Gulf Stream System

J. Dana Thompson, Harley E. Hurlburt and John C. Kindle
Numerical Modeling Division

Abstract

The dynamics of portions of the Gulf Stream System have been studied by
using numerical simulations, comparisons with in situ and remotely sensed data,
and simplified dynamical models. We have developed a simple potential vorticity-
conserving model that can account for the size of shed eddies, the eddy-shedding
period, and the westward eddy drift.

Recent work concentrated on the Gulf Stream dynamics downstream from
Cape Hatteras. We found that the generation of deep flow by Gulf Stream instabili-
ties can provide a mechanism that causes the New England Seamount Chain
to influence the mean path of the stream, the amplitude of its meanders, and
the eddy distribution in the seamount vicinity. We have also found that a single
vertical-mode, reduce gravity model and a two-layer model with small-amplitude
topography consistent with the quasi-geostrophic assumption gives results quite
different from those given by the two-layer primitive equation model with full
topography.

We believe results from these studies can be applied to the assimilation of
GEOSAT data in the upcoming NORDA Regional Energetics Experiment in the
northwest Atlantic.

Introduction dynamics or physics, but for most elements of ocean predic-
In the next decade, oceanographers will organize and par- tion, where we lack adequate observing systems and

ticipate in several exciting and ambitious programs, inspired historical data, our knowledge of ocean dynamics is critical
in part by the rapidly emerging technologies of satellite for efficient use of very limited resources.
remote sensing, new in situ instrumentation, a new genera- Predictions are desirable for several classes of ocean
tion of numerical ocean models, and a new class of super- phenomena. As noted by Hurlburt (1984) and shown in
computers. These programs will be part of a larger effort Table 1, one means of distinguishing these classes of ocean
to monitor, understand, and predict the ocean and atmos- processes is by their response to atmospheric forcing. Each
phere on many time and space scales. Obvious practical class has its own particular requirements for accuracy of
applications of this work will encompass climate studies, the initial state, time scales for skillful forecasts, model-
naval operations, and commercial activities. At least one ing strategy, data types. and data acquisition and sampling
of these programs will include a concerted attempt to strategies. For the most part, predictions related to the
predict the evolution of some part of the Gulf Stream GSS, at least those related to Gulf Stream meandering and
System (GSS). Before addressing that task, we examine eddy shedding, are identified with Class 2. This class is
the prediction problem in light of our basic understand- most sensitive to initial conditions not directly related to
ing of Gulf Stream dynamics and the potential of present atmospheric forcing and is subject to contamination by
and future observing systems. We can now make very errors in boundary conditions over time scales comparable
accurate predictions of some ocean parameters (tides, for to that needed to propagate information across the forecast
example) with little or no basic understanding of ocean domain.
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Table 1. Classes of oceanic response to atmospheric forcing where predictive skill is feasible.

Class Implications Examples

1. Strong, rapid (< 1 wk) A. short-range forecasts limited by the time scale surface mixed layers, surface and some internal ,.

and direct for atmospheric predictive skill waves, Ekman drift currents, some coastal and
B. less sensitive to errors in the initial state; more equatorial processes such as upwelling (in some P

sensitive to errors in the forcing functions cases), coastal storm surges, and the onset of
some equatorial and coastal waves.

2. Slow (weeks to months) A. long-range forecasts (potentially a month or more) mesoscale eddies, meandering currents, some
and direct B. more sensitive to errors in the initial state, less frontal positions, features caused by mesoscale -.

sensitive to errors in the forcing functions flow instabilities. % %
C. statistical properties of features and ensembles

may be predicted by skillful simulation
D. prediction of individual features requires

oceanographic data. Altimeter data are the most ,.
promising operational source now on the horizon

3. Slow (weeks to years) A. long-range forecasts El Nilo, much of the tropical ocean circulation ,4 ,
but direct (i.e., inte- B. sensitive to errors in atmospheric forcing func- (in the Atlantic Pacific and Indian Oceans).
grated response) tions on long time scales (e.g., monthly means); equatorial waves, part of the large-scale ocean

but less sensitive to errors on short time scales circulation, features such as gyres directly driven
(e.g., daily fluctuations) by persistent or repeated patterns in the wind.

C. nowcasting and forecasting are potentially feasible often in conjunction with geometric constraints
without good oceanic data by means of simula- e.g., most of the circulation features in the
tions that use appropriate ocean circulation models Mediterranean Sea with scales > 100 km.

We have been involved in the Class 2 problem for the cyclonic path that may extend almost to the Mississippi

GSS through work on the Gulf of Mexico and, more Delta before turning southward and exiting through the
recently, on the Gulf Stream downstream from Cape Hat- Florida Straits. The Loop Current volume transport is
teras. The strategy for both regions has consisted of the approximately 30 x I( m 3/sec and eventually becomes
following basic steps: a principal component of the Gulf Stream. Maximum

* Develop the simplest model of the system that has geostrophic surface currents in the Loop can exceed 150
some hope of simulating the consistently observed features. cm/sec and the dynamic height change across the stream

Using the best forcing functions and boundary con- can be greater than 75 cm. easily detectable by a satellite

ditions available, drive the model to statistical equilibrium: altimeter. Large anticyclones (also termed rings) which
perturb the forcing functions and boundary conditions to have diameters larger than 3(X) km. have been observed
explore the full range of possible model response. to break off from the Loop Current and are believed to

* Compare model results with observations, noting what move into the western Gulf. Elliott (1979) has estimated
processes exhibit close agreement and substantial the mean westward drift speed after break-off to be about
disagreement. 2A cm/sec. although recent observations suggest the speed

* Explain the model results in terms of basic dynamics. of eddy drift can be quite variable. Figure lb. from near-
Can a simple analytical model account for the observations? synoptic hydrographic data by Leipper (1970). shows the

* Once the numerical model has been validated, use Loop Current and a large anticyclonic ring about to be
it to make predictions of features yet to be observed and shed from it. Much earlier. lchive (1902) suggested that
for developing techniques to improve the utilization and detached Loop Current eddies could drift across the Gulf
collection of observational data. and maintain an anticyclonic circulation in the western

This article briefly describes how we have used this basin. Sturges and Blaha (1976) proposed that wind stress
strategy in studying the dynamics and predictability of curl might drive a mean anticyclonic gyre in the western
the GSS. Gulf.

The Loop Current was once thought to penetrate intoDiscussion the Gulf during the spring and summer, shed an anti-
GSS modeling-south cyclone during late summer and tall. and exhibit minimum

In the southern portion of the GSS the Loop Current penetration in the winter. This cycle was believed to be

enters through the Yucatan Strait and traces an anti- due to seaonal variations in the flow through the Yucatan

l(X)
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Strait (Cochrane, 1965). New oceanographic and satellite and Rossby wave dynamics in HT. An energetics analysis
data have shown that the eddy shedding period ranges of model experiments exhibiting baroclinic and/or baro-
from eight to 15 months (Molinari, 1980) and that the tropic instability is provided in Hurlburt and Thompson
earlier interpretation of a dominant seasonal cycle was due (1982).
to a bias in the data set (Molinari et al., 1977). Results The first semi-implicit eddy-resolving primitive equation
from low-order vertical mode primitive equation numerical model retaining realistic geometry and bottom topography P'.
models of Hurlburt and Thompson (1980). henceforth for any deep ocean basin was developed for the Gulf of
referred to as HT, show that approximately an annual Mexico by Wallcraft and Thompson (1984). who extended
period of eddy shedding can occur with no variations in the rectangular-basin model of HT to include an irregular
the inflow transport and that for realistic constant values coastline. A two-layer, hydrodynamic version of the model
of inflow transport, the mean period between major eddy on a beta-plane was driven from rest to statistical
breakoff is about 10 months. The model Loop Current equilibrium by steady inflow through the Yucatan Strait
spontaneously and regularly sheds eddies with realistic and exactly compensated by outflow through the Florida
diameter, amplitude, and speed of propagation. Agreement Straits. Figure la is a snapshot from a model experiment
between model and observations and the theoretical basis (Hurlburt, 1984) near the same phase of eddy shedding
for Loop Current penetration, the ring sizes, the shedding as found by Leipper (1970). A benchmark experiment using
rate, and the westward translation speed are discussed in a similar model is discussed below. Model parameters for
terms of momentum and potential vorticity conservation the present benchmark experiment are given in Table 2.

The principal difference between this experiment and the .," -.
1300 one described by Hurlburt (1984) is the vertical distribu-

-------.. tion of volume transport through the Yucatan Strait. By
allowing a larger fraction of the total transport to be carried
by the deep flow, we have found more consistent agree-
ment between model and observations, both in terms of

,the size of the anticyclones and the amplitude of the fluc-
(km) , .- tuating component of the dynamic sea surface height. Exist-

H"ing data on the long-term vertical distribution of transport
-H through the Yucatan Strait is inadequate to validate any

particular choice of transport forcing within a rather wide
------ NORDA GOM Mo0,I range in each layer although the total transport value of

30 x 10' cm3/sec is a well-accepted mean.
0 A - Figure 2 shows a sequence of dynamic sea surface height

0 (kin) 1750 anomaly maps (height above an initial uniform level) for
. . . . the benchmark experiment following spin-up to statistical

30' .equilibrium. The first five panels are snapshots every 30
- - -~- -days from Day 1150) to Day 1570: the last panel is Day

189), during the subsequent shedding cycle. Once the Loop
S " ; penetrated sufficiently far into the Gulf. it became

L . .. barotropically unstable and rapidly shed an anticvclone
250

H
*: , Table 2. Model parameters for Benchmark experiment.

A 300 m2 sec -  3 2XI0 - 11 m - 1 s- 1

Depth of 22 C CB 2X10- 3  
10- 3 

kg m 3

, o 510 5 s - 1

95* 90o 85. 90* g 98 m sec
- 2  

A.1Ay 02-

9, 0 03 (H1 +H 2 )  H 1 .H2  200 m, 3400 m '

Figure 1. (a) Model experiment by Hurlburt (19,4 and (hW H 2 0 2 2 3
near synoptic Iydrographic data bv Leipper (1970) 1-H 2 m S_
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(Day 1450-Day 1540). During this period an anticyclone of the western Gulf. However. the fact that this ridge does
shed in the previous cycle impinged on the western Gulf, not appear in the in situ data is very disconcerting. This
rapidly distorted its shape as it decayed, and evolved to is not merely a minor discrepancy in interpretation or
a small, residual anticyclone in the northwestern Gulf by analysis procedure and has considerable dynamical
Day 1540. In the eastern Gulf the development of a cold significance. The reasons for these discrepancies are
intrusion and a closed cyclonic circulation on the east side presently being investigated.
of the Loop is evident between Days 1510 and 1540. This Because of the close agreement between model sea sur-
feature was often seen in satellite imagery and has been face variability and that observed from altimeters, the
directly observed from shipboard hydrographic data. The dynamical consistency of the results with such auxiliary
shedding rate of large anticyclones from the Loop Current data as drifter trajectories in shed eddies (Kirwan et al.. %
in this experiment was 316 days. The shed anticyclone 1984, and personal communication), and the evaluation
drifted toward the southwest at about 4 cm/sec. As the of the model through comparison with synoptic observa-
main ring drifted into the central and western Gulf. a weak tions, we conclude that the model is sufficiently realistic
cyclonic circulation developed to its west and northwest. so that we can begin to use it as a tool for studying how
This event is a precursor of the cyclone/anticyclone pair to use altimeter data for ocean monitoring and prediction
found in the observations and in other numerical in the GSS.
experiments.

The model, driven by realistic forcing to statistical Altimeter data and the GSS

equilibrium, is capable of producing dynamic sea surfaces Once the validity of the model was established by com-
that can be compared with both altimeter and in situ data. parisons with in situ and altimeter data, we were able to
Moreover, one can combine the model results, in situ data. use it in the study of Gulf circulation predictability by using
and the altimeter data for an optimal estimation of both altimetrically derived sea surface heights. As part of the

. the dynamic heights and the geoid (Wunsch and Office of Naval Research Accelerated Research Initiative
Gaposchkin. 1980; Marshall, 1985). Thompson (1985) has in Ocean Dynamics from Altimetry at NORDA, three
compared in detail the mean dynamic height and variability studies have been conducted using various versions of the
of the sea surface in the Gulf as determined by Maul and Gulf of Mexico model: geoid error and initialization, con-
Herman (1985) from hydrographic data and the correla- version of surface to subsurface information, and sampling
tion of temperature and salinity in the deep waters of the strategies using a single nadir-beam altimeter. The latter
Gulf, the mean sea surface and its variability as determined two experiments used the rectangular-domain, idealized
from GEOS-3 and SEASAT altimeter crossover data present- Gulf of Mexico geometry.
ed by Marsh et al. (1984), henceforth termed MC: and the In the first study the experiment described previously
mean sea surface height and variability as determined from was used as a benchmark and was compared with results
the numerical model after reaching statistical equilibrium, from four experiments in which the model was initialized

The variability of the sea surface from altimeter with fields modified from archived benchmark data. The
crossover differences as determined by MC and from the experiments differed only in the initialization fields. Each
nirnerical model are shown in Figures 3a and 3b respec- experiment was integrated for 1() days and inflow
tively. In the eastern Gulf the sea surface height variability transport remained constant throughout the integration.
amplitude and approximate position were very similar for The experiments were initialized geostrophically (1) with
model, altimeter, and in situ data (not shown). However, the exact sea surtace and pycnocline height fields. (2) with
in the central Gulf, while the model variability map and only the exact sea surfac- heghts and the pycnocline
the altimeter map agree very well and indicate a ridge assumed to exactly compensat. s,.h that the deep flow
of high variabilty extending from the Loop Current toward vanished. (1) just as in (2) but with a jeoid error compo
the southwestern Gulf. they both differed substantially from nent added, and t iust as in A cxctpt that the geoid
the map that was determined from the in situ data. The error model included an additiOnal (ontribution in stro ng
existence of the ridge of high variability toward the geoid gradient regions. The txpe-rimetnts arc outlined in
southwest in the model and in the altimeter data supports more detail and rtported in l'h ,npon , 15),N
the hypothesis that eddies shed from the Loop Current The reults ot the experinments, ar, ,urnmari/d in liUwir.
do drift southwestward. This result has important implica 4. where the normnah/d root me.a sqluar , NRM1, efrror

tions for the fate of materials transported by the Gulf of the tree surta. e anoinai 1 .A,. it'h pNtline t' ht'whi
circulation and the role of anticyclones in the circulation ,motal\ PttA. and th h \t .r (as r s l,hted
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Figure 3. Sea surface variability from GEOS 3 and SEASA T cross overs (cm) (from Marsh. et al., 1984) and sea surface variability n
(cm) from NORDA model (b). .

The normalization factor is the RMS variability of each time, the forecasts of FSA, PHA and even deep pressure
field from the benchmark case. The lower layer pressure were superior to persistence or climatology over the 1(X)-
field is the most difficult field to predict from initial day forecast period. We also found that noise in the initial
knowledge of the free surface only. At the initial time field, at least on the amplitude and scales of that used in the
the NRMS error of lower layer pressure (P2) for Experi- experiments, did not seriously degrade the forecasts. This
ment 2 is 100% and increases to over 120% before result occurred despite the obvious excitation of growing :4.
gradually decreasing to less than 40% by the end of the waves on the Loop Current and in the western Gulf.
period. While the preceding experiments were instructive, they

Experiments 1 and 2 dealt with perfectly known sea did not provide a comprehensive view of how well altimeter
surface height information. Experiments 3 and 4 focused
on errors likely to be introduced by uncertainties in the 40 0 _ _.-

geoid on small spatial scales, comparable to the length I

scale of seamounts or, more generally, the scale of very e
a: 300, 4rapid changes in geoid height associated with strong bot- 0 r,

tom slopes. These errors may prove difficult to remove FE
from the sea surface height signal, particularly because 2 20 C

they may be correlateo with dynamic ocean procc.ses over z ,--'-

the same scales. In Experiment 3 the error field is
100 7represented as random noise with a normal probability[ ___-

distribution function, a zero mean, and a standard devia- .
tion of + 5 cm. The range of variation over the domain 0
is > 34 cm. The error field is uncorrelated over the 0.20 30 C .
model grid. Experiment 4 contains an error field that
reflects the fact that geoid errors are likely to be larger -
on the small scale in the vicinity of strong geoid gradients
such as the Campeche escarpment, where the geoid gra- - -

dient approaches a meter in 10 km. The range of varia- 1oc rn
tion in this case is > 47 cm, and the impact of the strong
gradient areas on the error field is especially large in the on _ ____,._"-_

southwestern Gulf. 0 C 40 0 O
From the sequence of four numerical experiments we VORECAS7 CA,

found that even when only the sea surface height infor-
mation was provided to the numerical model at the initial F~kure 4 Experiment results.
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data might be utilized in ditterent dynamical regimes. at the mid-point of the observing period. Figure 7a shows
Hurlburt (1985) has examined this problem in the con- the RMS errors of the forecasts generated using only the
text of converting well-observed surface altimeter data into data from the ascending tracks for each of the three periods
subsurface information. This conversion was done for a (72. 36, and 21 days) of the exactly repeating satellite OW
variety of dynamical regimes with barotropic, baroclinic, tracks. Figure 7b demonstrates that if the descending track
mixed, and episodic instabilities: flat bottoms or large data are used, the RMS error can be significantly different.
amplitude topogaphy: relatively vigorous or gentle ex- Surprisingly, in the descending track forecast the error
changes of energy between the layers: major time scales decays more rapidly, even though the initial value of the
that are short ( 0 6) days), long ( 1 year) or both: and RMS error is substantially greater than the representa-
unstable currents and isolated eddies. In all cases the pat- tion based on the ascending track observations. Figure 7c
tern of the deep pressure field is much different from that shows the results of applying an intermittent updating
(t the current-related variations in the sea surface eleva- scheme during the no"cast period to reduce the effects
tions and is sometimes not obviously related to it. Given of asynopticity. The numerical nowcast is initialized with
only the tree surface elevation (simulated altimeter data) the asynoptic data (Figs. Oa. b. c) at the beginning of the
trom the true model solution, the model was able to
reconstruct the deep pressure field, even in situations with
energetic shallow and deep circulations, baroclinic instabili- (a) 40-DAY UPDATE for T
ty. and a vigorous vertical exchange of energy. However.
in such experiments the frequency of updating for the free
surface was critical. In this study the maximum update '--

0interval that allowed successful dynamic surface-to- M
subsurface transfer was about half the shortest major time u 1.0 . - N -- ;- -

,cale (SMTS). which is from 50 to (0 days in the experi- 0 , ,

ments with baroclinic instability (Fig. 5). -r ,..-.
0 1 -, ".o.2

Without knowledge of the deep pressure field, numerical W
predictions of the surface pressure field and the depth of " AI
the pycnocline were typically better than climatology for < P//,"-

4 to 1 2 the SMTS, but with successful dynamic surface O " ' V-i
to subsurface transfer, forecasts without updating were h /  V
better than ciiatology for the SMTS or more. The time
scale for predictive skill is substantially longer than the 0
maximum update interval permitted because the update (b) 30-DAY UPDATE for T1
iiiterval must be short enough to allow decreasing error 1 .

in the deep pressure field from one free surface update
to the next until the error asymptotes at some acceptable r

0level. approximately 3(% to 50% in these results. r
Forecasts of isolated eddies demonstrated predictive skill L 1 0 ..... .
for three months or more even when the subsurface initial C ,.
state was unknown. cc

In the third study. Kindle (1985) utilized the one-laver. .. P'
reduced gravity model of the Gulf of Mexico to study the _.
,,patial and temporal sampling problem associated with a S \J:.
single nadir-beam altimeter. The two previous studies 0 / -' , ,
assumed data was available over the entire domain at a z PVi' v./,,/V ,"

g ,vn time rather than along narrow swaths staggered in " -VV V h
tune. The simulated data were obtained by flying an imagi- 0.

nar\ altimeter over the niodel ocean and sampling the 1080 1440 1800

sea surface in a manner similar to a real altimeter (see DAY
Fig. 6). The numerical model was geostrophically initializ.ed

, using the asynoptic data. which are asstnimd to be valid I":.,ur, 5 Banr,-/i, -' t, t1abu/l' i' pcrIm"t /h
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Figure 6. Simulated data. 9

observing period and the data are reinserted into the temporal resolution may be possible with a single nadir-
numerical solution 4 tracks at a time (i.e., every 12 days) beam altimeter. The observations form the basis of the
until D~ay 0 of the forecast. No data are inserted into the model initialization and, in turn. the model "corrects"

model during the forecast. The results demonstrate that the asynopticity of the data. The result is an accurate 7Ir
the asynopticity of the 72-day repeat track observations nowcast which, for highly asynoptic data, would not have
were reduced so effectively that the forecast was just as been possible without the model. A sampling strategy
accurate as the one using the 24-day repeat track data. should favor spatial resolution and resolve the important
A similar experiment using the descending track data (not dynamic features; the inherent asynopticity of the
shown) exhibited virtually identical results. measurements can be reduced by applying an initializa-

The essence of Kindle's study is that the sampling trade- tion/updating scheme to the numerical nowcast.
off between track spacing and repeat period may not be
as difficult as once thought. The interaction between synop- GSS modeling-north
tic altimeter data and a hydrodynamic numerical model We have begun to employ the strategy used for model-
indicates that in many regions both adequate spatial and ing the southern portion of the GSS to the northern portion
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downstream of Cape Hatteras. Recently, Thompson and Norma eRS v ,a vse t It

Hurlburt (1982) and Hurlburt and Thompson (1984), both (a) MO
henceforth referred to as HTG, have developed a primitive
equation (PE) model of the Gulf Stream, including bot- 0.30

tom topography. In the HTG study, the model domain
extended from Cape Hatteras to the Grand Banks. The
domain was rotated 280 counterclockwise from zonal. To 0.20 1

avoid unknown specification of open-boundary segments,
the model domain was closed except for an inflow port 0.10 2

at Cape Hatteras and an outflow port roughly at the mean 3
position of the Gulf Stream as it passes south of the Grand '0.. . .

Banks. In all the experiments reported, the flow of the "..

Gulf Stream was confined to the upper layer of the model. t.s

Thus, this work departs significantly from other studies
of flow over topography in that the flow is not directly (b) NoriMzed AMS wra vs m .E

forced to impinge on the topography. Here, any flow in 0.1 --

the lower layer must be driven from above due to pressure -.

fluctuations associated with the active upper ocean. Any 0.30 ,
influence of the seamount chain on the path of the Gulf
Stream must be a back interaction driven by the upper .0
ocean. NO,

Five numerical experiments were conducted. All but
one used two active layers, the minimum allowing 0.10 2 '

baroclinic instability, and both a thermocline and bottom 1
topography. One experiment used a reduced gravity model 0.0 . ... - , . . ....
with an active upper layer and a lower layer infinitely deep

and at rest. The other experiments were identical except Dy

for the bottom topography used. In experiment 3, a Gaus- orz RS erra v& Wm*

sian ridge with a maximum height of 2500 m was added M A-D , ,

across the channel with an e-folding half-width of 50 km. \
For the seamount experiments a set of four Gaussian sea- 0.30

mounts with an amplitude of 2500 m for Experiment 4 ,
and 500 m for Experiment 5 were aligned across the chan-
nel with the same e-folding halfwidth as for the ridge. The
seamounts were spaced 200 km apart. The separation and *

the diameter of the seamounts are substantially greater 0.10
than for the real seamounts, a compromise dictated by

the affordable grid resolution and the desired domain size. 0.0 .. . - ;. ... ... ..-' -4C.-30.-2G.-IU. C. 10. ZU. 3L!. '11. Kq. . 7 . P,:. .1 .

The diameter (radius) of the real (model) seamounts is com-
parable to the baroclinic radius of deformation. t%

The five numerical experiments were integrated from
rest for seven years. Approximately four years were re- Figure 7. Forecast errors.
quired to reach statistical equilibrium, and another three
years were added for a stable, long time series. Results * Results from the reduced-gravity model were quite 0
of the modeling study can be briefly summarized, unrealistic, which suggests that addition of the barotropic

0 The model New England Seamount Chain (NESC) mode, which yielded a more realistic GS, is critical to ,
was found to have a substantial influence on the Gulf modeling the GS in this region.
Stream even when the Stream did not directly impinge 0 Warm core ring generation was enhanced by the
on the topography. NESC. Prolific generation of warm core rings occurs
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immediately upstream of the NESC with a frequency of a good benchmark for assessing the differences between
about two a year. the PE and QG models and the influence of large-scale

* When compared to the flat bottom experiment, the topography. Domain B, while bigger, will be more costly
NESC increased both baroclinic and barotropic instabilities and is of more limited use in terms of possible experi-
as measured by the rate of transfer of mean potential to ments. It will, however, allow us to evaluate the limitations
eddy potential energy and mean kinetic to eddy kinetic of Domain A for studying the GSS and should provide
energy (EKE). some useful information on the role of the Caribbean and

0 Maximum EKE in the large seamount experiment the Gulf of Mexico in modulating the transport in the
exceeds 200() cm/sec in the upper layer and 130 cm/sec Gulf Stream under time-varying wind forcing. The
in the lower layer. These values are comparable to obser- southern latitude of Domain B was chosen, based on some
vations, but are located too near Cape Hatteras in the numerical experiments by NORDA's G. Heburn, by us-
model ing a coarse grid (11/20 x 1 40) one-active-layer, reduced-

* Maximum sea height variability, > 35 cm, was found gravity world ocean model driven by climatological month-
in the large amplitude seamount experiment, comparable ly mean winds. In Figure 9a the solution for the interface
to that observed by Douglas et al. (1983) and MC from deviation after nearly five years of integration is shown,
altimeter data from GEOS-3 and SEASAT. Location of while in Figure 9b a no-slip barrier has been placed at
the maximum was upstream of the seamounts, however, 90N. While the details do have differences, the basic cir-
unlike the observations. culation of the Gulf Stream at mid-latitudes remains un-

Thus, by using a limited-domain model with open changed. We have developed an eddy-resolving (0.2)
boundary conditions we have shown that the NESC can spherical geometry, arbitrary n-layer primitive equation.
have a significant influence on the GS mean path and its semi-implicit model for the North Atlantic. The first ver-
eddy statistics. We clearly showed that baroclinic instability sion of the model (with a flat bottom and two layers and
of the Gulf Stream could generate deep mean flows, which driven by a simple zonal wind) is now being run on the
interacted with the bottom topography and, in turn, in- newly installed Cray-XMP 12 at the Naval Research
fluenced the upper ocean circulation. However, to answer Laboratory. More realistic wind forcing and bottom
a broader range of questions-for example, how might topography are now being added.
the large-scale topography influence the mean path and A wide range of scientific issues form the basis for
the eddy statistics--a much larger domain is required. This research on the GSS. Some of those issues are directly
step is certainly required before we can continue our amenable to observational study, while others will require
strategy of developing the models to the point where the more theoretical effort. It seems clear, however, that for
same model/data and altimeter studies we have done for the foreseeable future, observational efforts in the GSS
the Gulf of Mexico can be done for the REX and SYNOP should be coupled with a serious, stably funded modeling
region. At the same time, the eddy-resolving capability program. The models will provide valuable guidance in
of the model must not be sacrificed. Thus, a realistic determining sampling strategies, in interpreting field data r-
numerical model of the GSS is expensive, both in man- from sparse observational networks, and in generating new
power for model development and in actual computer time. hypotheses for field testing. In some instances, for exam-
In some respects this expense must be considered in the pie, in using altimeter data for ocean forecasting, the -
same category as ship time or mooring costs. Great care models will be critical for data assimilation in space and
and forethought must be taken to ensure that the model time.
is as efficient as possible, while choosing research problems At least three areas of GSS research are timely and are
that have some chance of success with limited computer of critical concern: First, while numerical models have
resources. Therefore, in proposing experiments in modeling become more realistic, some serious discrepancies still exist
the GSS, it is important to determine what problems are between model simulations and the sparse observations.
"do-able" on present and near-future computers. This problem is due to inadequacies in the models and

The domains for our proposed experiments are shown in the data density. The models have failed to sin ,_.taneous-
in Figure 8. Domain A includes the Gulf Stream and its ly account for both the mean path of the Gull Stream
principal recirculation region. but does not encompass the and its penetration far into the interior of the North Atlan-
Gulf of Mexico. the Caribbean, and part of the North tic, and for the high energy levels in the deep water
Atlantic. However, this domain closely parallels Holland's downstream of the NESC at 55"W. where long time series
(1982) quasi-geostrophic (QG) domain, and should provide from moored current meters are available. This discrepancy ,
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is especially perplexing. since abyssal eddy kinetic energies using the QG assumption, require the topography to be
along 152"E near the Kuroshio Extension are a factor of of small amplitude. The work has shown that the small-
2 to possibly a factor of 5 lower than those at similar depths amplitude %eamount results are qualitatively different from
in the analogous part of the Gulf Stream (Schmitz et al.. those for the large-amplitude case. An additional concern
1982). What is unique about the GSS that yields such high associated with the topography is whether the Gulf Stream
ahvssal edJdy kinetic energy? What is lacking in the models penetrates to the bottom after it leaves Cape Hatteras. 4e

that prevents them from generating such energies so far Direct current meter observations along the continental
away from the western boundary? slope are often contaminated by low-frequency topographic

A second question involves the importance ot Rossby waves, which makes it difficult to determine the
topographic control on the dynamics and statistics of the relationship Iwtween deep fluctuations and meanders of'%
Gulf Stream downstream from Cape Hatteras. Increasing the Gulf Stream (Bryden. 1982). How are these waves
observational evidence and the modeling work suggest an generated and can a model account for them? H togg (1981)
important role for the continental shelf and slope, as well traced the origin of the TR\Vs observed near 7(YW back
as such obvious topographic anomalies as the NESC in to a generation region near 38"N and 68"W at the north-
influencing the Gulf Stream. I towever, most of the existing ern end of the NE.SC. Is it possible that meanders of the
models of the GSS either use a flat-bottom model or. bv GS, interacting with the seamounts might be the trigger
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for these waves? Another aspect of the topographic and his colleagues at NASA/Wallops provided material
influence is related to ring generation, movement, and concerning the DMA geoid for the Gulf. Monte Peffley,
decay. Work cle-arly indicates that warm core ring genera- Cindy Duarte. and Darren Grant performed many of the
tion efficiency is increased by the seamounts and that eddy diagnostic calculations and produced many of the graphics.
activity in the deep water in the vicinity of the seamounts Graphics software was provided by the National Center
was increased compared to the flat bottom experiment, for Atmospheric Research (sponsored by the National
It is also quite evident in the observations that the con Science Foundation). Alan Wallcraft of JAYCOR provided
tinental shelf and slope influence the movement and decay the fast vectorized Helmholtz solver and the irregular
of the rings. coastline version of the model originally designed by Harley

The third scientific issue is related to the measurement Hurlburt. Calculations were performed on the two-pipeline
of various statistical quantities, both from the models and Texas Instruments Advanced Scientific Computer at the -,

in the observations. We have evaluated the complete Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., and on
energetics budget for our model experiments and can map the NORDA VAX 11/780.
each term in the kinetic and potential energy equations.
both for the means and for the fluctuations, which is much
easier to do in the models than in the observations. The References .
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NORDA Studies of Medium Scale Flow
Dynamics in Marginal Seas and Straits

Thomas H. Kinder
Oceanography Division

Abstract
The techniques of experimental physical oceanography, numerical circulation

modeling, and remote sensing measurements have been applied to the Southeastern
Caribbean and Western Mediterranean Seas. Flows channeled by narrow passages
enter these semi-enclosed seas as jets which become unstable and form medium
scale eddies and gyres. Improved descriptions and dynamical understanding of
the medium scale features have emerged from NORDA studies.

Introduction atmospheric forcing to modify. Strait geometries make
Marginal or semi-enclosed seas, such as the Caribbean various boundary effects important, such as lateral and

and the Mediterranean, exhibit hydrodynamical phenome- bottom friction, coastal upwelling, sidewall eddies, setup.
na similar to the oceans. Their smaller size and partial and sharp curvature of streamlines. The energetic flows
isolation, however, make them more tractable for both cause nonlinear effects, mixing. and turbulence to become "
experimental and modeling investigations than the great important. For large straits, the earth's rotation remains
oceans they typically border. A natural laboratory for significant.
studying oceanic fluid dynamics exists in marginal seas, To address basic scientific questions about the complex
particularly where strong flows enter or exit through nar- flows in marginal seas and near straits, investigators from
row straits or passages. Flows through these straits are three NORDA groups were combined, so the techniques "

often concentrated into well-defined jets, but unstabk, jets. of experimental physical oceanography, numerical circula-
These features of marginal seas can make posing ex- tion modeling, and satellite and aircraft remote sensing

perimental and modeling questions clearer. For instance, could be applied to the problem. The goal was to learn
mesoscale eddies located near the downstream side of straits how to use these techniques synergistically while work-
are most likely recently formed locally, and their forma- ing on meaningful and clearly defined scientific problems.
tion is probably associated with the strong flows that form Two NORDA projects have combined in situ measure-
in the vicinity of the strait. Boundaries for both observa- ments with other techniques to elucidate medium-scale
tional grids and numerical models are also defined well, (about 10-100 kin) variability downstream of straits. In 1
whereas in open-ocean experiments and models there is the Caribbt(an project. hydrographic and current measure-

" often a nagging uncertainty about the upstream and ments were combined with numerical modeling to in-
* downstream conditions: indeed, it is often not known which vestigate eddy formation as the westward-flowing Carib

is upstream and which is downstream, bean Current exits the passages of the southern Lesser
Sea straits are oceanographically important because they Antilles. In the Mediterranean project, in situ measure-

influence adjacent water bodies and contain highly ment and numerical modeling were combined with remote
energetic hydrodynamic phenomena. They impose a sensing techniques from aircraft and satellite to study the
geographic constriction on the water flow (and. frequent- gyre that forms from the Atlantic Water that debouches
ly. on the flow of air above them). Bathyme. ric gradients the Strait of Gibraltar.
are also large, and continental slopes and submarine can- These two projects emphasize NORDA's contributions.
yons are often located near straits. These features cause Obviously. many non-NORDA investigators have con-
water flow to intensify, water masses to juxtapose, and tributed to mesoscale and strait flows in the Caribbean
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and the Mediterranean, but the discussion focuses on bine in situ and modeling techniques to studY eddv for-
NORDA work. For more balanced overviews, see Kinder mation there.
et al. (1985) and Parrilla and Kinder (1985). The working hypothesis for the study was that strong

inflows through the narrow passages of the southern Lesser
Discussion Antilles are the direct cause of the mesoscale variability

immediately downstream. Thus. the model used inflow
Mesoscale eddies in the southeastern Caribbean Sea as forcing. The measurement program was aimed at assess-

In the late 1970s. the southeastern Caribbean Sea was ing the inflow to provide realistic values for these critical
determined to have a high level of mesoscale variability boundary conditions, and also at observing the nature of
(Fig. I). Details of this variability were not known because the variability to validate model results. The role of the
closely spaced hydrographic surveys had not been done model was not merely to simulate the flow, but to pro-
and current measurements were few. Satellite infrared im- vide dynamical understanding.
age are not very useful in this area because of atmospheric Hydrographic measurements taken east of the Antilles,
interference and uniform sea surface temperatures (visi- as well as a careful literature review, suggested that the
ble and radar sensors hold some promise). A numerical southern passages were major entrances for Caribbean in-
circulation model that seemed useful became available flow, but with only about one-half the previously accepted
(Hurlburt and Thompson. 1980), and we decided to con- transports (Mazeika et al.. 1980). Current meter moor-

ings in the two major passages, Grenada and St. Vincent.
6,- T 67,.fi showed that St. Vincent Passage had the most energetic

1 .inflow (Mazeika et al.. 1983). Inflow through both St. Vin-
, : cent and Grenada showed fluctuations at 30-day periods

(Fig. 2).
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S' I". Figure 2 A vector plot of lou' passed filtered current meter

. records obtained in 1977 from St. Vincent Passa ,e The record

* '.  shous important fluctuations on scales longer than I V darvs.

The numerical model used two versions, either two-
1. layer or reduced gravity (one active laver overlying a quies-

61- "cent laver). Both used a primitive equation formulation
with high horizontal resolution (7.5 X 7.5 km). Model

Figure 1. A conceptual schematic of mesoscale variability results using constant inflow boundary conditions (open
in the southeastern Caribbean Sea 7"he tu'o in/lou's (stippled) western boundary) showed that the St. Vincent inflow alter
through Grenada Passage (south) and St. Vincent Passage nately shed cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies (Fig. 3) with
(north) carry about 40% of the total transport that enters a period of about 35 days (Heburn et al.. 1982). The
the Caribbean. mechanism was a horizontal shear instability. Further
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Figure 3. A vector plot of low passed filtered currents ob
tained in 1978-1979from Grenada Basin (near 13'N, 62 ° W;
cf Fig. 1). Note that there are energetic fluctuations near
periods of 3(0 days.

(KM)
modeling (Heburn and Hurlburt, 1985) has shown the
effects of variable inflow and interaction between the in-
flow jets. ............

Satelite-tracked drifter measurements showed eddies of .'..,

the same size, polarity, and location as predicted by the ........ ....... ....... . ......

model (Heburn et al., 1982; Kinder, 1984). A hydrographic .,..
survey (Burns et al., 1981) and current meter moorings o - , ,,,,111 ,,, ,
(Boyd and Kinder, 1980; Fig. 4) confirmed the scales and 0 (KMI 720
energy levels of the eddies.

Figure 4. Pycnocline fluctuations from a two layer numerical
Mesoscale and strait flows in the western Mediterranean Sea model experiment forced by inflow on the eastern (right)

The Mediterranean project differed from the Caribbean boundary and with the western boundary open, Even with

project in two important respects. First, the major meso- steady inflow, eddies form with properties that are consist
scale feature, the Alboran Sea gyre, and the inflow forcing ent with the observations.
were reasonably well known (Lanoix, 1974; Lacombe and "'
Richez, 1982). We were thus able to formulate more specif- velocity (both speed and direction) and vorticity of the
ic scientific questions early in the project and to judge pre- incoming current (Preller and Hurlburt. 1982: Preller.
liminary experimental and modeling results against existing 1985). The gyre develops as an instability of the inflow
knowledge. Second, the Mediterranean Sea is an excellent (Figs. 5 and 6) and, once formed, it can be interpreted
region for applying satellite infrared techniques. We in- as a standing Rossby (planetary) wave.
cluded remote sensing as the third important technique. Although some caution is required in inferring the gyre

An international team of investigators was formed, and and jet structure from infrared images (Bucca and Kinder,
the principal objective was to understand the dynamics 1984), during June-October 1982 the infrared images ac-
of the Alboran Sea gyre. The experimental plan was coor- curately reflected the general gyre and jet shape, as well
dinated by NORDA and the Instituto Espanol de Oceanog- as location (Champagne-Phillipe and La Violette. 1981:'
rafia. Overviews of the project, entitled Donde Va?, and La Violette, 1984; Kinder, 1984). The images showed a
preliminary results have been published (Donde Va Group, fully developed gyre throughout the period, except for one
1984: Parrilla, 1984), but many important results are still 10-day interval in September. June and October hydro-
being prepared for publication, graphic data and current meter data throughout the period

The numerical model was, again, an adaptation from confirmed a close correlation between the sea surface
Huriburt and Thompson (1980) with high horizontal temperature pattern and the shallow (to 2(X)-m depth)
resolution (5 X 10 km). We hypothesized that the gyre hydrographic and velocity distributions. Visible satellite
was directly forced by the narrow eastward jet of Atlan- and aircraft images showed a strong negative correlation
tic Water, and that the major gyre fluctuations were caused between sea surface temperature and calculated chlorophyll
by variations in this inflow jet. The model experiments concentrations (Arnone and La Violette, 1985: Fig. 7).
suggested that the gyre size is strongly dependent on the Rapid fluctuations present in apparent chlorophyll
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I NTERFPCE DEV IAT ION 2L IS-V concentrations are not yet understood. La Violette (19WI)
DH: '4. 0 M DnY- 366 found small (10-kin). cool, surface temperature anomalies

28C _. - ' that appeared to extend through the Atlantic Water and
that were advected around the gyre. Each anomaly seemed
duigJn-coeradvrossor-emmaue
to be generated twice daily near the strait exit. I

Velocity measurements included moored current meters

ments during October: surface drifters (La Violette. 1985),
- i';shprier sectionsr (Janopaul and Frisch, 1984). and detailed

proile setin (Perkins and Saunders. 1984). The low-
/ \\ '~' ~passed current data were highly correlated across the ar-

-' 7 - ray, which spanned both the jet and the gyre. The most
~~~ ~startlin evn a he absence of any strong eastward

flow in the northern Alboran during the 10 day period -

2O that corresponded to the absence of the gyre in satellite
infrared images (Kinder. 19914- Fig. 8). The short-term

Figure 5. Pvcnoclinefluctuationslrom a two laver numerical (4t- to 5-hour) drifter tracks showed that the surface speed
model experiment fJorced byv upper layver inllou' maximum (< 120 cm/sec) was found near cool sea sur-
through the Strait of Gibraltar (left). The uwestern boundary face temperatures (La Violette. 1985). Velocity cross sec-
is open to the upper layer. Note ti'e strong meandering in tions showed a close correspondence to hydrography and
/iou' Jet and the antic.;yclonic gyre (cf Fig. 6). regions of high shear (Perkins and Saunders, 1984, Fig. 9).
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198 0. The geometric Col-Jit.tion of this Surface maflitesta-
lion ol the internal Waves has been further traced bV uIS
Ing radlar in the Strait (Lat \'olette. Kinder and Green.
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Nbadls correspondecd to1 cool sea 04 rtace tempt ratur in
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The unfihecredl current meter slata also revealed( energetic .. '

packets (If short ix-ri(x-] ( - io mintet) internal waves F1'i!s.
10I and II 1. These. waIves were olrdered by amiplittde and
appe-ared to he initernal stllitolns (Kinder. 191).'). Thley Fr,, ~o ~ /C/4P (P0/ 111U p.icl c tit flrlinkg
oritwlnatc in the extremely (ner9.'ti lrilihru rcizii (i L iS1 N, 5f t, N ta Io4 ''(It 110./Uiil
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unpublished manuscript) and Iw using both aircraft and Boyd. J. 1). and T. I. Kinder (1980). Current Meter
Space Shuttle photographs in the strait and the Alboran Data from the Southeastern Caribbean Sea. August
Sea (La Violette and Arnone. personal communication). 197' February 1979. Naval Ocean Research and I)evel

The pattern and the dynamics of the Mediterranean opment Activity. NSTL. Mississippi. Technical Note 70.
water beneath the gvre have also been elucidated (Parrilla Burns. L). A.. M. E. Gove. N. V. Lombard. J. 1). Boyd.
et al.. 1985). They showed that the concentration of inter- S. E. Raffa and T. If. Kinder (1981). tivarographi"
mediate water as a broad current in the northern Alboran Measurements in Grenada Basin, Southeastern Carib
and the deep water as a narrow current in the southern bean Sea. Naval Ocean Research and )evelopment Ac-
Alboran is understandable as an effect of the earth's rota- tivitv. NSTL. Mississippi. Technical Note 202.
tion. In the first case the absence of bottom topography is BuI3ca. P. J. and T. 11. Kinder (1981. An Example of -*

crucial, in the second case the bottom topography imitates Meteorological Effects on the Alboran Sea G\re. Journal
\ariations in the rotation rate ("topographic beta effect") of Geophysical Research 89. 751 757.

and causes a boundary current to form. Champagne-Phillippe. M. and P. E. Ia V iolette (198. .
NOAA 7 A VHRR Imaees Obtained Durinxk the J),ndlne

Summary Va.E I periment in the A lboran Sea,. 1 -2( October 19, 2.

Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity. NSTI
The Caribbean and the Mediterranean projects have Mississippi. NORI)A Report 65.

already been fruitful, although important results are still Donde Va Group (198,1). l)onde \'a. An Oceanographic
in preparation for publication. The first basic description Experiment in the Alboran Sea. F)S 65. 082 6 81.
of the energetic mesoscale variability in the southeastern Heburn. G. W.. T. i. Kinder. J. If. Allender. and t1.
Caribbean has been obtained, and the nature of its genesis E. I turlburt (1982). A Numerical Model of Eddy Gener
is now understood. The origin of the Alboran gyre and tion in the Southeastern Caribbean Sea. In: I lydrodynamwhie
the cause of the Mediterranean water currents are now of Semi F-nclosed Seas. J. C. .J. Nihoul. (dl. lsevicr. pp.
understood. Internal solitons and submesoscale thermal 299 328.

anomalies were discovered. -l-eburn. G. W. and 11. E. I turlburt (1985). A Numerical e
The attempt to combine different techniques was also Study of Mesoscale Variability in the Fastern Caribbcl

successful. The nature of this success is probably best Sea. Submitted to Journal of Physical Ocean,,rap/,r.
demonstrated by the papers by Heburn et al. (1982) and -urlburt, 11. E. and J. I). "honipon 19 .
Parrilla et al. (1985). in which fundamental points in the Numerical Study of loop Current lntrusin, and t~dd"
papers depended critically on both of the represented Shedding. Journal ot Ptrial (a,,nkrap/,v III.
techniques. Publications that are now in preparation wvill 1611-1651.
provide further examples. either within single papers or Janopal. M. M. and A. S. Fris h l's , (()I ):\R
within closely coupled pairs of papers. NORI)A has strong Measurement> of Surface Current in the N,,rt hwecrn.
expertise in the areas of experimental physical oceanogra Alboran Sea During the Dondc Va? Exlperiment.. ,, A -.
phy. numerical circulation modeling. and satellite remote Geph'sicae 2. 11 ; I i S.
sensing. Future collaborations should be equally fruitful. Kinder. T. II. 98A,..Shallow Current n the (ar""

bean Sea and G(llt ot Mexico as Obser\ed \wit l Satc li--
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Biological Oceanography

Bioturbation of Ocean Sediments

Dave K. Young and Kevin B. Briggs .,

Oceanography Division

Bioturbation is defined as all biological activity that High-frequency acoustic bottom scattering is known
physically alters sediments. Research at NORDA has to limit the effectiveness of mine-hunting sonar systems,
shown that bioturbation also alters sediment geoacoustic torpedo guidance and control systems, and ASW systems
and roughness properties important to modeling and in general. NORDA research has shown that biological
predicting high-frequency acoustic bottom scattering, alteration of sediment is predictable, and NORDA research-
Bioturbation by benthic animals can alter sediment im- ers have demonstrated the magnitude of this alteration
pedance properties by either compacting or "fluffing" on acoustic bottom scattering using theoretical and em-
the sediment; bioturbation can also alter bottom roughness pirical bottom scattering models.
properties by smoothing the sediment surface or by F m ab r s
building sediment mounds (Fig. 1). Benthic animals can For example, changes in bottom roughness due to ,.

also alter sediment acoustic volume scattering properties smoothing of the sediment surface in sandy sediments can

because the animals create feeding voids that become filled result in a decrease in bottom backscatter strength by one

with sediments that have densities different from the sur- to two orders of magnitude for a 20-kHz signal at low
rounding sediments, of the animals create or destroy grazing angles. Acoustic volume scattering by sediment
layered sediments. Large benthic animals, especially those inhomogeneities created by bioturbation may be the most
with shells, are important bottom and volume point scat- important factor determining bottom scattering in soft

terers of acoustic energy. sediments.

Acoustic
Wavelength

\%
,~..,.

Fluffing Smoothing Compaction Mound Buried Surface
Building Scatterers Scatterers

Decreased Increased

Figure 1. Examples of how benthic animals can alter bottom roughness properties.
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Arctic Oceanography .5

NORDA Polar Oceanography

James P. Welsh, Duane T. Eppler, and Alan W. Lohanick
Oceanography Division

Introduction Discussion
The polar regions are characterized by unique environ- Analysis of single-band passive microwave imagery

ments and are potential theaters of naval operations. The The Ka-band Radiometric Mapping System (KRMS) is

environments are characterized by consistently low a passive airborne microwave imager that operates at a

temperatures, long periods of darkness, erratic and center frequency of 33.6 GHz. The instrument produces

unreliable communications, large areas of ice-covered images of surfaces during heavy cloud cover or darkness.

shallow seas (Arctic), remote to centers of population, the As such, KRMS-like instruments are well suited to all-

shortest (great circle route) distance airline routes between weather Arctic reconnaissance applications.

northern hemisphere centers. etc. These and other features Digital images produced by KRMS represent maps of

peculiar to polar regions, especially the Arctic, often the areal variation in radiometric brightness temperatures

translate into constraints on the U.S. Navy's capability across a scene. Brightness temperature is a function of

- to carry out missions. Until recently, the U.S. made only physical surface characteristics. Differences in salinity,

. a minimal effort to study Arctic phenomena, especially liquid water content, porosity, and the character of overly-

how it affects military operations. Increased activity and ing snow determine, in large part, the radiometric

improved capabilities by Soviet forces in the Arctic, par- characteristics of sea ice. Insofar as such physical

ticularly surface and subsurface operations, has focused characteristics differ between different types of ice, passive

U.S. Navy interest on the Arctic as a potential theater microwave imaging systems provide a means of mapping

of operations. NORDA has been involved in research on the abundance and distribution of different ice types en-

ice, snow, sea ice, ice dynamics, airborne and satellite countered along a flight track.
Work to date shows that four Arctic surfaces can be '

remote sensing, and ice camp logistics in the Arctic and

the Antarctic since the early 1Os. Specific areas of studies mapped unambiguously in winter conditions if only static

have developed through the years that are principally (point measurement) Ka-band brightness temperatures are

centered on understanding the environmental physics and considered. Open water. frazil (agglomerated into clumps.
stringers, and tadpoles), old ice (multiyear and second-year),

Thea maj rit o thy ogrm and first-year ice (including young ice) are characterized€ ~The majority of the study programs have developed °€
by ranges of brightness temperatures that do not overlap.

specific capabilities required for research in polar en- New ice and nilas, however, display a wide range of

vironments. Establishment of camps on floating sea ice brightness temperatures that overlap brightness tempera-

for supporting 10-15 scientists for durations ranging from tures characteristic of old ice and first-year ice. Although

weeks to months is one example of the unique capabilities new ice and nilas confound classification schemes based

NORDA has developed. The variety of disciplines required solely on static brightness temperature measurements, areal

to solve many problems must be merged and coordinated variation in temperatures across different types of ice pro-

within the pervading hostility of the polar environments. duces characteristic patterns and textures. Descriptors that

The threats to man and machines posed by the environ- characterize these patterns can be used in conjunction with

ment underlies the challenge of scientific investigations static temperature measurements to distinguish between p

in the polar regions. Highlights of a few areas of polar different types of ice that display similar brightness

regions research in progress at NORDA follows, temperatures.
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Arctic Oceanography

Textural descriptors are being developed to classify ice that provides the distribution of surface types present at
in scenes of passive Ka-band imagery. Our ultimate ob- specific times and places in the Arctic.
jective is to provide basic research in digital image proc-
essing that will permit automated ice reconnaissance sensor Ice/snow physics and ground-truth validation
systems to be constructed. We envision a semiautomated The Arctic ice pack constitutes a complex physical sys-
system that will record the abundance of different ice types tern not easily described by mathematical models in any but
overflown at regular intervals along track. Advantages of a gross statistical sense. Dynamical models are derived from
implementing such a system versus using present ice recon- physical principles and typically contain a small number of
naissance methods are several fold. The all-light, all-weather parameters that must be merged with airborne or ground-
capability of passive microwave imagers removes limita- based measurements. But, if the properties of the medium

tions imposed on conventional visual ice reconnaissance vary significantly over relatively small distances (as thev .
methods. Passive microwave imagers can be used at higher do in the Arctic ice pack), the model appropriate for a
altitudes and will cover broader regions than human ice small volume of the medium may not apply (if it contains,

observers can. Finally, data gathered by an automated typical limiting approximations) to the adjoining volume.
system can be near-teal-time telemetered or recorded and Physical properties relevant to remote sensing in the
archived for later analysis and interpretation. Such synoptic Arctic include physical temperature (usually, if not always,
records of regional, seasonal, and annual ice variability varying with distance from the top surface), ice and snow
are valuable as input to models for Arctic acoustics, ice salinities, porosity (the amount of air trapped in the ice),

drift, and heat exchange between ocean and atmosphere. ice and snow densities, dielectric constant (which could,
in principle, be derived from the other properties if they

Analysis of archived aerial photographs were uniform), brine volume (the percentage of salt water

" Since 1962 a substantial archive of remotely sensed (air- trapped in the ice), free water content (extremely impor-", " ~tant to the dielectric constant of snow cover), snow and,.-',
borne) data in Arctic regions has been accumulated. Thattetedeecrccntatosnoeoe),so nSbcice grain size (still suffering from a lack of universally ac-
data show ice conditions in the central Arctic and in cepted definition), crystal orientation, and ice thickness.
regions adjoining the United States, Canada, Greenland, None of these properties can be measured remotely a priori
Iceland, and Norway. Most data are aerial photographs (except the surface temperature part of the physical
and laser profiles, although limited sequences of infrared, temperature profile) with remote sensors. but they can
passive microwave, and multifrequency radar images also be inferred once the model parameters have been estab-
are available. lished. if the surface is uniform over some distance. ..1-

Individual records in the archive have been used for Therefore, surface-based (ground truth) measurements
specific projects, but the data set has never been analyzed, must be made to establish the measurable physical prop-
as a whole, for the synoptic information it contains. Be- erties and their typical spatial variability (to determine the P.
cause these data depict ice conditions over a wide range of statistical portion of the models). Validation consists of
geographic regions in most seasons for more than 20 years. matching remotely inferred physical property and
a comprehensive picture of regional, seasonal, and annual parameter values (e.g., ice thickness), with a second set
variation in ice conditions is present in the archive. More of ground-based measurements taken at the time of the
than 10.000 high-resolution aerial photographs are being remote-sensor "flyover."
reduced to a form in which they can be used to study Spatial variability of the physical properties contributes
regional and seasonal variation in ice type, thickness, and uncertainties in the parameters that must be inferred from
concentration. Image processor programs were developed measurements. The scientific process-hypothesis, experi-
to measure the relative abundance of different surface types ment or test, and improved hypothesis-is very difficult
in a photograph. This information is preserved in tabular to maintain in the Arctic due to the limitations of ex-
form. Each line of the table corresponds to a different frame perimental control. However. recent work at NORI)A
of photography and gives the percentage of the scene has shown progress in sorting out the sources of the
covered by open water, shuga, dark nilas. light nilas. gray variability in electromagnetic properties of sea ice. This
ice, gray-white ice, first-year ice, old ice, and icebergs. Melt- basic work will help in developing a mathematical physical
pond and ridge coverage is given where it can be deter- model that links the near surface and remote measurements
mined. The end product is an environmental data base of sea ice electromagnetic radiation.
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Finescale Variability Studies at NORDA

Janice D. Boyd, Kim D. Saunders, Henry T. Perkins
Oceanography Division

Abstract
NORDA is investigating finescale oceanographic processes and the means by

which they can be studied. "Finescale processes" loosely include those with
vertical scales of tens of meters or less and horizontal scales of hundreds of meters
or less. From a basic science perspective, a better understanding of these proc-
esses sheds light on the nature of the oceanic internal wave field and on the
mechanisms and rates of horizontal and vertical mixing. From a Navy perspec- -

tive, the work yields insights into wake turbulence and second-order effects on
acoustic propagation. Initial efforts concentrated on developing a unique profil-
ing instrument, the VCTD, that allows simultaneous measurement of temperature.
conductivity, pressure (depth), and three components of velocity. Now that the
instrument has been perfected, present and future work deals with the use of
the VCTD and supplemental instrumentation in better understanding the nature -
of the finescale processes.

Introduction events localized in both space and time. These events ap- t
Many upper ocean processes are intimately related to pear to be rare in the sense that most of the mixing is

*turbulent mixing. For example, to study the transport of the result of widely separated regions of intense mixing.
heat by the ocean from the equator to the pole, we must If the concept of smoothly varying mixing can be applied

*first understand how the downward mixing of heat is at all, it can only be in a statistical sense, in which the
*balanced by the upward transport of deep, cold water that net effect of the mixing can be given regional or seasonalV

sank in the polar regions. The wind-driven currents are characterizations.
generated by a stress acting directly at the surface and These regions of strong mixing appear as anomalies in
by waves generated by pressure fluctuations acting on that the smooth background of temperature, salinity (and often,
surface. The currents are formed when the wind's momen- but not necessarily, density) and velocity. Anomalous ...
tum is mixed downward and is transferred to the deeper patches with vertical scales on the order of 1- 1(00 m and
water. The upper layers of the ocean become stratified horizontal scales on the order of 10-10(X) m are grouped 4

as heat is input from the sun and is mixed to deeper levels, under the general term "oceanic finestructure.- while
One of the great unresolved problems of modern smaller scales are termed "microstructure." These terms

Aoceanography is understanding the mechanisms underly- are not well defined, the distinction being based mainly
*ing the mixing processes and the distribution and intensi- on the differences in instrumentation required to observe

ty of those processes. the smaller scales, so they are sometimes grouped uinder 1..
The simplest assumption about ocean mixing is that the general category of "fine- and microst ruct ure.-

it is distributed uniformly, or at least smoothly, in both Interest in the occurrence of fine- and microscales in
space and time-an assumption that is supported by the the ocean thus arises from their close relation to the natural
most elementary formulations of diffusion theory: that is, mixing processes. The fact that they are small in scale

*although the level of mixing might vary from place to and infrequent makes their study challenging. We need 4
place and from time to time, the transition would always to know how the natural processes occur, whether their.%1
be smooth. However, recent studies have shown this is occurrence can be predicted (at least on a statistical basis).
not the case; in fact, mixing appears to occur as isolated and what the statistics of intensity and occurrence (if the
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mixing events are. Only then will we be able to make Double diffusion N
reasonable estimates of the probability of encountering The possible existence of double diffusion was suggested

natural patches of turbulence. by three oceanographers in 1956 (Stommel et al., 1956).

Because the mixing processes associated with fine- and For nearly 15 years double diffusion was termed an

microstructure are so widely distributed, but occur in small "oceanographical curiosity'" and felt to have no major

localized patches. it is necessary to develop techniques by significance in the ocean. However, over the past I0 years
which the frequency and distribution of these mixing or so it has become more and more apparent that under

events can be determined bv routine surveys. One of the the right conditions double diffusion is not only a very
original and primary goals of the finescale processes pro- important process in oceanography. but also in such diverse

gram at NORDA was (and remains) to develop and test fields as astrophysics, metallurgy. chemical engineering.

methods for obtaining this information, solid earth geophysics, and solar pond technology (Hup-

Fine- and microscale variations in oceanic properties pert and Turner, 1981: Chen and Johnson. 1984).

occur almost everywhere in the ocean. In certain areas, Double diffusion arises when two components in a fluid

however, specific types of finescale structure occur more diffuse at different rates on a molecular scale and when

often and with greater intensity than in other areas. these components contribute, in opposing senses, to the

For example, a region of intense finestructure activity vertical density gradient. In the ocean these components

is southeast of Barbados. The finestructure is characterized are heat and salt: heat diffuses nearly 1() times faster than

by a step-like appearance in the trace of temperature, salini- salt, and the more heat the water has, the lighter it is:

ty and density plotted against depth. The steps are really when water has more salt, it is heavier.

layers of water on the order of 1O-40 m thick, separated If more than two components are involved- in stars

by high gradient layers (usually called sheets) on the order this might include angular momentum, heat, magnetic

of a meter or less in thickness. field, and helium-the process is called multicomponent

Other types of finestructure are associated with oceanic diffusion.

fronts. Very ckear finestructure signatures can be seen in When well developed, both forms are characterized by

the temperature. salinity, and velocity fields in the North extremely well-mixed convective layers separated by

Atlantic Subtropical Convergence Front (1984 study area, relatively thin interfaces. Figure 1 is a schematic drawing

see later). Other fronts, such as the New England Shelf- of the two forms. The so-called diffusive form, arising when"%e%
Break Front and the Iceland-Faeroe Front, exhibit similar temperature and salinity both increase with depth. is

instances of clear finestructure activity.
Even as the turbulent events responsible for oceanic mix- "Dftfivi" l, .

ing occur as isolated patches in space, so is their occur- Co

rence in time a localized phenomenon. This statement onvecive re on
needs to be qualified, as different mechanisms are respon- interface _ _

sible for the existence of different finescale Structures,
which necessarily possess different time scales. In sonic Convective region
models of fine- and microscale processes, the frequency ,Cn iro

distribution in both space and time is thought to be log-
normal. If that assumption is correct. the form of the

distribution implies that the rarer events are responsible "Fingerng" form

for most of the mixing activity. If we are to determine { 'n Convective region
the fluxes over an oceanic area due to mixing from field T S
measurements, we must have gxx statistics of the finescale zI Fingenng

structures and a gxod knowledge of the processes involved. Iinterface

Mechanisms yConvective region

A number of different processes lead to fine- and %

microstructure in the ocean. Among these are double dif- Figure 1. The two /Orms ot double di ?Usiun. T - temp, or
fusion, shear instability, external mixing, and internal wave the .ister deilu1in£ substanct; S is salt. the slouer u,/fii/ug,

straining, substance.
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characterized by a sharp interface, across which large (e.g., Elliott et al., 1974), and the northeast Caribbean
temperature and salinity gradients exist. Heat and salt are (Lambert and Sturges. 1977).
transported upward, primarily by molecular diffusion across Conditions allowing the formation of large-scale, well-
the interface (hence the name "'diffusive" form), but developed and long-lived thermohaline staircases are not
because heat diffuses faster than salt, the heat flux is larger as common as conditions that permit less vigorous salt
than the salt flux. The convective regions on either side fingering. However, the occurrence of staircases may well %
keep the interface sharp and the gradients maximized. indicate regions of significant vertical mixing and water

The second form, the fingering form, occurs when both mass modification (Lambert and Sturges, 1977). In addi-
temperature and salinity decrease with depth. The fingering tion, less dramatic steps appear to be fairly common
interface consists of a field of upward- and downward- wherever two water masses with the proper temperature
moving columns of water-the fingers-which transport and salinity relationships are in contact (e.g., Evans. 1981:
fluid from one side of the interface to the other. Because Schmitt and Georgi, 1982: Larson and Gregg, 1983: Armi
heat diffuses through the side walls of the fingers much and Zenk. 194I,). If laboratory results may be extrapolated
faster than salt does, some heat lost through the sidewalls to oceanic conditions, then salt fingering is causing substan-
by the downward-moving fingers is returned upward by tial downward transport of heat and salt wherever stair-
the upward-moving fingers. As a consequence, the cases are found and may be a very important vertical mix-
downward flux of salt is greater than the downward flux ing mechanism. In addition, preliminary work has indicated
of heat. As with the diffusive form, the convective regions the staircases have a significant impact on acoustic prop-
on either side of the interface keep the gradients through agation (S. Chin-Bing and 1). King, NORDA, personal
the interface maximized. Turner (1985) gives a recent communication: R. Schmitt. Woods Hole Oceanographic
review of the field. Institution, personal communication).

Under some oceanic conditions, both forms are impor-
tant. It is impossible to explain frontal processes without Shear instabilities
invoking double diffusion, particularly the dynamics and Fine- and microstructure variations of oceanic proper-
evolution of intrusions and vertical and horizontal mix- ties can also result from turbulence generated by shear
ing in Such regions (e.g., Gregg and McKenzi. 1979: Instabilities. Two closely related classes of instabilities may
Toolv and Georgi. 1981). On a smaller scale, double dif- be defined: Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and internal wave
fusion may be important in the mixed laver for mixing breaking.
small- sale thermohaline anomalies into the surrounding The simplest model of the Kelvin-tlelmhohz instabili- ,
tluid (l)elnore. 1980). ty is that of a flag wax ing in the breeze. Suppose you start

Under other circumstance.s, one form or the other with a thin. flexible membrane (a flag. for instance) with
predo-minates. The diffusive form is possible where a constant breeze blowing by it. Now. impose a small wavy
temlx'rature and salinity increase with depth, a situation disturbance on the membrane. Where the membrane is
that ocurs most commonly in polar regions (.g.. Neshvba convex, the streamlines of the wind will be forced together
et al.. 19-'1: Fster and Carmack. 1976) and near seafloor and will increase its speed: conversely, on the concave
geothermal sources (e.g.. Voorhis and l)orson. 1975: portion tit the membrane, the wind will be slowed. From %
Wiesenburg. 1980). Schmitt (1981) has suggested that in Bcrnoulli's law, we can see that the pressure acting on
termittent salt fingering may be the controlling mechanisn the membrane in the convex regions will be lowered and
in the shape of the potential temperature-salinity curve the pressure on the concave regions increased. This
in the Central Waters of the world's oceans. The existence pressure distribution will tend to move the membrane in
tf a wik'spread subsurface salinity maximum in many parts a manner such that the concave regions become more
if the tropical and subtropical ocean (Pickard and Emery, contcavc and similarl\ for tile convex regions. 0
1982) suggests that salt fingering may be common in these The same ph'sit, applies to a horizontal membrane
regions. Miller and Browning (1974) observed the large separating two regions of flow moving at difterent speeds.
scale isothermal steps, which are considered a hallmark it you allow the membrane to move at the average speed
of intense salt-fingering activitv, in a 53-km transect across of the tlox in bhoth regions. .\s long as the density is the
the etquator along, 84"25 W in the eastern Pacific. Similar saie in both regions itf flow, the instability will occur.
staircases have been observed off the northeast coast oi I the tiupper region has I.,s dense fluid than the lower %
South America (1985 study area. see later) in the T-rrheni rc.ion, work will ha\c to be done against gravity to raise
an .S"a (e.g.. Johannessn and Lee. 197 '. the (;ult of Cadiz fluid trfil the h,mer r'eion into the upper region and vice
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versa. If the density difference is great enough, the disturb- to collapse and flatten out under the influence of the sur- %

ance will not grow and no instability will occur. rounding fluid. The initial collapse is quite rapid, typical-
The ocean does not have thin. flexible membranes or ly on the order of a few minutes in the ocean, but the

infinite gradients, such as in the simple model described, time for flattening is on the order of the reciprocal of the
Nevertheless, the same physics applies to regions of flow Brunt-Vaisala frequency of the ambient fluid. As the
where the density and velocity gradients vary with depth. wake collapses it will lose energy by turbulent dissipation
As long as the ratio of the density gradient to the square and radiation of internal waves. After a time, the turbulent
of the velocity gradient remains above a certain threshold, velocity fluctuations will be damped by the viscosity of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities cannot occur. The density the fluid, and the variations in temperature and salinity
gradient is usually multiplied by the gravitational accelera- will be smoothed out by diffusive processes. The time need- '- 

tion and divided by the mean density to get a number ed to smooth out the fluctuations to the original
that is the square of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, the background state is known as the lifetime of the disturb-
frequency at which a parcel of water would oscillate if dis- ance. Wu (1966) gives a good discussion of the
placed vertically from its resting position. When this hydrodynamic phenomena associated with the collapse of
number is divided by the square of the vertical velocity a turbulent wake in a stratified fluid.
gradient, a nondimensional number, the Richardson Internal wave straining

number, Ri. is formed. The critical value for Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities is Ri = 1A4. The above mechanisms of generating finestructure are

Internal wave breaking can arise when internal waves called "irreversible" mechanisms because the mixing they

occur in a region where the fluid velocity varies with depth, cause irreversibly changes the temperature. salinity, and
i.e.. in a shear regime. Suppose you have a weak shear density fields. Another mechanism, internal wave strain-

field with velocity increasing upward. If an internal wave ing. is termed "reversible" because it only temporarily
is generated moving in the same direction as the shear, leads to changes in these fields. Perturbations in the fields -.

the upper part of the wave will be advected forward faster occur as the wave passes, but once it has gone by, the
than the lower portion of the wave. Eventually the upper temperature, salinity, and density fields return to their

part of the wave will move far enough ahead of the rest prewave condition.c r o"thn
of the wave that denser fluid will overlay less dense fluid ?This has beena quick surVeY of some of the mchanismS
and result in a Rayleigh-Taylor instability that collapses gfrul
into a turbulent patch. (This instability is responsible for action of some of these mechanisms (action) is commonly
the ultimate development and turbulent collapse of the observed in the atmosphere when cloud and moisture con-
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.) ditions are favorable. On days when a strong vertical shear

In the ocean, the shear field may be due to a large- is near or just above a stratus cloud, Kelvin-Helmholtz

scale feature such as an eddy or front or to other larger instabilities and subsequent billow/roll formation and. final-

scale internal waves. Frontal regions may possess both the ly, turbulent mixing and smoothing can be seen. Exter-

large-scale shears associated with the actual front and large- nal" mixing is evident when a high-flying aircraft creates

scale internal-inertial waves. Strictly speaking, the instability the classic contrail formation. These formations result from
associated with the breaking of internal waves should be the wing-tip vortices of the aircraft and eventually interactcalled in 'advective instability. This can take place with one another to twist and form "smoke-ring'" pat-La *lle an "ad ectve nstbiliy." Thi ca ta e pace terns far back in the wake.
without any ambient shear-just the shear present in the tnfbcihwk
background internal wave field.

Instrument development
External mixing In a few special instances it is possible to directly observe

Another source of fine- and microscale structure related the formation and evolution of fine- and microstructure
to turbulence arises from the passage of various types of in the ocean. Woods (1968) observed the formation of
objects through the ocean. When a vessel or large animal billows and rolls on a thermocline sheet by introducing
moves through a tluid, it leaves a wake of turbulent fluid dye into the stratification and photographing its evolu-
behind. For most bodies the wake is large enough to tion. Some of the first direct measurements of shear in

generate turbulent patches. The initial transverse diameter the main thermocline were made by dropping dye pellets
of the wake is on the order of the diameter of the from the submersible ALVIN and making a series of
generating body. In a stratified fluid the wake will tend stereoscopic photographs of the dyed pellet wakes.
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Microstructure in the thermal (or more accurately, the temperature sensor has a slow response but very high ac- P..

refractive index) field is often observed by divers as they curacy. The temperature signals from both sensors are
pass through the seasonal thermocline in large lakes. In sent to the deck unit separately for subsequent data proc-
general, however, fine- and microstructure must be studied essing on the ship or in the laboratory. The velocity sen-
indirectly through a suite of instruments, including sen- sors are similar to those used in the ACM, but while the
sors that measure temperature, conductivity, velocity, op- ACM has two acoustic paths, the VCTD has three in-
tical properties, and high-frequency acoustic backscatter. dependent paths and can therefore resolve the full three-

In the mid 1950s, an instrument was developed to ob- dimensional velocity vector.
tain very rapid measurements of temperature, pressure, In addition to the basic oceanic sensors, two sets of aux-
and conductivity. The temperature and conductivity were iliary sensors determine the orientation and motion of the %
combined in the instrument to get salinity, and the values instrument. The first sensor is an orthogonal triad of ac-
of temperature, salinity, and conductivity were transmit- celerometers that measures instrument acceleration along
ted up a conducting cable to a readout unit and plotter three axes. A triaxial magnetometer is also installed to
on the ship. This instrument evolved into the the Bissett- measure the components of the earth's magnetic field vec-
Berman STD (salinity-temperature-depth measuring tor in the instrument coordinate system.
device). At the time the STD was developed, the need When the instrument was initially ordered, the suite
for matching the time response of the temperature and of sensors was thought to be sufficient for determining
conductivity sensors was not recognized, nor were digital both the instrument orientation and the motion of its
computers inexpensive, reliable or small enough to use center of mass, It was also thought that these quantities
in routine data processing at sea. The mismatch between could be resolved and that the effect of the instrument's
the sensor time responses resulted in erroneous salinity motion could be removed by appropriate numerical treat-

spikes" whenever the instrument passed through very ment of the data, but this assumption has proved incor-
strong temperature gradients. The conductivity, rect. Over the past several years NORDA has investigated
temperature, and depth profiler (CTD) developed by Neil a number of methods for mechanically decoupling ship-
Brown to overcome many of the problems inherent in induced motion from the VCTD, subject to the constraint
the STD design has been manufactured by Neil Brown of keeping the instrument tethered to the ship. Tether-
Instrument Systems Corporation (NBIS) since the 1970s, ing would permit control of the sampling depths of the
and has become one of the standard instruments for instrument, provide power, obtain real-time data, and avoid

* oceanographic research. the time and expense of VCTD redesign and construction.
The acoustic current meter (ACM) was also developed Both passive and active systems were considered for

by NBIS. This instrument uses the principle that the time providing the decoupling before finally settling on an ac-
required for an acoustic pulse to travel from one set of tively controlled winch with external feedback. The winch

transducers to another is equal to the speed of sound plus was constructed by the SeaMac division of Harvey Lynch.
. a factor proportional to the speed of the water. If pulses Inc., of Houston, Texas, and the control and feedback

are sent at the same time and in opposite directions, then system was designed and constructed at NORDA. The
the time difference of the pulse travel is directly propor- first tests of the motion isolation system were performed
tional to projection of the water velocity on the sound with reasonable success on the Finescale Variability Ex-
path. This type of current meter is very rugged and has periment cruise in July 1984, and the VCTD is becom-

S. no moving parts or negligible zero drift. The pathlength ing an indispensable tool in NORDA's finestructure
is short, on the order of 20 cm, making it a good sensor investigations.
for the larger microscale to the larger finescale velocity A number of expendable instruments have been or will Il
fluctuations. be used in finescale studies. They include the expendable

A major undertaking at NORDA has been the develop- dissipation profiler (XI)P), developed by Lueck and
ment of a hybrid instrument combining the features of Osborne of the Naval Postgraduate School: the expendable
the NBIS CTD and ACM. This finescale profiler measures current profiler (XCP). developed by Sanford of the Univer-
velocity, conductivity, temperature. and pressure (depth) sity of Washington Applied Physics Laboratory: and the

" and is termed the VCTD. The primary sensors for ubiquitous expendable bathythermograph (XBT) and its
temperature and conductivity are the same as for the NBIS air-launched version, the AXBT. The XDP is the newest
CTD. As in the CTD, there is a temperature sensor with of these instruments and is presently the only expendable
a very rapid response but low accuracy, and another instrument capable of making microscale turbulence

1%
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estimates. These expendables are invaluable in supplement- problems. but measurements taken with the' CTI) vield
ing CTD and VCTD measurements. ed gx)d information on the larger tinescale structures

(Perkins and Saunders. 1981a).
The second part of the cruise was part of the IX)nde 'e

Va? international experiment to stud% the Alboran Sea , , ,O-
1980 Gvre. The seas were extremely calm. and all the data from "% 4-

The first sea tests of the VCTD were performed on the older profiler were of very high quality. Two good

a cruise to the Bay of Campeche in autumn 1980. The velocity and CTI) sections were made across the Atlan
primary goal of the cruise was to check out the instru- tic inflow, and a moderately long time series station was

ment at sea, correct design faults. if any, and test different made just off Gibraltar. Findings ha-e been presented in
methods for deploying the instrument to facilitate reduc- Perkins and Saunders (198-1b).
tion of ship-induced motion.

Several easily corrected errors were found in the elec- 1983

trical design of the instrument. The instrument was tested In July 1983 NORI)A oceanographers Once again

by deploying it in the same manner as the CTD (from returned to the tropical Atlantic as participants in the in

the starboard davit arm). Also tried were several varia- ternational SEQUAL/FOCAL program. Two equatorial

tions of a catenary deployment, which proved very suc- sections were made: the first extended from 10"N to (Y'S

ces.sful in reducing the vertical motion of the instrument along 21"W. and the second extended from i"S to I0"N

at the expense of increasing its horizontal motion. along 20"W. The older profiler functioned well, yielding
While at sea, also tested were several methods for deter good data down to 320 In. but uin fortunatel y. conductivi

mining the vertical velocity component of the instrument ty problems recurred with the new profiler. CTI)

to be used in correcting the observed vertical elocitv. measurements were made to obtain conductivitv aqd

These methods worked sucessfully. and were later im temperature down to S(X) m. and the sections were filled ,a

proved on shore, prior to the next cruise (Saunders et al.. in by XBT drops. Results were published in Perkins and

1981). Saunders (198 4o).
On the westward transit from the equator into Barbados

1981 the ship passed through a well-known region of large-scale.

The VCTL) was used next on t joint cruise aboard the salt-fingering generated thermohaline steps. Vs a pilot study
RV GYRE in November and December l''1. The work for the 1985 C-SALT work (s 'v later) XLTs were dropped %
ing track of the cruise began near the equator at 25"W and a number of VCID) and CTI) casts were made. Results ,%
and ran west-northwest to Barbados. Most ot the V(11) have been reported in a number of presentations and ,-
stations were taken between the equator and i1N along publications, including Boyd et al. (1983). [k)vd and Perkins
that track. (198-). Bovd et al. (1985). Bovd and Perkins (1985a). and --

Good observations of the equatorial undercurrent w ere Bovd and Perkins (19851).
obtained, although data had to be filtered about I) m
resolution to remove ship induced motion eftects. "\Onie 1984

extremely homogeneous layers in the undercurrent were By 1984. the original project had evolved into a Special
observed, which may have been indicative of strong mix Focus Program project with more emphasis on the nature
ing. Results from this cruise have Ilt'en published in Perkins of the inescale processes themselves, rather than the

and Saunders (1982). methods bv which they can be observed. This overall proi
ect involved NORI)A. the Naval Research laboratory %,-,.

1982 (NRI.) ,nd the Contract Research Program Office of ONR. e
The following year. NORDA scientists participated in The first phase t the program began in 198.1 with the

a cruise to the Alboran Sea and the Gulf of Cadiz. span Finescale Variability Experiment (FVX 8.1). which was
ning both sides of the Strait of Gibraltar. A second V'CTI) planned its a two ship operation to investigate the finestruc
was purchased that had a pressure sensor capable of depths ture in the North Atlantic Subtropical Convergence Front.

to 32(X) m. The initial plan was to us( this profiler in The scientific objectives of the study were to determine
examining the Mediterranean outflow in the Gult of Cadiz the spatial distribution (A tinecale patches in relation to
and to use the older, shallow profiler in the Alboran Sea. the front and to the distribution of internal wave activity:
Unfortunately, the new profiler developed conductivity to measure the morpholov of the patches and determine
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the processes operating in the patches; to study the inter- meant by "large-scale thermohaline staircase" is shown
nal wave variability: to determine, if possible. the cause in Figure 3 from the small pilot study NORDA carried
of sheet and layer structures: and to determine the large- out in the area in 1983.
scale structure of the front. To accomplish these objec- The upper 1(XX) m of this area is a region ot high
tives, a two-ship operation was planned. The NRL ship variability where waters formed in the North and South
would be responsible for obtaining the large-sct,' ther- Atlantic come together and serve as a source for both
mal background and locating potentially interesting patch- the westward-flowing Caribbean Current and the eastward-
es using their high-resolution thermistor chain, while the flowing North Equatorial Counter Current. and the
NORDA team would make deiailed profiles of conduc- eastward-flowing Equatorial Undercurrent (Richardson and
tivity. temperature, and velocity in the patches. Airborne McKee. 1984: Pickard and Emery, 1982). Centered at
AXBT flights would be used to locate the front, and the alut 1(X) m is the warm, saltv North Atlantic Subtropical
ships would use this information for detailed sections. The Underwater (SUW) (Detant. 1901" terminology from-
experiment was to be divided into three phases: the front Wuest, 19X).). Somewhat deeper, at about 8(X0 m. is found
would be located: NORI)A would take repeated profiles the relatively cool and fresh Antarctic Intermediate Water
at a point in the front while NRL would run a star pat- (AAIW) (Wuest, 1978: terminology from Pickard and
tern around the NORI)A ship in the front: the second Emery, 1982). which can be traced well into the Caribbean. V
phase would bew repeated in a "'quiet" region away from The salt fingering and the staircases they generate o-
the front. cur in the water column between the SUW and the AAIW.

This plan was generally followed, with the addition of The high gradient interfaces between the well-mixed con-
a cross frontal VCTL) and CTI) section during a vective layers are typically several meters thick. but the
maintenance period for the NRL chain, and a study of layers can range from several meters thick to up to 200
an active patch. The patch study began with its location m thick in sonic parts of the world. The salt fingers are
by NRI and the tagging of the patch with a NORDA located within the interfaces, probably across several
drogue. The drogue was then followed by the NORDA smaller scale interfaces imbedded within the larger inter-
ship, and nearl Lon tinuous profiles were taken while faces. The small interfaces are too small to be resolxed
fo~lhoing the patch center. I)uring this period the NRL by ordinary oceanographic instrumentation. The coilec-
ship ran nearl, contintouIs tracks across the patch. tive effect of the fingers is to drive a vigorous flux of salt

Verv strong shears were observed in the patch study, and a somewhat lesser flux of heat downward from the

The current speed did not vary greatly with depth, but SUW into the AAIW.
the direction of the current changed radically, giving rise The region is excellent for the first Oceanographic investi-
to strong shears. During most of the study a great deal gation of double diffusive processes The salt fingering is
of internal wave activity was witnessed, and the thermistor much more vigorous than in many other parts of the world
chain profiles showed numerous indications of Kelvin ocean where the signatures of the process would be con-
Helmholtz like structures. Analysis of the data is ap taminated to a much greater extent by other mechanisms
proaching completion. that generate finescale variabilit.. We hope the understand-

ing gained in this area will improve our understanding
1985 of what is happening in much more complex areas.

Double ditfusion is the focus of the 1985 work. A nurm- The field work in 1985 will occur in two phases. A
ber of institutions, including NORDA, NRI., the Naval spring phase includes an AXBT survev and a ship survey
Postgraduate School, the Woods Hole Oceanographic In that will also implant a current meter mooring. The fall
stitution, and the University of Washington will conduct phase will begin with an AXBT survey and the two 2-ship
an intensive study of the thermiohaline staircase field off investigations using a vast array of oceanic finescale in-
the northeast coast of South America. strumentation. including VCTD profilers. The investiga-

The 1985 study area is shown in Figure 2. Thermohaline tion has five scientific goals.
staircases have been reported here for at least the past * To define the extent of the staircase field in this region
15 years (Delnore and McIlugh. 1972: Mazeika. 1971: and to assess its variability in both time and space.
Perkins and Saunders. 1982: Bruce et al.. 1984: Boyd et To determine the local temperature. salinity, and
al.. 1985). A survey of the historical reports suggests the shear environment.
steps are found over approximately the region outlined. * To examine the eso0lution of the staircases oer sc% eral
covering roughly 1.2 x 10 km2 . An example of what is inertial periods.
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Microbiology

An Analytical Evaluation of Microbiologically
Induced Corrosion

Brenda J. Little and Patricia A. Wagner
Oceanography l)ivision

Abstract
The corrosion resulting from the colonization of bacterial isolates on nickel.

copper. and carbon steel surfaces has been quantified using a newly developed
technique. In all cases the presence of the microorganisms created anodic cur
rents. Further, it has been shown that the observed currents (:an be due to respira-
tion, which creates differential aeration cells, and secretion of acidic metabolites.

Introduction surfaces invalidates the data derived from electrochemical
MicTofouling and corrosion commence immediately after techniques that are based on the assumption that the

a metal is exposed to an aquatic environment. Microfoul measured corrosion is taking place uniformly on the
ing is the accumulation of microbial forms. such as bacteria. surface.
tungi, and microalgae. and their secretions. Corrosion, as NORDA scientists developed an analytical approach that
applied to metals. consists of oxidation and reduction reac- can he used to quantify the corrosion current resulting .

tions that take place in areas known as anodes and cathodes, from microbial colonization of metal surfaces and to deter-
respectively, mine the nature of the microbial mediation. The effects

Most metals are found in nature in thermodvnamical- of a marine pseudomonad. an obligate thermophilic
Iv stable forms. An investment of energy is required for filamentous bacterium and an iron-oxidizing stalked
refining these metallic ores. Immediately after refinement, bacterium, isolated from corroding copper, nickel, and car-
oxidations and reductions that involve enertgy changes via hon steel surfaces. respectively, were examined using this
electron transport convert these metals to their original approach. Possible mechanisms for the observed corro-
low-energy state. Microorganisms have evolved elaborate. sion have also been evaluated.

* efficient systems for electron transport. using a variety
ot metals to serve energy manipulation requirements (Alex Methods and materials

- ander. 1967: Zajic. 1909).
)espite the obvious interrelationship between corrosion Corrosion experiments

and microfouling, these two processes have traditionally A schematic diagram of the corrosion-measurint, device
been evaluated individually. However, the economic is presented in Figure 1. Ground glass bases from "47 im i
ramifications of microbial corrosion have created a need Millipore filter supports were joined to the sides of two
for measurement tools to quantify the process. The tradi 5t1)l flasks. A f. I-m pore 1 Millipore cellulose
tional weight-loss method for measuring corro,,ion does acetate 'cellulose nitrate filter disc was placed between the
not distinguish between biological and abiological contribu two supports. and the flasks were clanped together and
tiIns. In addition, the method is destructive only one tilled with 5()( ml of the IMsal salts medium supplemented
measurement can be made per specimen. Fectrochemical with (0.5',' eah tryptone and yeast extract. )upli.,aes
methods. such as potentiodvnamic polarization scans and ot either nickel. dopper, or carbon steel I ciii el'cItrd ,.-"
I Afel extrapolations, permit iany observations (In ol were placed into the flasks. The c'lt ire asseNilage was
specimen over time. but. again, there is no distinction he- aut(tlaced for I m rin at 1 20 (: and I "3 psi. Water saturatel-
tween the hiotic and abiotic components of corrosion. Fur air wis bubbled into (1ine of the flasks. Previous exLpriments
thermore, the patchy nature of microhial coloni/.ation of ha\ , shown that ox\ gen diffused acro ss the ncnibrane

1s7 ,.+ .*
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F Experiments were designed to abiotically test the in-
Gdividual effects of bacterial respiration and acid metabolite

W production on the corrosion of the metal substrata.
MIRROMAGE Platinum electrodes were used as chemically unreactive

surfaces with which to compare the electrochemical
responses of the other metals. The 0.1 14m Millipore filter
was replaced with a Teflon disc to ensure chemical separa-
tion of the compartments. A KCl/agar bridge maintained
electrolytic conductivity.

EF_ Bacteria

CThe bacterium designated as B-3 (Pseudomonas sp.) was
c isolated from a surface that was painted with cuprous ox-

ide and tributyl tin and exposed in seawater. Thermus
aquaticus, an obligate thermophile, was isolated from a
failed nickel heat exchanger that had been maintained with

U distilled water. The iron-oxidizing bacterium was isolated
A - HALF CELL 6-.P ELECTROE from a corroding carbon steel water box that had been

B -CELL COVER H- METIL S ECNEN filled with (naturally occurring) lake water. Standard
C -MEMANE I. LUGSI CAPILLARY microbiological techniques were used to isolate and main-
0 - MEOW INIET J GAS OUTLET tain pure cultures. Organisms that had a greater ability
E -VMM OUTLET K - GAS INLET
F- UTILTY PONT to attach to surfaces were selected by providing metal discs

in the culture. These discs were used for subsequentFigure 1. Corrosion measurement cell.
transfers and for the inoculation of the electrode in the

and that the water in the two flasks was saturated with corrosion-measuring experiments.

oxygen after 2 hours of aeration. The membrane ensured
electrolytic conductivity between the discs, while main- Results and discussion
taining microorganisms on one side of the membrane and In all cases, the specimen in the cell inoculated with
an abiotic system on the other side. One flask was in- bacteria became the anode of the galvanic couple with cur-
oculated with a metal disc previously colonized by rents ranging from 1.0 uA cm - 2 to 10.4 A cm - 2 (Fig.
microorganisms, while a sterile disc was dropped into the 2). The range of observed currents is indicative of the vary-
flask to be kept in an abiotic condition. The electrodes ing susceptibilities of the metal substrata and the varying
were then galvanically coupled and the resulting currents impacts of the three isolates on those substrata.
measured with an EG&G PARC corrosion measuring The optimum growth temperature for the obligate ther-
device (Model 350). mophile is 60-70'C, and the organism is completely

In such a system the measuring device functions as a
zero resistance ammeter; i.e., the potential of the galvanic ,.,

cell is not perturbed by the current measurements. If the 2 -
S
"

identical metal specimens are galvanically coupled and are
isolated in identical electrolyte solutions, the current flowbetween them is zero, even in the presence of active cor-
rosion. They corrode at the same rate and neither func-

tions as an anode or cathode in reference to the other. /,
If this balance is disturbed by the presence of colonizing 2 "

microorganisms, a current flows between the two - - - - .-- --- - ------- -. --

specimens. If the reaction that is taking place at the sur- 0 20 30 40 50 80 0 80 90 ,0go

face of the inoculated electrode is an oxidation, an anodic o r 0ct11.,
current will be recorded; if it is a reduction, a cathodic Figure 2, Corrosion current versus time for three bacterial
current results. species,

51%
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inactive below 500C. The dual compartment cell, which metal surface and a lower or zero concentration at another
held nickel specimens, was submerged in a water bath will result in the former becoming the cathode and the
maintained at 60K, and one compartment was inoculated latter the anode of the corrosion cell. The experiments
with the organism. After about 20 hours, the current at described here demonstrate the differential aeration princi-
the inoculated electrode began to increase anodically, and pie defined by Evans, but they also demonstrate that the
finally stabilized at 3.8 14A cm- 2 At ambient impact of differential aeration on corrosion current varies
temperature, where the organism is inactive, no current among metal substrata from virtually no current in the
between the compartments was observed. Similarly, no case of platinum to stable corrosion currents for copper.
current was observed when the organisms colonizing the carbon steel, and nickel.
nickel electrode were heat-killed. These results suggest that Most heterotrophic bacteria secrete organic acids dur-
these organisms must be metabolically active to affect ing the fermentation of organic substrates. Organic acids
corrosion. from bacteria have been shown to enhance corrosion of

Bacterium B-3 was inoculated into one side of the dual a number of different types of metals. The types and
compartment cell that held copper specimens. After a amounts of acids produced in nature depend on the kinds
10-hour incubation time at ambient temperature, the cur- of organisms present and the substrate molecules available.
rent at the inoculated electrode began to increase anodically However, in natural microaerobic habitats, acetic acid is
to about 1.0 IiA cm -2. Similar results were obtAined the major organic acid produced during fermentation. r
when the stalked iron-bacterium was inoculated into the The impact of acetic acid on the corrosion of nickel,

system containing carbon steel electrodes. An anodic cur- carbon steel, and copper was experimentally evaluated in
rent of 10.4 1AA cm -2 was measured after approximate- the two-compartment cell, with platinum serving as a con-
ly 40 hours. However, the iron-oxidizing bacteria on the trol. The experiments were conducted in 3 parts per thou-
carbon steel surface produced tubercles of ferric hydrox- sand synthetic salt solution in which the electrodes were
ide. which prevented diffusion to and from the surface incubated overnight. Once the electrical connections were "4

and created differential aeration cells that were independ- made, each cell was allowed to reach its own characteristic
ent of the biochemical activity of the bacteria. When these baseline value. One of the compartments in each of the
microorganisms were heat-killed, the anodic current re- cells was made 10 millimolar (mM) with respect to acetic
mained stable at 8.6 AA cm- 2. acid. In all cases the electrodes in the compartment con-

Several possible mechanisms have been proposed for taining acetic acid became the anodes of the two-
microbial effects on corrosion under aerobic and compartment apparatus with currents which stabilized at
microaerobic conditions. Among these are the formation 0.11, 1.87, 7.54 IiA cm - 2 respectively, for ,ickel. cop-

of differential concentration (aeration) cells between areas per, and carbon steel. The current between the platinum
covered by bacteria and the bare areas and the produc- electrodes remained stable at 0 ttA cm- 2 (Fig. 3). The
tion of acids by microorganisms. With the aid of the dual- acetic acid apparently caused anodic depolarization with
compartment cell described in this paper, it is possible the corroding metals.i~

to abiotically simulate conditions to individually evaluate
proposed mechanisms.

Under sterile conditions, oxygen was bubbled through 201 ,

both compartments of the cell containing nickel, copper, 16- /'".. carbon steel electrodes
carbon steel, or platinum electrodes. The current between E21- /

;* the compartments was, in all cases, zero. Differential aera-
tion was created by replacing the oxygen in one of the 8- Cu electrodes

compartments with nitrogen. The carbon steel and cop- - Ni electrodes
per electrodes in the compartment containing nitrogen -.. ....................

became the anode of the galvanic couple with stable cur- 0 - - - - ..?. / " Pt electrodes "-
rents of 5.3 Acm- 2 and 4.8 #A cm 2 , respectively. -4 * I

No current was observed with the platinum and nickel 0 12 24
electrodes in the presence of differential aeration at room HOURS
temperature. ,'

Evans (1925) stated that any geometrical factor that Figure 3. Impact of 10 mM acetic acid on corrosin current ver
results in a higher concentration of oxygen at one part of a sus time for nickel, copper, carbon steel, platinum electrodes.
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The impact of specific metabolites varies among sub- tubercles are present. Their presence creates differential
strata as shown in Figure 3. Burnes et al. (1967) demon- aeration cells that are independent of the biochemical
strated that organic acids formed metallic salts of copper activity of the microorganisms.
in the presence of oxygen. Ashton et al. (1973) suggested
that the acidic secretions of Escherichia coli were repon- References
sible for the enhanced corrosion of carbon steel due to A d . 7ut o
the dissolution of iron-oxide formed on the metal surface. Alexander, M. (1967). Introduction to Soil
Similarly, nickel forms a passivating film in slightly alkaline Microbiolo,. John Wiley, New York, 467 pp.
solutions. Acidic metabolites secreted by microorganisms r Ashton, S. A., J. D. A. Miller, and R. A. King (1973).
can prevent passivation or destroy an existing passivation Corrosion of Pourous Metals in Batch Culures of Nitrate
film. Reducing Bacteria. British Corrosion Journal 8. 185-189.

Burnes, J. M., E. E. Staffeld, and 0. H. Calderon
(1967). Corrosion Caused by Organic Acids Reacting

Conclusions with Three Metals, with Special Emphasis on Kreb Cycle
The corrosion measurements presented in this paper Acids. Developments in Industrial Microbiology 8,

confirm that three bacterial isolates are responsible for 327-334.
anodic corrosion currents. Further, we demonstrated that Evans, U. R. (1925). Oxygen Distribution as a Factor
respiration and acid metabolites contribute to these anodic in the Corrosion of Metals. Industrial and Engineering
processes. The corrosion of carbon steel colonized by Chemistry 17, 363-370.
microorganisms can continue after the microorganisms Zajic, J. E. (1969). Microbial Biogeochemistry.
have been killed because persistent ferric hydroxide Academic Press. New York. 345 pp.
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An Overview of Basic Bioluminescence
Research at NORDA

Richard V. Lynch III and Arthur V. Stiffey
Oceanography Division

Abstract
Bioluminescence occurs throughout the world's oceans at all times of the year

and at every depth. In some regions it creates spectacular displays. It can be
stimulated in a number of ways-notably mechanically, chemically, photically,
barometrically and, possibly, acoustically. Most naval research has concentrated
on mechanical stimulation to facilitate remote detection of ships at night mov-
ing through waters containing luminous organisms. Such movement will stimulate *..

the organism to flash or glow, creating a signal that can be detected by airborne .
low-light-level, image-intensifying television camera systems. NORDA research
has also concentrated on vertical distribution of bioluminescence in the water
column, on correlations with physical and chemical parameters in seawater,
and on stimulation and quenching mechanisms. A correlation between
bioluminescence and temperature gradients has been established. Lasers and small
pressure pulses have been used successfully to stimulate bioluminescence in
dinoflagellates. Studies of chemical effects on bioluminescence have led to the '
development of assay techniques with many potential applications. Instrumenta-
tion development is being promoted to enhance naval capabilities in this field.

Introduction and have been thawed from Arctic ice. Below the photic

"The ship dropped depth charges and in 30 minutes zone of the ocean, it has been estimated that perhaps 90%"Theshi drppe deth hargs ad i 30mintes of the individuals and 70% of the species are luminous
sank the last German U-boat. The phosphorescence of the (Lynh, 1978). En within the phoic reio a

-' ~(Lynch, 1978). Even within the photic region, large ,-,
sea was so intense that the movements of the shining U-34 numbers of luminous organisms occur. Luminescence ap-"under surface were clearly visible."nubroflmnsogaisocr.L iesneap

underescence surfe we c l vpears in most marine phyla from one-celled dinoflagellates
Luminescence of the Sea, and radiolarians up through fish and squid.
N. I. Tarasov (1956), from Bioluminescence is also common on land; fireflies are the
Newbolt's Operations of the best-known examples. In fresh water, however, only a

single luminous organism lives-a limpet from New
Marine bioluminescence has been observed since ancient Zealand.

times. Aristotle refers to light in the sea that can only Luminous marine organisms are known to create spec-
be bioluminescence. Later observers believed that it was tacular displays. Primarily in the Arabian Sea, Bay of
produced by phosphorus and called it phosphorescence Bengal and South China Sea, displays called "milky seas"
of the sea, a term still frequently used by mariners, and "phosphorescent wheels" occur. A milky sea is a
However, the proper term is bioluminescence because it large, lighted area in the ocean, which frequently extends
is light produced by living organisms, from horizon to horizon and sometimes lasts all night or % I

Bioluminescence occurs throughout the world's oceans longer. A phosphorescent wheel is a display in which alter-
at all times of year and at every depth. Luminous organisms nating arms of light and dark appear to rotate around a
have been observed at the bottom of the Marianas Trench center similar to a fireworks pinwheel (see Figure 1 for
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believed to be unnecessarv until the 1970s. At that time
the National Marine Fisheries Service. using -starlight
scope- technology developed for use in Vietnam,
developed an airborne low-light-level, image-intensifying
TV camera system (LLLII) for spotting fish schools mov-
ing at night (Roithmavr. 1970). The motion of the fish
through water containing luminous organisms would
stimulate them to emit light, which could then be detected
by the LLLII and used to locate and entrap the school.
This system was capable of intensifying light too dim to
be seen by eye until it could easily be seen on a TV scren.
Suddenly, a means of detecting remote objects moving
in the water at night was available, and the Navy became
interested in bioluminescence. However. many questions
remained to be answered.

Discussion

Distribution
NORDA's present bioluminescence research program

began in 1973 at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL).
The program was transferred to NORDA in 1983 upon
the closing of NRL's Environmental Sciences Division.
NORDA's initial program goal was to study the seasonal "N
and geographic distribution of bioluminescence and attempt

Figure 1. Artist's conception of a phosphorescent wheel (from to correlate that distribution with physical and chemical
Hilder 1962). parameters in the ocean. To do this. a literature survey

and a series of research cruises were instituted. The Seventh
an artist's conception of a wheel). These pinwheels range Fleet also assisted by observing bioluminescence in its
in size from one meter to several kilometers in diameter. operating areas, primarily the Arabian Sea, for several
Indeed, it is speculated that another display consisting of years.
moving, parallel stripes of light is only the arms of a wheel The major result of this work has been the publication
the center of which is over the horizon. The causes of of a series of articles, reports, and atlases establishing the
these displays are unknown, ubiquitous occurrence of bioluminescence, suggesting the

Bioluminescence can be stimulated in many ways. In predominant luminous organisms, and estimating the prob-
nature, the most common means is probably mechanical- ability of encountering surface bioluminescence of given
touching or shaking a luminous organism will cause it intensity levels (Figs. 2 and 3). Individual encounters with
to flash or glow. Thus, an object moving through water bioluminescence occurrences in the Indian Ocean are
containing luminous organisms will stimulate them to emit shown for the different quarters of the year, each of which
light. Another natural means is photic-some organisms roughly corresponds to a season (Fig. 2). Estimates of the
respond to flashes from their own species or others with probability of encountering bioluminescence in the Indian
an answering flash. In the laboratory electrical and chemical Ocean in July-September are shown in Figure 3. Similar
stimuli are the means most often used. Stimulation by maps have been prepared for all the oceans of the world
acoustic pulses may also occur. and all yearly quarters. This work continues and updates

Naval interest in bioluminescence stems from incidents the pioneering work of R. F. Staples (1966) of the U.S.
such as the one quoted from Tarasov. If such happenings Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO) and R.J.
would occur often, an obvious need would exist to under- Turner (1965) of the National Institute of Oceanography.
stand the probability of that occurrence. However, marine The conclusion to be drawn from these works is that on
bioluminescence is not usually sufficiently intense to be a large scale, some level of bioluminescence activity will
seen by the human eye. Therefore, serious study was be encountered anywhere in the ocean anytime at night.
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Bioluminescencc

same in day and night, sunlight (even through heavy _a
30 E 0 7S so 10 120 136 ,W Ei clouds) is so much more intense than bioluminescence that

the bioluminescence signal is completely masked. The
FREQUENCY OF BIOLUMINESCENCE ENCOUNTERS human eye. adapted to (relatively) strong sunlight, can-

INDIAN AND WESTERN PACIFIC OCEANS
JULY-SEPT not detect the (relatively) weak bioluminescence signal.

0 60 and instruments designed to measure bioluminescence

saturate unless they are heavily shielded or lowered to
depths where the sunlight is dim (around 70 m). Until

46 recently, daytime bioluminescence was not thought to be

4' the reports were made at night and the statistics developed

30 ¢, 30 assume night conditions. (In fact, of the thousands of obser- ""
.... ... vations examined, fewer than a dozen were made during

AT ... the day, more than half of those since the last report was
-A 3 published.)

0 2 "0 In addition to supporting the above conclusion, the
( / o- observations of the Seventh Fleet in the Arabian Sea have .,

" .1 been particularly useful in scrutinizing theories on the
2i origins of luminous displays. Several theories on the causes

3 .....- - 3 of these displays have been advanced without supporting

experimental evidence. Although inability to perform
, - '. specialized scientific measurements has prevented testing

some of the theories, the normal meteorological and
_ .... oceanographic observations made by the Fleet have been

sufficient to discredit others, thereby reducing the confu-
EVENTS

1VEY H RE UNCY sion and controversy over these phenomena.
sH MODERATE FREQUENCY The fact that bioluminescence is ubiquitous still does

4 FREQUENCY UNKNOWN not mean that it is useful to the Navy. Successful remote
", sensing of bioluminescence depends upon both the strength

5 , 70 1 , of the initial signal and its penetration distance through %
32 the water and atmosphere. Signal penetration distance is

dependent on scattering and absorption. In the atmosphere
Figure 3. Frequency of bioluminescence encounters in the this is not considered a problem except when clouds are
western Pacific and Indian Ocean. July through September present. Thus, airborne remote sensing must be ac-

:" ~(from Ly nc h, 198 1). t '"(frm Lnc, 1))complished below cloud cover.

Biluins c aIn the water, however, scattering and absorption are
Bioluminescence also occurs at all times of day. Dur- critical concerns. These concerns are related to particulate

ing daylight, however, many luminous organisms migrate matter in the ocean: the presence of many particulates

downward and form layers along particular isolumes. each causes decreased penetration. Conversely, high particulate
species having its own preferred intensity. Other concentrations are frequently associated with high signal

organisms- notably photosynthetic dinoflagellates-are levels, since luminous organisms form some proportion V.
photically inhibited: that is. the light suppresses activity of the particulate mass. Horizontally. particulate concen-

of luciferose, the enzyme that catalyzes the luminescence trations can change quite abruptly on a small scale, a
reaction, so that light emission will occur only very weakly phenomenon known as patchiness. Vertically. particulate

. and under extremely high levels of stimulation. Still other concentrations also can change radically within a few
organisms neither migrate nor become inhibited. but ex- meters. Organisms are known to form layers in daytime.
hibit the same luminous behavior both day and night. These layers art known as deep scattering layers because %
Therefore, luminous activity continues through the day. they can be detected with an acoustic signal.
but with a very different vertical distribution from that l)ifferent acoustic frequencies can be used to detect dif-
of night. Even if the activity near the surface were the ferent size classes of organisms. l)uring the day the layers

1 '10
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are well defined, their positions determined by the physical whether this is due to a lack of luminous organisms or
and chemical parameters of the water. For many luminous a lack of sources of stimulation such as fish schools or
organisms, the forcing function is the intensity of breaking waves, since most light is emitted only by stimula-
penetrating sunlight; particular species like to remain close tion. Furthermore, if light is detected, its appearance
to particular isolumes. At night, however, the deep scat- reflects a combination of the distribution of stimuli and
tering layers rise toward the surface and diffuse. Layering the distribution of luminous organisms rather than the
nevertheless continues to occur, driven by as-yet undeter- latter alone. To overcome this statistical problem, a source
mined parameters, and can be detected by nonacoustic of remote stimulation must be developed.
means. For example, Soviet scientists (Gitel'zon et al., A laser is an attractive potential stimulus source. Not ..Y
1967) first suggested layering of bioluminescence in con- only can it be used from long distances, but also it involves
nection with the thermocline. This layering has been con- no expendables and is, therefore, relatively inexpensive
firmed in joint research by NORDA. the Naval Ocean to operate. Furthermore, some luminous planktonic orga-
Systems Center (NOSC), and NAVOCEANO. Further- nisms are known to respond to flashes of light. Finally.
more, NORDA, NOSC, and NAVOCEANO have one naval program is attempting to develop a laser system
established that small-scale bioluminescence maxima oc- for communications purposes. Therefore, investigations
cur in conjunction with thermal fronts or boundary layers, into stimulating bioluminescence by using lasers could
the horizontal equivalents of the thermocline. In one in- affect other strategic naval research.
stance a front has been detected with an airborne LLLII. The laser chosen for experimental use was a pulsed blue-
However, the correlation between bioluminescence and green dye laser with a pulse energy of up to 2 Joules.
temperature gradients is not perfect. The research effort pulse width of 1 microsec, repetition rate of 1 pulse/sec.
at NORDA is currently being redirected from large-scale beam diameter of 12 mm, and beam divergence of 1 mrad.
geographic and seasonal studies of bioluminescence The dye was Rhodamine 6G, with an optimum lasing
distribution to studies of patchiness and vertical distribu- wavelength of 586 nm. A gated photomultiplier tube was
tion. The approach taken is to conduct joint ship-air ex- used to detect the light emission and the dinoflagellate
ercises to correlate remotely sensed data with in situ Pyrocystis lunula, an organism not known to be stimulated
measurements, and to use manned submersible platforms by light, was chosen as the test subject. The laser was
to correlate direct eye observations with instrumental pulsed and the photomultiplier tube gated to avoid satura-
measurements, both approaches pioneered by NORDA tion of the tube by the pulse (Hickman and Lynch. 1981).
and NOSC. If the Navy is to make full use of The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 4 and
bioluminescence, these small-scale, short-term variations the result in Figure 5. As can be seen, a well-defined pulse
must be understood. follows the stimulus. Remaining work involves establishing

In addition to the established correlation between the threshold and action spectrum, testing other orga-
bioluminescence and temperature gradients, correlations nisms for their response, and testing the effectiveness
with many other chemical and physical parameters have of other lasers with greater potential for flight than the
been suggested. On a small scale, no other correlations
appear to hold true consistently. On a large scale, a cor-
relation with chlorophyll fluorescence (which indicates the
presence of phytoplankton) appears promising. Further

research is required to establish this correlation definitively,
to determine the scale at which it breaks down, and to LASER

understand why. %

Stimulation TRIGGER DRIVE WATER

Some problems with bioluminescence distribution studiesDITA
are the time and expense involved in shipborne surveys. L
Aerial coverage could be increased and short-term varia- IO W

tions monitored rapidly if remote sensing techniques could
be used. Airborne LLLII's for this purpose exist, but with %
a major drawback, namely, that if an overflown area ex- Figure 4 Schematic diagram o/laser induced bioluminescence A

hibits no bioluminescence, it is not possible to distinguish experimental set up (from Hickman et al., 1983)
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Bioluminescence

A F An acoustic signal in water is no more than a series
of pressure pulses. The results of an experiment to
stimulate bioluminescence in P. lunula using a small

10% MAXIMUM pressure pulse are shown in Figure 6. This work was done
INTENSITY with students at the Naval Postgraduate School. Pressure

decreases were found to be much more effective than
pressure increases. Further work with students at the Naval

9% MAXIMUM Academy established that the rate of decrease rather than
INTENSITY the magnitude was the stimulus, and a threshold of about

0.25 atm sec- 1 was established (Holderied, 1984). The
j same experiments were performed with Gonyaulax

polyedra, another dinoflagellate *ith a greatly different
tm = time AD morphology. Pressure changes were much less effectiveItr = time BC

tf =time EF on G. polyedra, with rates >0.95 atm sec- required
for stimulation, and pressure increases and decreases were

Figure 5. Typical laser-induced bioluminescence response almost equally effective (Donaldson et al., 1983). These
(from Hickman et al., 1983). differences may be used to understand the approximate

cause of mechanical stimulation (shear, turbulence, ac-
dye laser. The laser also has potential as a probe into the celeration, velocity, or some other factor), which is present-
microstructure of the dinoflagellate cell because it can be ly difficult to determine because of difficulty in designing
focused to an extremely small diameter. Because the time an experiment that adequately isolates the possible factors.
between the stimulus and the emission maximum is
dependent upon the ambient temperature, this stimula- Chemical quenching
tion technique may be used to determine water tempera- In the laboratory, chemicals are frequently used to

*', ture to ± 0.50C (Hickman et al., 1983). Finally, time-gating stimulate bioluminescence. Conversely, chemicals can be
the response may provide some data on the depth distribu- used to quench, wholly or partially, the bioluminescence
tion of bioluminescence. reaction. It has been hypothesized that bioluminescence

Because dinoflagellates are not known to emit light in generated by moving ships could be masked in this way.
response to weak light pulses, it has been suggested that To test this hypothesis a methodology to evaluate 'A

the response to a laser pulse is due, not to the light itself, chemicals for their ability to suppress bioluminescence in
but to some side effect of the light-most likely a a marine environment in a minimal contact time was
photoacoustic effect. If an intense beam of light strikes developed.

% water, an acoustic signal is generated. Field reports of The test organism chosen was again P. lunula, which
bioluminescence stimulated by acoustic signals have been is widely distributed in the oceans, produces a large amount
received, but the effect has so far not been duplicated in
the laboratory. Visual observation of the bioluminescent
response of P. lunula to a laser pulse shows that only E S ;I
those organisms directly in the light path are stimulated
(Hickman et al., 1984). From measurements of the prop- Z 0,
agation distance of the stimulus normal to the light beam, ..qt 3 - .

it can be calculated that, if a photoacoustic effect is the Z5
cause of stimulation, it must have a frequency on the order 2 '""

of 15 to 20 MHz. This corresponds to a wavelength of i: Z
approximately the same size as the diameter of the

- dinoflagellates and suggests a resonance effect as the im- 0 %S0 2 4 6 a h

* mediate stimulus. This further suggests that other 0 2s4c)

*. luminous organisms would have their own characteristic TEe

resonance frequencies and that the failure of the laboratory .___
experiments to date is due to improperly selecting a test Figure 6. Responses ot P lunula to pressure changes (from

organism for the frequencies used (up to 1(W) ktiz). Donaldson et al. 1983.
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Bioluminescence '

of light upon stimulation in laboratory conditions. is easi- The bioluminescence assay has been used to test the w.

ly handled and maintained, and reacts quickly to a wide stability of tricothecenes in contact with biological material.
variety of chemicals. The assay procedure consists of adding Stored in solutions in glass containers, or dry, tricothecenes
an aliquot of samples to a vial containing a fixed, predeter- exhibit great stability and show little or no degradation
mined number of P. lunula cells, stirring vigorously for over periods of weeks. However. when exposed to
a short time in a small photometer apparatus, and recording biologically active material (such as leaves), all traces of
the photomultiplier output with a strip chart recorder set activity disappear within a few days, as measured by this
in exponential mode. Quenching of bioluminescence is assay. These results have been confirmed using gas
calculated as light output of the treated vial at a given chromatography. Thus, one cannot expect to find any
time divided by light output of one identical control vial traces of tricothecenes on vegetation samples removed from I
(to which an aliquot of sample was not added at the same Southeast Asia. since weeks will have elapsed between the
time) and expressed as percent inhibition, reported contact with "vellow rain" and the analysis, and

Using this assay, a number of compounds have been the controversy of Soviet use of chemical warfare cannot
found effective in quenching bioluminescence. Among be resolved by this means.
these is the class of compounds known as mycotoxins or Another class of compounds active in quenching
tricothecenes. Produced by molds of the genera Fusarium bioluminescence activity is a group of neoplastic agents.
and Stachybotrvs, common contaminants of stored grains. These anticarcinogenic compounds are effective against
these compounds are widely believed to be the active com- various forms of cancer, especially leukemia. Preliminary
ponents in "yellow rain.' the term given to the unknown testing has shown that compounds effective against cancer
mixture reputedly used by the Soviets in Southeast Asia quench bioluminescence, while related ineffective com-
in chemical warfare against dissident villages. Some 40 pounds do not. The test compounds have been supplied
or 50 tricothecenes, differing from one another in struc- by the Charles Pfizer Pharmaceutical Company. These
ture and toxicity, have been isolated. They act by inhibiting results suggest a possible rapid screening technique for
protein synthesis and are difficult to assay by conventional anticarcinogenic compounds that will reduce the need for
immunological techniques. However, all the tricothecenes animal testing.
tested (obtained through the University of Maryland) One drawback to the use of the bioluminescence assay
exhibited unique quenching kinetics (Fig. 7). Using the for identifying various chemicals is its lack of specificity.
bioluminescence assay, the presence of very small quan- While this would not be a problem in screening anticar-
tities of toxin could be established in minutes. Further- cinogenic agents, it would be a problem in identifying com-
more, the uniqueness of each curve could potentially be ponents of a chemical mixture that might be used in
used as a diagnostic for each toxin- T-2 toxin, the most chemical warfare or found in contaminated grain.
toxic of all, could be detected in quantitative as low as However, various techniques for separating the com-
250 nanograms per ml, approximately one order of ponents of mixtures exist. One that may be particularly .,
magnitude lower than the minimum detectable by the im- well suited for use with a bioluminescence assay is two-
munological assays, which require hours rather than dimensional, thin-layer chromotography (TLC). coupled
minutes to perform. with bioautography. By the proper choice of eluting

solvents, TLC can effectively resolve complex mixtures
T4 1 , 1 of closely related compounds by "mapping" their spoto T-2 T O X IN R O R ID A N A . . .. "-?

TOX.N....... A positions after treatment. Such mapping is normally a slow

P"30CARIN procedure because each spot must be analyzed separate-"11 P3O / ,--..... ....- VERRUCARIN A . '

ly. However, the entire map can be analyzed at once using
, 320} bioluminescence and bioautography. A layer of luminous

Si;dinoflagellates can be placed between the TLC map and
lul 4 10 ' a plate of film, in direct contact with both, then stimulated.

After development, dark spots on the film can be identified
by density analysis. These dark spots will correspond to

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 those points where bioluminescence was quenched, and
% ~~g TRICOTHECENES/mL ',',,IC ENmthe degree of darkness will correspond to the amount of %

Figure 7. Dose response of selected tricothecenes as measured quenching. Thus, mixtures of compounds can be quickly
by bioluminescence assay, separated and resolved.
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Bioluminescence

The success of such a technique requires immobilization sea truth prevents unequivocable identification of the light.
of the dinoflagellates. NORDA has developed a technique A ship/aircraft/shuttle experiment is in the planning stages
for immobilizing dinoflagellates for up to five weeks on to resolve the question conclusively.
solid medium. This technique, coupled with laser stimula- This research leads directly into NORDA's biolumines-
tion, has additional applications in basic research on cell cence applications programs.-a.
structure and response characteristics, because it allows
manipulation of individual cells without complex and ex- References
pensive handling apparatus. It is also potentially possible Donaldson, Thomas Q., Stevens P. Tucker, and Richard
to substitute luminous bacteria for luminous dinoflagellates.
Bacteria can be stored and transported more easily than V. Lynch (1983). Stimulation of Bioluminescence in

dinoflagellates because they can be freeze-dried without Dinolagellates by Controlled Pressure Changes. Naval -

harm, but the different reactions of different genetic strains Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C., Report 8772.

to identical stimuli lead to problems with specificity and Gitel'zon, I. I., R. I. Chumakova, V. S. Filimonov, A.
sensitivity unless several strains are used simultaneously. S. Artemkin, and V. F. Schatokhin (1967). Instrumental

Although preliminary experiments with bacteria have been Bioluminescence Measurements in the Tropical Part of

successful, much work remains to be done. the Pacific. Scientific Report, Yokosuka City Mus 13, ' ".

Now let us return for a moment to the original im- 6-11.

petus for these investigations, namely, suppression of Hickman, G. Daniel and Richard V. Lynch (1981). Laser-

bioluminescence ship signatures through quenching. induced Bioluminescence. Proceedings, SPIE 288,

Although a number of chemicals are effective in various 263-268.

degrees in quenching bioluminescence in dinoflagellates, Hickman, G. Daniel, John A. Edmonds, and Richard
a literature survey shows that chemicals effective against V. Lynch (1984). Laser-induced Marine Bioluminescence
some organisms will actually stimulate others to increased Measurements and the Potential for Airborne Remote
light production. Since sea water contains a mixture of Sensing. Remote Sensing of the Environment 15, 77-89.
organisms, it seems unlikely that chemicals will be effective Hickman, G. Daniel, John A. Edmonds, Robert D. Pike,
in practical quantities against all organisms present. Thus Nicholas Antonoff, and Richard V. Lynch (1983).
it seems unlikely that the original goals will be achieved. Temperature Dependence of Laser-induced
However, the possibilities of chemical bioluminescence Bioluminescence in Pyrocystis lunula. Proceedings. SPIE
assays, which spun off from the initial work, appear ex- 380, 411-414.
tremely promising and worthwhile. Holderied, Kristine (1984). The Effect of Controlled

Pressure Changes on the Stimulation of Bioluminescence
Instrumentation in Pyrocystis lunula. U.S. Naval Academy, Report

One final area of research concerns instrumentation im- TSPR-129.
provements. The present LLLIIs use technology that is Lynch, Richard V. (1978). The Occurrence and
more than ten years old. Developments during that time in Distribution of Surface Bioluminescence in the Oceans
low-light-level technology have greatly surpassed their capa- during 1966 through 1977. Naval Research Laboratory.
bility. Furthermore, the LLLII is degraded by certain envi- Washington, D.C., Report 8210.
ronmental conditions, such as bright light sources that Wsiton, C .ep ort 8210.
saturate the tube in a manner similar to that of the laser Roithmayr, Charles W. (1970). Airborne Low-Light Sen-.
already described. Research efforts are underway to over- sor Detects Luminescing Fish Schools at Night. Commer
come these limitations and to determine and utilize the cial Fisheries Review 32. 42-51. T.e "-t"
most effective of modern technology for remotely sensing Staples. Robert F. (1966). The Distribution and
bioluminescence. Efforts are also being made in the area of Characteristics of Surface Bioluminescence in the ", -1

image processing to enhance the effectiveness of the LLLII Oceans. Naval Oceanographic Office. NSTL, Mississippi,

in the field. Finally, research is underway to determine the Report TR 184. L
possibility of detecting bioluminescence from space. Two Tarasov, N. 1. (1956). Luminescence of the Sea.

space detection experiments have been mounted by other Academy of Sciences USSR, Moscow.
laboratories, one of which produced an image showing Turner, R. J. (1965). Notes on the Nature and
light in the sea for which all explanations other than Occurrence of Marine Bioluminescent Phenomena.
bioluminescence can be eliminated. However, a lack of National Institute of Oceanography. Internal Report B-4.
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Acoustics :

Environmental Influences on Cavitation

Dennis M. Lavoie
Oceanography Division

As the technology of acoustic detection and signature first time, we can measure the cavitation potential of
identification becomes more sensitive, the cavitation various water masses in situ to determine cavitation
characteristics of submarine propellers increase in impor- variability with depth and with region. With this ability,
tance. Unfortunately for the design engineer, the cavita- we can now gather concurrent measurements on en-
tion characteristics as determined from calculations and vironmental parameters that are likely to be influencing
from scale model tests do not always seem to hold when the cavitation in some way, i.e., the concentration of
the full-scale propeller is put into service. microbubbles; the concentration and size distribution of

One clue to the problem is that for any given submarine, suspended particulates; the concentration of organic
propeller cavitation is not a constant but, instead, seems material, both dissolved and particulate; the concentra-
to vary with the water mass in which the submarine is tion of surfactant compounds; the concentration of dis-
operating. From the data available before this study, it solved gases, such as oxygen; the amount of biological
appears that the cavitation of submarine propellers in activity in the water column, which is estimated by the
oligotrophic waters has less variation than in more pro- concentration of chlorophyll a: and the temperature and
ductive waters. Evidently, some factor or factors in the salinity of the water.
seawater environment are affecting the way cavitation oc- Working jointly with the David Taylor Naval Ship
curs on the propeller. This phenomenon is not surpris- Research and Development Center, NORDA is in the roc-
ing, given the results of previous theoretical and experimen- ess of conducting several cruises to make these measure-
tal studies of cavitation, but these studies have not ments in several different oceanic regions, including the
definitively identified the cause of cavitation in natural Gulf of Mexico; the subtropical, the western, and the
bodies of water. Thus, the question remains, "What fac- northern regions of the North Atlantic: and the Greenland
tors in the real environment, as opposed to the test tank, Sea. We are also building a unique data base from which
are responsible?" we hope to deduce those environmental factors influenc- I

To study the problem in a systematic way (and to ing cavitation in the ocean. With a better understanding
eliminate the need for a submarine in the study), a probe of how the environment affects the acoustic character of
has been developed by NORDA that can cause cavita- his craft, the submarine commander may improve his tac-
tion in seawater reproducibly and under controlled con- tical advantage, and the engineer may be able to design
ditions without the complications of wall effects. For the quieter, more efficient propellers.
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Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy %

Electronic Environmental Filter

Kuno Smits
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Division

Discussion were independently tested against the standard filter by

Geological background noise is the largest environmental the fleet P-3 community.
noise source affecting Magnetic Anomaly Detection At the test conclusion, all the participants involved in

(MAD) operations. The term, "geological noise," is ap- the test and evaluation program concluded that the elec-
plied to noise that has as its source naturally occurring tronic environmental filter (EEF) tests demonstrated that

an improved signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved in ASWmagnetic anomalies, which are caused by magnetic material operating areas where moderate to high geological noise

Wpresntn thnose ap s othe Mis present. Typical data showed that the standard filterWhen this noise appears on the MAD trace, the iden- trace was continuously saturated, because the geological,-

% tification of target MAD signals is extremely difficult, if rack e was s s aed, b te sgeloclnot impossible, in certain antisubmarine warfare operating no target signals could
notaim possibe, in c er aimane wrfare opaing be identified. In contrast, the EEF trace clearly identified
areas. Therefore, MAD performance is seriously impaired each target signal, since most of the geological noise was
in areas of moderate-to-high geological noise, suppressed on this trace.

The approach taken for reducing the effects of geological Commander, Patrol Wings Pacific, summarized all the
noise was to alter the standard MAD bandpass filter so participating squadron reports to the Commander. Naval
that moderate to high geological noise could be selective- Air Pacific, and recommended incorporating the EEF in
ly filtered. Our initial efforts were directed toward P-3 configuration, and also stated that the EEF would be
theoretical studies and computer-generated modeling. Elec- a valuable asset to ASW capabilities. This recommenda-
tronic filter specifications were prepared from the tion was endorsed by Commander, Naval Air Pacific, and
mathematical filter models, and 14 electronic units were forwarded to the Commander, Naval Air Systems Coin-
constructed for installation aboard P-3 aircraft. These units mand for action.
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Pattern Analysis

Optical Character Recognition

Charles L. Walker
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Division

Abstract
The Optical Character Recognition task developed procedures for the com-

puter recognition of handprinted numerical and alphabetical characters. The ef-
fort concentrated on digitizing numeric handprinted soundings on hydrographic
smooth sheets. Based on a limited set of individual recognizable numerals scanned
from smooth sheets, the algorithms achieved an accuracy of 99.7% and an effi-
ciencv of 96%. Preliminary results were obtained for handprinted capital letters.

Introduction in a digital form with the smooth sheet being a machine-
The Optical Character Recognition (OCR) task spon- generated proof sheet. The motivation for digitizing ex-

sored by the Defense Mapping Agency investigated and isting archived smooth sheets is to make past nondigital
developed techniques to provide for the automatic com- survey data available in a digital hydrographic bathymetrv
puter recoguition of handprinted mapping and charting data base.
symbols, particularly numerals and alphabetic characters. Analyzing the problem of digitizing handwritten, free
A software system was developed for recognizing numerals form material for DMA led to partitioning the effort into --

at a high degree of accuracy and with high efficiency for a few distinct tasks: document handling, preprocessing
individual numerals. Algorithms were incorporated into (thinning). recognition, and composition.
the Raster Scan Character Recognition (RSCR) System with
the objective of digitizing archival hydrographic smooth Discussion
sheets. Further work was done on recognizing free-form. Thin

uncostrine, hndpintd alhabticchaactrs.The document-handling tasks involve optically scar ningunconstrained. handprinted alphabetic characters.

Digitizing handprinted bathymetric soundings on the original source to produce a digitally coded tape of

hydrographic smooth sheets received the greatest atten- the black and white areas. This tape is input to the soft- r.
tion and serves as a typical example. A smooth sheet is ware system, which decodes the tape and isolates connected

the basic result of a hydrographic bathymetry survey and black areas which are potential characters. Very large and

consists of numerous corrected soundings written on a very small areas corresponding to contours on shorelines
particular map projection base with each sounding in its or to dirt spots are eliminated in this section of the code.
proper geographic (latitude-longitude) position. The digitiza- The isolated candidate characters are then passed to a
tion of this manuscript must capture the value (depth) of preprocessor, which thins the image into a set of connected
the handprinted soundings. as well as their precise loca- vector-like points.
tions. The sounding orientation is arbitrary. and style and The preprocessor or thinning algorithms were found
authorship can vary. to be crucial for high accuracy and efficiency. The basic

Smooth sheets have historically contained the source model used in recognition was based on the concept that

bathymetric data used for producing nautical charts. a character is composed of strokes each stroke is the
Typically, these smooth sheets have been produced by the "centerline" of the pen being used, and that all of the
Navy (Naval Oceanographic Office surveys) and given to information on the identity of the symbol is contained
DMA for chart production in response to Navy re- in the form and relationships of the strokes. Thus, we
quirements for mapping, charting, and geodesy products. are led to the concept of a pen model that gives a finite
Work is underway to completely digitize the data collec- width to the strokes. In common with many other recogni-
tion process so that bathymetric soundings are produced tion systems, the Medial Axis Transformation (MAT) was
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used for thinning to generate stroke information. However, nected character pairs. To handle the rejected characters,
116

it was discovered that many problems were encountered an editor was developed to allow operator interaction to ,1%
using the MAT such that a new concept called "unthin- correctly identify rejected characters.
nable regions" was developed to extract stroke informa- After the majority of characters are classified, the next
tion. Using the unthinnable regions concept allowed the step in digitizing smooth sheets is to compose the individual
generation of "stick figures" with few artifacts and even characters into words or soundings. This task has been
allowed filled in regions of 8s, 6s, 4s, and 9s to be prop- achieved through the simple procedure of making prox-
erly thinned. imity measures on adjacent characters.

The features extracted for character recognition were
primarily the topological properties of the smoothed stick
figures. Basic features are the numbers of segments, Summary
numbers of enclosed regions, and numbers and types of The OCR task has provided a system which can
branch points. Further measures were made on individual recognize handprinted characters on hydrographic smooth
segments by joining the end points with an axis. Various sheets to a high degree of accuracy. After scanning and
axis crossings, as well as a maxima and minima relative digitizing the smooth sheet characters are passed through
to the axis, were categorized. To analyze the feature a thinning process. The topological structure of the stick
measures and to partition the feature space, a binary deci- figures resulting from the thinning process are inspected
sion tree was used. Because misidentification is costly (e.g. to identify the numeral. An accuracy of 99.7% was
calling a 9 a 4), it was insufficient merely to partition the achieved.
feature space and make a hard decision for most characters. Further research has been done on incorporating
Normally, after a character has been classified into only alphabetic handprinted characters into the software system
one possible class, further quality control checks are made. developed for numerals. The initial phases of this effort
If these checks are not passed, the character is rejected concentrated on upper-case letters. Most of the preprocess-
and assigned to the unrecognizable class. Efficiency is the ing and feature extraction modules developed for numerals
measure of the proportion of recognizable characters not was used. By making changes only to the decision logic
rejected. Accuracy is the proportion of the characters not we have obtained a high degree of performance.
rejected and correctly classified. Based on a limited set Future areas of research pointed to by experience us-
of individual recognizable characters scanned from smooth ing the OCR algorithms include incorporating a control
sheets, the algorithms achieved an accuracy of 99.7% and structure that would allow feedback communication among
an efficiency of 96%. the various modules involved. This improvement would

A major problem area that arose in correctly identify- permit the use of context information to enhance N'
ing soundings on smooth sheets was the occurrence of performance.
connected and broken characters. Connected characters Future research and development work needs to be done
occur when two or more adjacent numerals touch. Broken in the area of recognizing handprinted alphabetic
characters occur when one or more strokes do not touch characters, both capital and lower case, as well as punc- e.,,.
the rest of the characters. A typical example is the numeral tuation marks. This would allow handprinted source
5 in which the top stroke does not join the bottom one. material from a variety of sources to be digitized. Another
Connected and broken characters are rejected as area for further research is in the recognition of variable
unrecognizable by the algorithms. Algorithms have been or multifont machine-printed material using techniques
developed to handle broken 5s and a large subset of con- developed for handprint recognition.
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Computer Mapping r

Map and Chart Formats for a Digital
Production Environment

Gail L. Langran
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Division

Abstract
Digital technology has introduced new design possibilities for standard

topographic, hydrographic, and aeronautical maps and charts. To exploit the
benefits offered by computers, current cartographic practices must be reevaluated
and, if necessary, tailored to the strengths and weaknesses of digital equipment.
Early planning saves time and money when implementing new charting techniques.

*Introduction media, methods, and formats could adversely affect percep-
Mapping is entering a new age. Digitized geographical tion of symbol sizes, shapes, and colors, or introduce other

data, collected and stored in data bases, is a tool for future ergonomic problems that can lead to mistakes or confusion
chart compilation. Computer graphics equipment will free by chart users. Some design methods used on today's prod-
cartographers from drafting tables, and software will per- ucts are difficult to replicate with digital equipment, which
form many mapping tasks without human intervention, delays introducing new technology and adds to its expense.
Although such technological innovations are used on a NORDA, the Navy's lead laboratory in mapping, chart-
largely provisional basis today, the future mapping environ- ing, and geodesy, works with the DMA to exploit com-
ment will be entirely digital. Digital terrain elevations, puter technology in map and chart generation, thus im-
shoreline vectors, bathmetry, and chart feature locations proving DMA's ability to support military intelligence

*and attributes will be data based for large areas of the world, needs. Because all aspects of chart production and use will N
To make a map or chart, an area's digital data will be be affected by digital equipment, the DMA tasked I

*compiled, content selected according to scale, symbols NORDA in FY84 to study the production and human
assigned interactively and automatically, and a graphic will factors impacts of digital technology. The NORDA study

*be generated. was intended to recommend ways to improve production
* Both hardcopy (paper) and softcopy (digital or video) efficiency and exploit the technological benefits inherent /

*charts will be utilized, and the media selected according in computer-assisted mapping.%

* to the user's needs. With communications links, full-color
chart facsimiles can be transmitted to distributed sites for Discussion
timely updates to standard charts or for customized
graphics drawn from a central data base. Digital data sets Paper chart production
maintained on naval platforms will generate charts in real Today's paper charts are compiled and constructed using %
time, provide responses to interactive queries on chart data, a mixture of manual and photomechanical methods. Charts '-.
and allow chart and sensor data to be interfaced, are reproduced by passing their production negatives1 .

Computer technology will allow the Defense Mapping through a five-color printing press. Centralized mass pro-
Agency to support new command, control, communica- duction should continue in the digital age. However, charts

10tion, and intelligence products and produce today's stand- will be compiled from digital data bases and their linework.%
ard maps and charts more quickly. Users benefit from im- symbols, and areal fills will be generated and applied to
proved data coverage and currency, as well as from lowered film by digital equipment.
response time. However, digital technology's impact on Design adaptations are essential for efficient digital mass
chart production and use must be fully evaluated. New production. Three problem areas exist.
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* Techniques that are relatively simple to render Some traditional cartographic practices are innately in-
manually may be intractable to perform digitally. efficient, whether production is digital or manual. Un-

* Digital production equipment has physical limitations necessary detail-features not needed by the users, ornate
that should be accommodated by chart designs to minimize symbols. or excessive symbol subdivisions-adds to pro-
implementation costs. duction time and impedes graphic communication (French,

0 Inefficiencies that exist for historical or traditional 1954: Bowen et al., 19(); Promisel, 1964: Andrews and
reasons need to be exorcised. Ringle, 1904, Mackworth, 1965, Yoeli and Loon, 1972:

It is not surprising that many tasks that are easily per- Dobson, 1980). All content and symbolization should be
formed manually are difficult to render using digital equip- continuously reviewed to stay abreast of changing needs.
ment, since computer capabilities differ decidedly from One practice that could be eliminated immediately without
those of humans (Table 1). Because the techniques used harm to map readers is the traditional use of type styles
to compile and symbolize today's maps and charts have to impart qualitative information. Few map readers are
evolved to suit human capabilities, in many cases they capable of decoding information thus encoded, and research
are difficult or expensive to simulate by computer. Map has shown that numerous type styles slow the map-reading
layout requires a number of subjective or artistic process (Bartz, 1970: Foster and Kirkland, 1971; Amachree
judgments, which can be emulated by using topological et al., 1977: Phillips et al., 1978).
data structures and setting spatial parameters according In the future, paper maps will be printed at distributed
to psychophysical test findings. Geographic knowledge sites from transmitted data sets using laser or ink-jet plot-
allows cartographers to select the most important features ters that employ raster treatments to apply color to paper
to map for a particular area, but simulating the human in combinations dictated by software, rather than by hard-
process would require extensive data bases, which are dif- copy negatives. Because local graphics may be of lower
ficult to collect and maintain. An alternative is to use quality or repeatability, maps must be readable with reduced
mathematical models for feature selection: models of color constraint or resolution. Simple symbols are crucial
geographic location for topographic maps, models of visual for design robustness, since ornate symbXls could become

• prominence for aeronautical charts, and line-of-sight com- unrecognizable if pixels are lost during scanning or
putations for hydrographic charts, transmission.

Table 1. Strengths and weaknesses of computers. Softcopy products
Softcopy and hardcopy graphics are perceived differently

Strengths Weaknesses by humans. Several factors unimportant to hardcopy

computation subjective decisions graphic design influence symbol size perception on soft-
damtat ing k edie-a decision copy displays. Irradiation (the tendency of a light image".."data processing knowledge-based decision

consistency nondiscrete graphic tasks on a dark background to appear larger than a dark image
se on a light background) is stronger when an image

precision transmits, rather than reflects or refracts. light (Greenberg. e
_ pei1971). Irradiation may cause users to see line widths. svm ..r

bol sizes, and lettering differentlv on a CRT than on a
*Unless map and chart designs are altered slightly, some paper map. Symbol sizes should be adjusted accordingly.
* digital production equipment must be specially built. This especially when using a black map format (light figure

adds considerably to procurement time and expense. The on a dark background). Color, too, affects softcopy svm-

dimensions of the largest aeronautical and navigational bol size perception, although it affects hardcopy symbol
charts exceed common scanner and filmwriter format sizes. size perception only nominally (Shurtleff. 1980: )obson.
Reducing chart sizes by as little as half an inch allows pro- 1983). The accuracy of estimating areas of colored sym

- curement of off-the-shelf equipment. The dot densities of bols and filled regions on softcopy media varies with the
the standard line screens and area fills used to produce colors of both the target and the background, but the ex-
tints and patterns on maps do not coincide with the fixed act nature of the variation is not and may never be known.
scanning densities of filmwriting equipment (l)unn, 1985). True. consistent color reproduction is a particular prob
New dot patterns can be designed that produce the re lem for maps stored on and accessed from optical disks,
quired number of repeatable intensity levels and are also since video devices and photographic films generally have
efficient to generate digitally. individual spectral weaknesses that make tiniforniitv
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difficult to maintain. Cartographers can do little to pre- ships to be tracked (Gilman, 1983; Eaton et al., 1983; and
vent these problems, but they can design defensively by Hammer, 1984).
using redundant color codes and choosing colors that con- While the electronic chart is generating excitement
trast well with one another. among seagoers, it is also fostering a number of questions

Resolution for softcopy devices is problematic in two among those who will be called on to support its re-
ways. Graphic resolution affects discriminability of sym- quirements. Commercial developers are concerned with %
bols. Taylor (1976) found that the high levels of informa- data sources, data updates, and legal liability, since altera-
tion shown on current paper maps and charts cannot be tions to the digital data that drives electronic charts are
shown on softcopy displays, in part because of decreased invisible without an established audit trail. Standards for
graphic resolution. Data resolution can also be a problem. data currency, organization, accuracy, and resolution are
The scale of a paper chart is controlled by its designer. sought, as are human factors standards regarding graphic
The scales of softcopy charts can be controlled by their format and user interface. Naval concerns echo those of
users. Softcopy chart designers must guard against users civilians. The Submarine Advanced Combat System
assuming improved accuracy when they zoom to scales (SubACS) is one of the first Navy systems to approach
that exceed the source data's resolution. One way to pre- electronic chart implementation. The SubACS designers
vent such assumptions is to prevent excessive zooming. have expressed a need for Navy-wide electronic chart stand-

Softcopy charts can be either static or dynamic. Static ards, particularly for the operator's interface, for feature
displays are generated by projecting photographed charts content and density, and for algorithms to perform the
or, more recently, by using optical disks. Film and disk various charting functions (IBM, 1984).
are compact storage media, but they do not provide the
benefits of charts generated dynamically from stored data, Current progress and future plans
commonly termed "interactive' or "electronic' charts.comnytre-ineatv"o"elcrnc hrs During the first year of this study (FY84), a report
The electronic chart will be an important navigation and

*: tactical device for the Navy in the future. The few digital (Langran, 1984) was prepared that surveyed the literature
displays planned for naval platforms today are forerun- of cartographic communication, design, and digital pro-

ners of powerful information systems that will be possi- duction, and recommended ways for DMA to tailor the

ble when digital data and the software to drive it are designs of its standard maps and charts to the strengths
available, and weaknesses of digital equipment without impacting

. The simplest electronic charts automate position plot- chart readability. In FY85, an experimental 1:100,000
ting by displaying a ship's progress in a real time on a ground/air product was designed to demonstrate mapping

softcopy chart display. Ship's position is established by techniques that are efficient to render digitally. A report
Loran C, GPS, Doppler sonar logs, or automated dead describing the design rationale will be published in early
reckoning using signals from the ship's gyrocompasses. FY86.

Correlating such a display with radar adds considerably Plans for NORDA to assist DMA in supporting the
to its usefulness, since uncharted features are displayed Navy's electronic chart began in FY85. A survey of the
simultaneously with charted obstacles. Connecting the elec- Navy's plans for electronic chart development was incor-
tronic chart to a collision prevention or automatic steer- porated in a Navy-sponsored survey of the digital map- %

ing system, or interfacing the display with real-time sen- ping, charting, and geodesy data needs of planned naval

sor data results in a sophisticated electronic navigational systems. The results of the survey will be published this
system. Commercial vendors are actively pursuing these fiscal year. After gauging the status of naval electronic
possibilities in the United States, Canada, and Japan for charting plans, a program to coordinate development, to
use on fishing boats, ferries, yachts, cruise ships, and patrol standardize products, and to supply data can be designed
vessels, and NORDA's supporting role can be defined.

Electronic navigation charts are being used in the U.S.
by civilians and by the Coast Guard. Although not yet Conclusions
integrated into ship controls, such charts are a boon to Computer technology will change the way we use and
navigators. Data for charted features is stored digitally so perceive maps and charts. To exploit technology's poten-
systems can support such queries as "what color is this tial, current practices must be evaluated for their suitability
buoy?" or "display only lighted buoys." Overlaying the to a digital environment. Comprehensive digital data bases
chart onto radar displays allows the movement of other and improved efficiency will move cartography's focus
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away from standardized mass-production, and allow maps Eaton, R.M., N.M. Anderson, and T.V. Evangelatos %
and charts to be customized to user needs. More atten- (1983). The Electronic Chart. Paper presented at the Cana ,
tion will focus on maintaining the chart data and on dian Hvdrograpbic Service Centennial Conterence. Ot-
employing special-purpose formats that optimize the tawa. April.
transfer of geographic information from map to map Foster. J.J. and W. Kirkland (1971). Experimental
reader. Studies in Map Typography. Bulletin oJ t*e Society of

As applications of digital chart data become more University Cartographers 0. 40-15.
sophisticated, all available data that are tied to geographic French, Robert J. (1954). Pattern Recognition in the
locations will be displayable and correctable on demand. Presence of Visual Noise. Journal of Erperimental
Chart use will be incorporated with other planning func- Psychology 47, January, 27-31.
tions into integrated information processing systems. These Gilman, David (1983). The Silicon Ship. OcCan toice.
innovations are expected, but implementation dates are July, 9-12.
not yet known. Careful planning today will minimize future Greenberg, G.L. (1971). Irradiation Effect on the Percep
problems. tion of Map Symbology. International Yearbook of Car

tography 11, 120-126.
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Airborne Electromagnetic Bathymetry

I. J. Won and K. Smits
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Division

Abstract
An experimental airborne electromagnetic (AEM) survey was carried out in

the Cape Cod Bay area to investigate the potential of extracting bathymetric
information for a shallow ocean. A commercially available Dighem III AEM
system was used for the survey without any significant modification. The _
helicopter-borne system operated at 385 Hz and 7200 Hz, both in a horizontal
coplanar configuration. A concurrent ground truth survey included extensive
acoustic soundings, as well as spot water conductivity measurements.

Because of a lack of knowledge about the absolute system calibration figures,
an acoustic-sounding calibration was made for each flight line using a small por-
tion of AEM data to derive the zero-level signal, amplitude, and phase calibra-
tion factors for each coil pair. The interpreted bathymetric profiles show excellent
agreement with corresponding acoustic depth profiles up to one (possibly more)
skin depth of the source frequency. It is envisioned that with further improvements
in hardware and software, the bathymetric resolution may extend beyond the
skin depth. AEM data can also produce (as by-products) conductivity profiles
of both seawater and bottom sediments that may find potential applications in
mine warfare and offshore geotechnical engineering.

Introduction 1979, and 1981). The system was equipped with two

NORDA has been investigating a possible application horizontal coplanar coil pairs operating at 385 Hz and
of the airborne electromagnetic (AEM) method to 7200 Hz. Both pairs had an 8-m coil separation (an addi-
bathymetric charting in a shallow ocean. The Navy has tional coaxial coil pair operating at 900 Hz was deactivated
a requirement for a cost-effective rapid, airborne, shallow- due to an electronic malfunction).
ocean bathymetric method capable of supplementing or The sensor platform, or "bird," towed by a Sikorsky
even replacing the traditional shipborne acoustic sounding S58T twin-engine helicopter using a 30-m cable, main-
methods, which are time-consuming and often not suited tained an average altitude range between 40 and 50 m
to shallow coastal areas. Periodical and repetitive above the sea surface. The aircraft altitude was measured
bathymetric mapping of heavily trafficked shallow-ocean by a radar altimeter (Sperry Model 220 mounted on the
regions is necessary for monitoring bottom sediment aircraft) that had a manufacturer-specified accuracy of 5%.
movements, ship lane maintenance, and a variety of A total of about 200 line-km AEM data consisting of 13
geotechnical operations, as well as for routine charting. segment profiles was obtained in three separate flights in

less than 7 hours. The sampling rate was I sec and cor- %
responded to about 50 m along the ground track (about

Discussion a 3 km/min ground speed). The maximum water depth %
Test Survey in the Cape Cod Bay in the survey area is about 40 m, according to the

All flights and ground truth surveys were performed bathvmetric chart (NOAA Chart: 13,246).
during a 3-day period in the test survey area in June 198/ The flight plan included data collection before and after
(Fig. 1). The AEM system used was a commercially each profile at an altitude of about 270 m to calibrate the %d.-
available Dighem Ill, described in detail by Fraser (1978, zero-level signal of the receiver coils. In addition, three
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short calibration flights were made in a location about 10 m generates amplitude differences of 22 ppm at 385 %

15 km east of the Cape, where the bathymetric chart in- Ilz and 33 ppm at 720() liz. It can also be shown that .-

dicated water depth in excess of 60 m. These data were for a [-m depth change at the same water depth of 10
intended to be used for determining the absolute calibra- m. the predicted amplitude difterences amount to only

tion constants for amplitude and phase of each coil pair 10 ppm at 385 Hz and 0 ppm at 72(X) Hiz.
by assuming that the water xdy below could be considered Since the employed radar altimeter has a specified ac-

a uniform conductive half-space. It turned out, however. curacy of 5Y,. it soon became evident that the radar
that this calibration method is not accurate enough for altitude could not be trusted for the bathymetric process-
bathymetric processing. As discussed in Data Calibration, ing. Instead. a new algorithm was developed to use the

zero-level signal and amplitude/phase calibration constants 7200 Hz response to derive the electromagnetic altitude
are derived from a small portion of each actual flight line during the inversion process. The new altitudes thus %

data. derived show fairly random zero-biased differences (with
Figure 2 shows a raw AEM data profile accompanied respect to the radar altitudes) whose RMS amounts to

by a corresponding radar altimeter profile along Line 5021 about 2 3%.
(see Fig. I for location). Clearly, the AEM data are over- Navigation was originally planned to employ a L)el
whelmingly correlatable with variations in altitude. A very Norte navigation system supported by three ground
crude indication of water depth may be observed from transponders. Excessive distances caused pxor reception:
the ratio of the quadrature component to the inphasc com- therefore, a Loran-C svstem was installed on site with a
ponent of the 385 liz data: the ratio increases with a makeshift arrangement of a printer that produced coor- %

decreasing water depth. Unfortunately, this relationship dinates at 5-sec intervals. These coordinates were later
is highly nonlinear. Even though the aircraft altitude is interpolated to produce I -sec interval coordinate data cor-
maintained mostly within a 10-m range (between 40 and responding to the AEM data rate.
50 m), the corresponding variations of the AEM responses A ground truth bathymetric survey concurrent with

amotnt to more than 5(Q) parts per million (ppm). Owing the AEM flights was carried out using an acoustic depth

to the high water conductivitv, errors induced by inac- sounder. A total of about 120 line-km depth profiles was
curate altimetry pose a critical problem. At a '15-m bird obtained, which covered about 60% of the AEM flight
altitude, a 1 % altitude change at a given water depth of area. Unfortunately, due to many practical reasons, 'he
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flight lines and the ship track did not coincide and were should be less than 1X Hz to achieve a depth range of
often more than 500 m apart. Therefore, the best available 50 m or more.
ground truth still reflects another interpolated approxima- The Cape Cod test data were initially interpreted and
tion (unless the bottom topography fluctuates rapidly, the reported by Fraser (1985) using a least-squares algorithm
ground truth is considered to be accurate within 1-2 m). by Anderson (1979). Subsequently, the data were reproc-

Spot measurements of water conductivity were made essed at NORDA using a different Marquardt least-squares
at eight different locations along the ship track at a 3-m algorithm, notably Subroutine ZXSSQ, in the IMSL
depth. They ranged between 4.0 mho/m and 4.12 mho/m. package. The inverted bathymetry in both cases agreed
While these values may be fairly representative for deep approximately in trends with known bathymetry but
water, there are considerable uncertainties over very showed a considerable static bias that often exceeded 5-10
shallow water (- 3 m) where water temperature may rise m. Further careful inspection of the least-squares inver-
significantly during the day (particularly during sunny days sion results leads us to the following conclusions:
in June, as in this case). A mere 4"C difference in the * Computer inversion time is unacceptably long: one-
water temperature at a given salinity can result in as much point inversion of the two-frequency data consumes from
as a 10% change in water conductivity. Unfortunately, 5 sec to 1 min on a VAX 11/780 computer, even when
no ground truth measurements were made during the the water depth is the only sought parameter, while all
survey to confirm this possibility, other parameters are prescribed and fixed.

* AEM response is too sensitive to the bird altitude

Interpretation to accept the specified 5% accuracy of the radar altimeter
used for the survey.

The high conductivity of seawater (between 3 and 5 * Both the water and the sediment conductivities must
mho/m, depending on salinity and temperature with no be allowed to float, albeit in constrained ranges.
fresh-water inlets) severely restricts the ability of elec- The AEM bathymetric profiles reported here are derived
tromagnetic waves to penetrate the water. Bathymetric from yet another method: analytic solutions of
range and resolution, therefore, are primarily governed simultaneous nonlinear equations. At each data location,
by the source frequency. Figure 3 shows the skin depths we have four measured quantities; i.e., inphase and
in a frequency range between 40 Hz and 40 kHz for quadrature components at two frequencies. From this data
assumed water conductivities of 2, 3, 4, and 5 mho/m quadrature cp ons o fu rmths ata
(skin depth is the ability of electromagnetic waves to set we derive exact solutions of four parameters: water

siewate thdepith deermgnetyifr c an t conductivity, water depth, sediment conductivity, and elec-
penetraate tvity). tromagnetic altitude. When unconstrained, the solutions
seawater conductivity). are exact (since the number of knowns and unknowns is

For the employed frequencies of 385 Hz and 7200 Hz the same), which results in zero residuals regardless of
for seawater with a conductivity of 4 mho/m, we may, data error. However, severe data error may produce
therefore, expect skin depth of 12.8 and 3.0 m, respec- physically unacceptable solutions (e.g., negative depth or
tively. From Figure 3 the source frequency obviously conductivities). While least-squares methods (in which the

number of knowns is usually much more than that of
.SKIN DEPTH(M) unknowns) may produce a stable solution set (even though

its root-mean-square (rms) error may be high) from a noisy
data set, the present analytic approach is understandably
sensitive to data error. Under this circumstance, a low-
pass filtering of the inverted profile is justifiable to

_,'___---countermeasure the random data errors.
An inversion algorithm using a modified Newton-

cr. Raphson method is then applied to the data. Initially, we
* ~2-. derive the sensor altitude and water conductivitv from

_the 72(X)-Hz data and, subsequently, water depth and bot-,o 000 0 0
S 0 0requency(l0z) tom conductivity from the 385-Hz data. Inversion time

for deriving all four parameters amounts to 0.5-2.0 sec
Figure 3. Skin depths as a function offrequency for seawater on a VAX 11/780 computer. The analytic method, as
having a conductivity ranging from 2 mho/m to 5 mho/m. in the least-squares method, also requires initial guesses
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and, to ensure physically acceptable solutions, reasonable Results
solution constraints. The constraints used for the final proc- The interpreted AEM bathymetry for Line 5021 is
essing of the Cape Cod data follow. depictcrd in Figure 4 (see Fig. 1 for location). The solid

Water conductivity (a,): 3-5 mho/m line represents the water depth inferred from the AEM
Sediment conductivity (u2 ): 0.01-2 mho/m data. Solid circles denote the depths determined from
Water depth (d): 0-50 m acoustic profiles. Depths are computed at approximately q
Altitude (b): positive 50-m intervals. Small numerals at the bottom are the flight
Spot measurements of water conductivity at a 3-m depth line fiducials that represent every 20th data point. The

at eight locations ranged from 4.0 to 4.12 mho/m. No profile length is about 20 km.
bottom sediment conductivity data are available. However, The agreements are excellent up to a water depth cor-
an extensive in situ study of carbonate sediments (Hulbert responding to about one skin depth (12.8 m) of the 385-Hz
et al., 1982) off the Florida coast shows a common range signal. In fact, the agreements up to this depth are well
of 0.4 mho/m to 1.4 mho/m within the first 5-in depth, within the interpolation accuracy of ground truth data.
decreasing only slightly with increasing depth of burial. Below the skin depth we notice progressively degrading

The inversion process is initiated as follows: For the resolution that results in oscillatory bathymetric profiles.
very first point, we prescribed starting values of a"l = In essence, the oscillatory behavior is a direct result of
4 mho/m, a2  = 1 mho/m, d as read from the the decreasing signal-to-noise ratio with respect to the "
hydrographic chart, and b as indicated by the radar altitude uncertainty. At a 20-m depth, for instance, the
altimeter. Once the process starts, the solution set at the maximum theoretical 385 Hz response (against an infinitely
present location is prescribed as the initial parameters for deep water) is expected to be about 10 ppm, while a mere
the next location. Thus, after the first data point of a pro- 0.2 m error in altitude will result in the same amount
file, the interpretation becomes completely autonomous. of difference in response. Since the bathymetric errors ap-

We present only the bathymetric results in this article, pear to be random, yet strongly correlated with the air-
Note, however, that (1) the derived electromagnetic altitude craft altitude, we tentatively conclude that the error sources
is well within ± 1 m of the radar altitude (less than the are likely related to the altimeter resolution and to such
manufacturer-specified 5% error), (2) water conductivity bird attitude uncertainties as pitching and yawing associated
is mainly 4 ± 0.2 mho/m except for very shallow-water with the aircraft altitude varia, ions. The bird attitude can
regions, and (3) bottom sediment conductivity ranges be- be monitored in the future using inclinometers whose out- '-
tween 0.5 mho/m and 1.5 mho/m in most profiles. put can be incorporated into the interpretation.

so AEMB LINE: 5021
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Figure 4. AEM bathymetric profile for Line 5021 after applying an I I point running average filter. Solid circles represent
acoustic depths.
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Such an oscillatory behavior can sometimes be sup- A composite of seven AEM profiles is shown in Figure
pressed if we use a least-squares inversion method when 9. We notice striking details of the sea bottom morphology.

a suffident number of redundant measurements is available, which show subtle trends and developments of slopes.
The resultant solutions in this case will carry large rms trenches, and shoals. The fact that each profile is independ-
errors, yet may give a deceptively smooth solution pro- ently derived and yet shows remarkable correlations with
file. The present analytic inversion method produces zero- neighboring profiles renders further credence to the AEM
residual solutions that fit the observed data regardless of results.
the measurement errors. Although the two approaches
are equivalent in the sense of error budgeting, the analytic Conclusions
inversion method appears to be superior in field logistics
and in computational speed. Figures 5-8 show additional From our experience through the Cape Cod AEM,
AEM bathymetric profiles produced by the above described bathymetry experiment, we summarize some of the er-
procedure. ror sources that degrade the bathymetric resolution:
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Figure 5. AEM batbymetry profile for Line 5031. Solid circles represent acoustic depths.
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Figure 7. AEM bathymetry profile for Line 5051. Solid circles represent acoustic depths.
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Figure 8. AEM bathymetry profile for Line 2021. Solid circles represent acoustic depths.

0 calibration errors- amplitude, phase and zero-level; We envision that with additional research and develop-

. error in the interpretative ocean model, particularly ment efforts, the AEM method will produce accurate
assuming the vertically homogeneous bottom sediment bathymetric charts over a shallow ocean (perhaps up to

layer: 100 m in depth). Compared with the traditional acoustic

, altimeter error: sounding techniques, the AEM method can provide an

0 measurement error due to pitching and yawing of order-of-magnitude faster survey speed at a reduced cost
the bird-negligible up to 10" if the bird altitude is 50 and thus yield a synoptic knowledge of ocean-bottom
m or higher: topography. With improved interpretation schemes. even

0 ground truth interpolation error due to noncoin- a real time data processing appears to be a realizable goal.
cidence of tracks by boats and aircraft- In addition, the method has potential applications to

, S electronic measurement noise. remotely measure electrical conductivities of ocean water
Most of these error sources can be significantly reduced and bottom sediments. The bottom sediment conductivi-

by improving equipment and software interpretation. ty, in particular, is closely related to certain mechanical
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Composite of AEM Bothymetry Profiles from the Cape Cod Bay
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Figure 9. A composite of seven AEM bathymetry profiles from the Cape Cod Bay.

characteristics, such as compaction, porosity, density, and Fraser, D. C. (1981). Magnetic Mapping with a Multicoil
(indirectly perhaps) sediment types, all of which carry broad Airborne Electromagnetic System. Geophysics 46,
geotechnical implications for many offshore activities. 1579-1593.

Fraser, D. C. (1985). Airborne Electromagnetic (AEM)

4. References Bathymetric Survey and Data Analysis, Cape Cod,

Anderson, W. L. (1979). Program MARQLOOPS: Massachusetts Area. Final Report to NORDA, Contract

Marquardt Inversion of Loop-loop Frequency Soundings. No: N62306-84-C-0013, Submitted by Carson Geoscience

USGS Open File Report 790240, p. 75. Co. Inc., Perkasie, Pennsylvania, p. 67.

Fraser, D. C. (1978). Resistivity Mapping with an Air- Hulbert, M. H., D. N. Lambert, R. H. Bennett, G. L..1

borne Multicoil Electromagnetic System. Geophysics 43, Freeland, J. T. Burns, W. B. Sawyer, and P. Field (1982).
144-172. In Situ Electrical Resistivity Measurements of Calcareous

Fraser, D. C. (1979). The Multicoil II Airborne Elec- Sediments. American Society for Testing and Materials,

tromagnetic System. Geophysics 44, 1367-1394. Special Publication STP 777, 414-428. %
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Data Processing .

Hydrographic Information Handling
I.'%

Herman J. Byrnes 5
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Division

NORDA conducts research, development, test. and hydrographic data have been designed and implemented
evaluation of systems, equipment, or techniques in the as a system for use onboard NAVOCEANO survey ships:
general areas of charting, surveying, photogrammetry, the system acronym is "1iPTS.'" which stands for
remote sensing, reconnaissance, bathymetry, geophysics, Hydrographic Post Time System. The HPTS is a basic
precise positioning, and ocean surveillance in support of shipboard capability that is to be expanded both on ship
the Defense Mapping Agency and the U.S. Navy. and for base plant processing. The IIPTS emerged from

* NORDA is the primary activity within the Navy con- implementing modules emulating manual methods. The
ducting research and development in direct support of task level modules are Extract, Thin, Select, Plot Status.
naval mapping, charting, and geodesy requirements. Edit, Merge. Plot Track. Plot Soundings. and Contour.

Under the above charter, a hydrographic information To ensure detection of minimum depth, survey pro-
handling (HIHAN) system is being developed for the cedure requires NAVOCEANO to collect more soundings
Hydrographic Division of the U. S. Naval Oceanographic than can be plotted on a sheet. The desire of the data
Office. That office plans and conducts hydrographic surveys processor is to reduce the volume of data requiring full
in response to charting deficiencies identified bv the treatment as rapidly as possible. The Extract and Thin -.-

Defense Mapping Agency. Until recently, surveys have modules reduce data volume while satisfying IHO stand-
been conducted and the results processed via labor-intensive ards. The standards require that shoalest soundings ap-
manual techniques. pear at 5.0-mm intervals on the sounding sheet and that

The project HIHAN develops the application software the soundings be positioned on the sheet to 1..0 mm ac
that will operate on both shipboard and in-house com curacv. To ensure that the 1.0 mm accuracy requirement
puters and that will perform automated tasks to assist is not violated, the Extract and Thin modules generate
hydrographers in selecting, merging. and editing a file of maximum and minimum soundings for each time
hydrographic data: overlaying features and annotations: interval not exceeding 1.0 mm of ship -sheet travel.,"
and calculating, file manipulating. and other processing depending on the scale of development. For a scale of
to produce digital field sheets, smooth sheets, and manage- development of 1/10,000. a reduction in data volume h"
ment accession files. The project is sponsored by the 10:1 can be realized: for a 1/5.000 scale, the reduction
Defense Mapping Agency, since digital smooth sheet prod can be 50: 1.
ucts are high on their list of priorities. The Select module applies a few rudinientars selection

The capability resulting from this development is to be rules that emulate the hydrographer in the selection proc
used 1w NAVOCEANO in a production environment. ess and set a status bit that indicates which soundings the
Products generated by the system must have been computer thinks should be plotted at 5.0-mm intervals
generated via observable, acceptable hydrographic stand on the sheet.
ards and must be acceptable to DMA and legal entente. The Status Plot module generates a plotter profile of the
consistent with International Hydrographic Organization 1.0-mm max/min thin depth file so that a hydrographer can
(1110) standards. Critical aspects of this software design evaluate the data in general and, in particular. evaluate the
are that the software must emulate procedure already designated sounding selections. The proximity and status of
employed manually and that the hydrographer's decisions navigation lines of position are also plotted relative to the "
must dominate any edit and sounding selection process, profile. When the status plot is completed, the hard copy is 00
even when the user has little computer training removed and studied bv the hydrographer in preparation .

Since the program was initiated in 1983, interactive data for editing. The profile and designated select depths arc
editing and verification system modules to process compared with a hard copy echogram by visual inspection.
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The Edit module provides both a video display of the sounding sheet for evaluation. The contours are gener-

data files and a user-friendly means to change the files ated via a subdivided triangle technique, Delaunay tessella-
by means of a keyboard. The Edit module can select or tion (Watson, 1982), because the computer capacity is too

deselect soundings, insert, change, provide a tabular snap- small to deal with larger data sets, i.e., 20,000 soundings
shot of a sequence of observations, or provide a profile per sheet, and the desire to infer no additional or inter-

of a sequence. polated soundings as in the result of grid contouring
When the editing and sounding selection is complete, the techniques.

next operation is to merge soundings, positions, and tide Continuing software applications in the HIHAN pro-

information. For each selected sounding a position is com- gram will focus on using the computer interactive graphics

puted from interpolated lines of position for the exact time gam will c ot intr ve h

of the sounding. Soundings with computed positions out- capability. The primary goal will be to improve the

side the designated survey area are removed from the file. hydrographer's ability to evaluate data and his/her ability
The appropriate tide table versus sounding position and to interact with the DMA hydrographic data base. Fur-

time is consulted and a relevant tide corrector is acquired. ther efforts will include utilization of Global Positioning

The data files resulting from the merge process are ready System and capabilities to extract hydrographic informa-

for plotting. The Plot Track module provides a sheet show- tion from airborne laser systems and multispectral image

ing the actual track of selected segments of track for the systems.

ship or launch data actually used. The track is annotated
with time date and platform tags. The Plot Sounding
module provides a field sheet where soundings values are References
plotted in their sheet locations. Watson, D. F. (1982). ACORD: Automatic Contour-

The contour module provides a quick, first-look set of ing of Raw Data. Computers and Geosciences

contours that can be overlaid on the tracksheet or the 8(1),97-101.
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Seafloor Geosciences
Richard H. Bennett and Donald J. Walter

Seafloor Geosciences Division

Abstract
Effective utilization of the sea floor is realized by the Navy as a result of basic

and applied geological, geophysical, and geotechnical investigations conducted at
NORDA. Major thrusts are directed toward the characterization and quantification "
of geological materials, structure, morphology, and seafloor processes that pro-
vide critical environmental data for naval applications. NORDA's geosciences
research supports specific naval requirements in mine and Arctic warfare, acoustic
bottom interaction, coastal engineering, mapping, geoacoustic/geophysical model-
ing, and antisubmarine warfare.

Introduction assessment of the seafloor and subseafloor structure and
Seafloor geosciences research at NORDA provides the materials, both laterally and vertically. Geotechnical studies

Navy with advanced capabilities to describe and model, provide the quantitative measure, or "ground truth," of
qualitatively and quantitatively, marine geological en- the physical, mechanical, and geoacoustic properties of the
vironments, sediments, and rocks in terms that relate to seafloor and subseafloor geological materials (Fig. 1).
Navy systems design, construction, and operations. Ef- NORDA's geosciences assets and support facilities in-
fective utilization of the sea floor by the Navy is realized edude such state-of-the-art geophysical instrumentation as
as a result of basic and applied geological, geophysical, multichannel seismic profilers, e.g., Deep Towed Array
and geotechnical investigations that contribute to the fun- Geophysical System, Ocean Bottom Seismographs, magne-
damental knowledge and understanding of the oceanic crust tometers, computer facilites and specialized software; geo-
and overlying sediments. Interdisciplinary research pro- technical in situ (e.g., electrical conductivity, piezometers,
grams are an integral aspect of these activities and are geomechanical, and geoacoustical) laboratory instrumen-
designed to maximize the return on ocean science invest- tation. Geological facilities include coring and sampling
ment, to optimize the scientific contributions to Navy tools and underwater photographic equipment. A high-
needs and applications, and to maintain a leading edge pressure (69 MPa, 10,000 psi) test and calibration facility
in advancing the state of the art in geosciences. is operated routinely by NORDA. Currently, this facility

Major thrusts in geosciences are directed toward the is being used to test and calibrate differential sediment
characterization and quantification of geological materials, pore water pressure sensors for deep-sea measurements
structure, morphology, and seafloor processes in both site- at high pressure (69 MPa).
specific and regional areas of Navy interest. Investigations
provide critical environmental data, geoacoustic proper- Disussion
ties, and other seafloor engineering properties (geotechnical
data) for naval applications (construction, mines. Investigations in geosciences
geoacoustic modeling and prediction). Specific studies in- Geological investigation% ttii on scatloor pro(A't5wV and
volve not only site investigations at sea but also extensive sedimentary materials in tine and spac. Transort and
laboratory studies coupled with theory and modeling. From deposition o sediments rtlet(ct the' pe liu [ lr Ktvt a-
an interdisciplinary studies perspective, the geological in- tive in submarine ernvironments: thew, pr x - ,-ss- arc tritical
puts provide the descriptive analysis and background of to naval activitics in swuh ar a ram,. hurial. high %

an investigation. Geophysical measurements and remote frequLentNy acousti. s(att'ring. and It'm.t i'.lltdelint

sensing techniques provide qualitative and quantitative biathymeitric and izcilogt Ital InappIT. a, wtll as
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morphological investigations are integral aspects of stability, bearing capacity predictions, mine burial
geological attivities in both shallow water and deep ocean estimates, and the response and behavior of sonar systems.
environments. Mine warfare-Applicable areas of interest to mine

Basic research in geomagnetics is directed toward the burial problems are seafloor mapping of bathymetry and
study of the geologic history and evolution of the ocean morphology, mapping of seafloor geotechnical properties,
basin. Seismology studies address vital questions regarding seafloor sediment/bottom typing and characterization, bot-
acoustic energy propagation and related fine-scale tom roughness measurements, and bottom and subbot-
stratigraphy of sediments and crusts. These investigations tom structure determination. These research areas pro-
provide the Navy with fundamental seafloor environmental vide information vital to the Mine Counter Measures Pro-
data for geoacoustic modeling, predictive modeling for gram. Specific capabilities include a side-scan sonar
remote areas, estimates of bottom and subbottom laboratory (seafloor mapping, bottom roughness), a geo-
roughness, scattering, attenuation, estimates of acoustic technical sediment (soil) properties laboratory (geotechnical
impedance. reflection coefficients, energy partitioning and properties of the sea floor, bottom typing and characteriza-
other derived geoacoustic parameters. Investigations of fine- tion), a core laboratory (sediment/bottom typing and
scale geoacoustic properties and boundary layer acoustics characterization, bottom and subbottom structure), and
are critical in assessing the subsurface variability and sedi- a geophysics laboratory (subbottom structure). An acoustic
ment acoustic velocities in shallow water and in deep ocean bottom characterization system (complete with a new in-
environments. strumentation laboratory) has been recently added.

Thrusts in marine geotechnique include the develop- Arctic warfare research-Subsurface ice characterization
mient of in situ probes for measuring the physical and in the future will become an important topic of considera-
mechanical properties of seafloor sediments. Field and tion in undersea Arctic warfare. NORDA has the research
laboratory testing of marine sediments and samples pro- tools and the expertise to develop a program for investi-
vide the Navy with critical data for engineering applica- gating the environmental characteristics of Arctic sedi-
tions, geoacoustic modeling, and a variety of seafloor en- ments and ice. Ice roughness and structure, as well as
vironmental requirements. Testing and evaluation of stability, are critical factors to be considered by subsur-
remote sensing techniques (acoustic and electromagnetic) face craft before transiting ice-covered areas. In addition
for determining seafloor sediment properties and identi to other subsurface interests, seafkx)r geotechnical prop-
lying marine soil types are ongoing activities because of erties and acoustic techniques should be considered with
the pressing requirements for rapid survey systems to tneet respect to mine burial and bottom-mounted structures.
Navy requirements. Quantitative geotechnical studies pro- Acoustic bottom interaction- Acoustics has developed
vide *'ground truth" for the remote sensing systems and to the point where it is one of the most important con-
are a fundamental basis for evaluating problems in seafloor siderations in undersea warfare. Methods have been

.54
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developed to adequately detect and track enemy sea craft geotechnical methods developed by NORDA are used to
(surface and subsurface) almost anywhere in the world's investigate and characterize the bottom from both a map
oceans. However, with the development of new technology ping and a surficial structure point of view. Geotechnical
for acoustically quiet craft (especially subsurface) it becomes probes have been developed and tested to determine in e
inherently more imperative to develop techniques to detect situ physical and mechanical properties of the sea floor.
or predict acoustic transmissions from quieter sources. A joint program with Sandia National Laboratories has
Theoretical studies have been completed and models devel- been underway for a number of years. This program has
oped that predict acoustic wave behavior in the ocean and investigated seafloor stability requirements for deep-sea
on the sea floor; however, these techniques take into ac- nuclear waste burial. Technology developed during this
count only a "theoretical" or "simple" environment, research is now being applied to naval coastal engineer
Future models must begin to account for the real-earth ing and geoacoustic requirements.
environment; that is, measurements must be made of sea- Seafloor mapping--On-scene Commanders. especially
floor and subseafloor properties and their variability on while operating in coastal areas (on the continental shelt). ___

the transmission of sound through the geological materials. ,,must have an accurate 'picture of the sea floor. tahexr
NORDA has devoted a considerable effort during the mapping and characterization have been act omplished by

last few years, and will devote an increasing effort in the NORDA using acoustical methods. Researchers utilize ad"
coming years, to applying seafloor and subseafloor research nced sg aflo iang thol estatcoriutze t

to acoustical problems. Beginning with sediment and bot- thedelo of newgsytec urent ortev
tom characterization (e.g., roughness and morphological the development of new systems currently evolving. One

features) and advancing through the geotechnical realm such system is the Sea MARC IV acoustc mapping system
into the geophysical structure of the subbottom, NORDA being developed in cooperation with Texas A&M Univer-

has conducted significant studies in terms of geological, sity These capabilities provide the Navy and the scien
geotechnical, and geophysical enhancement of present tific community with new dimensions in seaflor map-
acoustic models of sound propagation through the bot- ping and acoustic signal processing.
tom. The development of state-of-the-art instrumentation
related to acoustic behavior of geological materials is an S m
integral aspect of this research. Summary

Coastal engineering-The Navy has always been in- Seafloor geosciences researchers are now able to answer %
terested in coastal processes. In conventional areas, suc- many questions pertinent to naval environmental problems .
cessful amphibious landings require a significant amount of the sea floor and subseafloor regions. Such areas as mne
of personnel and materials. To accomplish these missions, warfare. Arctic warfare, acoustic bottom interaction, coastal
the shallow (beach front) bottom structure must be capable engineering, seafloor mapping, geoacoustic/geophysical
of supporting first the equipment, then the required per- modeling, and submarine detection require seafloor en-
sonnel. Methods are needed to rapidly characterize and vironmental data for concise predictions of conditions on
analyze near-shore bottom environments. Geological and and under the sea floor.
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Marine Geological Studies, Data
Resources, and Archives

Julius Egloff
Seafloor Geosciences Division

Abstract
Specialized marine geological data, listed by oceanic regions and principal in-

vestigators are available within NORDA. Geological data holdings and related
sources are represented by the geographic and technologic subjects of the numer- :%

ous papers produced by NORDA. Deep-sea sediment cores and dredged oceanic
rock samples, together with seismic reflection, 3.5 kHz bathymetry, and com- ,_4.

puterized data bases, combine to form a unique research archive within NORDA.
This archive serves Navy needs and is open to scientists of every discipline.

Introduction graphical materials are held in-house. A listing of NORDA
NORDA inherited a wealth of significant data and ex- geology publications by author may be requested, or a

perience from the divisions of previous parent organiza- listing of papers and holdings by regional interest is
tions. Regional studies carried out by NORDA geologists available on request. Several less well-known previous ef-
in its formative years have been enhanced by informa- forts, which may not have been fully published, may be '
tion gained from recently completed multipurpose, of interest. Examples of regional significant basic analysis
multisponsor Navy projects. Additional excellent marine (with geological/geophysical study parameters emphasized)
geological data have been gathered from NORDA- are listed.
sponsored research cruises during the last decade. * North Pacific Ocean/Evaluation of Seamount Occur-

rence: by study of water depth, topographic relief, age of
Discussion crust, proximity to known relief, spread of shiptrack con- ,P.

The majority of the shipborne seismic reflection and trol, and theoretical considerations.
3.5 kHz bathymetric profiling, magnetic surveys, 0 North Atlantic Ocean/Evaluation of Seamount Oc-
photography, and sediment core and rock sampling of the currence: by study of water depth, topographic relief, age
sea floor have been collected in the following regions (see of crust, proximity to known relief, spread of shiptrack
Fig. 1): control, and theoretical considerations.

0 Northern North Atlantic, southeastern North Atlan- 0 Northeast Pacific/Sediment Thickness Compilation:
tic, Bermuda Rise, U. S. continental margin, Caribbean involves digitization of seismic sections and isopach maps,
Sea and Gulf of Mexico, and central South Atlantic. standard Navy ocean area NP-9.

, North Pacific in the vicinity of Panama, the Gala- • Equatorial Eastern Pacific/Earthquake, volcano, and
pagos, East Pacific Rise, northeastern Pacific, west- bathymetric geologic data correlations, emphasizes regional
northwestern Pacific, and east-west transits from Hawaii. plate tectonics.

0 Indian Ocean between the Ninety-East Ridge and * Eastern South Pacific/Geophysical studies of the
Wharton Basin, from Australia to Java and Singapore, eastern margin of the plate.
including the Banda and Timor Seas. 0 Central North Atlantic/Geophysical Studies of the

* U. S. coastal waters, bays and harbors of Navy interest. Mid-Atlantic Ridge crest, including morphology, composi-
In addition to original data that have direct applications tion (petrochemistry), crustal thickness. etc.

to future projects at NORDA, regional studies with related 0 South Atlantic Ocean/Basin evaluation, preliminarya-
base maps, reports, computerized data files, and biblio- data compilation, bibliography, seismic and 3.5 kHz
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profiling, magnetic surveys, bottom photography, geologic features. Magnetic data utilizing Varian or similar
geological sampling. proton precession sensors were taken as a standard prac-

0 Caribbean Sea/geological and geophysical data syn- tice on most cruises. Gravity data were acquired occa-
thesis of data to produce a set of maps, and study of many sionally but were limited in extent because of accelera-
specific features of seabed, sediments, and crust; includes tion problems on the small ships.
geological/geophysical/geotechnical data off northern and Possibly the most extensive high-quality 3.5 kHz shallow
western margin of St. Croix. seismic profiles within the Navy, next to those generated

* U. S. Coastal Waters/Side-scan sonar and related as a standard practice by the Naval Oceanographic Of-
sedimentology studies. fice. are archived at NORDA. These data represent most

0 Western Atlantic and Eastern Pacific/Evluation of of the regions previously listed in which NORDA
selected seamounts. researchers worked.

* Eastern coast of U.S./Mid-Atlantic States off-
shore/Wilmington Canyon and vicinity.

Several studies are available as larger scale sets of Sediment samples and dredged rock collection

graphics and maps, and computer listed data. Seismic reflec- Sediment cores from all oceans investigated are kept

tion profiles over most of the regions listed above have as a reference sample collection in NORDA's Core

been analyzed and described, at least preliminarily, and Repository, along with an extensive dredged rock collec-

most are available on microfilm from the National tion. The cores were taken mainly in deep ocean basins

Geophysical Data Center, Boulder, Colorado 80303. Most and the dredged rock samples were taken principally from

original records are retained by NORDA for future analysis the mid-ocean near hot-spot-related island groups and from

and as a reference library, isolated seamounts. This set of seamount rock collections

Graphics showing the distribution of shiptrack control is unique in the U. S.

for most surveys are available from the National Core and dredged rock samples date from the late l6)s

Geophysical Data Center or from NORDA. Data are iden- to the present. Mineral and sediment properties studies
tified by ship, year, and region. have been run on selected cores and rocks, these cores " "

are available for more detailed studies. Partial lists and
Quality of survey data subsamples have been extracted for detailed studies by

In the early 1970s. single-channel seismic reflection data academia and institutions. These samples were formerly

were recorded on Raytheon Precision Seismic Recorders. used to support thesis research and scientific investiga-

These data are still some of the cleanest, sharpest seismic tions, as well as Navy requirements for seafloor engineering
records available for the northern North Atlantic-several and acoustic applications. Manganese samples and other
are with airgun sources and most are with 33.000 or data from these rock samples are held by the U. S.
660(X) joule sparker sources. Later data are clear in less Geological Survey. Smithsonian Institution scientists have
stormy conditions in mid-latitudes and equatorial waters subsampled the volcanic glass and fresh basalt. A few
and were recorded on Raytheon UGR. Navigational con- magnetic properties studies were done with selected
trol was usually by satellite, except for selected offshore samples of basalts from around Iceland and the East Pacific
areas where radio control was used (Raydist. Decca. and Rise,
radar). In higher latitudes the satellite navigation was ex- Questions by interested scientists regarding NORDA-
tremely accurate and allowed detailed surveys of smaller held data bases and samples are invited.
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Marine Geology: Research and Support
in Naval Ocean Science

Frederick A. Bowles and Peter Fleischer
Seafloor Geosciences Division

Abstract
The behavior of naval systems is significantly influenced by seafloor

characteristics; thus, the Navy must continually improve its understanding of
these aspects of the ocean environment. At NORDA, marine geologic investiga-
tions address both shallow- and deep-water environmental problems as they relate
to Navy needs. Regional investigations are often multidisciplinary and are designed
to enhance the Navy's fundamental knowledge of the geology of the deep ocean ,
basins. Site-specific and shallow-water investigations are generally more directed
because they usually support applied Navy programs relating to acoustics or
engineering. NORDA is developing a strong survey capability using undersea
remote sensing systems that provide acoustic imaging of the sea floor for de-
tailed geological investigations.

4,-

Introduction tional and defense capabilities is dependent on developing
Geology studies are concerned with such matters as the a thorough understanding of the physical characteristics

earth's origin, composition, history, morphology, and proc- of ocean basins, as well as the processes that form and
esses that shape it or have shaped it. Past interest focused continue to shape them.
primarily on the continents and ignored the major part Within the naval laboratory structure, NORDA ad- 'C

, of the earth, which lies beneath the oceans. Marine geology dresses the marine geological environment as it relates
" is the study of this submerged area and, until recently, to Navy needs. Marine geologic investigations of coastal

it was the least-developed branch of the geological sciences, and deep-ocean environments are directed toward the fun-
Interest in marine geology has grown enormously since damental understanding of sedimentology, morphology,
World War II. The great breakthrough in knowledge of acoustic stratigraphy, seafloor processes, and environmental
the deep sea floor has come primarily from research con- parameters. Field and laboratory techniques are used to
ducted by academic oceanographic institutions and sub- improve the resolution of geological parameters. Regional
sidized by grants from the U. S. Navy and the National and site-specific studies are designed to provide descrip-
Science Foundation. tions of geological environments for high-frequency

The continuing evolution and development of naval acoustics, mine countermeasures, bottom installations, and
equipment and systems require a continual advance in to develop state-of-the-art predictive modeling.
understanding the vast ocean environment in which the
Navy operates. It is becoming increasingly more apparent Discussion
that seafloor characteristics significantly influence the

behavior of Navy systems. Bottom geometry and sediment Sediment patterns and deep ocean circulation
type/structure, for example, affect acoustic reflectivity; sedi- This research represents a composite approach to study- ',"

ment dynamics and seafloor properties affect the choice ing seafloor environments and abyssal water mass circula- ,

of seafloor installation sites of cable routes. Topography tions by understanding sediment distribution, biostratigra-
can be used in subsurface navigation or may represent phy, paleoclimatology, bedforms, sediment composition,
a navigational hazard. Improvement of the Navy's opera- sediment acoustics, and acoustic stratigraphy. Knowing
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how water circulation affects sediment patterns and seafloor current knowledge of the environment is limited. The
geometry, and also how the sedimentary environment and South Atlantic Geocorridor Project (Fig. 2) is designed
processes affect water circulation, give data we can use to to provide a systematic approach toward gaining increased
predict microtopography and acoustic responses of the bot- understanding in such an area. Recent interest in the South ' •
torn as a function of geographic area. Research has primari- Atlantic is based on a concern for protecting and monitor-
ly concentrated on analyzing geological and geophysical ing shipping routes for strategic supplies. One of the first
data collected in the North Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean, steps in determining the best, most effective approach for
Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico. Seismic reflection conducting surveillance is to define the acoustically rele-
and bathymetric data have been used to define the strati- vant environmental characteristics of an ocean basin.
graphic and sedimentation history in the western North Ultimately, the optimum performance of surveillance
Atlantic (Bermuda Rise) and the eastern Indian Ocean systems will depend, in part, on a quality environmental
(Nicobar Fan), and to delineate the bottom current flow data base. From a scientific point of view, our current
pattern on the south flank of the Iceland-Faeroe Ridge and understanding of the South Atlantic is extremely deficient.
Northeast Atlantic Basin. These and similar studies provide Knowledge of the tectonic history, structural framework,
valuable environmental data bases (sediment thickness and sedimentation, stratigraphy, sediment dispersal and related
bathymetric maps) that can be applied to bottom-related process, etc., is inadequate. Suitable environmental data J.
Navy activities. Sediment thickness (Fig. 1), for example, is bases do not exist. A major field program is presently
important in environmental acoustic modeling for the Fleet underway to collect baseline geophysical and sedimen-
(Bottom Loss Upgrade Program and research support for tological data from the South Atlantic to develop a better
geoacoustic models). Geoacoustic models simulate the real understanding of tectonic and sedimentation patterns and
sea floor in terms of sediment thickness, layering, physical their influence on the geoacoustic environment in that
properties, and velocities, and are used by the Navy in region.
acoustic-related activities. These models are basic to under-
water acoustics and are useful in guiding theoretical studies,
reconciling field experiments with theory, or predicting . <' .
the effects of the sea floor for experimental design. Sedi-
ment core data, echo-sounder profiles, seismic reflection -....

profiles, etc., permit geological province boundaries to be
defined within which geoacoustic models can be applied. %
Such data is also significant in acoustic scattering ex- \
periments, blockage of sound propagation (obstructions), .

and deployment of bottom-mounted equipment.
In addition to supporting Navy needs, marine geological

investigations have also resulted in scientific contributions. .

Investigations in the Caribbean Sea/Gulf of Mexico region,
for example, have led to positively identifying the Orinoco
River as a source area and to developing sediment transport
models that explain the spatial and temporal input of
Orinoco/Amazon River sediments to the eastern Carib-
bean. Models for the post-Miocene evolution of the north-
west Caribbean have been postulated and refined. Stratigra- Figure 1. Sediment isopach map of south flank and crestal
phy and paleoenvironment investigations of carbonate

sedmens o th Flrid esarpenthav reeald a area of Iceland-Faeroe Ridge and adjacent Hatton Drift area.sediments on the Florida escarpment have revealed a Contour interval is 0.1 sec. Sediment thickness was read every
history of Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic erosion and 15 min, or about every 2 km. Stippling indicates areas of %
subsidence. little or no sediment. Dashed contours indicate uncertainty

in the position of the contours due to lack of data. Question
South Atlantic Geocorridor marks indicate area of uncertain sediment thickness because,%

The Navy faces increasing responsibilities in distant acoustic basement reflector is not visible in seismic reflec

geographic areas that are potentially strategic and where tion profiles.
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Site surveys and regional assessments Often, detailed geophysical and geological data collec-
Geologic/geoacoustic assessments of specific areas and tion are needed to assess an area properly. NORDA

site-specific surveys are among the principal means by geologists, for example, have conducted four surveys in
which marine geology directly benefits the Navy. the St. Croix area. During these investigations, precision

A major environmental assessment of the northwest bathymetric profiling, seismic reflection profiling. dredg-
Pacific was completed by NORDA in support of the ing, coring. geotechnical testing, and photographic opera-
Marine Seismic System (MSS) Project funded bv the tions were conducted. In addition to practical application
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. The thrust for the Navy, the St. Croix surveys gave NORDA
of this program was the use of marine borehole instruments geologists the opportunity to address more fundamental
to monitor nuclear testing. The report presents comprehen- scientific questions, such as the age of the opening of the
sive data compilations to aid in planning and site selec- Virgin Island Trough and the characteristics of the car-
tion for the MSS. Data were compiled for two geographic bonate sediments and their physical properties.
regions-the northwest Pacific ('10"-56"N, 1415"-17()E) and A better knowledge of the seafloor characteristics that
the Kurile-Kamchatka earthquake region. Included for the form the north and west margins ot St. Croix, and in the
northwest Pacific were cultural, meteorological. oceano- Virgin Island Trough. is essential to long-range planning
graphic. geological. geophysical. and seismological data to of Navy activities for the area. Such information is
define the environment in which the MSS would operate. necessary to locate optimal sites for seafloor installations,
Two MSS site areas were proposed, primarily for their determine cable routes, and specify requirements for pro-
advantageous local geology. tecting and stabilizing cables and other equipment. Two
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surveys were directly related to planned expansions of the side-scan systems allow geologic mapping in water depths
St. Croix tracking range located at the western end of St. of 50-5000 m with a single system and a minimum of
Croix Island. ship time in the survey area. The various Sea MARC

The Jordan Basin (Gulf of Maine) represents a similar systems differ primarily in the operational frequency of
situation, where geological/geophysical/geotechnical tech- their mapping sonars and their relative modes of opera- . .,

niques were directed toward more applied Navy needs- tion (e.g., slow, deep towing versus more rapid, shallow
specifically, to provide seafloor environmental support for towing). Sea MARC IV is being developed by NORDA,
shallow-water ASW acoustic experiments. Relevant Texas A&M University, and Lamont-Doherty Geological A
geological information was collected in conjunction with Observatory as a portable, state-of-the-art system. It will
the shallow-water acoustic experiment. The analysis and be an integrated towed system that will simultaneously
interpretation of geologic samples and data were intend- provide quantified acoustic backscatter images, swath
ed to address two basic factors affecting acoustic bottom bathymetry, and echosounding over a wide range of tow-

interaction in the experiment: the significant characteristics ing altitudes, swath widths, and water depths.

of the bottom in terms of such parameters as sediment Remote characterization is a cost-effective way to map

type, sound velocity, and porosity; and the areal and ver- the sea floor and to increase our understanding of geologic

tical variation of these parameters within the experiment processes and bottom morphology. With this technology,
sites. a large volume of information can be gathered during

cruises. The nature of Sea MARC IV data is such that
Geologic mapping bottom backscatter can be quantified and correlated withTeoonventiona geologic features on a detailed scale. Thus, geologic/acoustic "The conventional surface ship echo-sounder has been models can be enhanced on the basis of a single, routine
the standard approach to distinguishing and mapping the models en the bis o a igl re

survey. These models, in turn, will lead to a vital predic-
topographic features of the sea floor. Even in the most tive capability for critical Navy areas.
precise and detailed bathymetric surveys, however, con-
tours must be extrapolated between ship survey lines, Shallow-water geology
which leads to questions concerning the actual sea floor. n e, a t r ri gl oMoreover, the shapes of contours have been used to in- In general, the acoustic characteristics of signals, noise,
Morover , the share s of ron s have een sedo lin, and reverberation in shallow continental shelf or narrow
fer the nature of the processes that create seafloor relief.
These inferences have not always been accurate.

The technique and philosophy of seafloor mapping has]
changed considerably in recent years with the develop-
ment and improvement of new undersea remote sensing
systems that provide acoustic imaging of the sea floor.
Side-scan sonar imaging systems are readily available to
marine geologists for studying the details of the sea floor
and shallow subsurface. These instruments, coupled to .
modern electronic navigation equipment, have opened a A

new era of geological understanding of shallow- and deep-
water environments. Standard methods of direct seafloor-._.'-
sampling (gravity piston coring, grab sampling, and dredg- .
ing) now provide better data because we are now able to
understand the seafloor features from which they are . -

selected. These methods of both remote and direct data - I

collection are employed to develop an understanding of
seafloor environments not previously possible. Figure 3. Sea MARC IV mapping geometry. The Sea MARC

NORDA's ability to obtain detail and "big-picture IV neutrally buoyant toufish and umbilical cable stream
geology- of the sea floor will improve significantly with behind a dead weight depressor. This arrangement yields a
the development of Sea MARC IV (Fig. 3). This is the very quiet and stable sonarplatformforacoustic imagingand
latest member in a family of instrumentation called the bathvmetric mapping (from International Submarine
Sea Mapping and Remote Characterization system. These Technology, Ltd.).
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coastal areas are significantly different from deep ocean tioning were provided for the SQQ14 minehunting sonar
areas. Attempts to extrapolate deep ocean acoustic data evaluation study conducted off Charleston, South Carolina.
to shallow-water applications have been disappointing. In The pre-experiment environmental assessments
recent years, concern about the way Navy systems per- demonstrated the considerable variability in bottom
form in shallow-water environments has led to increased character encountered at this location. -.

emphasis on understanding and exploiting those features Future shallow-water efforts will include geological in- -
that characterize these environments. The proximity of vestigation of areas where high-frequency scattering ex- %

boundaries (surface, bottom, shoreline), inhomogeneity of periments will be conducted. Improved survey techniques
the water column, sea floor, and substrate; short-term tem- will also be developed.
poral variability, and influences of noise sources contribute
to the extreme complexity of the acoustic environment
in shallow water. Summary

Clearly, environmental acoustics are so complex that Many of the most important direct applications of
an interdisciplinary approach to investigations is required. marine geology support within the Navy research structure
NORDA geologists, together with acousticians and are in fields of underwater acoustics and engineering. As
oceanographers, have developed an integrated, long-range ne or ied syste are deop eenv wl
environmental acoustics program that addresses basic and ne oreuire ayter deraio the N -
applied issues in the bottom interaction of high-frequency sie o enire a nd the ocennn wic i

sound in shallow-water environments. Phases of this pro- ,'.t"

gram are currently supported by the Office of Naval operates. Marine geology programs within NORDA ad-

Research and the Naval Sea Systems Command. The ob- vance the Navy's fundamental and applied knowledge of

jective of this program is to develop a fundamental geology to meet current and future Navy requirements. ,
understanding of the physics of high-frequency, shallow-
water bottom scattering.

Because acoustic wavelengths are very short at high
frequencies (10-100 kHz), small seafloor features (such
as ripple marks) will cause acoustic scatter. Thus, high-
frequency bottom interaction depends mainly upon small-
scale seafloor routihness. The seafloor features most im-
portant to high-frequency acoustic scattering are discern-
ible on side-scan sonar records.

In support of the high-frequency program, NORDA has
developed a strong shallow-water survey capability built

around the ability to conduct precisely navigated sonar
imaging (Figs. 4 and 5) and shallow subbottom profiling '.
measurements.

Extensive geological site investigations for high-
frequency bottom scattering experiments have been con-
ducted off Panama City, Florida (Figs. 4 and 5), and in
the Arafura Sea, off the northern coast of Australia. In
these experiments, sonar imaging, integrated with in situ
physical properties measurements and stereophotography,
is used to map the finescale spatial variability of sediment ,
type and bottom roughness.

Within NORDA's high-frequency acoustics program, Figure 4. NORDA scientist preparing side scan sonar mosaic
side-scan imagery, subbottom profiles, and precision posi- of sea floor.

N,
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Geophysics Probes the Seafloor/Subseafloor M
Environment

Joseph F. Gettrust and David W. Handschumacher
Seafloor Geosciences Division

Abstract
The marine geophysics program at NORDA focuses on geomagnetic/plate

tectonics and seismic research. These research efforts span the spectrum from " -
developing a basic understanding of earth processes to supporting advanced system
development. Broadly stated, the research projects are directed toward providing
the Navy with a better understanding of how the sea floor and subbottom affect
sound propagation, as well as defining the source and spatial and temporal variabili-
ty of potential fields and the effects of these features on Navy systems and
operations.

Introduction Discussion
NORDA's charter is to address the marine environ- Geomagnetism/plate tectonics program

ment and its impact on the Fleet. To address problems In 1979 NORDA established a basic research program
of immediate concern (e.g., detection of seamounts) and to further investigate the geology and geomagnetism of
environmental issues that impact longer range needs (e.g., ocean basins within the framework of plate tectonic theory.
very low frequency antisubmarine warfare surveillance), The program's objectives are broad-based and address fun-
the marine geophysics activities focus on geomagnetism/ damental questions concerning the origin and nature of
plate tectonics ar, seismic research, seafloor structure, magnetism and tectonism (Fig. 1). The

The development of methods by which to predict the research approach is empirical and predicated on field in- -'

topography and geoacoustic properties of the bottom in vestigations that involve airborne and shipborne deep-
* areas where direct measurements cannot be easily made tow/surface-tow magnetic surveys.
, critically depends upon the fundamental understanding of One of the first areas identified for an extensive

past and present dynamic processes within the solid earth. aeromagnetic survey effort was the western Pacific. The

Following World War II, the Office of Naval Research seafloor structure in this region is anomalously complex. -

supported marine geophysical research at a level that led Numerous deep basins are seen to be transected or bound-

to significant breakthroughs in our knowledge of the earth. ed by oceanic rises, plateaus, troughs, and ridges. In addi-
tion, the area contains an unusually large number of sea-This work led to the syllogism of plate tectonics, a model mounts, which occur in linear chains, amorphous groups, "

for tectonic processes that explains the gross structure of m , o Ithe o sand isolated settings. Prior attempts to develop a coherent
s the ocean basins and continental margins. One of the tectonic model for the evolution of these structures had

, aspects most critical to the development of this model is been hampered by the presence of a regional magnetic
the concept of seafloor spreading in which marine magnetic quiet zone" (Fig. 1).
anomaly lineations could be related to the age of the According to a widely accepted hypothesis. sea floor

. oceanic crust. Ultimately, this model makes it possible to underlying this quiet zone and other quiet zones marginally
predict in a systematic manner the bottom topography, located over coeval crust of the North Atlantic and In-
sediment type and structure and, thus. the gross distribu- dian Ocean basins was formed during the mid- to late
tion of geoacoustic properties of the sea floor. Jurassic (approximately 150 to 180 million years age)
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GLOBAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS: Geomagnetism/Plate Tectonics
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Figure I. This figure schematically illustrates the empirical approach taken by NORDA s geomagnetism and plate tectonics
program in addressing fundamental questions concerning seafloor structure, magnetism, and tectonism. Examples of research
operations discussed in the text are presented and experiment sites located with respect to seafloor age,

period of constant, i.e., nonreversing, geomagnetic field rather than a period of constant polarity. This conclusion,
behavior. Interpreted as such, the Jurassic quiet zones if valid for older portions of the JQZs. would significant-
(JQZs) represent blank sections in the marine magnetic ly impact not only tectonic studies of the JQZ regions.
record within which detailed study of the earliest spreading but also studies seeking to define the chronology and
history of these oceans is precluded by the absence of mechanism of the earth's magnetic field reversals. A
crustal isochron control provided by magnetic reversal primary goal of NORDA's western Pacific (WESTPAC)
anomalies. aeromagnetic operations was to regionally test the frequent

Shipboard and deep-tow magnetometer records, reversal model for the origin of the JQZs by determining
however, had provided tenuous evidence that at least the whether or not seafloor spreading lineations can be resolved
youngest portions of the JQZs contain short wavelength in these regions.
(< 50 km), reversal-type anomalies, which could be related During WESTPAC operations, NORDA collected over
to seafloor spreading during a period of frequency reversals I0),0(X) nm of low-altitude (I(XX)-2(XX) feet) aeromagnetic
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measurements in sparsely surveyed areas of the western studies based on the predicted spreading rate of less than-"5
Pacific aboard P-3 Orion aircraft. Much of this data was 3 cm/yr indicate that it will not be possible to resolve the
collected during flight operations specifically targeted to predicted anomaly record in the JQZ with airborne or
search for linear anomalies in the JQZ. shipborne surface-tow magnetic surveys (Fig. 3). However. 1,

The search was an unqualified success. A well-defined the predicted anomaly pattern would be easily resolvable
sequence of low amplitude (10-50 nT), short wavelength with a magnetometer towed at mid-depths (30(X) in). For
(10-40 km) anomalies was identified in the JQZ east of this reason, we plan to conduct a specialized deep-tow
the Mariana Trench. Interpreted to be of the seafloor magnetometer operation off the east coast of the United
spreading variety, these magnetic anomalies have been used States to test the frequent reversal model for the JQZ.
as the criteria for extending the geomagnetic reversal time If successful, this operation will show that detailed isochron -.

scale backward in time to the earliest stages in the evolu- information, which is critical to deciphering the initial rift-
tion of the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans (Fig. 2). ing processes that produced the Atlantic ocean basin, ex-

The success of the WESTPAC operations provides in- ists and is resolvable in the JQZs.
centive and precise criteria for re-examining the magnetic The WESTPAC operations also provided scientists with
morphology of JQZs elsewhere. While the Pacific data an opportunity to field test the application of aeromagnetic
are significant, a global correlation of the Pacific anomaly surveys to locate such uncharted bathymetric structures
sequence would make the frequent reversal hypothesis for as seamounts (which produce a characteristic geomagnetic
the origin of the JQZs more conclusive. In addition, if signal that can be resolved during low-altitude airborne
these anomalies are to be used for detailed tectonic studies, magnetic surveys). This effort addressed the Navy's con-
mapping programs must be initiated. It should be noted tinuing requirement to detect and chart seamounts within
that the Pacific anomalies were mapped in a region where its operational areas. In extreme cases, these seamounts
the crust is inferred to have formed at a relatively high can be hazardous to surface or submarine navigation. More
spreading rate (- 10 cm/yr). Crust formed at slower often, they represent significant environmental features .

spreading rates will produce a less resolvable magnetic that can adversely affect sensor/weapons systems. The in-
signature because individual polarity bands within the crust troduction of deeper running submarines with increased
will be narrower. In the North Atlantic, for instance, model operational ranges has expanded this requirement to large

CRUSTAL MAGNETIC POLARITY MODELFOR -'-150';B
JURASSIC QUIET ZONES (JQZs) my10":B

160 C KO,

%C1.

Figure 2. New crustal magnetic polarity model for the Jurassic quiet zones developed from magnetic lineations resolved in "
data during WESTPAC aeromagnetic survey operations. The model shous narrou banding of alternating polarity, uhich is

attributed to seafloor spreading during a period of frequent retersals prior to anomalV M25 time. Age extrapolations were
made using a constant spreading rate assumption and the time scale /br post M25 anomalies of larson and Hilde (1975/.
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Figure 3. Predicted North Atlantic JQZ crustal magnetic polarity model based on Pacific data with synthetic anomaly profiles r

generated at sea level and at a depth of 3000 m. These profiles demonstrate the requirement for deep-tow magnetometer
operations to resolve the predicted JQZ anomalies in the North Atlantic JQZs.

ocean areas where only reconnaissance grade bathymetry the gross tectonic history of the South Atlantic basins is
* is available. One area of particular concern is the western well understood, it will be possible to take the detailed

Pacific. This region contains an anomalously high number information from the geocorridor and extrapolate
of randomly distributed selmounts. Outside localized areas parameters of interest to the Navy to the whole of the
that have been bathymetrically surveyed in detail, the prob- South Atlantic basin.
ability is high of encountering uncharted seamounts or
seamounts that shoal at depths less than those reported. Seismology program

During WESTPAC OPS79, aeromagnetic survey data NORDA's seismology program complements the ,

was used to predict the existence of three large, uncharted geomagnetic/plate tectonics effort by measuring geoacoustic
seamounts near Wake Island. Subsequent bathymetric properties in regions of Navy interest (Fig. 6). The design
surveys conducted by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and location of seismic experiments is often predicated -.%

(HIG) under NORDA/ONR sponsorship confirmed the on earth models derived from geomagnetic observations.

* aeromagnetic results. One seamount was found to rise over NORDA's seismic program is relatively young; the first
4000 m above the surrounding sea floor and shoal at a major seismic refraction/reflection field program was con-
depth of less than 1200 m (Fig. 4). Subsequent flight opera- ducted in 1979 when NORDA scientists participated in
tions were used to field test the potential application of the Rivera Ocean Seismic Experiment (ROSE). This ex-
aeromagnetic surveys to validate predicted sites of un- periment was unique in that essentially every major marine

charted seamounts derived from SEASAT radar altimetry geophysics group in the United States participated. The
data. Although numerous sites were overflown, only one goal of this project was to investigate the structure of young .
yielded an apparent magnetic confirmation for the oceanic crust near the East Pacific Rise using the seismic
SEASAT prediction (Fig. 5). refraction technique. More than 80 ocean bottom seismo-

The western Pacific represents an area where the graphs (OBSs) recorded both explosive "shots" fired from
understanding of the gross structure, age, and evolution ships and earthquakes generated by the spreading of the

is still a significant issue. By contrast, these aspects of plate oceanic crust. The indirect sampling of the evolving oceanic
reconstruction are no longer a first priority issue in the crust is of interest to the Navy because very low frequen-
South Atlantic. NORDA scientists are using geomagnetic cy acoustic waves (roughly 5 to 30 Hz) might become

data from the South Atlantic (SOUTHLANT GEOCOR- important to ASW surveillance, and acoustic signals at

RIDOR OPS) to address more detailed questions. Because these low frequencies interact with the oceanic crust.
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CONTOUR iNTERVAL " 50 nT 16"551 Navy, bottom and subbottom acoustic wave interaction
is presently of considerably greater importance in shallow
water (the continental shelf). NORDA is currently carry-

[ I ing out a very low frequency acoustic/seismic special focus
+100 project in which the energy partitioning between the water

i [ column and solid earth is being studied. During the first
, +50very low frequency field program (June 1985 on the con-

I tinental shelf off Cape Fear, North Carolina), acousticians
I/ -and seismologists from NORDA measured the acoustic

0signal and noise distribution within the water column, com-
_100" pared the signal-to-noise ratio of solid earth path and pure

water path signals, and related these observations to the
I,0 geologic structure of the subbottom (Fig. 7). By combin-ing the expertise of acousticians and seismologists in a

single experiment, the propagation characteristics of very
+50"" SEASATI low frequency acoustic signals can be related to earth struc- -."

.SITE 1"- 1 0 ture of a passive continental margin: this relationship makes
it possible to better predict geoacoustic properties in similar

116*20' geologic environments.
157°30'E 158*00' Another focus of NORDA's seismology program is the
Figure 5. WESTPAC aeromagnetic contour map (flight tracks Deep Towed Array Geophysical System (DTAGS), which
dashed lines), which provides independent confirmation of a was developed by NORDA engineers (Fig. 8). DTAGS
SEASA T radar altimetry predicted site for an uncharted is a multichannel seismic system similar to those used with
seamount. great success in petroleum exploration. The array can be

towed at full ocean depths, which allows NORDA scien-
Interpretations made of the crustal structure and tists to investigate the structure of deep-water marine

seismicity in the ROSE area show that the oceanic crust sediments in significantly greater detail than with conven-
structure is heterogeneous, that seismic (acoustic) veloci- tional systems previously used. Estimates of the acoustic
ty anisotropy in the upper mantle (which underlies the impedance and attenuation of the sea floor and subbot-
crust) is nil, and that measurable changes in the seismic tom at midrange (300-600 Hz) frequencies, and the spatial
velocities exist within the crust over the age range from variability of these properties will significantly improve
0.5 to 4.5 million years. the accuracy and predictive power of the Navy's

NORDA seismologists also played a role in evaluating geoacoustic models.
subbottom borehole seismic systems. The thrust of this Engineering field tests of DTAGS were completed in
program was to evaluate marine borehole instruments as September 1984. During this field exercise, seismic pro-
sensors to verify compliance with future test ban treaties files were taken south of Bermuda (Fig. 9); these profiles
and for ASW surveillance. Preliminary results from a 1982 are the first "geophysics" data collected with DTAGS.
borehole instrument experiment off the Kamchatka Penin- Data from this cruise has been used to make a preliminary
sula suggest that the signal-to-noise ratio of the borehole seismic section of the sediment structure in 4900 m of
instruments might be significantly better (20 dB in cer- water south of Bermuda. We now know that with a com-
tain frequency bands) than those found for conventional plete 24-channel seismic data set taken at 16-m intervals
OBSs and bottom-mounted hydrophones. This improved along the profile, it will be possible (for the first time)
signal-to-noise ratio could impact the design of future ASW to obtain excellent in situ compressional velocity estimates
systems. in the upper several hundred meters of sediments at full

In a similar experiment carried out in the South Pacific, ocean depths. The dense sampling made possible with
the Marine Seismic System borehole instrument produced DTAGS will make it possible to develop a viable statistical
similar results. Further research efforts will be directed model for the spatial variability of sediment properties in
toward Navy applications, that environment.

Although the structure of the oceanic crust beneath Modeling of seismic propagation within complex sedi-
the deep oceans might be of long-range interest to the ment structure is being carried out in cooperation with
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Figure 6. This figure schematically illustrates the research efforts and regions in which NORDA 's seismologists have con'
ducted field projects. The ocean bottom seismograph, borehole seismic, and deep-towed multichannel seismic systems are em -

phasized in the text.

the University of Houston. There, Seismic Acoustic ment of environmental properties of interest to the Navy.
Laboratory scientists have developed facilities where small- The programs complement other ongoing research efforts
scale analogs of the marine sediment column can be con- of NORDA, academia, and other governmental labora-
st:ucted and used to test seismic propagation through tories. The emphasis of cooperative research efforts is in
known, complex earth models, recognition of the fact that a multidisciplinary approach

Marine geophysics scientists are also engaged in the ap- to marine studies will enhance our ability to study the
plication of existing fleet sonars to mapping the seafloor complex marine environment, and to refine earth models -'

morphology and geoacoustic properties in are,s of Navy to the degree required to meet current and potential Navy
interest. This program (SWATHMAP) complements our needs.
cooperative effort with Texas A&M University to develop
and implement the next generation of quantitative side- Rfec
scan sonar systems. References

Larsen, R. L. and T. W. C. Hilde (1975). A Revised
Summary Time Scale of Magnetic Reversals for the Early Cretaceous

Geomagnetism/plate tectonics and seismology/ and Late Jurassic. Journal of Geoph.ysical Research 80,
geoacoustics research at NORDA emphasizes the measure- 2586-2594.
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deployed the vertical hydrophone array shown in this figure. NORDA seismologists deployed the ocean bottom seismometers .".

in various configurations. Both impulsive and continuous wave acoustic sources will be used to study the geoacoustic proper-

ties of the region.
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Figure 8. This figure presents the general configuration of DTAGS. Note that the acoustic source and multichannel hydrosteamer

are lowed close (500 m) to the bottom at full ocean depths, The deepftou configuration limitso tocan boto approximatery
i. 5 knots; however, the increased resolution that resulos from this geometr improves our samplinuy the depsea sediments
by an order of magnitude.
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Figure 9. A common depth point stack of DTA GS data taken south of Bermuda during September 1984. Thjis seismic section
was produced by Digicon Corporation for NORDA as a benchmark evaluating theCir DISCO multichannel seismic analysis system.
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The Prediction of Geoacoustic/Geotechnical
Properties N,

Philip Valent, Douglas Lambert, Dawn Lavoie, and Huon Li
Seafloor Geosciences Division

Abstract
Geotechnical activities within NORDA include fundamental studies of marine

sediment behavior under various loading conditions, including acoustic over- .'-*

pressures. Development efforts leading to specialized probes and remote tech-
niques for measuring geoacoustic/geotechnical properties are integral aspects of
the research. Support services in preparing geoacoustic/geotechnical environmental
models and site assessments for Navy users are important projects by NORDA
researchers. Studies addressing the fundamental nature of submarine sediments
are essential basic research efforts.

Introduction devices for measuring in situ sediment properties and to
extend, in detail, earlier models. NORDA is attempting to

NORDA scientists conduct basic and applied research theoretically describe the impact of -iobe insertion on the
to improve understanding of the acoustic and geotechnical sediment and on the measured sediment properties. These
properties of marine sediments and shallow rock, and the predictions are being verified/calibrated against

variation of these properties with change in source material mre mns ae from teroye roe shan-
measurements made from the prototype probe shape/con- -7

and environment. Geotechnologists also provide environ- figuration in the laboratory and in the field. Measurements
mental support to other research, development, and test of excess pore water pressures generated by probe inser-
and evaluation efforts, in the form of predictions and in tion have been and are being obtained in the laboratory
situ measurements of seabed sediment acoustic and geo- and in the field and compared to theoretical predictions
technical properties, profiles, and lateral variability. These adi h il n oprdt hoeia rdcin
teserchni pport funtis, arler arlithe she (Bennett et al., 1985b, and Riggins et al., 1985; Fig. 1),
research and support functions are accomplished in the.-

field and in the laboratory by using a suite of NORDA- *2 0

designed and -built advanced sensors and probes. This ar-
ticle describes research efforts directed toward understand-
ing marine sediment properties and some of the tools
developed for this effort. I

Discussion 0.

Basic and applied research •

Marine geotechnologists are relative newcomers to the
NORDA community and as such are first developing a
basic research program. A special interest is in develop-
ing an improved understanding of the geoacoustic and
geotechnical behavior of marine gravels and carbonate ' ...

sediments with near-term emphasis on continental shelf
carbonates. Also under study are the sediment changes Figure 1. Piezometer pore pressure response during probe in
and deformation caused by the insertion of probe-type sertion (1 psi = 6.895 kPa),
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with good success to date in one reconstituted ocean sedi- tivity data with other remotely measured data to produce
ment and three in situ "undisturbed" sediment tests. This a more reliable remote sediment classification.
work is being extended to include identification and NORDA has a number of probe types in various stages

F development of techniques to determine the impact of of development for measuring in situ the properties of sea-
probe insertion on measured sediment electrical conduc- floor sediments. The geoacoustic/geotechnical probe devel- %
tivities and compression and shear wave velocities. opment, laboratory testing, and fielding (at sea) activities are

strong in-house capabilities. Efforts include not only the
Geoacoustic/geotechnical sensor development electronics and mechanical design functions to engineer

Improved and new laboratory and field sensor tech- durable, yet precise systems, but also the technical evalua-
nology that can be applied to help the Navy accomplish tions to properly relate the data measured to the mech-
its mission are being identified and evaluated. Currently, anisms of soil behavior. Perhaps the most developed of
research centers around developing acoustic subbottom these probes is the differential pore pressure system., survey systems, probe-type in situ measurement systems. developed for the Department of Energy's (DOE) Seabeduand improved laboratory test equipment and techniques. Disposal Program (SDP). The instrument measures sedi-ment differential pore pressures to a precision of ± 0.3NORDA has contracted for the development of a soft- kPa (+ 0.05 psi) at ambient pressures to 70 MPa (10,000
ware subsystem to be integrated with a Honeywell-ELAC psi) (Bennett et al., 1985a; Fig. 3). The Department of 4..'

acoustic sediment classifier. The system integrates the Energy has supported the development of this piezometer
reflected acoustic energy per unit time from the subsea- probe to measure the pore water pressure gradients, which .- .
bed after insonification at either 15 kHz or 30 kHz and will result from an experimental, recoverable, long-term
uses this maueof reflected enry 1oboal1lasf

measure oenergytobroadly clssiy heat source to be placed in the sediments. The test will
the sediment type (Fig. 2). First tests of this acoustic sedi- model the influence of the thermal and pore water pressure
ment classifier indicate that while the system can readily fields generated by a buried canister containing high-level
identify the transition between two sediment types, it can- radioactive waste, and will provide high-quality field data
not classify sediments without ground-truth from cores to be used in validating predictive computer codes being %
or in situ probe measurements from the subseabed. Field used in the SDP. Calibration of the differential pressure

evaluation of the acoustic sediment classifier continues transducers used in the SDP work has required in-house
while complementary technologies are being explored to development of a calibrator unit (Fig. 4) to be used in con-
determine the feasibility of augmenting the acoustic reflec- junction with NORDA's high-pressure test facility.

Sand
Dredged channel Dredge spoil Cable buried 1 m deep overlyingi' l muddy .-

-. ~sediments" -
.4f

.11. Small impedanceI' ., . differences over

Large impedance Acoustic impedances mud (layers2 thru 5)
differences over sand . of surficial sediment Large impedance mis-match . .rlayers over buried cabl

i'S
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ComoenSalor AnlIows High pressurt
calibrator

Figure -4. NORDA high pressure calibrator or deep ocean
pressure transducers.

Figure 3. Deep water differential pore pressure probes in MSovario s sta es o asse bly.Measures directly Seafloor conductivnty or resistivity- -'

various stages of assemb/v. Temperature
Laepth of pnnetraton

The sediment conductivity probe is also a well-developed Measures indirectly Sediment Porosity
Bulk density

system that is used to provide direct measurements of sedi Property-"

ment electrical conductivity for mine countermeasurcs
assessment. The probe provides an indirect measure IOt

sediment porosity and classification and. to some cxtent
sediment consistency (shear strength). The sensing ele
ment of the conductivity probe is wCdge shaped to
minimize driving resistance with four needle-like electrodles
protruding in advance of the wedge (Fig. 5). The dec.
trode design is based on the Wenner spread electrode con-
figuration (Griffiths and King. 1905) commonly used in Features Uses

-Sell coTained system Rapid sit' spe it ,siirveys 'rrpul t( f OtelS
geophysical exploration. This probe design has been ap Power source Ac.,st,-

plied to a 130 mm (5 inch) diameter probe driven to 12 Sqiq (...or, Geo ..... tv,

in penetrations by a vibrocorer (I lulbert c al.. 198 1 ) and Temperaliir mnitor ASW I, ,-
A D convertor Olt * t r , l ,,

to a diver-embedded, self-contained probe carrying the elec Diqtal data stor;r, G-t1,0 ,I a

trodes in a small wedge mounted on a 0 )mm ) inch)
diameter. ( m.5-m-ong shaft. This in situ conductivitv/portsi
ty measuring technique provides the best means for detcr
mining in situ porosities and densities Att c)hcsii)nlcss I/kout 5 l)1 r('1 ,1/ ,, lli, fit t p1, 4'
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sediments, i.e., gravels, sands and many silts, when per- way to improve our understanding of shear wave velocity
forming research or test and evaluation studies. A few and velocity anisotropy variations in carbonate sediments
cores are normally taken in conjunction with the in situ using specimens collected on Leg 101 of the Ocean Drill-
conductivity measurements to identify infrequent, but ing Project. Additional development work with the
possible, misrilassifications from the conductivity data- bimorph shear wave transducers is proposed to improve .
e.g., stiff, overconsolidated clays may be classified as silts their ease of operation and to systemize their operation d

or sands when operating without benefit of ground-truth to enhance the repeatability of the measured data. Further
data. Development of the conductivity probe has permitted work with the shear wave transducers has shown that a
bridging a gap in in situ measurement technology-that number of wave arrivals exist: study of the full set of
of obtaining reliable measurements of in situ density/porosi- generated and received waves is proposed to clearly
ty in cohesionless sediments. Such measurements were delineate the transducer performance and to help identify
formerly made on gravity or diver push cores of the possible improvements, to identify possible improvements
sediments; density measurements on cores of cohesionless in the test frame, and to identify the optimum test specimen
sediment have been shown to yield unreliable density and geometry for shear wave velocity determinations.
porosity measurements (Bailard, 1982). The remote, in situ probe, and laboratory geoacous-

NORDA geotechnologists have developed diver-operated tic/geotechnical sensors developed by geotechnical person-
probes for measuring compressional and shear wave nel are all targeted toward improving our understanding
velocities. These probes are used in sets of three (Fig. 6) of the fundamental properties and variability of seafloor
with one end probe used to produce the source signal and sediments and toward improving our ability to rapidly
the other two used to measure the difference in acoustic delineate that variability laterally and vertically.
wave arrival time at each probe. The shear wave probes
use a bimorph-type transducer element to enhance Environmental support

sediment-sensor coupling in the soft and loose surficial Another important role of the geotechnical scientists
seafloor sediments. These probes are being used to examine is to provide geoacoustic/geotechnical environmental sup-

, the near-surface variability of sediment sound velocities port to other NORDA researchers and to other Navy
to better understand high-frequency scattering phenomena. laboratories and contractors. This seafloor environmen-

The bimorph transducer element has also been incor- tal work normally requires gathering a complete description
porated in the specimen end caps of the Hamilton frame of the geologic environment from the literature (particular-

, (Brunson, 1983) and used to measure shear wave velocities ly from Deep Sea Drilling Project reports), reviewing the
on soft sediments in the laboratory. Studies are now under- open data bases and those held by the Naval Oceanographic

Office and, when possible, reviewing offshore well-drilling
, ." .... logs sometimes available from the petroleum companies

or from the U.S. Geological Survey. This information is
assembled and used to prepare a geologic map and

""ACTIVE E OBE ACTVE END OF stratigraphic profiles of the area of interest-a test site N
COMPRESSONAL w oSEAR wAvE PROBE a few miles on a side or an entire ocean basin (Fig. 7).

Densities and sound velocities are then obtained, if

. MEASURES DIRECTLY. COMPRESSIONAL WAVE VELOCITY available, from nearby drillhole logs or geophysical records
COMPRESSIONAL WAVE ATTENUATION or, in lieu of data, the densities and sound velocities are
SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY estimated using available relationships (Hamilton, 1980).

MEASURES INDIRECTLY. SEDIMENT BULK MODULUS Development work continues to improve understanding
SHEAR MODULUS of the sediment contribution to acoustic bottom interac-
POUNGS MODULUS tion and the performance of analytical models developed
POiSSON'S RATIO

to describe acoustic bottom interaction.
FEATURES: 1. FREGUENCY: COMPRESSIONAL-70 kHz. SHEAR-2 kHz

2. GOOD COUPLING IN SOFT SEDIMENTS

3. CAN BE EMBEDDED IN SANDS WITH MINIMAL
DISTURBANCE Summary

, USES: GEOACOUSTIC MODEL INPUTS NORDA marine geotechnical scientists perform basic
EMPIRICAL DATA ON VplVs RATIOS and applied research in the geoacoustic and geotechnical

Figure 6. Compressional and shear wave probes. areas. They design, fabricate, test, and use in the laboratory
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Washington Coast Province 1

Depth Vp Vs Kp KS Density
(m) (m/sec) (m/sec) (dB/m/kHz) (dB m/kHz) (9 cc) %

Sea SurfaceBottom Water 50-200 1483

0 1654 55 0.37 132 1 9
5 1772 201 0.30 10.7 1 9

10 1791 244 0.27 9.8 1.9
15 1802 273 0.26 9.3 1 9

very 20 1810 296 0.25 8.9 1 9
fine 25 1816 315 0.25 89 1 9
sands 50 1835 383 0.22 78 1.9

75 1846 429 0.21 7.5 1 9
100 1854 465 0.21 7.5 1 9
125 1860 495 0.20 7.1 1 9
150 1865 521 0.19 6.8 1.9

Acoustic
Basement 3000 1500 0.03 3.0 2 54

(Sittstone)

Figure 7. Representative geoacoustic model.
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Seismic Structure of the J-Anomaly in the Eastern Atlantic. (1982). Methane Geochemistry in the Equatorial Pacific
57th American Geophysical Union Annual Meeting, and Atlantic. American Geophysical Union Annual
Washington, D.C. Meeting, San Francisco, California, December.

Bennett, R. H. (1982). Deep-ocean Piezometer Brooks, J. M., D. A. Wiesenburg, and T. lchiye
System: Pore Pressure Events During High Pressure (1982). Use of Volatile Organics as Tracers of Waste
Simulation Tests. SEPM/NORDA Research Conference Dispersion at an Ocean Dumpsite. Ocean Sciences 1982,
on the Seafloor Stability of Continental Margins, Dia- San Antonio, Texas, 16-19 February.
mondhead, Mississippi, 11-15 October. Brunson, B. A. andJ. E. Matthews (1982). Labora-

Bennett, R. H. (1983). NORDA's Activities in the tory Measurements of Shear Wave Attenuation in Natural
In Situ Heat Transfer Experiment (ISHTE). 14th Annual and Synthetic Sediments. Society of Exploration Geophysi.
Meeting of the Subseabed Disposal Program, Denver, cists/U.S. Navy Shear Waves and Pattern Recognition
Colorado, October. Symposium, NSTL, Mississippi, 22-23 March.

Bennett, R. H. (1984). In Situ Undrained Shear Buffler, R. T., S. Locker, C. D. Cagle, W. B. Sawyer,
Strengths and Permeabilities Derived from Piezometer J. C. Crowe, and R. L. Phair (1983). Results of Ocean
Measurements. ASTM Symposium on Laboratory and Margin Drilling Program Synthesis of Gulf of Mexico
In Situ Determination of the Strength of Marine Soils, Basin. A merican Association of Petroleum Geologists
San Diego, California. Annual Convention, Austin. Texas.

Bowles, F. A. (1984). Orinoco/Amazon River Sedi- Carey, W. M. (1983). Sound Propagation from a
ment Input to the Eastern Caribbean Basin. American Coastal Source to a Deep Ocean Receiver. 105th Meeting
Geophysical Union Ocean Sciences Meeting, New of the Acoustical Society of America, Cincinatti, Ohio.
Orleans, Louisiana. 10-13 May, Paper AA6, 73(SI), S55(AA6).

Boyd, J. D. (1982). Deep Ocean Currents Near DSDP Carey, W. M. and M. P. Bradley (1985). Low-
Hole 395A (22045'N, 40110'W) and Possible Effects on frequency Ocean Surface Noise Sources. 11th Meeting
Ocean Bottom Seismometers. 46th Annual Meeting of of the Acoustical Society of America, Nashville. Ten-
the Mississippi Academy of Sciences, Biloxi, 4-5 March. nessee. 1-8 November.
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Carey, W. M. and N. Yen (1984). The Formation Acoustic Imaging Technology and On board Data
of a Synthetic Aperture with Towed Hydrophones. 1071h Recording and Processing. NSTL. Mississippi.
Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Norfolk, Fagot, M. G. (1978). Deep-Towed Seismic System
Virginia. 9 May. Paper GG6. Design. 48th Annual International Meeting ofthe Soc oe

Chin-Bing, S. A. (1985). The Influence of Water- ty of Exploration Geophysicists. San Francisco. California.
to-ice Transition Layers on the Reflection Coefficient and Fagot, M. G. and B. E. Eckstein (1979). Deep- 1%

High-frequency Acoustic Backscatter from an Ice Keel. Towed Seismic Profiling System. Electronics and
I IOth Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Aerospace Systems Conference, EASCON 79. Arlington.
Nashville. Tennessee. 4-8 November. Virginia.

Chin-Bing, S. A. and D. B. King (1984). The Ef- Fagot, M. G., N. H. Gholson, G.J. Moss, and
feet of Large Thermohaline Steps on Acoustic Propaga- D. A. Milburn (1980). A DeepTowed Geophysical Ar-
tion Near the Northeast Coast of South America. 108th ray System. 50th Annual International Meeting of the
Meeting, Acoustical Society of America, Minneapolis, Society of Erploration Geoplysicists, Houston. Texas.
Minnesota, 8-12 October. Fagot, M. G., D. A. Milburn, N. H. Gholson,

Davis, J. A. and S. A. Chin-Bing (1978). Mode and B. E. Eckstein (1980). A Deep-Towed Array -
Theory Reflection Coefficient. 96th Meeting. Acoustical Geophysical System. 2nd Biennial Society of Erploration ."

Society of America, Honolulu, Hawaii, 27 November- GeoplhvsicistsUS Naij , Joint TechnicalS,mposium on
December. High Resolution. NSTI.. Mississippi. ."

Davis, J. A. and S. A. Chin-Bing (1978). Mode Fagot, M. G., G.J. Moss, D. A. Milburn, and
and Ray Theory Comparison for a Completely Absorb- N. H. Gholson (1981). l)eep-Towed Seismic System
ing Bottom. 96th Meeting, Acoustical Society of Design for Operation at Depths Up to (NX) m. 1.3t/ Off
America. Honolulu. Hawaii, 27 November- 1 December. shore Technologv Conference. Houston. Texas.

Del Balzo, D., M. Authement, and C. T. Mire Fagot, M. G. and S. E. Spychalski (1982). Deep-
(1985). Calculations of Ocean Ambient Noise Over a Con Towed Seismic System: A Hardware Description. 52nd
tinental Slope. 1 lot Meeting of the Acoustical Society Annual International Meeting of the Society of Frplora
of America, Nashville. Tennessee. 4-8. November. tion Geop/vsicists. Dallas. Texas.

Egloff, J. (1977). Sedimentary Structures of the Fagot, M. G. and S. E. Spychalski (1984). l)evelop
Southwest Iceland Outer Shelf and Slope. American ment of a Deep-Towed Seismic System - A Potential New
Association of Petroleum Geologists Research Con 3-I) Tool. 4th Biennial Society of Erploration
f/rrence. Geophvsical Investigations of Continental Slopes GeophvsicistsiU.S. Naty Joint Technical Symposium on
and Rises, Galveston. Texas. 12- 11 January. Three Dimensional Marine Data Collection. Processing.

EgloffJ.. G. Sommerhoff. and G. L. Johnson (1982). Interpretation. and Presentation. NSTL. Mississippi.
Canyons, Submarine Fans. and Older Structures of Fagot, M. G. and S. E. Spychalski (194). l)evelop
Southern Greenland Continental Margin from Seismic ment of a l)eep-Towed Geophysical Sound Source. Multi
Surveys. American A vsociation of Petroleum Geologists Channel Array, and Telemetry System. Rernoteli,
Annual Convention. Calgary. Alberta. Canada. July. Operated Vehicle Conference and Erposition. San Diego.

Egloff, J. and G. L. Johnson (1982). The I)iscoverv California.
of a Tensional Release Feature on the Insular Slope/Rise Fenner, D. F. (1981). Sound Speed Structure of the
of W. Iceland. and Comparison with SE Greenland Can- ,)uth Atlantic Ocean. NA VOCEA NO, NORDA South
yons and Slumps. SEPM/NORDA Conference on Seafloor Atlantic Con, frence. NSTI.. Mississippi. 19 May.
Stability. Diamondhead, Mississippi. October. Fenner, D. F. 199 ). Temperature Salinity and 'Xiiund

Eller, A. (1985). Implementation of Rough Surface LA)ss Speed Structure Related to the l)vnamics of the Argen
in Sonar Performance Models. OCEANS '85. San l)iego. tine Basin. A merican Geophtsical I Inion Ocean Sciences
California. 12-14 November. Meeting. New Orleans. louisiana.

Evans, R. B. (1985). The Stabilization of Stepwise Feuillade. C. and W. Kinney 1985). Source localiza
Coupled Modes. 1 10th Meeting ofthe Acoustical Societj tion in a Wavei~uide Using a Matched field Technique.
of A merica. Nashville. Tennessee. 1 8 November. I 10th Meeting of the Acoustical Societi, of A merica.

Fagot, M. G. (1978). l)eep-Towed Seismic System Nashville. Tennessee. 8 8 November.
Design. Ist Biennial Society of Exploration Fleischer, P. 19,8,0. Mine Burial: Field Tests to Assess
Geophysicists/U.S Navy Joint Technical Symposium on Its likelihood in U.S. Waters and to Ivaluale Burial
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25th Mine Development Conference. Naval Surface Holcombe, T. L. (1983). Perspective on Marine
Weapons Center, White Oak. Maryland, 13 May. Geology and Geophysics Research. Workshop on Southern

Fleischer, P., R. M. Fitchko. and R. L. Fleisher (1979). Oceans. Palisades. New York. 14-15 March.
Outcrop Patterns and Cenozoic Continental Slope Develop- Holcombe, T. L. (1983). Quaternarv Turbidites of
ment Between Blake Plateau and Cape Hatteras. the Muertos Trough-Composition. Source, and Disper-
Geological Society of America. Southeastern Section sal Patterns. Tenth Caribbean Geological Conlerence. Car-
Meeting, Biacksburg, Virginia (invited paper). tagena, Colombia. 15-19 August.

Gaunaurd. G., C. Feuillade. and M. F. Werby (1985). Holland, C. R. and E. L. Burdette (1983). In Situ
Scattering from Submerged Solid-, Fluid-, and Air-filled l)ata Selection and Compression as a Tool for Extending
Elastic Shells to the High ka Region. I 10th Meeting of the Lifetome of Remote Acquisition Systems. OCEANS
the Acoustical Society of America, Nashville. Tennessee. 'S3.
1-8 November. Holland, C. R., R. T. Miles, and L. B. Stogner

Gershfield. D. A. and A. I. Eller (1983). Optimum (1983). Adaptive Multiprocessor Data Acquisition System.
Frequency of Acoustic Propagation in Shallow Water. International Symposium on Ocean Instrumentation.
106th Meeting ofthe Acoustical Society oflA merica. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Woods Hole. .-

San Diego. California. 7- 11 November. Massachusetts, October.
Green, L. H., M. F. Werby. and R. Wooten (1985). Jahn, W. H. (1980). Deep Ocean Photograph-y E".

The Interaction of Acoustic Waves with Multi-layered hibit. New Orleans Museum of Art. New Orleans, Loui-
Shells. I I t, Meeting of the Acoustical Society of siana, 23 February-7 April.
America. Nashville, Tennessee. 4-8 November. Jahn, W. H. (1980). Deep Ocean Photographyv Er

Harding, J. M., R. H. Clancy, and J. P. French hibit. San Diego Natural Htistorv Museum. Balboa Park. -Z
(1984). Operational Mixed Laver Forecasts Compared with San Diego. California. 12 June- 10 August.
Ocean Station )ata. American Geophysical Union Fall Jahn, W. H. (1980-1981). Deep Ocean Photograplv 
Meeting. San Francisco, California. Evhibit. Science Museum of Minnesota, St. Paul. 15

Harding, J., R. M. Clancy, J. Hawkins, and G. October 18 January.
Heburn (198/0 U.S. Navy Operational Ocean Thermal Jahn, W. H. (1981). Deep Ocean Photographv Er
Analysis and Prediction: Present Capabilities. Future Plans. hibit. National Space Technology Laboratories. Visitor's

% 4th Biennial Society of Exploration Geoplsicists/U.S. Center. NSTI., Mississippi. 1() April-12 September. .

% iNavv Joint Technical Symposium on Three dimensional Jahn, W. H. (1982). Deep Ocean P/otography Er
% Marine Data Collection, Processing, Interpretation. and hibit. Smithsonian Institution, Washington. D.C.. January.

Presentation, NSTL, Mississippi. Jahn, W. H. (1982). Selected Photographs from the
Harding, J. M., H. E. Hurlburt, L. B. Lin, 1). R. Deep Ocean Photography Erhibit. International

Moore. and A. J. Wallcraft (1982). Intercomparison of I lvdrographic Conference. Monte Carlo. Monaco, 20- 30
Primitive Equation and Quasigeostrophic Simulations of April.
a Mid-latitude Jet. American Geophysical Union Fall Jahn, W. H. (1982). Selected Photographs from the
Meeting. San Francisco. California. Deep Ocean Photography Iivhibit. OCEANS '82,

Harding,J. M. and T. Laevastu (1970). Evaporation Washington. D.C.. 20-22 September.
and Transport of Latent Heat in Relation to Surface and Jahn, W. H. (1983). Deep Ocean Photography Er
Mid-atmospheric Systems Development. American hibit. American Museum of Natural History. New York.
Meteorological Society Conference on Atmospheric and New York. 22 January- 15 Mav.
Oceanic Waves and Stability. Seattle. Washington. Jahn, W. H. (1983). Deep Ocean Photoraphy Ev "

HardingJ. M., R. H. Preller, and S. A. Piacsek hibit. Intrepid Sea-Air-Space Museum. New York, New
(1982). Vertical Shear from TOPS. NORDA Ocean Mea York, 20 May-2 October.
surement Programs Shear Workshop. NSTL. Mississippi. Jahn, W. H. (1983- 19910. Deep Ocean Photo ,rap.

Heburn, G, W. (1981). Effects of Wind Versus Exhibit. Chicago Museum of Science and Industry.
Hlydraulic Forcing of the )ynamics of the Western Chicago. Illinois. 27 October 3 January. -"
Mediterranean Sea. XXIX Congress and Plenary Ses Kinder, T. H. (1979). A Perspective on Physical
sion of the International Commission of the Scientific Oceanography in the Ikringhta. Invited talk. Penary Ses
Exploration o/ the Mediterranean Sea, Lucerne. sion. Bering0 0ea ,Syf,"posium (Sponsored by

Switzerland. 11 19 October. NOAA/Hureau of land Maina',ement) Ancborage. Altska.
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Kinder, T. H., G. W. Heburn, J. D. Boyd, Lavoie, D. L. andJ. E. Matthews (1984). Sedimtnt
J. H. Allender, and H. E. Hurlburt (1982). Spatial Physical Property Measurements. Research and Related

and Temporal Scales of Physical Variability Near the Activities in the Correlation of Acoustic Geotecbnical
Southern Lesser Antilles. American Geophysical Properties Workshop, Calgary, Canada, 16-17 April.
Union/Society of Limnology and Oceanography Meeting, Li, H. (1979). A Time-Dependent Ice Drift Model in %
San Antonio, Texas, 16-18 February. the Arctic Ocean. American Geophysical Union 1979

Kinney, W. A. (1985). Coherence Versus Time Delay Fall Meeting, San Francisco, California, 3-7 December.
for Spatially Separated Receivers in Deep Water Using a Li, H. (1981). A Study of Recent Data Sets Exhibiting
Z-transform Method. 1 10th Meeting of the Acoustical Wind-induced Ambient Noise. 101st Meeting of the

Society of America, Nashville, Tennessee, 4-8 November. AcousticalSociety of America. Ottawa, Ontario. Canada.
Kuperman, W. A., M. F. Werby, and K. E. 18-22 May.

Gilbert (1984). Towed Array Response to Ship Noise: Li, H., S. A. Tooma, R. D. Ketchum, andJ. P.
A Nearfield Propagation Problem. NA TO Conference Welsh (1978). Sea Ice Airborne Infrared Radiometry.
on Underwater Acoustics and Signal Processing, World Meteorological Organization Workshop on
Luneberg, W. Germany, 30 July. Remote Sensing of Sea Ice, Washington, D.C.. 16-2(0

Lambert, D. G. (1982). In Situ Geotechnical In- October.
strumentation from a Submersible. SEPM/NORDA Lin, L. B. and J. M. Harding (1978). A Numerical
Research Conference on Seafloor Stability of Continen- Simulation of the Pacific Equatorial Undercurrent.

tal Margins, Diamondhead, Mississippi, 11-15 October. American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting, San Fran-

Lambert, D. N., P. J. Valent, M. D. Richard- cisco. California. %,
son, and G. F. Merrill (1984). Shear Strength Variability Lin, L. B. and J. M. Harding (1979). Simulation of
in Three Sedimentary Provinces ef the Venezuela Basin. the Pacific Equatorial Circulation. INDEX Theoretical

American Geophysical Union Ocean Science Meeting, Meeting, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
New Orleans. Louisiana, January. Little, B.J. (1983). An Assessment of the Factors In-

Langran, G. L. (1983). Automated Point Selection fluencing the Adsorption of Dissolved Organic Material
and Labeling for Geographic Data Bases. Fourth Annual from Naturally Occurring Waters. Symposium on Initial

Meeting of the National Computer Graphics Associa-tion. Chicago, Illinois, 26-30 June. Events in Biofouling. sponsored by the Office of Naval -li n , C h ca o ,Il in is 2 -3 J ne I R esearch , La Jo lla, C alifo rn ia, D ec em ber.,' -' .l,,,

Langran, G. L. (1984). Map Design for DMA's RJn
Digital Age. DoD Mapping. Charting, and Geodesy Users Little, B. J. and A. Zsolnay (1982). Chemical Finger-

Conference, Washington, D.C., October. printing of Adsorbed Organic Material. American ,

La Violette, P. E. (1983). Short-term Measurements Chemical Society Meeting, Las Vegas, Nevada. March.

of the Velocity of Currents Associated with the Alboran Lohanick, A. W. and J. P. Welsh (1981). Some

Sea Gyre During Donde Va?. American Geophysical Effects of Snow Cover on 33 Gltz Passive Signatures of
Union Spring Meeting. Baltimore, Maryland. June Sea Ice. URSI Commission F Svmposium on Signature

La Violette, P. E. (1983). Results of the Synthetic Problems in Microwave Remote Sensing of the Surface

Aperture Radar Experiment Off the Grand Banks. of the Earti, University of Kansas. Lawrence. 5- 8 January.

American Geophysical Union Spring Meeting, Baltimore, Matthews,J. E., M. D. Richardson, B. A. Brun-

Maryland, June. son, and F. S. Carnaggio (1982). Shear Wave

La Violette, P. E. and R. A. Arnone (1984). A Measurements at OSTL. Society of Evploration

Preliminary Study of a Standing Wave in the Western Ap- Geophysicists/U.S. NavV Shear Waves and Pattern

proaches to the Strait of Gibraltar. XXIX Congress and Recognition Symposium. NSTL, Mississippi, 22-21

Plenary Session of the International Commission for the March.

&ientific Erploration of the Mediterranean Sea. Lucerne. McIntosh. J. A. and J. P. Welsh (1981). A Provi-

Switzerland, 11-19 October. sional Calculation of the Icebreaking Resistance of the

Lavoie D. (1984). Methane Production from Oceanic USCGC POLAR STAR. Ice Tecb 81. Star Svmposium.

Seston. 4 7th Annual Meeting of ASLO. Vancouver. B.C.. The Societv of Naval A rchitects and Marine Engineers,

11-1l June. Ottawa, Ontario. Canada. 16- 19 June. %

Lavoie, D. L. andJ. E. Matthews(1983). Sediments Milburn, D. A. and T. Burke (1985). Ocean

on the Southeastern Flank of the Bermuda Pedestal. Acoustic Measuring Systems: VEKA and VEI)ABS.

Geological Sociel of A merica Annual Meeting. OCEANS ',5. San l)iego. California, 12-11 November.
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Mohr, D. L., J. P. French, A. C. Warn-Varnas, ly. American Geophysical Union/ASLO Ocean Sciences
J. M. Harding, and R. M. Clancy (1983). Statistical Meeting, San Antonio, Texas, 16-19 February.
Forecasts of Temperature Profiles in the North Atlantic. Richardson, M. D. (1983). The Effects of Bioturba-
American Geophysical Union Ocean Sciences Meeting, tion on Sediment Elastic Properties. Invited paper, Sym-
New Orleans, Louisiana. posium on Relations Entre Organismes et Sediments,

Muench, R. D., J. D. Schumacher, and T. H. Kinder AGSO/SGF/UOF, Perpignan, France, 7-9 October.
(1979). Flux of Horizontal Kinetic Energy Over the Saunders, K. D. (1985). Design and Initial Testing
Southeastern Bering Sea. IUGG Assembly, Canberra. of a Motion Compensating Winch System. OCEANS '85,

Murphy, D., D. Del Balzo, and R. Wagstaff San Diego, California. 12-14 November.
(1985). Computer Simulation of the Vertical Structure of Saunders, K. D. and F. C. Hamrick (1982). Problems
Mid-ocean Ambient Noise. 110th Meeting of the in Computing Coherence. American Geophysical Union
Acoustical Society of America, Nashville, Tennessee, 4-8 Spring Conference, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. May.
November. Stanic, S., B. Eckstein, and D. Sherman (1985).

Pai, S. I., M. D. Das, and H. Li (1977). Compactness NORDA's Shallow-water Acoustic Measurements Svstem.
and Thickness Effects on Drift of Arctic Pack Ice. Sym- OCEANS '85, San Diego, California. 12-14 November.
posium on Sea Ice Process and Models, Seattle, Su, M. Y. (1981). On Nonlinear Energy Transfer and
Washington, 6-9 September. Spectral Evolution in Growing Seas. American

Pedersen, M. A. and R. McGirr (1983). Experimental Geophysical Union Fall Meeting. San Francisco. Califor-
and Theoretical Statistical Distributions of Underwater nia, December.
Acoustic Propagation Losses. Eleventh International Con Tango, G.J., M. F. Werby, and R. Wooten (1985).
gress of Acoustics, Paris, France, Paper 28-11. Applications of a Synthetic Array Method for Shallow-

Peltzer, R. D., W. D. Garrett. and P. M. Smith (1985). water Geobottom Reconnaissance. 110th Meeting of the
A Remote Sensing Study of a Surface Ship Wake. Acoustical Society of America, Nashville, Tennessee. 4-8
OCEANS '85, San Diego, California. 12-14 November. November.

Perkins, H. T. (1983). Current and Hydrographic Sec- Tunnell, T. and A. Kramer (1985). Propagation of
tions in the Mediterranean Inflow and Outflow. Donde Bottom Interacting Very Low-frequency Acoustic Signals
Va? Workshop, Iastituto Oceanografico, Fuengirola. Spain, Off the Coast Near Cape Fear, N.C. I 10th Meeting of
19 October. the Acoustical Society of America, Nashville, Tennessee. .

Perkins, H. T. (1984). First Results from the NORDA 1-8 November.
Sections in the Tropical Atlantic. Third FOCAL/SEQUAL Wagstaff, R. A. (1985). Ambient Noise Directionality
Reunion, Paris (UNESCO). France. 18 February. at Two Locations in the Gulf of Mexico. I 10th Meeting

Perkins, H. T. andJ. D. Boyd (1991). Characteristics of the Acoustical Society of America. Nashville. Ten-
of Thermohaline Step Structures Off the Northeast Coast nessee. '-8 November.
of South America. American Geophysical Union Ocean Warn-Varnas, A. C. and J. M. Harding (1977).
Sciences Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, 25 January. An Investigation of the Importance of Third-order Cor-

Perkins, H. T. and T. H. Kinder (1984). The Flow relations in Mixed Layer Models. American Geophysical
of Atlantic Water into the Alboran Sea During Donde Union Fall Meeting, San Francisco. California.
Va?. XXIX Congress and Plenary Session of CIFS5M. Werby, M. F. and S. A. Chin-Bing (1984). Some
Lucerne, Switzerland, 12 October. Numerical Techniques and Their Use in the Extension

Piacsek, S. A. and J. M. Harding (1977). A of T-Matrix and Null-field Approaches toScattering. Com
Numerical Simulation of the Interannual Seasonal Forc- putational Ocean Acoustic Workshop. Yale Universitv.
ing of the Equatorial Pacific. American Geophysical August.
Union Fall Meeting, San Francisco, California. Werby, M. D., K. Davey, and J. Montgomery

Reid, D. F.. E. A. Boyle, and A. J. Spivack (1982). (1984). The Use of Integral Equations and the Conjugate
Covariance of Radium and Copper in Mediterranean Sea Gradient Method in Field Theory Problems. ECOMP
Surface Waters. American Geophysical Union/ASLO Conference. Carnegie-Mellon Institute. Pittsburg. Penn-
Ocean Sciences Meeting. San Antonio, Texas. 16-19 sylvania. II -12 I)ecember.

% February. Werby, M. F.. L. [I. Green. and R. Wooten (1985).
Richardson, M. D. (1982). Effects of Bioturbation A Study of Angular Distributions from Submerged

on Sediment Elastic Properties, as Measured Acoustical- Spheroidal and Finite Cylindrical Shells. 1 loth Meeting"
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of tlk A((Au.tIwal Sochiev of America, Nashvilleu. Ten- Wiesenburg, D. A. and N. L Guinasso, Jr. (1982).
nesee. '1 No~ermber. Thermal Structure and Heat Flow in the Orca Basin. Nor-

Werby. M. F. and G. Tango (1985). Characteri.a- thern Gulf Of Mexico. Ocean Sciences 1982. San An-
nion of Average Geoacou1StiC Bottom Properties from L'x tonio, Texas. 10- 19 Februiary'.
p-cied Propagation l3chavior at Verv Low Frequencies Wisnb , D. A. and C. Rein (1985). Towed
\'LF) Using Towed Array Simulation. NAH 'On Underwater Pumping System for D~eep Ocean Sampling.

/j'rence. La Spezia. Italy. uiOCEA NS '85. San Diego. California. 12 -14A November.
White, D. and S. A. Chin-Bing (1982). Comparison Young, D. K. (1982). Nondestructive MeaSUring of

Between Pert urhative and Exact Treatment of Bottom At- Effects of BiotUrbation Sediment Structure. Invited talk.
tenUation for Shallow-water. Low -frequency Conditions. A 'VaiGohsclUio/ L0OenSine
10-3rd Meeting, A coustical Societyo /A merica. Chicago. Metn.SnAoioTxa.1-9Fbrr.
Illinois, 20- 30 April.YonDK.adW H.Jh(18.Potgps

White, D. and S. A. Chin-Bing (198.3). Source YonDK.adWHJh(98)Potgph
D~epth Classification by Modal D~ecomposition and Cor- of Deep Sea Lebensspuren: A Comparison of Sedimen-

relation. 106th Meeting. Acoustical Society of Am~erica, tr rvne.AmrcnGohsclLJ~nO a
San )ieo. alifrni. 7lI Nvemer.Sciences Meetin. New Orleans. Louisiana.

Wiesnbug, . A. J.L. ird D. . Rid.and Zsolnay, A. (1982). Determining the Source of Par-
R. A. Arnone (1983). Observations at the Mississippi tieinAuicEvrmnswthPrli-hmia
River Plume Front During IDecember. Special Session: Fish Ionization Mass Spectrometry. A merican GeophYsical

and Fronts-flow Are They Related?. 46th Annual Union/ASLO Ocean Sciences Meeting. San Antonio. 4

Meeting. American Society of Limnologv' and Texas, 10- 19 February. .ssMs pc
Oceanography. St. John's, Newfoundland. June. Zsolnay, A. (1982). Use of Pyrolysi. asSC

Wlesenburg, D. A.. j. M. Brooks. and D. F. Reid trometrv in Oceanorpy ecensr n oln
1982). Suspended Particulate D~istributions Across the Or- Studies. Invited talk. 13th A nnual A CS .SvmPosiu m on

*ca Basin Interface. Eall Meeting. A merican Geophysical Advances in Applied A nalytical (ihemisty. New
1in. San Francisco. California. D)ecember. Orleans. L~ouisiana.
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Paecncs

Patents Granted Since 1982

Brunson, B. A. (9/84). Single Element Cantilever Stiffey, A. V. et al. (4/85). Method and Apparatus for
Mounted Shear Wave Transducer, 4,471,475. the Detection of Toxicants, 4,513,280.

Ferer, K. M. (2/82). Quatricalically Laid Torque- Sutherland, A. L. (4/83). Trawl Resistant Sensor Mount,
Balanced Benthic Cable, 4,317,000. 4,397,584.

Gholson, N. H. (1/85). A Controller for a Locked Carri- Sutherland, A. L. (5/84). Shallow-water Environmen-
er Distributed Multiplexed Telemetry System, 4,494,115. tal Oceanographic Measurement System, 4,448,068.

Marshall, S. W. (10/83). A Generalized Drifting Swenson, R. C. (11/82). Self-deploying Buoy System,
Oceanographic Sensor, 4,408,488. 4,358,834. ',

Perkins, H. T. et al. (2/83). Three-Axis Current Meter, Swenson, R. C. (8/85). Safety Mooring Line, 4,534,262.
4,391,136.
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Major Workshops

Major Participation by NORDA in Workshops,

Seminars, and Symposia

Date Subject In conjunction with

1977 January 25-27 Buoy Technology Workshop NOAA/MTS

December 8-9 Ocean Sciences Board NAS/NRC

1978 April 25-27 15th Oceanographic Subcommittee CANADA/US MCC

August 17-18 Acoustic Imaging and Data Processing SEG/USN

1979 September 5-7 Interpretive Modeling of Deep Ocean Sediments ONR

October 9-11 Satellite Data in Ocean Analysis and Prediction ONR

November 6-8 Near Surface Ocean Experimental Technology ONR

November 13-15 Describing Ocean Phenomena using Coherent Radars ONR %

1980 January 22-23 Kevlar Cables and Rope --

March 17-18 Resolution of Signals Reflected from the Sea Floor SEG/USN

1982 March 22-23 Shear Waves and Pattern Recognition SEG/USN

October 12-15 Seafloor Stability of Continental Margins SEPM

1983 September 20-22 Chemical Variability in Ocean Frontal Areas U. of R.I.

1984 January 24-26 Ocean Sciences Meeting-New Orleans AGU "/.

March 13-15 3-D Marine Data SEGIUSN

1985 May 1-3 Ocean Data-New Orleans MTS N

June 11-14 Arctic Oceanography CNOC
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